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Names and Sources

The subjects of this book are the transformation of national ideas, the
causes of ethnic cleansing, and the conditions for national reconciliation. One theme is the contestation of territory, and contested places
are known by different names to different people at different times.
Another theme is the difference between history and memory, a difference revealed when care is taken with names. The body of this book
will name cities between Warsaw and Moscow according to the usage
of the people in question at the relevant moment. This minimizes
anachronism, recalls the importance of language to nationalism, and
emphasizes that the disposition of cities is never final. The gazetteer
provides toponyms in eight languages in use as of this writing.
The names of countries also require some attention. In this work,
attributes of the medieval principality of Kyivan Rus’ are denoted by
the term “Rusian.” The culture of East Slavs within the early modern
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth is called “Ruthenian.” The adjective “Russian” is reserved for the Russian empire, the Russian Soviet
Federative Socialist Republic, and the Russian Federation. “Ukrainian” is a geographical term in the medieval and early modern periods,
ix

x

Names and Sources

and a political term in modern contexts. The use of “Belarus” signals an orientation toward local traditions; “Belorussia” suggests a belief in an integral connection with Russia. “Lithuanian” and “Polish” refer to the appropriate polities
and cultures in the period in question. The historical lands of “Galicia” and
“Volhynia” will be named by these Latinate English terms throughout.
This book draws on archival materials; document collections; parliamentary
records; ministerial memoranda; local, national, and national-minority newspapers of various countries and periods; diaries, memoirs, and correspondence;
scholarly publications; other printed and unprinted sources; and interviews
with civil servants, parliamentary deputies, ministers, and heads of state. Archives are cited by four-letter abbreviations, and document collections by short
titles: a key is found at the back of the book. Books and articles are cited in full
at first, and then by author surname and short title. Other sources are cited in
full. Authors’ names are spelled as they appear in the cited work, even when this
gives rise to inconsistencies of transliteration.
Transliteration is the unavoidable practice of rendering words spelled in one
alphabet legible in another. The Polish, Lithuanian, and Czech languages, like
English, French, and German, use various orthographies within Roman script.
Ukrainian, Belarusian, and Russian use various orthographies within Cyrillic
script. Like translation, transliteration abounds in intractable problems: so critical readers will know that all solutions are imperfect. With certain exceptions
for well-known surnames, Cyrillic script is here rendered by a simplified version of the Library of Congress system. Translations, except from Lithuanian,
are my own.

Vil’nius
L’viv
Kyiv
Mins’k
Halychyna
Volyn’
Pol’shcha
Lytva
Bilorus’
Ukraina
Rosiia

Vilnius
Lviv
Kyiv
Minsk
Galicia
Volhynia
Poland
Lithuania
Belarus
Ukraine
Russia

Wilno
Lwów
Kijów
Mińsk
Galicja
Wolyń
Polska
Litwa
Bialoruś
Ukraina
Rosja

Polish
Vil’nia
L’vou
Kieu
Minsk
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Valyn
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Letuva
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Ukraina
Ras’eia

Belarusian
Vil’nius
L’vov
Kiev
Minsk
Galitsiia
Volyn’
Pol’sha
Litva
Belorussia
Ukraina
Rossiia

Russian
Vilne
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Kiv
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Poyln
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Vaysrusland
Ukraine
Rusland

Yiddish
Wilna
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Ukraina
Rusja

Lithuanian

Polish “w” is pronounced as English “v” in “vain”; Polish “ó” as the English “u” in “true”; Polish “j” as the English “y” in “yoke”; Polish “ń” as the first “n” in
English “onion”; Polish “l” as the English “w,” in “wonder.” The Russian, Ukrainian, and Belarusian toponyms would normally be spelled in Cyrillic characters, and the Yiddish in Hebrew.
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Introduction

When do nations arise, what brings ethnic cleansing, how can states
reconcile?
This study traces one passage to modern nationhood. It begins with
the foundation of the largest realm of early modern Europe, the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, in the sixteenth century. The nation
of this Commonwealth was its nobility, Catholic, Orthodox, and
Protestant. United by common political and civil rights, nobles of
Polish, Lithuanian, and East Slavic origin alike described themselves,
in Latin or Polish, as “of the Polish nation.” They took for granted
that, in the natural order of things, the languages of state, speech, literature, and liturgy would vary. After the Commonwealth’s partition
by rival empires in the eighteenth century, some patriots recast the nation as the people, and nationality as the language they spoke. At the
end of the twentieth century, as this study closes, the core lands of the
old Commonwealth were divided among states named after nations:
Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania, and Belarus. By then, the prevailing conception of nationality expected state borders to confine linguistic
1
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communities, and the languages of speech, politics, and worship to be the
same. How did four modern national ideas arise from a single early modern
one?
Our route through this passage follows the national ideas of the early modern Commonwealth ( –), of the nineteenth-century empires that partitioned it (–), and of the independent states and Soviet republics that
supplanted them (–). We will find that the early modern Polish nation
survived partition and prospered under empire, its disintegration beginning in
the late nineteenth century. Even then, modern national ideas emerged in intimate competition with this early modern vision, against a more distant backdrop of imperial rule. This close contest between traditional patriotism and
ethnic nationalism continued in the new polities established after the First
World War. Although statehood itself forced choices and closed options after
, the newly privileged idea of the modern ethnic nation was not yet hegemonic. Only the organized violence of the Second World War finally broke the
historical integument in which early modern ideas of nationality could cohere.
Deportations, genocide, and ethnic cleansing destroyed historical regions and
emptied multicultural cities, clearing the way for modern nationalism. The
mass murder and displacement of elites uprooted traditions. In advancing this
claim, this study concentrates upon the wartime experience of Poles and
Ukrainians, and inquires about the causes of their mutual ethnic cleansing.
After four years of Soviet and Nazi occupation, Ukrainians and Poles ethnically cleansed each other for four more. These cleansings claimed more than
, lives, and forced . million resettlements. How did this come to pass?
Is ethnic cleansing caused by nationalism, or does ethnic cleansing nationalize
populations?
Can nation-states come to terms with such history? Can the demands of
modern national ideas, so brutally expressed by ethnic cleansing, find a peaceful articulation? These are the questions posed by the s to the s. In the
years following the revolutions of , every imaginable cause of national conflict could be found among Poland, Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine: imperial
disintegration; frontiers without historical legitimacy; provocative minorities;
revanchist claims; fearful elites; newly democratic politics; memories of ethnic
cleansing; and national myths of eternal conflict. From these beginnings, a Polish eastern policy aware of modern nationality fashioned a stable geopolitical
order. The collapse of the Soviet Union was anticipated, hastened, and turned
to peaceful ends. The simplest evidence of Polish success was Western ignorance of the historical rivalries and wartime cleansings that this book will de-
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scribe. Where there was armed conflict in the s, as in Yugoslavia, the public learned of wartime precedents and supposedly ancient hatreds. Where peace
and prosperity prevailed, as in Poland, the historical narrative of the “return to
Europe” took center stage. Another proof of the success of Poland’s eastern policy was precisely Poland’s Western integration.  witnessed a startling juxtaposition of success and failure in the new Europe: as NATO admitted Poland,
it bombed Yugoslavia. As the world followed conflicts among Serbs and their
neighbors, a joint Polish-Ukrainian peacekeeping battalion was dispatched to
Kosovo. Why did northeastern Europe come together as southeastern Europe
fell apart?

TIME

These three questions—when modern nations arise, why ethnic cleansing takes
place, how nation-states make peace—suggest the chronological range of this
study:  –.  marks the creation of the early modern Polish nation.
In that year, the Polish and Lithuanian nobility established their Commonwealth by an agreement known as the Lublin Union. Henceforth Lithuanian
and Polish nobles were together represented in a single parliament, jointly
elected monarchs, and increasingly shared a common civilization. The Polish
Kingdom and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania retained separate codes of law
and administrations, and an internal border. The Lublin Union altered this
frontier to Poland’s advantage, transferring Lithuania’s more southerly East
Slavic lands to Poland. This divided East Slavic nobles and peoples, creating a
new border between what we now call Ukraine and Belarus. The Lublin Union,
although issued in a spirit of religious toleration, coincided with ambitious
church reform. Conversions of East Slavic gentry from Eastern to Western
Christianity created a new difference between nobility and commoners in the
lands we now call Belarus and Ukraine. Thus the unification of a Polish noble
nation was accompanied by new divisions among other social orders. The rebellion in Ukraine that followed in  provided the contours of Polish,
Ukrainian, and indeed Russian national history.
 is an untraditional starting point. National histories of Poland, Lithuania, Belarus, Ukraine, or Russia usually begin with the medieval period, and
trace the purportedly continuous development of the nation to the present. To
recognize change, it is best to accept the unmistakable appearance of a single
early modern nation in the vast territories of the early modern Commonwealth, then consider its legacies to modern politics. This early modern nation
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was called “Polish,” but the term signified citizenship and civilization rather
than language or ethnicity. Beginning with  allows us to see the coherence
and appeal of the early modern Polish nation, and to liberate ourselves from
our own modern assumptions about what nationality must entail. Since this is
a study of nationality rather than statehood, its intermediate caesurae are also
unconventional. The nineteenth century was the “beautiful age” of Polish civilization, even though the Commonwealth had been partitioned in . Rather
than dwelling on , as Romantic, national, and historiographical tradition
all recommend, this book regards  as the beginning of the end of early
modern politics. In , Polish nobles rebelled one last time against Russian
rule; after , the Russian empire began to challenge Polish cultural and economic dominance in its western domains. After the uprising, important sections of the traditional Polish elite turned against traditional definitions of the
polity and the nation. They were joined by a few imperial administrators and
folk activists, who proposed that nations were defined by religion and language. Only after  do we see modern Polish, Lithuanian, and Russian nationalisms hostile to the early modern inheritance, and the hint of a Belarusian
idea. There was no such rupture in the small portion of the old Commonwealth taken by Austria. Here we shall concentrate on . In that year Ukrainian publications were banned in the Russian empire; henceforth, the Ukrainian idea in Austria began to gather force, and the conditions for the Ukrainian
Polish rivalry in Austrian Galicia were put in place.
We shall see that the past does matter in the rise of modern nations, but not
in the ways that these new modern nationalists would claim. Every modern nationalism we encounter will ignore palpable early modern traditions in favor of
imagined medieval continuities. We will also find that modernization is linked
to nationalism, even if theories of modernization cannot explain the essential
particulars of national success and failure. The features of modern society—
political ideologies, democratic politics, refined propaganda, mass media, public education, population growth, urbanization, industrialization—all take
their place in this study. The centralized state is something of a fetish both of
nationalists, who project it back into the past; and of social scientists, who
properly emphasize its novelty and potential but sometimes exaggerate the success of state-builders. States, no less than nations, exist in time. State power is
legitimate when people find it to be so. In this study, attempts to build modern
centralized states are seen as projects with mixed and often unanticipated results. States are destroyed as well as created, the manner of their destruction often determining the national ideas of the next generation. When created, states
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often take ambiguous forms: for example, early Soviet republics with changing
nationality policies, where national renaissance is followed by the mass murder
of the intelligentsia thus exposed; an ambitious interwar Poland divided about
the definition of the nation, able neither to assimilate the borderlands nor to
build a federal structure; or a postwar Polish state legitimated by ethnic homogeneity but governed by communists. In its treatment of the first decades of the
twentieth century, the book is concerned with state-building as one experience,
among others, that helped or hindered national ideas.
In the middle of the twentieth century, centralized states of a particular kind,
Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union, occupied all of the territories with which
this book is concerned. The systems they imported were hostile to the peoples
who fell under their domain, and foreign to traditional methods of local politics. While attending to the establishment (or not) of nation-states (or their
simulacra) after the First World War, this study thus attaches more importance
to the fate of peoples during the Second. The Second World War battered the
remnants of early modern nationality, and spread modern nationalism far and
wide. Although both are intermediate caesurae,  is thus more important
than . After  modern national ideas embraced the mass population; after  mass populations embraced modern national ideas. For similar reasons, the study ends in  rather than . Although Poland regained sovereignty in , and Belarus, Lithuania, and Ukraine gained independence in
, it is Poland’s accession to NATO in  that suggests the end of a stage of
national history. NATO membership not only confirmed the success of a modern Polish nation-state, it rewarded Poland’s handling of sensitive national
questions. In supporting the new nation-states between itself and Russia,
Poland succeeded in defining itself as part of the West.  marked an early
modern Polish commitment to eastern expansion that ended in the s; 
marked a novel Polish commitment to a western security and political identity.

TERRITORY

Rather than follow the borders of twentieth-century nation-states or nineteenth-century empires, this study considers lands of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth, as constituted in . Part One concentrates on the city of
Vilnius. Vilnius was the capital of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, a provincial
capital within the Russian empire, a Polish city in the s and s, and a Soviet Lithuanian city after the Second World War. It is today the capital of independent Lithuania. Before the Final Solution, Jews called Vilnius the “Jerusa-
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lem of the North”; until very recently the city was claimed by Poles, Russians,
and Belarusians as well as Lithuanians. Within an early modern framework of
political nationality, Vilnius is a Lithuanian city, since it was the capital of the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania within the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.
Within a modern framework, Vilnius was anything but a Lithuanian city before the Second World War: very few of its inhabitants were Lithuanians, and it
was part of the Polish state. Thus our concern here is how the city became
Lithuanian in a modern national sense, in population and culture.
Part Two focuses on eastern Galicia and Volhynia. These East Slavic territories, inhabited by large Polish and Jewish populations, were heartlands of the
old Commonwealth, and imperial hinterlands after its demise. In the partitions of the late eighteenth century, Volhynia fell to Russia, and Galicia to Austria. As in historic Lithuania, in Galicia and Volhynia Poles remained the dominant element throughout the nineteenth century. Only at century’s end did
Polish landlords give ground to Russian rivals in Volhynia, or compromise with
Ukrainian political parties in Austrian Galicia. In both empires, Polish nationalists helped the Ukrainian cause by degrading Polish nationality. The early
modern Polish nation was a matter of associating oneself with the impressive
attainments of a civilization that operated in Polish. By relocating the nation in
the people, Polish nationalists redefined the Poles as one ethnic group among
others, and invited competition on the level playing field of the illiterate peasantry. After the First World War, both Galicia and Volhynia were absorbed by a
new Polish state. Although interwar Poland’s indecisive policies aided Ukrainian nationalists, the early twentieth century in Galicia and Volhynia was very
similar to the nineteenth or even the eighteenth. Only the Second World War
destroyed the historical integrity of Galicia and Volhynia, and brought the
triumph of modern nationalism. These lands were joined in  to Soviet
Ukraine, and since  have been the most patriotic regions of independent
Ukraine. Today they are known as “western Ukraine.”
A tight geographical focus on Vilnius (for Poland-Lithuania-Belarus) and
Galicia and Volhynia (for Poland-Ukraine) over the longue durée is a means of
clarifying these transformations. If we fix our gaze upon historical regions over
the course of four centuries, we can register economic and social change, see
armies pass back and forth, and, in the twentieth century, observe peoples exterminated, deported, and resettled. If we can stand to stand still, if we are
moved without moving, we recognize painful and definite change. We can
watch the political landscape shift, rupture, and finally resolve itself into something new. In recognition of the transformations of the s, the third part of
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this book concentrates not so much on the Vilnius, Galicia, and Volhynia, as
on the diplomatic problems they posed for newly sovereign nation-states after
the revolutions of . Part Three discusses a Polish grand strategy of the s
that accepted and confirmed the division of Eastern Europe into nation-states
within present borders. That may appear straightforward, but it was an innovation in Polish political theory, and unusual in the practice of East European
diplomacy after the end of communism.

JEWS, RUSSIANS, GERMANS?

When the statue of Lenin in the Galician town of Kolomya was dismantled, its
pedestal was seen to be constructed from Jewish tombstones. Kolomya, today,
is a town in southwestern Ukraine. In –  and  –  it was a town in
southwestern Soviet Ukraine, between  and  a town in the Nazi Generalgouvernement, before the Second World War a town in Poland’s Stanislawów province, before the First World War a town in Austrian Galicia, before
 a town in the Polish Kingdom’s Ruthenian province. Until the Final Solution of – , Kolomya was, whatever its rulers, a Jewish town. The absence
of Jews, in Kolomya as throughout Eastern Europe, coincided for forty years
with the presence of communist rule. The s brought an explosion of national history in Eastern Europe, but new research often began from the national world inherited from the Second World War and codified by communists. Jewish history has been separated from the mainstream of East European
history. Just as Israeli historiography emphasizes the successful Zionist project,
neglecting the East European origins of Israeli politics, so East European historiographies concentrate on statehood, often failing to give the Jews their due
place. There are numerous worthy exceptions, and a recent laudable trend to
publish edited volumes featuring multiple national points of view. Although
this is immensely useful, it does not resolve the problem of nationalism in history. It can lead to a politically correct multi-nationalism, in which parallel national canals are cut through historical ground that requires careful irrigation.
Given the scope of this work, why are Jews, Germans, and Russians omitted
from its subtitle? This is a study of modern Polish, Ukrainian, Lithuanian, and
Belarusian nationality, with no ambition to follow German, Russian, or Jewish
nationality to contemporary conclusions. This is humility, not neglect. The
main lines of German national history lead elsewhere. The Russian national
idea is treated here in its connection with early modern Ukraine and Lithuania.
For five reasons, the emergence of the Jewish national idea must await a sepa-
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rate treatment. First, the Jews are an older historical community than the Slavic
and Baltic nations. Second, the communal autonomy of Jews in the old PolishLithuanian Commonwealth, the necessary introduction to this subject, escapes
our structure here. Third, the Jews’ gateway into modern political life was the
abolition of community privileges and legal separation characteristic of the
Commonwealth and the (slow and incomplete) extension of individual rights
by the partitioning empires during the nineteenth century. This experience is
sufficiently different from the restorationist national politics of Gentiles to require separate attention. Fourth, twentieth-century territorial nationalism aspiring to repartition the old Commonwealth into nation-states was never an
option for the Jews. Finally, the relationship between the Shoah and the State of
Israel, although it reinforces a major argument of this book, would draw us
away from the East European territorial focus that serves as its method. There
will be commonalities and convergences: and yet the periodization and argumentation of a proper history of Jewish nationality requires a different sort of
reconstruction than this.
While it does not aspire to treat Russian, German, and Jewish national history, this study does contend that Polish, Ukrainian, Lithuanian, and Belarusian national history is unintelligible without the Russians, Germans, and Jews.
A particular effort is made to present a unified history of the Second World
War, subsuming what are sometimes treated as separate subjects. The Final Solution is integrated here into the wartime and postwar history of Eastern Europe. We shall see that the extermination of Vilnius Jews in –  and the
expulsion of Vilnius Poles in  – were conditions for the postwar construction of a Soviet Lithuanian Vilnius. We will find that the Volhynian Holocaust of  trained the young men who began the slaughter of Volhynian
Poles in . Soviet violence, too, finds its place. In the context of ongoing
Ukrainian-Polish ethnic cleansing, Soviet nationality policy was changed by its
application to Polish territories in . Polish communists, aided directly by
Soviet forces and indirectly by Polish nationalists, completed a project of national homogenization in . Withal we observe the lines of continuity: from
the Final Solution to partisan cleansings to communist cleansings to the establishment of communist rule.
This study draws gratefully upon contemporary East European historiography. It seeks, however, to present national history in a particular framework. It
treats multiple national questions, rather than creating or revising a single national narrative. It moves forward rather than backward in time, seeking to
avoid the projection of later political forms upon earlier periods. Its gaze is fo-
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cused upon defined places, so that changes in national ideas, movements, and
claims are seen for what they are. It defines early modern or hybrid ideas of nationality that a modern reader may find alien. It takes note of accidents, contingencies, and luck. It treats national failures (e.g. Belarus) as attentively as national successes, since they convey just as much about what modern nationality
requires for political success. It portrays national heroes in the context of the
early modern ideas of nationality they contemplated, adapted, or rejected. It reconsiders ideological oppositions, as between nationalism and communism.
These general aims are accepted by a number of historians of and in Eastern
Europe. I claim no originality in specifying them, only an ambition to write
within the framework they define.
The debt to previous historiography is greatest in chapters –, although
they offer some new interpretations. The argument that Romanticism served
both early modern and modern ideas of nationality under imperial rule, in nation-states, and in the Soviet Union may be an innovation. The systematic investigation of the Belarusian national failure in the context of the successes of
other national movements is, as far as I know, unprecedented. The sustained effort to explain the Lithuanization of Vilnius is, to my knowledge, the first of its
kind. Chapters – rely on archival and other primary source research, and
present not only new arguments but little-known events. Chapters – provide the first scholarly treatment in English of the totality of Ukrainian-Polish
ethnic cleansing between  and . Chapters – connect a Polish grand
strategy elaborated in the s, a Polish eastern policy implemented in the
early s, and Polish success in European integration. While there are numerous studies of the collapse of Yugoslavia and southeastern Europe, these
four chapters present the first treatment of the stabilization by Poland of northeastern Europe. As a whole, this study unifies the early modern Polish nation
and its multiple modern successors. Only by crossing conventional divides,
such as that between Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, or that between the
Russian and Austrian empires, can we chart the passage from early modern to
modern nationality.

MYTHS AND METAHISTORIES

In presenting a new view of East European history, this study rarely polemicizes
with national myths. There are, for example, mature and hardened Lithuanian
and Polish discourses about what happened when Polish troops seized Vilnius
in , just as there are opposed Ukrainian and Polish versions of the ethnic
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cleansing of Volhynia in . Each party to such national disputes advances
important arguments, but both sides taken together do not provide everything
that an outsider would wish to know. Compromise among competing national
myths is certainly important in diplomacy, but does not provide the historian a
way forward. No amount of compromise can generate independence, and the
historian must work within an independent framework. While no one would
claim that any framework eliminates politics, there is a clear difference between
building a scholarly apparatus and taking on national myths. Refuting a myth
is dancing with a skeleton: one finds it hard to disengage from the deceptively
lithe embrace once the music has begun, and one soon realizes that one’s own
steps are what is keeping the old bones in motion. It is easy to be captured by
the choreography of mythmaking and -breaking, and hard afterwards to regain
one’s own rhythm. The musty smell lingers for some time, too.
By the same token, this book does not dwell on the great nineteenth-century
national schemes of history that organize so much historical discussion in our
own day. Poles, for example, colloquially refer to the early modern Commonwealth as “Polish,” meaning that it was something like a modern Polish state.
Russians imagine that the centuries that East Slavic lands spent within the
Commonwealth are a meaningless prelude to their “reunification” with Russia.
These views are metahistorical, a long word that here means “not even wrong.”
Their popularity inspires their opponents to turn them on their heads: Lithuanians can “demonstrate” that medieval Vilnius was not Polish but Lithuanian,
or Ukrainians can “prove” that they, not Russia, inherited Kyivan civilization.
To argue with metahistory risks accepting its rules of engagement: and nonsense turned on its head remains nonsense. There are no syntheses to be found
there, only theses and antitheses. Dialectics of myth and metahistory sharpen
the minds of nationalists, and are thus properly a subject rather than a method
of national history.

VOICE AND MODE

The voice of mythmakers and metahistorians is earnest and confiding; their
claims depend upon what authors take to be self-evident. The voice of theorists
of nationalism can be distant and ironic; they see that the apparently obvious is
obviously mistaken, that the emperor has no clothes. The question is why
naked emperors get to rule. Part of the answer is the deceptively soporific nature of irony. In the guise of a vivifying exposure of contradiction, irony can
confirm our slumbering misconceptions about how the world works. Since the
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experience of irony depends upon what we take for granted, our complacency
is the ground on which it gains traction. If we treat irony as the moment for closure, we might mistakenly conclude from the examples to follow that nationality is invented, or accidental, or too confusing to categorize. It is ironic, perhaps, that a great Ukrainian activist of the twentieth century, a Greek Catholic
churchman, was raised in a Polish family and baptized a Roman Catholic. This
irony should be seen as a proposal: that we consider the complexity of his native
Galicia, and the modern transformation of the early modern inheritance of the
Commonwealth. It might also seem ironic that the most famous Polish statesman of the first half of the twentieth century called himself a “Lithuanian,” or
that the one line of poetry every Pole can recite is “Lithuania! My fatherland!”
If we experience irony as an invitation to investigate, we find that variants of the
early modern nationality of the Commonwealth survived its demise by more
than a century. In this study, irony is a way to ask questions, not a substitute for
answers. The nation is here neither an object of faith nor an object of fun, but
an object of study.
The chosen mode of expression is chronological historical narrative. This
mode has been criticized, and rightly so, for its tendency to treat “the nation” as
the literary protagonist of an epic of suffering, salvation, and suchlike. This introduction has proposed a topic about which, a period for which, a space in
which, and a voice by which a critical narrative of national history might be
written. Yet this has not been a defensive venture. Narrative history is indispensable to the important task of understanding nations and nationalism. Recent debates over theories of nationalism began from a handful of outstanding
works of social science, all of them parasitical upon history. Parasitism has a bad
name: what I mean is that social scientists discreetly consume historical narratives as they energetically analyze nationalism. As historiography lumbers forward to meet this challenge, parasitism becomes symbiosis. After all, the questions posed by the constructivist turn in the study of nationality require further
historical research. And just as historical narrative can profit from sociological
critique to gain distance from politics, so too can social science gain political
perspective from history. Neither, after all, is innocent of political applications.
There are people today with great vested interests in showing, for example, that
Ukraine was the “construction” of Austrian (German, Polish, whatever) agents,
just as others are committed to the view that an “essentially” continuous Ukrainian history justifies Ukrainian independence. After the Yugoslav wars, it is
sometimes held that ethnic cleansers are motivated by essentialist views about
blood and belonging; in fact, historical study reveals that the ones who matter
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employ a sophisticated constructivist view of nationality. The simple fact that
nationality is a major foundation of political legitimacy implicates all of its students, and for that reason among others its study should be cooperative. To this
enterprise, narrative offers chronology, comparison, and coherence: a historian’s simple gifts. Yet how to tell, at the end of the day, if the historical narrative
is critical?
Conventional wisdom is like a sheet of ice, covering the dark sea of the undiscovered. Does the narrative flow like water over the smooth surface? Water
takes the path of least resistance, yielding to gravity and then to the cold. It seals
promising cracks as it freezes, in the end adding its own mass to the ice. It
proves to be of the same matter as that with which it deals. Or does the narrative move like an icebreaker: sailing under its own power, identifying problems,
and confronting them? Is it sharp in front, does it welcome hard weather, can it
survive heavy blows? Does it leave in its wake a view of the deep, a black line
through white ice, a passage that others may follow?

Part I The Contested LithuanianBelarusian Fatherland

Chapter 1 The Grand Duchy of

Lithuania (1569 –1863)

Lithuania! My fatherland! You are like health.
Only he who has lost you may know your true worth.
—Adam Mickiewicz, Pan Tadeusz (1834 Paris)

Once upon a time, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania dominated medieval Eastern Europe. Since , the Republic of Lithuania has been
a small country on the Baltic Sea. Vilnius, once the capital of the
Grand Duchy, is today the capital of the Republic. The apparent continuity conceals tremendous change. For half a millennium before
, Lithuanian was neither the language of power in Vilnius nor the
language spoken by most of its inhabitants. Before the Second World
War, the language spoken in a third of its homes was Yiddish; the language of its streets, churches, and schools was Polish; and the language
of its countryside was Belarusian. In , almost no one spoke
Lithuanian in Vilnius. In that year, the city was seized from Poland by
the Soviet Union. How, then, did “Lithuania” come to mean what it
does today: a small independent nation-state with Vilnius as its capital? How did the past matter, if it mattered at all?
15
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The present may be understood in terms of closed possibilities. From the
middle of the sixteenth until the middle of the twentieth century, the city was a
center of Polish and Jewish civilization. Before it became a modern Lithuanian
city, Vilnius ceased to be Polish and Jewish. Vilnius was once the capital of a
great multinational realm. For it to become the capital of a small state, modern
proposals to revive the old Grand Duchy as a federation had to be defeated. The
city also did not become Russian, despite being ruled from Moscow and St. Petersburg for most of the past two hundred years; nor Belarusian, despite the
preponderance of East Slavic peasants in the countryside. A modern Lithuanian idea based upon history and language was victorious in Vilnius, even
though we see that history and language themselves had little to offer Lithuanian nationalists who dreamed of the city. How does modern nationalism recover territory in such conditions? Why one modern nationalism rather than
another?
Present national ideas arose in intimate contact with past rivals. Assertions of
continuity and justice, mainstays of the national histories of established states,
were once weapons in fierce and uncertain contests. The next five chapters discuss the fate of Vilnius not only in terms of Lithuanian success, but in light of
the aims and plans of the city’s Poles, Belarusians, Russians, and Jews. Henceforth, the capital of the old Grand Duchy will be called by the name the aspirant or inhabitant attaches to it: “Vilnius” for Lithuanians, “Wilno” for
Poles, “Vil’nia” for Belarusians, “Vilne” for Jews, “Vil’no” (then “Vil’na,” then
“Vil’nius”) for Russians. This nominal pluralism may appear awkward at first,
but it allows us to see political disputes, and awakens our skepticism to settled
“facts” of geography. In this way, we may see competing ideas, movements, and
states for what they were: stages in the reconstruction of the elite early modern
nation of the Grand Duchy into new modern nations. To avoid seeing these developments as inevitable, we shall concentrate on twists and turns, on contingencies, on misunderstandings, on unintended consequences. We shall attend
to the successes, and to the failures.
Nothing is simple in the relationship between national ideas and political
power. Different parts of a society subscribe to different forms of national loyalty, and these differences may prevent consensus on crucial questions. National ideas have a force of their own, and can be put to political use by calculating outsiders. National ideas arise in circumstances other than those when
they gain force: when true to tradition they prove unwieldy in practice; when
innovative they awkwardly call for change in the name of continuity. The more
effective national ideas involve getting the past wrong; to understand their
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power to bring about the change they conceal, we must get the past right. Our
goal is not to correct national myths, but to reveal the political and social conditions under which they gained life and force. This chapter and the next will
help us to see the novelty of modern national ideas of Lithuania, Belarus, and
Poland by defining the early modern nationality that preceded them. To get a
sense of the legacies bequeathed to modern national activists in the twentieth
century, we must consider the medieval Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and the
early modern Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The modern competition
for Vilnius grew from an earlier idea of nationhood within historical Lithuania.

THE GRAND DUCHY OF LITHUANIA, 1385 –1795

Lithuanian grand dukes were the great warlords of thirteenth- and fourteenthcentury Europe. They conquered a vast dominion, ranging from native Baltic
lands southward through the East Slavic heartland to the Black Sea. Picking up
the pieces left by the Mongol invasion of Kyivan Rus’, the pagan Lithuanians
incorporated most of the territories of this early East Slavic realm. The Orthodox boyars of Rus’, accustomed to Mongol overlordship, could regard Lithuania not as conqueror but as ally. As Lithuanian military power flowed south, to
Kyiv, so the civilization of Rus’—Orthodox religion, Church Slavonic language, and mature legal tradition—flowed north to Vilnius. As Vilnius replaced Kyiv as the center of Orthodox Slavic civilization, two Catholic powers,
the crusading Teutonic Knights and the Polish Kingdom, aspired to Lithuanian
territories. Pagan Lithuanian grand dukes astutely bargained for their baptism.
In the late fourteenth century, Lithuanian Grand Duke Jogaila traded Catholic
conversion for the Polish crown. Polish nobles, keen to avoid a Habsburg on
the throne, offered Jogaila eleven-year-old Princess Jadwiga and with her the
Polish succession. Jogaila, as grand duke of Lithuania and Lord and Heir of
Rus’ (“dux magnus Litvanorum Russiaeque dominus et haerus naturalis”), accepted a merger of his domains with Poland at Krewo in . He was baptized
as Wladyslaw Jagiello and elected king of Poland the next year. Successive
agreements preserved the personal union by restoring Lithuanian autonomy
and linking the Polish and Lithuanian nobility. The Jagiello dynasty ruled both
Poland and Lithuania for almost two centuries, until .
Even before the Krewo Union of , Lithuania was in religion and in language rather an Orthodox Slavic than a pagan Baltic country. Jogaila’s promise
of conversion to Catholic Christianity applied to himself and remaining pagans: most of his realm, and many of his relatives, were already Orthodox Chris-
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tians. The result of Jogaila’s conversion was not so much the Christianization of
a pagan country as the introduction of Roman Catholicism into a largely Orthodox country. The introduction of Catholicism established a cultural link
between Lithuania and Europe, and created the potential for Polish influence.
The baptism of the Lithuanian Grand Duke as a Catholic ensured that Lithuania was not an Orthodox state in the sense that Muscovy was being established
as one. By the same token, Jogaila’s baptism opened the way for Muscovy to
pose as the protector of Orthodoxy. By the time Lithuania had incorporated
Kyiv, the Orthodox metropolitan had vacated the city for Vladimir-on-theKliazma. The metropolitan’s subsequence residence in Muscovy complicated
Lithuania’s claim to be the successor of Rus’. Jogaila did have the opportunity
to resolve this tension, since in the s he had a choice between Catholic
Poland and Orthodox Muscovy. In  he went so far as to agree to marry the
daughter of Dmitrii Donskoi and accept Orthodoxy. This plan had two disadvantages: Orthodoxy would not defend Lithuania from the Teutonic Knights,
who treated it as heresy; and Orthodoxy would favor the Slavic boyars in
Lithuania, already more numerous and more cultured than Jogaila’s Baltic
Lithuanian dynasty. The Polish crown and Catholic cross were favorable in
both domestic and international policy: they provided a reliable bulwark
against the Teutonic Knights, a reliable basis for expansion to the east, and a
new source of distinction for Jagiello and his descendants.
Politics aside, medieval Poland and Lithuania had more in common than
one might suppose. When we imagine Lithuanians and Poles negotiating the
terms of their alliance in , or planning the common assault on the Teutonic
Knights at Grunwald in , we must keep in mind that they could communicate not only in Latin but also in Slavic languages. Local recensions of Church
Slavonic, introduced by Orthodox churchmen from more southerly lands, provided the basis for Chancery Slavonic, the court language of the Grand Duchy.
Having annexed Galicia, a former province of Kyivan Rus’ known in Poland as
the “Rus’ Palatinate” (“Województwo Ruskie”), Poland also had its share of Orthodox churchmen and Church Slavonic scribes. Having divided the lands of
Kyivan Rus’, Poland and Lithuania shared its cultural inheritances. Poles and
Lithuanians were not divided by language to the same extent as were contemporary Poles and Germans. After , the Polish-Lithuanian courts functioned
in Latin and in two distinct Slavic languages: the Polish of the Polish Kingdom,
and the Chancery Slavonic of the Grand Duchy. Lithuanian continued to be a
spoken language of the Lithuanian Grand Dukes and their entourage for another century, but in the politics of Poland-Lithuania its role was minor.1
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In the next chapter we shall see that the Baltic Lithuanian language provided
the basis for a modern Lithuanian nation; here we must a fortiori record its irrelevance in the early modern Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The last grand duke
to know the Lithuanian language was apparently Kazimierz IV, who died in
. When Kazimierz IV confirmed the privileges of Lithuania in , he did
so in Latin and Chancery Slavonic; when he issued law codes for the realm, he
did so in Chancery Slavonic. During Kazimierz’s reign the printing press was
introduced in Poland: Cracow publishers published books in Polish and Church
Slavonic, but not in Lithuanian. Frantsysk Skaryna, the first printer of the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania, published much of the Bible around , in a Belarusian recension of Church Slavonic.2 In the early sixteenth century we also
find biblical translations into the Slavic vernacular, Ruthenian, though not in
the Baltic vernacular, Lithuanian. Unlike Skaryna’s, these involved direct translations of the Old Testament from the Hebrew. These Old Testament translations were apparently executed by Lithuanian Jews, who knew Hebrew and
spoke Ruthenian.3 Since Ruthenian was spoken by local Christians and Jews in
the early sixteenth century, intended readers may have been Christians, Jews, or
both. One confirmation of the privileges of the Jews of Lithuania was issued in
the year “semtisiach dvadtsat vtoroho”—the year / reckoned in both
Eastern and Western Christian fashion, dating a decree in Chancery Slavonic
of the King of Poland and Grand Duke of Lithuania. The Grand Duchy’s
Statute of  was composed in Chancery Slavonic. The statute was interpreted by Grand Duke and King Zygmunt August in his replies to the Lithuanian gentry in Vil’nia in the s in a Chancery Slavonic riddled with Polish.
In Muscovy the state language of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, which we
are calling “Chancery Slavonic,” was called “Lithuanian” or Belorussian.” Although modern Russian historians sometimes call this language “Russian,” at
the time Muscovite scribes had to translate the Lithuanian statutes into Moscow dialect for them to be of use to their court.5 Chancery Slavonic differed
significantly from contemporary Polish, but in the context of dynastic union
with Poland it provided a Slavic platform for the spread of the Polish language
and ideas. As early as  legal texts in Chancery Slavonic are penetrated by
Polish terms and even Polish grammar. The introduction to the Grand Duchy’s
 Statute records that the Lithuanian gentry was already using Polish in practice.6 The acts of the  Lublin Union, which created the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth, were recorded in Polish only. The position of the Polish language in Lithuania was not the result of Polish immigration, but rather of the
gradual acceptance of a political order developed in Poland and codified for a
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new Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in . That this was matter of political culture rather than of personal origin is emphasized by the Grand Duchy’s
 Statute, which ennobled Jewish converts to Christianity. Poland also
served to communicate larger trends in European law: whereas the medieval
appropriation of Roman law never reached Muscovy, the Statutes of  and
 demonstrate the growing importance of Roman (and Germanic) models
in Lithuania.7 During the Renaissance, much of what was conveyed to Poland
from Italy in Latin was conveyed from Poland to Lithuania in Polish.
As the Polish vernacular was elevated to the status of a literary language in
Poland, it superseded Chancery Slavonic (and vernacular Ruthenian) in Lithuania. The Polish and Lithuanian nobility came to share a language during the
Renaissance, facilitating the creation of a single early modern political nation.
That said, there was a pregnant difference between the Latin-to-Polish shift in
Poland and the Chancery Slavonic-to-Polish shift in Lithuania. In the Polish
Kingdom the vernacular (Polish) dethroned an imported literary language
(Latin). The elevation of Polish to equal status with Latin was an example of a
general trend within Latin Europe, which began with the Italian “language
question.”8 In the Grand Duchy of Lithuania an import (Polish) supplanted
the native language of politics and law (Chancery Slavonic), and forestalled the
further literary use of the local vernacular (Ruthenian). As we have seen, the
Baltic Lithuanian language had lost its political importance long before. The Renaissance “language question” was thus answered in an unusual way in Lithuania. In Italy after Dante, and then throughout Christian Europe, the vernacular
was elevated to a language of literature and state. The Grand Duchy of Lithuania became a country in which the language of culture and politics was further
from, rather than closer to, the vernacular. Polish as common high language
well met the needs of the republican institutions and ideals of early modern
Poland-Lithuania; it would not withstand the advent of modern democratic
national ideas that bore these same names.

EARLY MODERN AND MODERN NATIONS

In pointing to legacies of early modern politics to modern politics, we must be
clear about the differences. The early modern Polish nation which the Lithuanian gentry jointly created was far from the modern concept of the nation with
which we are familiar. It was based on citizenship in a great republic where
the gentry enjoyed extensive and codified rights. By the early sixteenth century, the
Polish gentry had secured for itself protections against arbitrary action by the
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Fig. . Frantsysk Skaryna (?–?), East Slavic Renaissance man. Self-portrait,
engraving, . At first, Lithuania partook in the Renaissance in its native Church and
Chancery Slavonic languages. From about the time of Skaryna’s death Polish was the
language of civilization.
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king, a major role in the conduct of foreign affairs, and the right to reject new
legislation. The increasingly constitutional basis of the Polish polity allowed
for the lasting inclusion of units with distinct traditions of local rights, such as
Royal Prussia.9 By the same token, the Polish system created a model for neighboring gentry who wished to formalize and extend their own privileges.10 In
deciding upon a constitutional union with Poland, Lithuania’s gentry were pursuing such rights, privileges, and protections for themselves. During the period
of dynastic union with Poland, Lithuania became an East Slavic realm in which
the gentry enjoyed rights relative to the sovereign. By the terms of the  Lublin Union, Lithuanian nobles joined their Polish neighbors in a single parliament, and in the common election of kings. Lithuania preserved its own title,
administration, treasury, code of law, and army. The Commonwealth thereby
created was a republic of the gentry, whose myth of Sarmatian origin included
nobles of various origins and religions, and excluded everyone else.11
After , the Polish identity of Lithuanian gentry was increasingly a matter
of culture as well as politics, involving sometimes acceptance of the Renaissance charms of Polish letters, sometimes conversion from Eastern Orthodoxy
to Roman Catholicism. The Reformation and Counter-Reformation followed
a special trajectory in the Grand Duchy. Like aristocratic families across Europe, much of the Lithuanian gentry converted to Calvinism in the s and
s. Orthodox converts were drawn to Protestantism not only by its methods
and doctrines, but by its similarity to the Eastern Church in matters of practice:
the marriage of clergy, the use of the vernacular in liturgy, and the chalice for
laymen. Unlike nobles in Germany or France, who converted from one variety
of Western Christianity to another, Lithuanian nobles usually partook in Reform by converting from Eastern to Western Christianity.12 After a single generation as Protestants, formerly Orthodox Lithuanian families usually converted to the Roman Catholicism. In this way, Protestantism proved to be the
unwitting ally of Catholicism in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. It was not
Catholicism itself, but Reform which drew Orthodox Lithuanian nobles to accept Western Christianity, first in its Protestant and then in its Catholic form.
Of course, Counter-Reformation Catholicism adopted the tactics of its Protestant rivals. Its use of Polish as the vernacular (although Catholics published a
few books in Lithuanian as well) reinforced the prestige of Polish culture among
the Lithuanian nobility, and its new proselytism brought the Lithuanianspeaking peasantry into contact with the Polish language.13 The Jesuits opened
an academy in Wilno in . Their propaganda against Protestantism could
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not be separated from their appeals to the Orthodox to accept the authority of
Rome.14
Although Roman Catholicism was known as the “Polish faith,” even after
the Counter-Reformation the “Polish faith” was by no means necessary for
“Polish” political loyalty. Like language, religion would be retrospectively understood by later nationalists as a marker or a carrier of national identity. Yet
there had been no religious strife to force territorial resolutions on the German
principle of “cuius regio, eius religio,” nor to suggest the French solution of “un
roi, une foi, une loi.” The Grand Duchy’s  Statute was written by a committee of five Orthodox and five Catholics. Augustyn Rotundus, a Polish participant in the Counter-Reformation in Lithuania, was a friend of Mikolaj
Radziwill (the Black,  –), the palatine of Wilno and the main Lithuanian
propagator of the Reformation (first in its Lutheran, then in its Calvinist, and
finally in its Antitrinitarian forms). Rotundus, Pole and Catholic, wrote a long
defense of Lithuanian law, which Radziwill, Lithuanian and Protestant, published. Rotundus also edited and translated the  Lithuanian Statute (into
Latin). Rotundus agreed with Radziwill that Lithuania was a “respublica bene
ordinata.”15 Piotr Skarga (–), the greatest of the Polish Jesuits, dedicated the  edition of his greatest work to the Orthodox palatine of Kijów,
Prince Konstantyn Ostroz’kyi. In that case, the accord was less charming. Ostroz’kyi, a proud and ambitious man who wanted church union on his own
terms, bought up and burned the edition. The Commonwealth’s political order
was predicated not only on toleration of varieties of Western Christianity, but
upon toleration of Eastern Christianity as well. Religious toleration for the entire body of the Christian nobility was established by the  Confederation of
Warsaw. Although toleration of varieties of Christian faith within a limited
sphere of society may seem like intolerance to our sensibilities, the Confederation of Warsaw had no parallel in the Europe of the time.
Early modern ideas of the Polish nation were at once more exclusive and
more inclusive than the modern nationalisms which would succeed them.
They were more exclusive, for while modern nationalism enlists all members of
the putative nation, early modern Polish nationality distinguished a voting political estate from disenfranchised lower orders. The early modern nation was
not an economic class. Magnates were always nobles, but very few nobles were
magnates. Rich burghers were not citizens unless they were ennobled. The early
modern nation was more inclusive than the modern nation in political terms,
for while modern nationalism demands a centralized state, the Common-
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wealth retained separate Polish and Lithuanian law codes and administrations.
The early modern nation was more inclusive in personal terms, for while modern nationalism tends to insist that national identity subsumes cultural origin
and political destiny, early modern Polish identity presumed that gentry could
be of one cultural affinity and of another political loyalty. Both the exclusivity
and the inclusivity are reflected in the attitude to language. It was thought normal that a noble would use one language (Polish) with his peers or in politics,
and another (what we would now call Belarusian or Lithuanian) in his household or with his serfs.
A nobleman could be “Lithuanian” by origin, “Polish” in politics, and “Rusian” (or “Greek”) by religion. Since Lithuania for a very long time included a
majority of Orthodox subjects and most of the Kyivan patrimony, it was called
a “Rusian” realm. In unifying his domains with Poland in , Jogaila acted as
“Grand Duke of Lithuania and Lord and Heir of Rus’.” In a  treaty between Poland-Lithuania and Muscovy, the former was called “Rusian,” the latter “Muscovite.” After the fall of Constantinople to the Turks in , Muscovy
espoused spiritual and political claims as the seat of Orthodoxy, the heir of
Byzantium, and the successor of Kyivan Rus’. These provided the justification
for Muscovy’s wars with their fellow East Slavs of Lithuania, whose grand dukes
had regarded themselves for a century as the successors of Kyivan princes.16 In
practice, Muscovy’s claim to be Rus’ pushed Lithuania toward Poland. When
Ivan IV (the Terrible, reigned –, proclaimed tsar ) began the
Livonian Wars in , he hastened the Polish-Lithuanian Union of . At
that time, of course, Poland-Lithuania also claimed to be Rus’: Zygmunt August’s titles, as listed in the privilege of , were “King of Poland, Grand Duke
of Lithuania, Lord and Heir of Rus’, Prussia, Mazovia, Samogitia, etc.” (Król
Polski, Wielki Ksia˛że˛ Litewski, Ruski, Pruski, Mazowiecki, Żmudzki, itd. Pan i
Dziedzic.”) Ivan’s treatment of boyar rivals also provided the telling contrast to
the rights Lithuanian nobles formalized under Zygmunt August that same
year.17
Although the Commonwealth enjoyed great successes in the wars with Muscovy of the seventeenth century, and King Jan Sobieski’s famous rescue of Vienna from the Turks in  brought glory to Poland, the eighteenth century
witnessed failure after failure. As we shall see in chapter , rebellion in Ukraine
fatally wounded the Commonwealth in the middle of the seventeenth century.
The Commonwealth failed to establish the fiscal or military bases of modern
power. After some initial good luck, the election of monarchs ill served the interests of the Commonwealth. Kings who could not establish dynasties were
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less willing to consider the welfare of the Commonwealth, and kings of foreign
origin were less likely to immerse themselves in the difficulties of Polish politics. The expansive rights of Polish and Lithuanian gentry even provided the
Russian empire (as Muscovy was called after ) with a way to hamstring the
Commonwealth’s polity. Since the Commonwealth’s parliament functioned
according to the principle of unanimity, one bribe was enough to prevent any
reform. Tsar Peter I (the Great, r. –) reached the Baltic and corrupted
the Commonwealth. Polish anarchy was exploited by Muscovite despotism. Yet
even as the Commonwealth disintegrated as a state in the eighteenth century,
and as its cherished principles of toleration eroded, Polish civilization further
penetrated the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. What was once a sign of nobility became a sign of status, and thus Polishness flourished in Lithuania throughout
the eighteenth century, and indeed long after the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was naught but a memory.18 The Commonwealth’s culture evolved as
its institutions failed to adapt. The first partition of the Commonwealth by Austria, Prussia, and Russia was executed in . The final attempt of the PolishLithuanian nobility to repair the Commonwealth’s institutions was the Constitution of  May . This constitution treated the Polish-Lithuanian nobility
as a single political nation, did away with principle of unanimity in parliamentary voting, and sought to create a modern, centralized republic.19 This provoked the second partition, by Prussia and Russia, in . The  Kościuszko
uprising against Russia was defeated, and was followed by the third and final
partition in . The Commonwealth had been removed from the map of
Europe.
The Russian empire of Tsaritsa Catherine II (the Great, r. –) progressively annexed almost all of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania: the cities of Polotsk
in , Minsk in , and finally Vil’no in . By incorporating Lithuania,
Russia absorbed elites who spoke Polish, peasants who spoke (for the most
part) what we would now call Belarusian, and towns inhabited in the main by
Jews. The end of the Commonwealth meant the end of a political regime
where, despite local prejudice, the Jews enjoyed an institutionalized regime of
communal toleration.20 At a stroke, Russia held the largest part of world Jewry.
After the Russian share of the old Commonwealth was enlarged to include Warsaw at the Congress of Vienna (), the empire included most of the world’s
Poles. From the Grand Duchy of Lithuania alone—to speak neither of what
was established as the Congress Kingdom of Poland, nor of Ukraine—Russia
absorbed more nobles of Polish culture than there were nobles of Russian culture in the entire Russian empire. In the early nineteenth century, far more sub-
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jects of the tsar could read Polish than Russian. Some Polish-Lithuanian nobles, such as Prince Adam Czartoryski, attained enormous influence in the
court of Tsar Alexander I (r. –). Czartoryski, for example, was partially
responsible for the terms of the Russian empire’s  Jewish statute.21
The destruction of the Commonwealth, and the concomitant establishment
of the Pale of Settlement in Russia, were accompanied by radical attempts to reform Judaism and Jewish social practice. We shall return to these in chapter .
Here we may only note that they involved historical myths that were not territorial (as in Hasidism, which arose in Ukraine after the death of the Ba’al Shem
Tov in ) or trends that were pan-European (as in the Haskalah, the Jewish
Enlightenment). These trends, though they met at Vilne, were something
other than a variant of the traditions of the Grand Duchy. Only at the end of
the nineteenth century did something like secular Jewish politics arise. Among
the tsar’s Christian subjects, the early modern gentry nation was slowly and
partially replaced by modern conceptions of the nation as the sum of speakers
of a vernacular tongue. The nineteenth-century national divergence among
Christians in Lithuania was a long and complicated process, itself denying the
crisp, retrospective categorizations of the modern nationalists it produced. A
prism through which to observe the refraction of early modern Lithuanian patriotism into distinctly colored national ideas is a poem: “Pan Tadeusz,” or
“Lord Thaddeus,” completed by the great Romantic poet Adam Mickiewicz in
.

RUSSIAN EMPIRE AND LITHUANIAN
FATHERLAND

Mickiewicz ( –) was born on Christmas Eve, three years after the final
partition of the Commonwealth, in Nowogródek, a Yiddish- and Polish-speaking town. The local Lithuanian Tatars had just built a new mosque. Although
there were Lithuanian villages nearby, most local peasants spoke Belarusian.
Mickiewicz was raised by an upstanding Polish gentry family, although his father was probably of Orthodox and his mother perhaps of Jewish descent.22
Mickiewicz attended the imperial university at Wilno, an institution that
nicely illustrates the dilemma of an illiterate empire that has absorbed large
numbers of literate families. In the early nineteenth century, Russian policy
aimed to preserve educational attainment in Polish rather than Russify potentially useful subjects. In  Tsar Alexander I (r. –) had revived the
Vil’no school (founded by the Jesuits in ) as a university, with Polish as the
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language of instruction. The university and the entire Vil’no school district
were directed by Tsar Alexander’s friend, advisor, and mentor, the PolishLithuanian Prince Adam Czartoryski ( –). Vil’no University, an inheritance of the Commonwealth, was the largest university in the Russian empire.
For a full generation it confirmed local elites, such as Mickiewicz, in their belief
that the language of culture and politics was Polish. The university and its associated schools educated men who codified in history, literature, and poetry the
legacy of the recently defunct Grand Duchy of Lithuania.23 (Incidentally, for a
time Czartoryski’s secretary and his immediate superior were both Ukrainians.
Just as the partitions brought Poles into Russian service in the late eighteenth
century, so a century earlier the partition of Ukraine by the Treaty of Andrusovo had brought in Ukrainians.)
Without a university education in his native Polish in his native Lithuania,
Mickiewicz’s poetic career is difficult to imagine. This can be seen clearly on the
example of his masterpiece, Pan Tadeusz, which Mickiewicz finished in Parisian
exile in . Its story of the quarrels and loves of Lithuanian gentry families
concludes in spring , as Napoleon and his armies marched across Lithuania
toward Moscow. In the poem, Lithuanian noblemen have joined the French
armies, which was certainly accurate. Mickiewicz observed this himself as a boy
of thirteen. In fact, the gentry who joined Napoleon in  included a third of
the students of Vil’no University. Tsar Alexander won the war. When Alexander regained Lithuania, he declined to close Vil’no University, so its gates were
open to Mickiewicz in . Registering as a student with a government scholarship, the young man even gave his name as Adam Napoleon Mickiewicz. The
patience of a Russian tsar, after his empire was attacked by the Lithuanian gentry his university was educating, allowed Mickiewicz to gain higher education
in Polish. Mickiewicz then matured to create a nostalgic masterpiece that connected the tragedy of Poland with that very attack on Russia.24
At the time of Mickiewicz’s university studies, Polish Lithuanians presumed
that the inevitable Lithuanian revival would hasten a new Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth. The putative enemy of this idea was not rival nationalisms,
which did not then exist, but the imperial Russian state. These motives of renewal animated Mickiewicz and his student friends, who called themselves the
Philomaths. After graduation, Mickiewicz was rescued from the drudgery of
teaching school in Kowno by arrest, imprisonment, and exile in Russia. His
years in exile in Odessa, Petersburg, and Moscow, and then in emigration in
Dresden and Paris, were fantastically productive of the best Polish poetry yet
written. Mickiewicz did not join the Polish rising against Russian rule of  –
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, the failure of which began the Romantic period of Polish political thought.
It also led directly to the closing of Vil’no University. The university’s students
lived on, in Lithuania, in Poland, in Russia, and in Europe. Mickiewicz’s own
poetry was composed in a harmony of human and national longing. The Commonwealth would not be restored, and he never again saw his native Lithuania.
His masterpiece Pan Tadeusz was written between  and , immediately
after the rising had been crushed. As every Polish and Lithuanian schoolchild
knows, the poem begins: “Lithuania! My fatherland! You are like health! Only
he who has lost you may know your true worth.”25
Since his creations proved so adaptable to succeeding ages, Mickiewicz must
be placed in his own time. Like other European Romantics, Mickiewicz wished
to “create a new world on the ruins of the old.”26 For Romantics in Western
and Central Europe, the French Revolution and Napoleon had destroyed classical Europe, and the task was to establish new political and cultural principles.
For Mickiewicz and the Polish Romantics, the partitions of Poland had destroyed the old order, and the French Revolution and Napoleon had provided
some hope that it might be restored. After Napoleon’s defeat, the gentry of the
Grand Duchy had no possible allies but the peasants who surrounded them,
and Mickiewicz’s poetic Romanticism created a political dilemma. Whereas it
was relatively simple for Romantics of other stateless nations such as Italy or
Germany to conflate the “common people” with the rising “political nation,”
in historic Lithuania the matter was far more complicated. The Herderian idea
that each people had its own distinct genius was hard to apply in a region where

Fig. . Adam Mickiewicz ( –),
European Romantic poet of the Polish
language. Frontispiece of the 
edition of his masterpiece Pan
Tadeusz.

The Grand Duchy of Lithuania

various localities, languages, and religions had long been held compatible with
membership in a single political nation. The problem lay in not only in variety
of culture, but in living memory of political institutions. In the middle of the
nineteenth century, the idea of unified Germany or Italy left plenty of room for
the imagination, since no such entities had existed before. The idea of a unified
Poland automatically raised the specter of the recently defunct Commonwealth—the more so as the Commonwealth had promulgated Europe’s first
constitution just before its demise. In Mickiewicz’s vision, Lithuania was at
once part of this political tradition, and home to Romantic virtues such as harmony, beauty, energy, and pleasure. Whereas Herder had believed that Slavs
might bring youth and energy to Europe, Mickiewicz believed that Lithuania
would revive the entire Commonwealth.27
Mickiewicz’s early modern idea of “Lithuania” as a land of many peoples but
of an ultimately Polish destiny suffered the contradictions immanent in durability in a century when the sense of nationality radically changed. Although he
was not himself a folkish Polish nationalist, and never set foot in Warsaw or
Cracow, his lovely poetry created the medium for a folkish Polish nationalism
after his death in . Although he never imagined a Lithuania separate from
Poland, his images were used by Lithuanian activists ever more confident in
their distinct ethnic and national identity. In the late nineteenth century, in the
northwestern corner of the former Grand Duchy, the Lithuanian language provided the basis for a cultural distinctiveness that new national activists of an
ethnic Lithuania would eventually exploit. This involved transforming Mickiewicz into a Lithuanian national poet. Ironically, the ethnic definition of nationality that emerged in central Poland and northwestern Lithuania, if a good
description of historical trends, would have made Mickiewicz neither Polish
nor Lithuanian but Belarusian. After all, Mickiewicz was born, and “Pan Tadeusz” was set, among East Slavic peasants we would now call Belarusians. Perhaps it is more ironic still that the Belarusian gentry and writers were most
faithful to Mickiewicz, and did not seize upon their “ethnic” advantages by
making exclusivist claims upon him as a “national” poet. A modern ethnic nationalism that encompassed Mickiewicz’s Lithuania, the old Grand Duchy,
would have been based upon the majority “language,” dialects we would now
call Belarusian. This is what did not happen. Ethnic nationalism is a political
idea, and its success or failure has little to do with the size of what we now see as
“ethnic groups.” As we shall argue in the next chapter, politics granted the
greatest possibilities to interpretations of Pan Tadeusz that were furthest in
spirit from the original (Lithuanian and Polish ethnic nationalism), and mar-
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ginalized its most faithful translations into politics (Belarusian and Polish federalism).
The test of early modern Lithuanian patriotism as articulated by Mickiewicz
was the  rising against Russian rule. Certain exceptional people believed
that the Grand Duchy and the Commonwealth could be revived by way of
an alliance of the (Polish-speaking) gentry with the (Lithuanian- or Belarusianspeaking) peasantry. Between the Russian defeat in the Crimean War ()
and Tsar Alexander II’s abolition of serfdom (), some Lithuanian Polish nobles had conspired to resolve the question of serfdom in a way that would satisfy landlords and peasants.28 Jakób Gieysztor (– ) campaigned to convince Lithuanian nobles to free their peasants before the tsar did. Although
Gieysztor was successful in his locality, in Lithuania as a whole the gentry missed
the opportunity to take credit for the inevitable. Gieysztor, who thought himself a Polish noble building an alliance with the Polish people, ran a school in
which Lithuanian was the language of instruction. He saw no contradiction.29
In the  rising against Russian rule, which he had opposed as premature,
Gieysztor conspired with the radical Konstanty Kalinowski (Kastus’ Kalinouski, – ). During the rising, Kalinowski promised peasants land in their
own language (Belarusian).30 Antanas Mackevičius, although now seen as a
proto-Lithuanian nationalist, fought to reestablish the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in a provisional association with Poland.31 In , all three sought to persuade peasants to fight for their own good, without really believing that peasants understood the importance of restoring the republic. These and other
leaders of  were no longer early modern patriots, keen to restore a gentry republic; but they were not yet modern nationalists, fully prepared to define the
nation as the people. Their attempt to defeat the Russian empire with the help
of the people revealed two incipient dilemmas. The use of languages other than
Polish foreshadowed a new type of national politics. If peasants could be called
to risk their lives in their own languages, surely they would expect to hear and
read those languages in calmer times as well. The nobles’ need to give land to
the peasants to gain their support posed a hard choice between personal security and national liberation.
Mickiewicz’s nostalgia after the failure of  was for an early modern political nation. What emerged after the failure of  were modern national ideas.

Chapter 2 Lithuania! My

Fatherland! (1863 –1914)

As butterﬂies drown in golden amber
Let us remain, dear, as we once were.
—Adam Mickiewicz, Konrad Wallenrod (St. Petersburg, 1828)

Modern politics after  meant shrugging off the Commonwealth
as a burden and embracing the peasant and his language as the nation.
This first became clear in the extreme northwest of the old Grand
Duchy of Lithuania, where the failure of the  uprising hastened a
modern, linguistic Lithuanian nationalism. The drastic nature of peasant emancipation accelerated the modernization of agriculture, and
eventually created a new class of prosperous Lithuanian peasants.1
The Russian imperial decision to draw Lithuanian students to St. Petersburg rather than Warsaw created a new secular elite. The uneven
de-Polonization of schools had a similar unintended nation-building
effect, as Russian culture proved far less attractive to Lithuanian students than Polish had been. In the decades to come, rising peasants of
Lithuanian origin who learned to read their mother tongue in school,
déclassé Polish-speaking gentry who relearned Lithuanian, socialists
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and doctors educated in Russian universities, and Roman Catholic priests
formed the Lithuanian national movement.2 Lithuanian national activists saw
the failed national rising of  as a Polish blunder, and believed that they
could develop a better national strategy for themselves. Rather than armed revolts, this new generation paid attention to national culture. In this they were
in fact similar to the main current of post- Polish patriotism, positivists
who prescribed practical “organic work” to build a national society.3 While for
Poles such “work at the foundations” meant strengthening the mass basis for an
elite national society, Lithuanians found that it required nationalizing themselves first.
The Lithuanian foundations were buried under a good deal of history. The
Lithuanian language had not been considered a language of politics for centuries. The Lithuanian grand dukes had never published Lithuanian books.
The last Lithuanian grand duke who even knew the Lithuanian language died
the year Columbus discovered America. Not only were the traditions of the old
Grand Duchy recorded in Polish and Chancery Slavonic (similar to Belarusian),
the Lithuanian peasantry seemed fearfully keen to follow the historical example
of its priests and lords. Throughout the nineteenth century, Lithuanian-speaking peasants were assimilating to the Belarusian language, which provided the
Slavic platform for a further assimilation to Polish or Russian. In some peasant
families, grandparents spoke Lithuanian, parents Belarusian, and children Polish: thereby in a single household encapsulating the historical trend that Lithuanian activists wished to reverse. Prosperous peasants Polonized their children
directly by sending them to schools where Polish was the language of instruction (or at least schoolyard prestige). Open insecurity about the loyalty of the
nation lent a certain insistency to the rhetoric of Lithuanian activists. Silent
knowledge that they themselves spoke and wrote Polish better than Lithuanian
lent an urgency to the task of national renaissance.

ETHNIC LITHUANIA AS FATHERLAND

Lithuanian activists referred to an imagined Grand Duchy that fit their present
predicament. They discounted tangible continuities from the early modern traditions of  – in favor of a mythical vision of medieval Lithuania and
Vilnius before the  Lublin Union with Poland. Activists privileged a language that was all but irrelevant in the early modern Grand Duchy (Lithuanian), promoted a social group that was marginal in the polity of the old Grand
Duchy (Lithuanian-speaking peasants), and yielded to a Romantic nostalgia
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for paganism. They portrayed the  union with Poland as a tyranny of lords
over peasants, and contemporary “lords” (Polish-Lithuanian gentry) as traitors
to the nation. Just as interpretations of national history corresponded to real
problems with the putative nation, so this sense of injustice flowed from the social predicament of many Lithuanian national activists.
If Lithuania was to be a modern nation, it had to be a peasant nation. Leaders of a peasant nation must challenge their social superiors on the treacherous
ground of language and history. The abolition of serfdom and the opening of
schools to peasant children provided the political opportunity, if not immediately the requisite confidence. The Lithuanian movement originated in the Suvalkai region, where serfdom had been abolished by Napoleon in . The
“Russification” of what had been Polish schools after  was another crucial
step. The Mariampol high school, an agent of Polonization through , became an imperial state school in . Polish was banned, and Lithuanian was
added to the curriculum. Mariampol high school produced the two most important Lithuanian national activists, Jonas Basanavičius and Vincas Kudirka.
Both were bright children of prosperous peasant parents, both were expected to
become Catholic priests, both found better possibilities in the Russian educational system. In this way the attempt by Russian authorities to limit Polish influence in Lithuania after  unwittingly created the social space for a modern Lithuanian national movement, based upon the Lithuanian language.
The historical and linguistic formulae applied after  had long been available. They were provided most convincingly by Teodor Narbutt ( –),
whose enormous Polish-language history of Lithuania was published between
 and . Narbutt concluded after four thousand pages that the history of
Lithuania “ceased” in , and figuratively broke his pen on the grave of the
Polish king and Lithuanian grand duke who then reigned.4 Narbutt’s massive
achievement provided the scholarly foundation for the political view that modern Lithuanian should draw from medieval rather than early modern legacies.
In the nineteenth century, it was cited more often than any other work of
Lithuanian history.5 Modern Lithuanian nationalism was actually articulated
somewhat earlier, and in Lithuanian, by Simonas Daukantas (–). A
classmate of Mickiewicz at Vil’no University, Daukantas shared Mickiewicz’s
fascination with medieval Lithuania. Daukantas was, it seems, the first to treat
the  union with Poland as a capitulation, and to see the spread of Polish language as the destruction of a superior local culture. In  he presented these
claims in the first scholarly history of Lithuania in Lithuanian. Although this
book was not published until , another influential study appeared in .
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As Lithuanian historians created this new periodization, in which the medieval was glorious and the early modern was shameful, Mickiewicz’s poetry
provided the color of the glory. His epics Grażyna () and Konrad Wallenrod
() were both set in medieval Lithuania. Amusingly, another basis for the
idealization of the medieval period emerged from an unwitting collaboration
between Daukantas and Mickiewicz. In  Daukantas translated a youthful
literary exercise of Mickiewicz from Polish into Lithuanian, apparently mistaking it for an authentic excerpt from an ancient chronicle. Daukantas later incorporated Mickiewicz’s story of the Lithuanian princess Żywila into historical
writings. By the time Mickiewicz’s authorship of the Żywila story was established in , the tale had taken a significant place in Lithuanian national
culture.6 The “unmasking” of Żywila made little difference. Grażyna, another
mythical princess and by the end of the nineteenth century a common name of
Lithuanian girls, was also invented by Mickiewicz. Yet there was an important
difference between the Romantic poet and his modern Lithuanian readers.
Mickiewicz’s preface to Konrad Wallenrod closed with a citation of Schiller:
“What song makes immortal must perish in actual life.” In Mickiewicz’s view,
ancient Lithuania had indeed perished, and the proper object of nostalgia, as in
Pan Tadeusz, was the early modern Lithuania joined to Poland in a Commonwealth. Lithuanian activists, however, followed the line drawn by Narbutt and
Daukantas: that Lithuanian history had ended in , and therefore it was medieval Lithuania that must be revived. This was the model of history communicated by the first modern Lithuanian publications.
In , Jonas Basanavičius (–) decided to establish a Lithuanianlanguage newspaper. Basanavičius was a graduate of the Mariampol high school,
which during his time of studies changed from Polish to Russian as language of
instruction, and added language classes in Lithuanian. He was among the
young Lithuanians allowed to study in imperial universities, an experience that
rendered more abstract and hence clarified his notion of Lithuania. In Moscow
he studied under French professors, befriended Bulgarian national activists,
and published on Lithuanian history (in Polish). In  he completed his studies in medicine and emigrated to Bulgaria, where he worked as a doctor and
continued his studies of Lithuanian history. These led him to Prague in ,
where he encountered activists of the Czech national movement. Like his Bulgarian friends, his Czech acquaintances emphasized medieval grandeur, and explained away early modern failure. It was in Prague that Basanavičius decided
to found a Lithuanian-language review. Seizing an image used in Prague to sug-
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gest a nation awakening from darkness, Basanavičius decided to name the review Aušra (The Dawn).7
In  Basanavičius made plans with compatriots in Germany to print his
newspaper. Although the Lithuanian language was legal in the Russian empire,
it had to be printed in Cyrillic characters. In Germany, Lithuanian activists
could publish in the Lithuanian language and Latin script, then smuggle their
work into the Russian empire. Basanavičius edited the first numbers from
Prague, entrusting the publication in Germany to Jurgis Mikšas. Mikšas had to
leave Germany after an amorous adventure, and was replaced by Jonas Šliupas,
who had earned his spurs in conspiratorial politics with the Polish socialist
party Proletariat. Šliupas (–) was in his turn expelled from Prussia.
Aušra’s forty numbers popularized the search for continuities with the period
before  and a Grand Duchy of Lithuania distinct from Poland. It relied on
the research of Daukantas and Narbutt and the poems of Mickiewicz.8
Not surprisingly, Aušra’s decision to skip the early modern period—to go
straight from the medieval to the modern—followed the framework developed
by Czech activists at the same time. The  Lublin Union was for Lithuanians what the  battle of the White Mountain was for Czechs: a clear marker
of the end of national life, allowing the foreigner to be blamed, the medieval
past to be cherished, the social origins of activists to be explained, and the common people to be exalted.9 Just as the Lublin Union had (supposedly) deracinated the Lithuanian nobility, so the defeat at White Mountain (supposedly)
transformed the Czech nobility into a coterie of foreign adventurers. Thus the
national revival required new blood, and the national traditions to be revived
could be found only among the simple folk. In both cases, this medieval-modern synthesis was first developed in an early modern language of high culture:
German for the Czechs, Polish for the Lithuanians. To convey it back to the
people in their own language was the crucial step, but this too was fraught with
a raft of contradictions.

AGE, BEAUTY, AND POWER

In the s Aušra publicized this scheme in the vernacular, in Lithuanian. As
we have seen, Aušra’s title—“The Dawn”—reveals the universal conceit of nations with weak state and cultural traditions: what seems to be death is only
sleep, and the sleeper will awaken as the world turns and night becomes day. Yet
the simple attempt to render this idea in writing in the Lithuanian language re-
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veals a deeper possibility within this conceit. Within the idea of national awakening is the tempting possibility of exploiting backwardness by improving
upon the achievements of others. The alphabet, for example, was really only invented once.10 It must however be re-created by national activists who wish to
reach the common people by codifying their vernacular speech as a literary language: a practical necessity full of national virtue. This we observe not in the
meaning, but in the spelling of “Aušra.” In history books, it is spelled with an
“š”, whereas in  it was usually spelled “Auszra.” The difference is between
the Polish orthography (“sz” pronounced as “sh” in English) in which the
Lithuanian language was usually spelled at the time, and the Czech orthography (“š” as “sh”) the newspaper’s editors tried to introduce to make their language look less Polish. This shift had nothing to do with publishing in the Russian empire: both spellings used Roman characters, and both were therefore
illegal. The Russian police would confiscate a journal called “Aušra” and one
called “Auszra”: only something called “Аушра” would have been permitted.
Lithuanian activists were only concerned to extract a Lithuanian culture from
the Polish inheritance.
The ironies of the Lithuanian borrowing from Czech are four. () In the
Middle Ages, before the association of Poland and Lithuania, Polish had become a written language under the influence of precisely Czech.11 The Polish
that entered the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in early modern times was thus
written after the fashion of Old Czech. Centuries later, the phonetic symbols
modern Lithuanian activists copied were designed by modern Czechs keen to
avoid the presence of consonant compounds as well as certain letters that they
associated with German. After this reform, modern Czech also began to look
less like Polish, since Polish preserved elements of Old Czech spelling and used
compound consonants to represent single sounds. This unintended side effect
of Czech reforms, which some Czech Pan-Slavs themselves regretted, was what
attracted Lithuanians, since their main rival was Polish culture. To give an example: traditionally, Czech, Polish, and Lithuanians represented the “v” sound
with “w,” like German. After reform, Czech and Lithuanian used “v” instead.
Similarly, all  languages traditionally used “cz” to represent “ch”. After reform,
Czech and Lithuanian used “č” instead. Lithuanians thus turned a new Czech
orthography against an older one in their struggle with Polish.
() But because Russia banned the use of Latin characters in Lithuanian
writing, Lithuanians could use neither system in Vilnius. Lithuanians therefore
used the Czech letters to write in their (more or less) reformed Lithuanian
across the border in German East Prussia. In this roundabout way a script de-
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signed to limit the spread of German culture made its way into Germany. ()
Yet this particular irony runs deeper. Part of the Czech solution for Lithuanian orthography was to replace “sz” and “cz” with “š” and “č.” Another part,
advocated years before by the German linguist August Schleicher, was to
drop the Polish “l” and use “v” instead of the Polish “w.” So, in the end, a German supported the part of the Czech solution by which Polish influence
upon the Lithuanian language could be shrouded in Russia. () The German
philological interest in the Lithuanian language was itself part of the Romantic turn in German scholarship, which was partly an attempt to emancipate
German culture from French influence. If we can keep our feet in this house
of mirrors, we see that ideas of nationality reflected at odd angles around late
nineteenth-century Europe, even as local nationalists were absorbed in an
image they desired to see as distinct, pure, and beautiful. We also find the
original image of nineteenth-century nationalism in France, seen by many
east of the Rhine as both the home of political philosophy and a model national state.12
In a Europe where literature was universally regarded as a condition of nationhood, the nearly total absence of Lithuanian literature was obscured by redoubled attention to the inherent virtues of the language. Basanavičius contended that the formal perfection of the language proved that ancient
Lithuanians had been civilized. Since nothing much in the way of secular literature survived to substantiate such claims, the age of the language substituted
for attainments. Like Tuscan towns whose medieval towers survive not despite,
but thanks to, early modern economic decline, the Lithuanian language preserved antique virtues not despite, but thanks to, its lack of early modern literary use. Polish rather than Lithuanian bore the brunt of Latin, German, and
French neologisms; and Lithuanian’s extraordinarily complicated grammar
survived as an obscure speech of peasants. Mickiewicz had himself called
Lithuanian “the oldest language spoken on the European mainland.” In  he
linked Lithuanian to Sanskrit (and the Lithuanians to a lost tribe of Hindus).
Eight years earlier the Lithuanian historian Narbutt had illustrated the connection between Lithuanian and Sanskrit in the first volume of his massive Polishlanguage history of the Lithuanian nation. Narbutt called upon German authorities such as Jacob Grimm (–): grammarian and philologist as well
as collector of folk tales. Daukantas, in his  study, drew on the philological
work of Schleicher.13 Mickiewicz’s image of ancient Lithuania was also built in
part from German sources, such as the history of Prussia of August von Kotzebue (–).14 In making special claims for the Lithuanian language,
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Daukantas, Narbutt, and Mickiewicz all drew from the folkish side of German
Romanticism, and the achievements of German scholars. Moreover, Mickiewicz in his Paris exile communicated easily with French historians such as
Jules Michelet. His claims about the ancient status of Lithuanian were made in
lectures he gave in French as a professor of the Collège de France.15 For us, it
may seem ironic that conclusions about the Lithuanian language drawn or
publicized in Germany and France later became a central element of Lithuanian nationalism. Yet these scholarly conclusions could not have been reached if
not for the brute fact that Baltic Lithuanian dialects had survived centuries of
nearly complete isolation from high culture.
In the twilight moment of the nineteenth century, when numbers were not
yet seen to be enough to make a nation, when activists were still in contact with
early modern cultures, they felt the need to prove that the new could match the
old. Romantic nationalists throughout nineteenth-century Europe accepted
common standards of nationality: high culture was necessary, literature proved
high culture, but ancient culture was better than none at all. Age before beauty,
when there is no beauty to be had. Accepting Grimm’s, Narbutt’s, and Mickiewicz’s claims on behalf of the age of the Lithuanian language, Lithuanian activists of the Aušra generation simultaneously sought to show that the language
could bear the weight of modern letters. Accepting Mickiewicz’s premise that
high culture is linked to political destiny, Lithuanian writers translated Mickiewicz’s poetry into Lithuanian to disprove his presumption that Polish was the
high language of Lithuania. If the Lithuanian language could convey Mickiewicz’s extraordinary poetry, they thought, then Lithuania could be regarded
as a separate nation with a distinct future. The apparent homage to Polish culture, by the literary judo of national revival, was to reveal the equality of Lithuania as a nation. Enormous efforts were expended so that a stage could be skipped,
and age could become beauty.16
The beauty was largely to convince the Poles around them, and the Poles in
themselves. For a national movement to arise, for beauty to become power,
someone besides the activists had to be convinced. The poet Vincas Kudirka
(– ), slightly younger than Basanavičius, found a way between age and
beauty to the people. His was a complicated story, involving the appropriation
rather than the rejection of the early modern Polish legacy. Although Kudirka,
like Basanavičius, studied the Lithuanian language at the Mariampol high
school, the school’s main effect was to Polonize him. Consider his recollections
of his years in school. “My self-preservation instinct told me not to speak in
Lithuanian, and to make sure that no one noticed that my father wore a rough
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peasant’s coat and could only speak Lithuanian. I did my best to speak Polish,
even though I spoke it badly. When my father and other relatives visited me, I
stayed away from them when I could see that fellow students or gentlemen were
watching; I spoke with them in peace only when we were alone or outside. I saw
myself as a Pole and thus as a gentleman, I had imbibed the Polish spirit.”17
One might ask why the Mariampol high school had such different effects on
Basanavičius, who became self-consciously Lithuanian as a student, and Kudirka, who came to regard himself as a Pole. The answer reminds us of the importance of the smallest details of Russian imperial policy. A few years older
than Kudirka, Basanavičius had studied at Mariampol during the period of
martial law, when Russian bayonets enforced the ban on Polish. When martial
law was lifted in , during the second year of Kudirka’s studies, Polish crept
back into curricula across Lithuania. Even Mariampol, as we see, once again became an agent of Polonization.
Like Basanavičius, Kudirka left Lithuania to obtain university education in a
Russian imperial university. Kudirka, however, studied in Warsaw, where he
considered himself a Pole, and where his baptism into politics was in the company of Polish socialists. In the end, his long encounter with Poland served the
Lithuanian cause. Whereas Basanavičius had learned from Bulgarian and
Czech national revivalists, Kudirka was in a position to appropriate rather than
simply reject the Polish inheritance. The brilliant stroke of Basanavičius was to
ignore the complexities of early modern history, and like Czechs and Bulgarians glorify the medieval past. Kudirka harnessed the early modern Polish idea
to the modern Lithuanian purposes he accepted after his return from Warsaw
in . His contribution was to present Lithuania not only as historically distinct from Poland, as had Basanavičius, but as a national equal in the present.
Despite the twists, turns, and attempts at transcendence, the concern with status was consistent throughout. The sense that culture was to be attained and
displayed motivated Kudirka’s youthful attempts to pass as a gentleman; in his
maturity, it underlay a larger project to dignify himself and his origins by raising the peasantry into politics. From his fascination with Polishness in the
s came the energy for his challenge of the s. From his deep knowledge
of Polish came his ability to turn Mickiewicz to the new purpose of building a
peasant nation. As Kudirka saw in Warsaw, Polish national activists were turning Mickiewicz into a modern Polish patriot. Kudirka responded by transforming Mickiewicz’s masterpiece into contemporary Lithuanian patriotism. From
Mickiewicz’s lonely opening “Lithuania! My fatherland!” came Kudirka’s hopeful rendering “Lithuania! Our fatherland!” In , Kudirka incorporated the
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first line of Mickiewicz’s Pan Tadeusz, so modified, into a poem that became the
national anthem of Lithuania.18
Two generations after Mickiewicz, the terms meant something new. Unlike
Mickiewicz, Kudirka believed that the fatherland in question was home to a nation of Lithuanian speakers destined for statehood. In this understanding, alien
to the sense of the original, if compatible with its wording, Mickiewicz’s words,
translated and slightly modified, became the motto of the Lithuanian national
movement. This is something more than irony: it is the transformation of
durable Romantic ideas of an early modern Commonwealth into one of many
possible modern national forms. The failed rising of  gave rise to the Romanticism of the mature Mickiewicz of Pan Tadeusz; the failed rising of 
divided its stream into several national currents. Like Mickiewicz and Polish
Romantics after the rising of , Kudirka and Lithuanian Romantics after the
rising of  wished to “create a new world on the ruins of the old.” For them,
the old Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was among the ruins.

THE GRAND DUCHY AS FATHERLAND

 is a caesura for Lithuanian nationality. In the Polish and Belarusian cases,
it is harder for us to distinguish the dawn of modern nationalisms from the twilight of the early modern Grand Duchy. Even as a new generation of modern
Lithuanian activists of the s and s defined a separate Lithuanian history and folk nation, Lithuanian Poles and Belarusians regarded “Lithuania” as
a geographical and political notion. To be Lithuanian, in their understanding,
was to preserve the traditions of the Grand Duchy. Many found the national
question beside the point. The “tutejszość” (“localness”, or more accurately if
less literally “local-mindedness”) of much of the gentry was often a conscious
rejection of ideologies which seemed to ill fit the contours of local reality and
tradition.19 The “local-mindedness” of peasants near Vil’nia was a practical response to the complicated patterns of linguistic assimilation and a diplomatic
way of avoiding the obligation to side with either Polish-speaking gentry or
Russian imperial officials.20 In the late nineteenth century, the superiority of
Polish as a means of communication was as widely accepted in these lands as it
had been in Mickiewicz’s student days.21
Even after the failed uprising of , gentry with political aspirations could
try to adapt the traditions of the Grand Duchy to the demands of modern politics. The most important example of this trend was the Polish revolutionary
and statesman Józef Pilsudski (–), heir on both sides to distinguished
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Lithuanian noble families.22 Pilsudski studied and matured in Russified schools
in Wilno. After exile in Siberia, he returned to Lithuania, beginning his career
as a Polish socialist in Wilno in the s. As we shall see, he would be the individual most responsible for the creation of a Polish state in , and its incorporation of Wilno thereafter. His patriotism was founded not upon a modern
ethnic or linguistic definition of Poland, but upon nostalgic republican ideas of
the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, which he opposed to a historical notion of an
autocratic Russia. Pilsudski, who called himself a Lithuanian, spoke the literary
Polish of his home, the folk Belarusian of the countryside, and the rough Russian of his Siberian exile. As we shall see, his failure as a Lithuanian was guaranteed by the very allies who allowed his success as a Pole.23
The appeal of Belarusian activists to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and
their socialist federalism, were similar to Pilsudski’s. Yet people who sought to
revive the Grand Duchy of Lithuania under the new name “Belarus” were
themselves constrained by their identification with an early modern Polishness.
The Polish language had been the local language of culture for three hundred
years, it was protected locally by elite Roman Catholic families and the Roman
Catholic Church, and was supported by millions of speakers to the west. Lithuanian, although by no means comparable in status with Polish, was easily distinguished by its impenetrability as a Baltic language. Its speakers, although
their number was shrinking, were better sheltered by geography than speakers
of Belarusian. Belarusian was in the most delicate position: an uncodified lowstatus Slavic dialect located morphologically between Polish and Russian, whose
speakers were located socially between Polish culture and Russian power. Belarusian peasants regarded Polish (and, as time passed, Russian) as languages of
attainment, and what we call Belarusian as the simple speech of honest folk. To
advance from the peasantry into society was to speak and to become Polish or
Russian.24 The linguistic flexibility so valuable to the early modern PolishLithuanian Commonwealth and Grand Duchy of Lithuania was a burden upon
anyone who might have wished to advance a modern Belarusian linguistic nationalism.
Why then press into this cramped space? Why pay attention to Belarusian
speakers and Belarusian national activists, given that their claim to Vil’nia
would rarely be taken seriously, and given that a modern Belarusian nation has
yet to emerge? The Belarusian branch of the traditions of the old Grand Duchy
alerts us to the dangers of assuming that past linguistic or “ethnic” groups are
simple predecessors of existing national groups, golems to be animated by the
magic of modernity. When there are already modern nations, their historians
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find it easy to “prove” descent from “ethnic groups.” The Belarusian failure
therefore provides a useful test. Here we have an “ethnic group” which is the
largest by far in the area in question. According to the Russian imperial census
of , more people spoke Belarusian in Vil’na province than all other languages combined. In Vil’na, Minsk, Grodno, Mogilev, and Vitebsk provinces,
contiguous territories of historic Lithuania, speakers of Belarusian were threequarters of the population. In the twentieth century, this “ethnic group” did
not become a modern nation. In combination with Lithuanian and Polish successes, this Belarusian failure helps us to perceive what national movements actually need. If their success were actually determined by fidelity to the traditions of Grand Duchy of Lithuania, or by numbers of people speaking a given
language, the Belarusians would have had more reason to hope than anyone
else. The Belarusian failure is the result of social and political contingencies
which escape national reasoning, and thus deserve historical attention.25

A BELARUSIAN LITHUANIAN FATHERLAND?

The hope for a Belarusian Lithuania was beautifully expressed by the poet Vincent Dunin-Martsinkevich (–). Dunin-Martsinkevich, heir of a petty
noble Lithuanian-Polish family, was educated in Petersburg. He debuted in
Vil’nia in  with a Polish-Belarusian comic opera he wrote with Stanislaw
Moniuszko.26 He ceased work on a Belarusian translation of Mickiewicz’s “Pan
Tadeusz” in . Like the Lithuanian activists we have discussed, DuninMartsinkevich took for granted that the best sign of the dignity of the folk language was a proof of its equality with Polish, and that the most convincing
demonstration of that equality was the translation of Polish literature. He
keenly felt the pressure of Slavic literary languages on both sides: by his own account, it was the Russian translation of Pan Tadeusz rather than the Polish original that brought him to take up the project of a Belarusian translation. Like the
Lithuanians, Dunin-Martsinkevich enjoyed what could be construed as support from the poet himself. Mickiewicz called Belarusian “the richest and
purest speech of ancient origin”; Dunin-Martsinkevich intended to prove it by
translating Mickiewicz’s story “of Belarusian gentlemen” into a language that
could be read by “Belarusian peasants.”27 This was extraordinarily ambitious,
since the original poem is extremely long, complex, and beautiful, and Belarusian dialects had not been codified. Although a Belarusian-Ruthenian vernacular was used as a literary language in the sixteenth century, after the triumph of
Polish after  very little had been written.
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A preliminary step had taken place: Belarusian folk culture had been translated into Polish by Jan Czeczot (Chachot,  –). Czeczot studied with
Mickiewicz in Wilno, was a member of the same secret society, and was a lifelong friend. While Mickiewicz adapted Belarusian folk customs in Forefathers’
Eve (two collections,  and ) and wrote about the Polish-speaking gentry in Belarusian-speaking lands in Pan Tadeusz, his friend Czeczot collected
folk songs and adapted them to colorful but literary Polish.28 Czeczot’s project
was, in practical terms, far easier than that of Dunin-Martsinkevich. In a society still overwhelmingly concerned with status, translating folk culture into a
literary language is one thing; translating literary masterpieces into the speech
of the peasants is quite another. The cultured may be charmed when someone
brings back a muddy pearl from the sty, but it does not follow that they like seeing their own pearls thrown before swine.
These status difficulties lay within the Belarusian patriots themselves. Few of
them had any very high regard for the Belarusian peasant. Dunin-Martsinkevich, like Czeczot and Mickiewicz, still imbibed the early modern patriotism of
the old Commonwealth, in which Polish was the language of politics and culture. At the same time, Dunin-Martsinkevich was aware that Polish itself was
beginning to play a new political function in a new sort of politics. Despite
Mickiewicz’s intentions, the fact that his poems were written in Polish was
helping to consolidate a linguistic (ethnic) Polish nationalism.29 As Polish
moved “down” in Poland, Belarusian patriots hoped to move Belarusian “up” in
Belarus. As Dunin-Martsinkevich knew, the dialects spoken where the action
of Pan Tadeusz was set were Belarusian, and he hoped to elevate that language
to aid the Belarusian people in Mickiewicz’s Lithuania.
A second set of problems lay within the politics in which such writers had to
live and work. At a time when Poles could publish Pan Tadeusz in the original,
and a Russian translation was available, the Russian censor confiscated DuninMartsinkevich’s translation on the grounds that the work used Latin rather
than Cyrillic script.30 The Belarusian language was not banned at this time: it
simply could not be written in Latin (Polish) letters. The problem for DuninMartsinkevich was that his Belarusian title page read Pan Tadeusz, exactly as it
would have in Polish, rather than “Пан Тадеуш,” which would have looked
exactly like the Russian. Lithuanian activists dodged this problem by working
among compatriots in Germany; Dunin-Martsinkevich had no such expedients, since all Belarusians lived in the Russian empire. There were courageous
Belarusian activists; there were dialects that could have become a written language; there were millions of people who could have learned to read it. Yet in
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the middle of the nineteenth century almost no one was literate in Belarusian
only, there was no place to publish among Belarusians, and there was no market for Belarusian books.

POLAND, LITHUANIA, RUSSIA: BELARUS?

Problems apparently arising from Russian imperial policy were often rooted in
the Polish and Roman Catholic inheritance of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania
Belarusians wished to revive. At first, Russian power had actually supported institutions of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The Jesuit order, suppressed by
Pope Clement XIV in , was allowed to continue its activities in the Russian
empire. Until its abolition in Russia in , its academies, schools, and printing press operated mainly in Polish. Vil’no University (founded as a Jesuit academy in ) and the Vil’no school district, which used Polish, survived until
. The  Statute of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania remained in force until . Although the Statute was written in Chancery Slavonic, which is similar to Belarusian, dietines (local assemblies of nobles) and trials were held in
Polish. In religion, schooling, and law, Russian rule initially preserved Polish
civilization in what had been the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. This is not as odd
as it may seem. Tsar Alexander’s reign was far from the modern nationalism
through which Polish-Russian history is recalled today. That prism was inserted
after . At the beginning of the nineteenth century, government was still
thought to be a matter of co-opting local elites rather than mobilizing masses,
and Alexander believed that general principles of Enlightenment—as taught
by his Polish friend Czartoryski—were the most solid basis upon which to join
new elites to the Russian state.31
In old Lithuania the nineteenth century very much resembled the eighteenth:
Polish political ideas failed again and again, while Polish culture continued its
steady march forward. This is what the Belarusian historian Mitrofan DovnarZapolski (–), himself from a petty noble family from the Vil’nia area,
meant when he referred to Russian policy under Alexander as “Polonization.”32
Dovnar-Zapolski, who was born after , saw these events in crisp national
terms that were not quite relevant at the time, but he rightly emphasized the
continuity of Polish culture in Belarusian lands before . Even after the
failed rising of  –, nobles now referred to as Belarusians could function
without difficulty in Polish and Russian politics, without attending to the language or customs of the peasants around them.33 To be sure, nobles in Belarus
lost much of their traditional position when the Statutes of the Grand Duchy
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were annulled in , and much of their social position after the abolition of
serfdom in . Just as certain nobles turned to Lithuanian folk nationality after , others then turned to Belarusian folk nationality. Here again they
faced an institutional problem, once again only superficially a result of Russian
rule.
In the half-century that Russian policy allowed the Belarusian gentry to drift
toward Polish high culture, it removed the religious basis for a popular notion
of a distinct Belarusian nation. When the Commonwealth was partitioned for
the last time in , perhaps four-fifths of the peasants in the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania were Uniates.34 In , the Uniate Church in these lands had been
absorbed by the Orthodox Church. Whereas Lithuanian activists could use
Roman Catholicism as a mark of distinction from Russia, Belarusian activists
could only regret the loss of “their” Uniate Church. After the  rising, and
ever since, Belarusian patriots have bemoaned the fate of the Uniate Church.35
Yet the Uniate Church was far from a Belarusian national institution in .
Created for the Commonwealth, it operated in Polish. Its hierarchy had not really used the local vernacular for almost two hundred years. Although the shift
from Polish to Russian was initially painful and difficult, it amounted to the exchange of one imported literary language for another. To be sure, the Uniate
Church did become a national institution in Austrian Galicia, but this required
more than a century of state support, and an international environment of competition with Russia. The Uniate Church, had it survived in Belarus, might have
become a Belarusian national institution: but this would have required a break
with, rather than a continuation of, its early modern traditions (see chart ).36

AN ETHNIC OR HISTORIC LITHUANIA?

The aftermath of  opened some social space for a Lithuanian national
movement; it closed the limited space available to Belarusians. Activists who
promoted an ethnic notion of Lithuania based on the Lithuanian people and
their spoken tongue enjoyed certain advantages in the Russian empire after
; activists who promoted an elite notion of Lithuania based on the traditions of the Commonwealth combined with the promotion of Belarusian dialects were at a distinct disadvantage. Whereas the aftermath of  created a
new generation of modern Lithuanian activists, it kept Belarusian patriots right
between attractive Polish culture and increased Russian power. Recall Konstanty Kalinowski, the Polish-speaking Lithuanian nobleman who rallied peasants in  with pamphlets in Belarusian. His appeal to the common people
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had a bright future in the post- era of mass politics: but the Belarusian language as a means of such appeals did not. After the  uprising, Belarusians
could not publish in Belarusian in the Russian empire. Before , the rest of
the Belarusian national revival had to take place in faraway Cracow, Posen, and
Vienna.37 Frantsishak Bahushevich, yet another son of minor gentry from the
Vil’nia region, published his Belarusian poems in Cracow in the s—in Belarusian language, and Polish orthography. The Polish alphabet was still widely
used for Belarusian publications, even (after ) when they were legalized in
the Russian empire. The first important Belarusian periodical, Nasha niva (Our
Soil), published both Roman and Cyrillic editions. Although Bahushevich is
now regarded as the father of Belarusian literature, his poetry had limited influence in the Russian empire. It was banned in : not for its Belarusian language, but for its nostalgia for traditions that preceded Russian rule.38
It might seem that Lithuanian activists faced similar problems. From the
s Lithuanian publications illegal in Russia were produced in Germany, and
the Lithuanian national movement was led by men as far away as Bulgaria and
the United States. Why then did the Lithuanian national movement attain coherence after  when the Belarusian national movement did not? What may
seem at first glance to be disadvantages turned out to be advantages. Take, for
example, the need of Lithuanians to break with the past. Although the Lithuanian national idea involved extraordinary feats of historical imagination, it is
much easier to invent history by writing massive tomes than it is to change tradition by changing elite behavior. Tradition involves what people actually do
now, whereas history narrates what people supposedly once did. Where tradition stops and history begins appears to depend a great deal upon the social origins of national activists. Here again the Lithuanians enjoyed an unexpected
advantage over the Belarusians. Activists of humble social origins, whose families never played any role in early modern politics, found it easier to treat the
entire past as history. Lithuanian activists, often Russian-educated peasant sons,
happily skipped over several centuries and spoke of rebirth. Belarusian activists,
Polish-speaking Roman Catholic gentry, were bogged down in the received
truth of the actual tradition they learned from their parents and grandparents.
The idea of creating an ethnic Belarus based on the people and the language
came much harder to them than did the idea of an ethnic Lithuania to the Lithuanians. At the very moment Lithuanian activists sought to show their break
from Poland by inventing new orthographies, Belarusians sought to show their
distance from Russia by using Polish script and spelling.
This reminds us that Belarusian is a Slavic language similar to both Polish
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and Russian, whereas Lithuanian is a Baltic language very different from both.
The Russian ban on Lithuanian publications in Roman script was felt by some
Lithuanian-speaking peasants, and was thus useful to Lithuanian activists. If
the state deprives society of something it values, organizations can gain support
by providing what is desired. Here Belarusian activists were again in a worse position. In the Russian empire, no one learned to read in Belarusian in church or
in school. Belarusians who were literate could already read Polish and Russian.
The ban on Belarusian publications was thus of little use to Belarusian activists.
No one missed Belarusian as people missed Lithuanian. As a result, Lithuanian
activists or priests who dealt with Lithuanian peasants in their own language
had an advantage over Russian-speaking officials or Polish-speaking gentry. A
Belarusian activist, on the other hand, enjoyed a much smaller relative advantage over a Russian or Polish rival. In these ways a contingent fact of philology
determined the range of influence of national activists.
This brings us back to the emigration of national activists, apparently an
equally painful problem in both cases. Although emigration plays a prominent
role in all national martyrologies, émigrés can be very useful to the national
cause. Although Mickiewicz beautifully and no doubt sincerely pined for the
trees of his native Lithuania, in fact he was bored stiff as a school teacher in
Kowno (Kaunas). Imprisonment, exile, and emigration allowed him to be the
great poet he became. The great poems cited here were published in St. Petersburg, Dresden, and Paris. Of course, wherever he was, he found Polish company. This is crucial. The Lithuanians who left Russia to publish Aušra in German East Prussia were, like Mickiewicz, Romantics who longed for a lost
homeland. Yet they too, like him, could draw upon the resources of compatriots. There were about , Lithuanians in Germany. The book smugglers
who brought Lithuanian materials into Russia from Germany performed remarkable feats of organization, but their task was at least a sustaining and plausible one. Belarusians, on the other hand, were entirely contained within the
borders of the Russian Empire. It was simply impossible to cross the border and
work with other Belarusians. Belarusians trying to sustain the national project
from distant Cracow could find few local collaborators, and were liable themselves to drown in a sea of local Polishness. Whatever they published in Belarusian had to be transported great distances to have any effect. Partition, we see,
has its advantages.
These factors—the social origins of national activists, the character of the
national language, and the location of imperial borders—fit ill into master narratives about nationality. First, they are generally absent from the explanations
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Source: Page count of Opisanie dokumentov Arkhiva zapadnorusskikh uniatskikh mitropolitov, 2 vols., St. Petersburg, Synodal’naia, 1897–1907.

that successful national activists give for their success or failure. Second, an appreciation of these factors undermines the common notion that “ethnic groups”
serve as “proto-nations.” The “ethnic group” of Belarusian-speaking peasants
was ten times larger than, and growing at the expense of, the “ethnic group” of
Lithuanian-speaking peasants, yet a Lithuanian movement crystallized while a
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Belarusian one did not. Third, these factors qualify the view that modernizing
states create nations. After , Russian policy contributed in unforeseen ways
to other national movements, but never under Russian rule did any very large
proportion of inhabitants of the capital of the old Grand Duchy call themselves
“Russians.”39 The “Russianness” of some of the most famous ones is inseparable from the traditions of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

LITHUANIA AS GREAT RUSSIAN FATHERLAND

After , Russian authorities generally regarded Polish elites as the enemy of
consequence, the Lithuanian national movement as a way to weaken that enemy, and Belorussian peasants as part of the Russian nation. Local gentry elites
lost more of their authority, due partly to a centralizing state which punished
them after , and partly to the people who received their land after . The
Russian state began for the first time to attend to the nationality of those mass
populations. Although the process was slow and complicated, the s were a
turning point in the Russian approach to historic Lithuania, its Northwest Territory. Rather than relying upon local elites to govern local populations, Russia
began to turn local populations against local elites, and to treat nationality as a
tool of the state.
The oppression of the Polish gentry that followed the  rising is associated
with M. N. Muraviev, the governor general of Vil’na dispatched to crush the
rising. His brutality earned him the sobriquet “The Hangman” in Russian, Polish, and Lithuanian. Muraviev saw the uprising as a national war between Russians and Poles for Vil’na. His idea that Poles were born rebels was confirmed by
the rising, as was his view that Russia was something like a national state. Muraviev was popular in Petersburg not only for his reliable brutality, but for his
ability to operationalize this national paradigm. In treating Lithuania as the
theater of a national war between Poles and Russians, he helped to make it so.
His policies forced aside historic ideas of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Konstanty Kalinowski, we recall, wrote in Belarusian, supported the Uniate Church,
and thought of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as his fatherland. Muraviev had
him hanged in Vil’na in  as the ringmaster of a Polish and Catholic plot.
This approach unexpectedly created the conditions for a new national alignment, at all levels of society. Before , the most common self-appellation of
the largest group in Russia’s Northwest Territory—Belarusian-speaking peasants—was apparently “Lithuanian.” After , Russian religious policy, Russian repression, and Russian classifications forced this traditional idea to the pe-
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riphery of social awareness. By treating the Orthodox as “Russian,” the empire
forced a choice between national labels. By century’s end, such Belarusian
speakers called themselves “Russian” if they were Orthodox, “Polish” if they
were Roman Catholic, and “local” if they were watching out for themselves. By
removing the historical sense of the term “Lithuanian” in the popular mind,
Russian power cleared the way for a modern, ethnic definition of Lithuania,
and simplified the task of Lithuanian activists.40 Like Lithuanian activists after
, Russian historians likewise rediscovered the Grand Duchy of Lithuania,
the latter treating it as a fledgling Russian state. The failure of the  rising
was presented, in the national idioms then emerging in Russia, as the end of
alien Polish and Catholic influence in Russian and Orthodox lands.
In , when Poles elsewhere in the Russian empire were raising statues to
commemorate the centenary of Mickiewicz’s birth, Russians and loyalists in
Vil’na erected a statue to Governor General Muraviev. Mickiewicz had inspired
patriotic aspirations to free Wilno from Russia; Muraviev accelerated the process
by which these aspirations became modern nationalism. Still, something had
changed since , as we can see from the career of Prince P. D. SviatopolkMirskii, governor general of Vil’na from  to . Whereas Muraviev was
a brute the tsar needed to crush a rebellion, Mirskii was a delicate soul favored
by the empress. Whereas Muraviev governed strictly on the basis of traditional
principles, Mirskii harbored grand plans for reform. Like Muraviev, Mirskii
took for granted that the Poles (and their Jewish allies) were the great enemy in
Vilnius and historic Lithuania. Unlike Muraviev, Mirskii distinguished Polishness from Catholicism. He argued that imperial policy had driven non-Polish
Catholics to Polish nationality, and that a more subtle approach could build
loyalty among Lithuanians and Belorussians. One of Mirskii’s last acts as governor general, in , was to persuade the tsar to allow the Lithuanian language to be published in Latin script. As interior minister in , he went so
far as to support Belorussian nationality. Of course, Mirskii believed that these
national movements had no future in the grand historical contest of Poland
and Russia. In his view, they would slow assimilation to Polish nationality, buying time for the inevitable Russian victory.41
As some grateful Lithuanian activists realized, Mirskii was no intruder upon
the lands he governed. Like dozens of Russian imperial officials who administered Poland and Lithuania for the tsar, he was the scion of an old Lithuanian
gentry family. In the Grand Duchy, where most noble families were in fact of
Orthodox origin, the Mirskiis and others “reconverted” to Orthodoxy under
Russian rule. Literate Polish-Lithuanian gentry families provided not only
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much of the bureaucracy of the Russian empire, but some of its conservative
thinkers.42 In the early twentieth century, when Mirskii governed Vil’na, the
Great Russian idea was imperial with a modern national element. The new national component was inclusive, in that it provided for the “return” of “lost”
Slavic lands and peoples to the Russian fold. The Grand Duchy of Lithuania
was seen in this narrative as a Lithuanian-Russian state, torn away by Poland
and Catholicism, now returning to Russia and Orthodoxy.
This Great Russian view of history is startlingly similar to that promoted by
modern Lithuanian activists after . Both the modern Lithuanian and the
modern Russian perspectives cast away early modern history, the two centuries
of the Commonwealth, in favor of a medieval Lithuania that met the needs of
modern politics. In the Lithuanian case, ancient history meant the history of
ethnic Lithuanians in their own realm. In the Russian case, it meant one
branch of a Great Russian narrative. After , both Lithuanians and Russians returned to medieval names for the capital of the old Grand Duchy.
Lithuanians began to call the city “Vilnius,” and Russians began to call it
“Vil’na”: yet both were rejecting the same Polish form, “Wilno,” heretofore
universal. Both the Lithuanian and the Russian national historiosophies are
syntheses of medieval and modern which omitted the early modern. In the
name of supposed continuity with the medieval past, both recommended radical changes in the present to do away with early modern inheritances. Both
views justified dramatic changes in family allegiances in the name of a deeper
historical logic. Lithuanian activists were often Polish-speaking gentry who “returned to their roots” by associating themselves with the people. Tsarist officials
were often Polish-speaking gentry who “returned to their roots” by converting
to Orthodoxy and helping the tsar gather in the East Slavs.
Such Russians not only believed in the fusion of East Slavic elements into a
Russian nation, they were examples of its reality as a historical process. In all
likelihood Mirskii saw no irony in his return to Vil’na. Lithuania was his fatherland, too.
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and the Wilno Question
(1914 –1939)

Death, perhaps, will heal his wounds.
—Adam Mickiewicz, Forefathers’ Eve (Dresden, 1832)

By , the old capital of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania was a desired
political capital to Lithuanians, Belarusians, and Poles wishing to lead
nations; a spiritual capital to the Jews who were the city’s most distinctive group; and an ancient Russian city to the officials who exercised power. Most of the city’s schools taught in Russian, most of its
churches were Roman Catholic, more than a third of its inhabitants
were Jews. The population of the Vil’na province of the Russian empire had more than doubled since ; the percentage of city dwellers
within the province nearly tripled; the population of Vil’na itself
more than tripled.1 In an era of industrialization and urbanization in
the western Russian empire, each generation after  had been more
urban and educated than the last. The city was still known by a variety
of names—“Vilnius” in Lithuanian; “Wilno” in Polish, “Vil’nia” in
Belarusian, “Vil’na” in Russian and “Vilne” in Yiddish. After the Revolution of , when ethnic claims to the city were mooted for the
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first time, this variety of language increasingly represented irreconcilable points
of view.
Vilnius was for Lithuanian activists the capital of the Grand Duchy, built by
Grand Duke Gediminas at the dawn of Lithuania’s glory. Increasingly, they saw
the medieval Grand Duchy as the antecedent of an independent Lithuanian
state within something like ethnic frontiers. Although Lithuanian activists preferred to work in Vilnius, speakers of Lithuanian were but a tiny minority in
the city (perhaps  to  percent).2 Although the practical basis of Lithuanian
distinctiveness was language, Lithuanian activists claimed Vilnius on historical
grounds. This ambiguity was covered by formulations such as the  program of the Lithuanian Democratic Party, which spoke of an independent
Lithuania within “approximate ethnographic frontiers.” During the Revolution of , a Lithuanian national assembly organized by left and center parties called for a an autonomous Lithuania “formed from a nucleus of the present ethnographic Lithuania,” to include Vilnius and surrounding lands. The
word “present” modifying “ethnographic” was no accident. Like Polish National Democrats and other nationalists of the day, Lithuanian activists treated
ethnography as both established by science and subject to political change. On
their view, people in and around Vilnius who seemed to be Poles or Belarusians
were Lithuanians who happened to speak Polish or Belarusian. In the right circumstances, “ethnographic Lithuania” could expand.3 As we shall see, they
were right about that.
Belarusian national activists were as present in Vil’nia as their Lithuanian rivals. They too harkened back to the Grand Duchy, regarded themselves as its
heirs, and claimed Vil’nia as their capital.4 Unlike Lithuanian activists, who
were convinced that the  union with Poland had destroyed Lithuanian independence, Belarusian activists favored a revived Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. This reflected, as we have seen, an important difference in historical interpretation. The Lithuanian critique of the Polish connection began in
the s, and was publicized in the s; it appears that no Belarusian thinker
even questioned the value of the old Commonwealth before .5 In the early
twentieth century, the Belarusian claim to Vil’nia was advanced by socialists,
sons and daughters of Polish-speaking Roman Catholic gentry families, who
thought that socialist internationalism was consistent with traditional federalism.6 The Revolution of , during which Polish and Lithuanian parties
showed new decisiveness and mass support, was a much more modest proving
ground for the Belarusian movement. In its aftermath, the Belarusian idea began to seriously compete with the imperial idea of Belarus as “West Russia.”7
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The first important Belarusian periodical, Nasha Niva (Our Soil), appeared in
. Before , no one thought in terms of a Belarusian nation requiring
state independence. As we see, there was no simple connection between “ethnicity” and nationalism in politics. In Vil’nia city, Belarusian speakers far outnumbered Lithuanian speakers. In the Vil’na province as a whole, speakers of
Belarusian were more than half the population. In Vil’na, Minsk, Grodno,
Mogilev, and Vitebsk provinces, contiguous territories of historic Lithuania,
speakers of Belarusian were three-quarters of the population. Nowhere, however, did Belarusian peasants much benefit from industrialization, and nowhere
did Belarusians dominate urban life. In every city in which Belarusian speakers
were a significant fraction of the population, they were less literate as a group
than the rest of the population.8
Although Vilnius/Vil’nia was important for Lithuanian and Belarusian activists, these activists were not really important to Wilno. In , Polish dominated public life, although it was not the same Polish spoken in Warsaw. Under
Russian imperial rule, a special sort of Polish culture consolidated its hold on
Wilno and the Wilno region (Wileńszczyzna). Despite a series of laws aiming to
transfer land ownership to Russians and Orthodox, in the early twentieth century Poles still owned most of the land in Vil’na province.9 In , the Poles
were probably, by a small margin over the Jews, the city’s plurality. Depending
upon one’s point of view, Polish was either the dominant nationality in and
around Wilno or not a nationality at all: assimilation to Polish language was regarded not so much as joining a distinct national society as joining respectable
society.10 In historic Lithuania, there was little thought of “awakening” speakers of Polish to their “true” national identity, since the culture was attractive
anyway, and since mastery of the language itself signaled social position. Polish
culture in the old Grand Duchy was not seen as an “ethnic” reality to be translated into political power by the energetic work of activists, but rather as a human quality whose representatives (whatever their “ethnic” origins) set the
terms of cultured conversation.
Elite participants in this version of Polishness, known after  as the “krajowcy” (“natives”), regarded it as distinct from the Polishness of the Polish
crownlands to the west. Aware of their families’ roots in the Lithuanian nobility, and often bilingual or trilingual themselves, they regarded the Grand
Duchy as the most beautiful part of the Polish inheritance. For such Poles,
Wilno was the center of the civilization they had formed, sustained, and wished
to represent in a reborn Poland. Far from seeing Wilno as an “ethnically” Polish
city in the northeastern corner of a future “ethnic” Poland, they regarded it as
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the capital of a historic Lithuania whose association with the Polish crownlands
was a central question of politics. All of them saw Lithuania, in its post-
historical definition, as their political homeland. Most of them assumed that
historical Lithuania would form a common entity with the Polish crownlands,
although some preferred to leave this question to a future parliament in
Wilno.11 The “krajowcy” were more faithful students of Mickiewicz than either modern Polish or Lithuanian nationalists. In the early twentieth century,
their political views were given a federalist structure by patriotic socialists such
as Józef Pilsudski.
Such Lithuanian Poles presumed that their Polishness was superior to others’
by virtue of the traditions of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and that Polish
culture in general was of a higher quality than that available in the Lithuanian
or Belarusian languages. As modern ideas of nationality spread, this double
confidence set a trap. On the one hand, because the sense of superiority vis-àvis the Polish crownlands was based upon local tradition, it could not be accepted by Poles in Warsaw or Cracow. The ongoing appropriation of Mickiewicz as simply Polish was proof of this. On the other hand, cultivation of
those very local traditions risked a bitter harvest. There was no censure of those
who carried out the first stages of the Lithuanian and Belarusian national revival in Polish, since folk culture was seen as part of the heritage of the Grand
Duchy.12 Yet the images and tropes of these works were available to modern
challengers of the dominant culture, who reproduced them in Lithuanian and
Belarusian. As some members of elite Roman Catholic families “defected” to
the Belarusian and Lithuanian national movements after , and as Lithuanian activists emerged from the countryside, Polishness slowly became a choice
which had to be defended.13
During the Revolution of  the Lithuanian assembly won meaningful
concessions from the tsarist administration. Some Polish Lithuanians, such as
Michal Römer (later Mykolas Römer’is,  –), drew the lesson that Lithuanian nationality was a force to be taken seriously. Römer believed that historic Lithuania should be created as a multinational state of Lithuanians, Belarusians, Jews, and Poles, in which Lithuanians could play the leading role,
and in which Poles would mediate among cultures. This imaginative solution,
faithful to the traditions of the Grand Duchy and alert to the new Lithuanian
movement, was not easily acceptable to modern national activists. True, leading Lithuanian activists such as Basanavičius and Šliupas had flirted with something similar.14 As we have seen, such Lithuanian national activists faced practical problems in the appropriation of this multinational legacy, problems
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which led them to define Lithuania in ethnic terms. By the time some Lithuanian Poles were ready for such a compromise, Lithuanian activists were determined to replace Polish culture with Lithuanian within a more or less ethnically defined Lithuanian state.15
Jews, whose connection to an ancient civilization was unquestionable, and
whose distinctiveness was palpable, escaped such dialectics. The Jews, who represented  percent of the city’s population and perhaps three quarters of its
traders in , had inhabited the “Jerusalem of Lithuania” in large numbers for
four hundred years.16 The “Lithuania” in question was the old Grand Duchy,
which had included cities such as Minsk (by this time about  percent Jewish),
Homel ( percent Jewish), Pinsk ( percent Jewish), and Vitebsk ( percent
Jewish). The Vitebsk of this era is best known from the paintings of its native
son, Marc Chagall (–). Vilne had been one of the great centers of Talmudic scholarship, home to scholars such as Elijah ben Solomon ( –),
known as the Gaon of Vilne and recalled as great opponent of the Hasidic movement. These oppositions should be kept in perspective: the Gaon, like the Hasidim, tried practical Kabbalah, and learned herbal medicine from Christians.
He even tried to make a golem. In the nineteenth century Vilne was the major
center of the Haskalah, or Jewish Enlightenment, in the Russian empire. The
children of the Haskalah tended to become the founders of modern Jewish political parties. Although participation in politics was limited to a secularized (or
secularizing) minority of young people, the atmosphere of the city was productive of Jewish political organization within historically viable possibilities.
What was absent was a political assimilationism, which (as in contemporary
Vienna or Lwów) linked public use of the dominant language to loyalty to the
political regime. In Vilne the dominant Christian culture was Polish and Roman Catholic but the political regime was Russian and Orthodox, and there
was no hope among Lithuanian Jews at the end of the nineteenth century that
Polish culture could liberalize a Russian regime.17 This great distance from Polish politics made Vilne (Wilno), unlike Lemberik (Lwów), the source of visions
of alternative forms of modern Jewish politics.
Although Zionism was a form of nationalism and Marxism a form of internationalism, both posed problems for Polish culture in Vilne. Zionists and Jewish socialists alike were more hostile to Polish than to Lithuanian national aspirations, on the logic that a Lithuanian state would be multinational and weak,
whereas a Polish state might be national and strong. Zionism was a reactive nationalism, a means to preserve and dignify the Jewish people by promising
them their own territorial homeland. Since Jews were concentrated in cities
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and towns throughout the old Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (most of
which had become the Russian Pale of Settlement), this was a special sort of national project. Zionists could not lay claim to a European territory on grounds
of past statehood or present demography: their putative homeland lay in Asia
(or, in some variants, Africa). Zionists could not compete for the territory of
the old Grand Duchy, but in their use of Yiddish and their advocacy of Hebrew
they could further distance Jewish culture from Polish. Jewish socialists in historic Lithuania, by contrast, conceived the future in terms of a European or international revolution. Legacies of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the strivings of modern nationalists would be mooted by this great transformation. In
the meantime, however, it was necessary to organize the revolution, and the
language of politics for such Jews was Russian or Yiddish. Jewish socialists in
Vil’na annoyed Polish political activists by using Russian rather than Polish: in
one instance Pilsudski proposed Yiddish as a compromise.18 Russophone socialists of Jewish origin from historic Lithuania formed the Bund in Vil’na in
, and played a local part in the Revolution of , and then a major part in
the Bolshevik Revolution of .

WORLD WAR AND NATIONAL CLAIMS

The Bolshevik Revolution and the First World War allowed the creation of new
states in historic Lithuania. The defeat and collapse of the Russian empire
opened the way for the creation of Lithuanian and Polish states, and for their
contest for Vilnius/Wilno. After the Polish-Bolshevik war of – and skirmishes between Polish and Lithuanian armies, Poland seized Wilno in .
Although this operation was organized by Polish federalists, it served the cause
of Polish nationalists.
Although we have concentrated upon the Polish federalism of the Wilno region, the dominant trends in Polish nationalism were decided in Warsaw, Lódź,
Cracow, Poznań and the central Polish countryside. In the old Polish crownlands, historical and social differences ensured that the Polish idea took a modern turn. Here Polish-speaking elites were confronted not with peasants who
spoke another language, but with peasants who spoke Polish; Jews and Germans in the cities and towns; and Russian, German, or Austrian agents of empire. That some areas where peasants and workers spoke Polish had not been
part of the Polish crownlands only strengthened a linguistic over a historical
definition of nationality. In the late nineteenth century, linguistic (ethnic) nationalism could unite elites and masses in central Poland: it was no source of
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shame to use a language the people could understand, and that language was already codified and rich. Indeed, in central Poland the preservation of Polish
culture became the first priority of patriots; and Polish language, Roman
Catholic religion, and familiarity with Romantic poetry became markers of
Polish nationality.19 Whereas the Polish patriotism of Wilno was located in
elite families who referred to the historical statehood of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the Polish nationalism of the crownlands—the National Democratic
movement of Roman Dmowski (–)—was concerned with preparing
Polish peasants and workers for a modern national state.
Dmowski and Pilsudski represented different sorts of Polishness and imagined different sorts of Polands. Pilsudski’s socialist federalism was an exemplary
reaction of Lithuanian Poles to modern politics. His conspiratorial socialist agitation in the Russian empire flowed naturally from the eastern Polish self-image as cultured elite with superior knowledge of the order of things. The 
program of his Polish Socialist Party (PPS) envisioned a federation. This socialist federalism, a halfway house between early modern patriotism and modern
mass politics, can be distinguished from Dmowski’s National Democracy in
three ways. First, it was inherited tradition rather than invented history. Elite
families who wished to restore the Grand Duchy were operating within generationally continuous conceptions of nationality. Second, socialist federalism
was advanced not by enlightening the masses but by conspiring with trusted
comrades. National issues were hotly disputed within Pilsudski’s PPS, but until the party split in  the party leadership never considered following the
masses rather than leading them. Third, socialist federalism presumed that the
nation was not a linguistic but a status group. The point was not to imagine
that everyone on a given territory was of the same ethnic group and therefore
deserved a national state, but to recognize differences and channel them within
a republican idea of Polish citizenship. Sons and daughters of eastern Polish
gentry families, confident of their superiority to local Lithuanian or Belarusian
peasants and Jews, could believe that such a republic would be Polish in culture.
Such people were quite numerous in the conspiratorial politics of imperial Russia before , and there is reason to think that Polish gentry in the Wilno region voted for the federalist Left in democratic Poland after .20
Dmowski, a stonecutter’s son from a central Polish backwater, drew different
political conclusions from a different historical situation. Whereas Pilsudski
envisioned a Polish political nation floating above the multinational borderlands he called home, Dmowski saw a Polish folk nation in fierce competition
with wily Jews and disciplined Germans. From the putative folk nation he drew
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the criteria by which Poles could be distinguished from others: language and religion. Dmowski added fashionable Social Darwinian arguments as to why
such groups must consolidate around such features and defend themselves
from others. Whereas Pilsudski was nostalgic, Dmowski called himself “a modern Pole.” Dmowski openly sought to destroy the legacy of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth, and replace it with a modern Polish identity. Although Pilsudski was the socialist, Dmowski was more concerned with social change and with
the ideological content of mass politics. Before the First World War, Dmowski’s
social achievements were less dramatic than the spectacular coups of Pilsudski
and his socialists, but did more to determine the content of Polish nationality.
Dmowski’s definition of Polishness was all but hegemonic by , and his National Democratic movement the most important in Polish lands.21 It was his
party that won the most votes in Poland as a whole in elections held after .
Pilsudski’s and Dmowski’s ideas mattered not simply in the long run of social history, but at crucial moments when it might seem, at first glance, that
only military force decided the course of events. At the end of the First World
War, Wilno was the scene of three overlapping contests: () between representatives of these two ideas of Polishness; () among believers in internationalist,
multinationalist, and modern nationalist definitions of “Lithuania”; () among
Bolshevik, Polish, Lithuanian, and Belarusian activists for physical control of
the city. By , all the groups mentioned thus far—internationalist children
of the Grand Duchy (Slavs, Jews, and Balts alike) who became Bolsheviks, loyal
children of the Grand Duchy who became Polish or Belarusian socialist federalists, Lithuanian national activists, and Polish modern nationalists—had firm
ideas about the proper form of state organization and the proper arrangement
of state borders. The Bolsheviks expected communism to embrace Vil’na; Polish and Belarusian socialist federalists agreed that Wilno/Vil’nia would be a
capital of a multinational state; Polish and Lithuanian nationalists agreed that
Wilno/Vilnius would be included within a nation-state (while disagreeing
about which one). As we shall see, federalism was more demanding than nationalism or internationalism. Federalist solutions required well-chosen borders, compromises among local elites, and the consent of the governed. They
were inherently more complex than the annexation of Wilno by either Bolshevik Russia or a national state.
Polish and Lithuanian nationalists proved correct that Wilno/Vilnius would
be annexed by a national state, with the Polish nationalists right about which
national state this would be. The prophets and victors, Polish nationalists, were
far from the strongest group. Locally, they may have been the weakest. Unlike
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Lithuanian nationalists and Belarusian federalists, they did not even expect
mass support in the lands of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Unlike the Bolsheviks and the Polish federalists, they never fielded armies that occupied
Wilno. Unlike every other single group (including the Bolsheviks), they made
no reference to the legacy of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The triumph of
both their preferred idea of the state and their preferred arrangement of borders
reveals the advantages of modern nationalist ideas at moments of imperial collapse. Pilsudski had material advantages, but was trapped by inherent complications of the federalist project. When other parties rejected a federation,
Pilsudski found himself with no choice but to throw his forces behind what was
effectively Dmowski’s policy. This was not so much a victory for Poland, as for
one vision of Poland. It was not so much an example of postwar self-determination, as the triumph of modern nationalism over the traditional multinational patriotism of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (and in some measure over
the internationalism of the Bolsheviks).
By , Mickiewicz’s poetry, the fruit of nostalgia for the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania, had entered the canons of modern Polish and modern Lithuanian
nationalism. In , Pilsudski’s federalism, the hope to revive the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania, motivated the soldiers who took Wilno and brought it
within the borders of a Polish national state. Let us retreat from the realm of
irony to the world of war, to see how this happened.

THE FIRST WORLD WAR AND THE
POLISH-BOLSHEVIK WAR

The Bolshevik Revolution of November  and the end of the First World
War in November  created a very confusing situation in Russia’s Northwest
Territory, the former Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The German army would
submit in the West to Britain, France, and the United States, but it was undefeated in the East. Meanwhile Soviet Red and Russian White Armies battled
each other, and local politicians in historic Lithuania declared national independence and tried to raise armies of their own. The Entente powers’ support
for self-determination provided the normative basis for Polish independence,
but Western states lacked the military power to determine or enforce outcomes
in the East. German troops withdrew fitfully, and in many cases found reasons
to stay and fight the Bolsheviks.22
Lithuanian and Belarusian activists hoped to use the presence of German
troops as cover for the creation of their own new states before the Bolsheviks ar-
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rived. The Belarusian claim to Vil’nia was the first to fail. The Belarusian National Council, led by Anton Lutskevich ( –), had proclaimed Vil’nia
part of an independent Belarus in March . The Belarus they had in mind
was to be multinational, and their territorial claims were combined with a
statement on toleration. Lutskevich wished to recreate the old Grand Duchy of
Lithuania as a modern socialist federation stretching from the Baltic to the
Black Sea. The declaration was made under German occupation, although it
enjoyed no German support. In any event Lutskevich and most of the Council
fled Minsk before the arrival of the Red Army in December . In Vil’nia,
they proposed a Belarusian-Lithuanian confederation. Belarusian socialists believed that federation would save Vil’nia from a “clerical bourgeois” Lithuanian
national state.23 Lithuanian leaders, in dire straits themselves by this time, were
uninterested in that form of salvation. Thus ended, for the time being, the project to re-create historic Lithuanian under the name Belarus. From this failure
came a quiet success. Although the Bolshevik Party was centralized, it promised
a Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic to the Belarusian activists who stayed in
Minsk.24 Although initially but a sliver of territory around Minsk, the Belorussian SSR would expand enormously after the establishment of the Soviet
Union in , and survive for seventy years.
The Bolshevik Revolution had removed loyalism to Russia from Lithuanian
political life, and the experience of war had clarified the goals of Lithuanian nationalists. The war’s final year had whetted appetites for full independence. In
September , a Lithuanian national council (Taryba) enjoying the protection of the German army declared in Vilnius the necessity for an independent
Lithuanian state “within ethnographic frontiers.” Having endorsed the proclamation of a Kingdom of Poland, the Germans wished to prevent Polish claims
to Wilno and Lithuania. Lithuanian activists were perfectly aware of such German strategic considerations, and sought to make the most of them.25 On 
December , the Taryba declared independence in Vilnius, at the same time
accepting the status of a German protectorate. Lithuanian activists watched
anxiously as German and Bolshevik negotiators at Brest-Litovsk both used arguments of self-determination to secure their own claims to Lithuania. In February  the Taryba once again declared independence, this time without the
pledge of loyalty to Germany. Berlin paid little attention, as its troops advanced
deep into Russia. It was German defeat in the West that allowed the Taryba in
October  to plot a new course.26 There was no time for celebration. The
Red Army began a quick advance. Hasty negotiations for Polish troops to protect Lithuania broke down in December . The Lithuanian government,
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having failed to raise an army, evacuated exposed Vilnius for more westerly
Kaunas. Local Polish volunteers were no match for the Red Army, which took
the city on  January . Vilnius then became the capital of the Lithuanian
Soviet Socialist Republic, led by two Lithuanian communists. This creation
was shortly merged with the new Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, and
Vilnius became the capital of the “LitBel” Soviet Socialist Republic. For Pilsudski, Lithuanian patriot, Polish federalist, and republican socialist, this was
the worst possible outcome. In Warsaw, he wept.27
Yet neither in Warsaw nor in Kaunas was this outcome seen as final. In early
, the presence or absence of military forces little affected how Lithuanians
and Poles thought about Vilnius/Wilno. Lithuanian leaders saw Vilnius as
their national capital, and from a position of extreme weakness they demanded
that Poland renounce its claims. Pilsudski, now Polish head of state, was prepared to grant Wilno to the Lithuanians, on the condition that Lithuania join
Poland in a federation. The idea of joining a Polish state was anathema to
Lithuanian politicians, who feared Polish high culture and numerical predominance, and by now desired full independence.28 These fears and aspirations
was not fully grasped by Pilsudski and Polish federalists, although theirs was
more liberal than the other Polish position. Their rivals in Poland, Dmowski’s
National Democrats, assumed that tiny Lithuania (if it survived at all) had no
choice but to become a Polish satellite.29 Polish and Lithuanian nationalists
were in accord on the main issue: that the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
was dead, that no multinational federation could arise.
The practical issue of Bolshevik power was seen within the framework of
such moral imperatives. In February  Polish troops marched east to engage
the Red Army. The Polish parliament was divided as to the territorial aims of
the undeclared war, but could proclaim that “the northeast provinces of Poland
with their capital in Wilno” should be liberated.30 Pilsudski’s army drove the
Red Army from Wilno on  April . Lithuanian and Belarusian communists fled to Minsk, blaming each other for the fall of the “LitBel” SSR. Before
the attack, Pilsudski had sent fellow Polish Lithuanian Michal Römer to Kaunas to try to form a Polish-Lithuanian government, but no Lithuanian minister
had been interested. On  April, Wilno heard Pilsudski promise, in his “Proclamation to the Inhabitants of the Former Grand Duchy of Lithuania,” that the
local population would be allowed to choose its own government. Polish and
Lithuanian nationalists both condemned the oration. In Warsaw, Polish National Democrats thought it absurd to treat Wilno as anything but a Polish city;
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in Kaunas, the Lithuanian government treated Pilsudski’s appeal to the Grand
Duchy as a facade for Polish imperialism.
During summer , as the Entente powers tried to decide on a final territorial dispensation in Paris, Polish and Lithuanian troops fought a series of inconclusive skirmishes. In August  Pilsudski proposed two plebiscites, one
in the lands occupied by Polish troops, and another in the rest of Lithuania.
Lithuanian leaders rejected this proposal on the grounds that Vilnius was
Lithuanian ethnic territory regardless of the expressed opinions of its inhabitants. Foreign Minister Augustinas Voldemaras believed that “a nation is composed more of the dead than the living,” which presumably raised practical
problems in terms of counting votes.31 Pilsudski then tried in August  to
overthrow the Lithuanian government in Kaunas, but his plotters found no
Lithuanian collaborators and soon found themselves under arrest. If there had
been any supporters of alliance with Poland among leading Lithuanians, this fiasco would have silenced them.
In winter –, Pilsudski believed that Russia could be defeated on the
battlefield, and that the Wilno question would then answer itself. In April ,
Pilsudski’s Poland in alliance with Symon Petliura’s Ukraine mounted an offensive against Bolshevik Russia; Bolshevik-Lithuanian treaty negotiations opened
at about the same time. By the time Lithuania and Bolshevik Russia were ready
to sign their bilateral treaty, in July , the tide of battle had turned against
Poland. Anticipating the coup de grâce, Bolshevik Russia offered Vilnius to
Lithuania, in return for free passage of the Red Army through Lithuania into
Poland. Lithuania agreed to attach a secret protocol to this effect to the Treaty
of Moscow of  July ; and the Red Army quickly occupied Vilnius, later
turning it over to Lithuania. Then, in August , the Polish Army reversed
the Red Army’s advance at the edge of Warsaw, and drove the Red Army from
Poland.32 Had the Poles been defeated in summer , Bolshevik Russia
would have certainly absorbed the tiny Lithuanian state. The Lithuanian government, preoccupied with Poland, believed that a Bolshevik victory would
both preserve Lithuanian independence and grant Vilnius to Lithuania. This
was surely mistaken.33
As Polish and Bolshevik delegations began to talk peace at Riga in September , the Entente powers pressed Poland and Lithuania to resolve their differences. The two sides reached a political agreement on  October , providing for an armistice line that left Vilnius on the Lithuanian side. In secret,
Pilsudski had already planned the military operation which would return
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Wilno to Poland and revive hope for a renewed Grand Duchy of Lithuania. He
entrusted the mission to General Lucjan Żeligowski ( –), another Polish Lithuanian. Żeligowski was a former officer in the Russian army, husband
to a Russian wife, speaker of a form of Polish we would hear as Belarusian: a
child, in other words, of the Grand Duchy. In Pilsudski’s address to the other
officers of the “Lithuanian-Belarusian” division on their way to Wilno we can
hear the appeal to a very local patriotism: “You’re from these parts, you’ve been
armed, so go on home.”34 On  October  Żeligowski marched about
, troops into Wilno. The Lithuanian army offered no resistance, and the
city’s Polish population welcomed the troops. On  October Żeligowski proclaimed “Central Lithuania,” which was to be one canton of a Lithuania joined
to Poland in a federation.
The other two cantons were to be an ethnic Lithuania with a capital in Kaunas, and a Belarusian Lithuania with a capital in Minsk. The idea of a Lithuania of cantons attached to Poland in a federation did not arise from the moment. It had been proposed during the uprising of , and was discussed for
decades by socialists. In the context of , however, it was impossible to implement. A revived and federated Grand Duchy of Lithuania required at the
very least all three cantons, and Żeligowski and Pilsudski could create only one.
The Lithuanian government in Kaunas, of course, had no wish to be cantonized; and an invasion of Kaunas would not only have violated the spirit of
federalism, it would have provoked the European powers. The Polish National
Democrats made sure that no Belaruso-Lithuanian canton ever arose. The very
day Żeligowski proclaimed “Central Lithuania,” the Polish delegation at Riga
declined the Bolshevik offer of Minsk and other lands then occupied by the
Polish army. Everyone understood that this doomed the federalist program.
This Polish delegation was dominated by the National Democrat Stanislaw
Grabski (–), who wished to create a Poland in which Poles could predominate. He overcame the federalist line represented by Pilsudski’s ally Leon
Wasilewski.35 The delegation represented the democratic Polish government
and constituent assembly, and not Pilsudski, the head of the Polish state. Behind Pilsudski stood the army and its officer corps, but behind Grabski stood
the assembly, dominated by National Democrats.
The idea of a federation was doomed by the reinforcing refusals of Polish
National Democrats in Warsaw and the Lithuanian government in Kaunas,
who prevented the Belarusian and ethnic Lithuanian cantons from arising.
This was a silent alliance of modern nationalists to create new national states,
and to bury the early modern traditions of the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
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wealth. Lithuania, to avoid any ambiguity, had formally renounced the 
Lublin Union.

NATIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF
RIGA, 1921–1939

Belarus. Belarusian activists regarded the Riga settlement as treason and tragedy. Although other blows would follow, after Riga it was hard to see Warsaw as
an ally of Belarusian aspirations. Although the Polish state kept Wilno and
some west Belarusian territories, this was not enough to make the idea of a federation credible. The Riga borders left the Belarusian-speaking minority in
Poland small and rural, as the National Democrats intended. Without Minsk,
the Belarusian intelligentsia was too small to serve as an ally for any Polish political formation; once Minsk became Soviet, Belarusian national aspirations
within Poland were seen as crypto-Bolshevism.36 The Soviet Union did indeed
exert a powerful attraction on Polish Belarusians. After the Riga settlement of
, the Soviet Union was established as a nominal federation of republics in
. One of these was a Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic (SSR) with a capital in Minsk. Soviet policy, enforced on the Communist International, was
that the Belorussian SSR should be extended westward to include ethnically
Belorussian lands within Poland.
In the s, the communism exported to Poland exploited antistate nationalism as well as peasant land hunger. In these early years of the Soviet Union,
two of Lenin’s tactical innovations—the alliance with the peasantry and the exploitation of national self-determination—were used to foment revolution in
Poland. Agitation abroad was supported by action at home. The ethnic principle, the basis for the revanchism of the Belarussian SSR and the Communist
Party of Western Belorussia established in Poland, was actually implemented
within the Soviet Union. In , , and  the territory of the Belorussian SSR was extended to the east at the expense of the Russian republic. In the
s Moscow supported Belarusian culture. While there had been no schools
teaching in Belarusian in tsarist times, Soviet Belorussia in the s boasted an
Academy of Sciences, a State University, an Institute of Belarusian Culture, a
Belarusian State Library, and four thousand Belarusian schools. It was in Soviet
Belorussia that the first serious textbook of Belarusian history was written: but
it was not published, and its author was exiled to Moscow.37
Polish policy remained repressive throughout the s and s, closing all
remaining Belarusian schools and jailing opponents. The Belarusian move-
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ment stagnated in Vil’nia. Belarusian activists had little opportunity to speed
modern national ideas beyond Vil’nia to proverbially backward regions such as
Polesie. Polish policy never allowed for the creation of a Belorussian national
society. Stalin’s Soviet Union, on the other hand, destroyed during the s the
Soviet Belarusian society that had arisen in the s. The contrast is well seen
in the fate of the Belarusian politician and writer Branislau Tarashkevich (–
). Tarashkevich, who was born near Vil’nia and educated in the city, in his
youth took part in both Polish and Belarusian organizations in the Russian empire. In interwar Poland, he was a prominent advocate of the Belarusian cause,
as a deputy in Parliament, as a director of Belarusian schools, and as founder
and head of the peasant organization Hromada. He joined the Communist
Party of Western Belorussia in , and was imprisoned in Poland. In his
prison cells, over the course of four years, Tarashkevich translated the entirety
of Pan Tadeusz. He took the manuscript with him to the Soviet Union after a
prisoner exchange of . He could not publish it there. Indeed, he was not allowed to reside in Soviet Belorussia. He was arrested in Moscow in , and

Fig. . The Prypiet Marshes, near Pińsk, Polesie region, Poland, . Today in Belarus.
These are the territories where people proverbially had difficulty ascertaining the
nationality of the locals.
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Fig. . Two old men of Chodynicze,
Polesie, Poland, .

Fig. . A wanderer between Ratno and
Kobryń, Poland, . The former is
today in Ukraine, the latter in
Belarus. At the time, the
photographer was in the middle of
marshy Polesie, Poland.
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executed in . Thanks to his widow, the manuscript of his translation survived.38
Poland. The Treaty of Riga, the partition of Belarus, and the violent seizure
of Wilno marked a defeat of Mickiewicz’s idea of the Grand Duchy in Polish
political life. Pilsudski, representative of this federalist tradition, was ultimately
defeated by Dmowski, advocate of integral nationalism. The National Democrats triumphed in foreign relations, as in domestic politics, because their approach was simple. They also enjoyed a basic advantage of political geography.
The constituent assembly elected in February  represented central Poland,
since what became eastern Poland was at the time occupied by the Red Army. It
was therefore disproportionately National Democratic, and thus disinclined to
absorb enough eastern lands to create a federation. Its support of the Riga settlement created a Poland which was too westerly to be a federation, but not
westerly enough to remain a national state. The National Democrats’ gift of
Minsk, Kamieniec Podolski, Berdyczów and surrounding lands to the Bolsheviks at Riga in  left hundreds of thousands of Poles, many of them friendly
to the idea of a federal Polish-Lithuanian-Belarusian state, in the tender care of
Moscow. Most Soviet Poles would be deported to Siberia or Kazakhstan in the
s. The National Democrats’ renunciation also reduced Poland’s potential
East Slavic populations by perhaps two million and potential Jewish populations by hundreds of thousands.39 The National Democrats knew what they
were doing. Had Poland’s borders stretched any further to the east, the party
would never have won an election. As the  parliamentary elections demonstrated, Poland in its Riga frontiers was evenly split between the National Democrats and the Right, on the one side, and socialists and national minorities on
the other. On  December  the votes of the Left, the Center, and the national minorities elected Poland’s first president, Gabriel Narutowicz. He was
assassinated one week later by a right-wing fanatic. Like Pilsudski, Narutowicz
was a Pole of Lithuanian descent who favored equal rights for the national minorities. The assassination of Narutowicz was a heavy blow to Pilsudski, who
soon withdrew (for the time being) from politics.
Pilsudski’s incomplete success in Wilno collapsed ineluctably into the National Democratic vision of Poland. With Pilsudski’s idea of a reborn Grand
Duchy of Lithuania buried by Polish and Lithuanian nationalists, Wilno was
absorbed by a Polish national state. The civilian authority installed in Wilno by
Żeligowski held elections to a local parliament on  January . These were
carried out under military rule by Poles, boycotted by the Jewish, Belarusian,
and Lithuanian populations, and marred by various irregularities. Neverthe-
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less, the . percent participation in Wilno city was a powerful political message, and the boycotts by non-Poles meant that Polish annexationists dominated the local assembly. In retrospect, it may appear that Poland annexed
Wilno because Wilno was an “ethnically” Polish city. It was rather the other
way around: the annexation of Wilno was the first step toward the elimination
of traditional patriotism and the sharpening of Polish and Lithuanian ethnic
nationalism. After the referendum, Poland annexed Wilno and surrounding
territories, and the Entente powers recognized these frontiers.
Lithuania. How might Lithuanian nationalism have developed if Poland
had granted Vilnius/Wilno to Lithuania? Pilsudski and Żeligowski, like many
of the Polish-speaking residents of Wilno who voted for annexation, called
themselves Lithuanians. The difference between Pilsudski’s faith in a historical
vision of Lithuania and Dmowski’s desire to annex a “Polish” city is real and important, reflecting Pilsudski’s traditional patriotism and Dmowski’s ethnic nationalism. Nevertheless, by occupying Wilno, Pilsudski solidified a territorial
order in which Polish and Lithuanian nationalists could flourish—a point
made by his former comrade-in-arms, the Polish Lithuanian Michal Römer.
Regardless of Pilsudski’s motives, the seizure of the city could not be seen by
Lithuanians as consistent with the traditions of the Grand Duchy. As we have
seen, the link between Lithuania and Vilnius was historical. Whatever Pilsudski thought he was doing, taking the city by force of arms was bound to drive
Lithuanian nationalists away from a political and toward an ethnic understanding of the nation. Moreover, and as Römer also pointed out, the annexation of Vilnius deprived the new Lithuanian state of the very people, Polish
Lithuanians and Jews, who might have rendered its society more prosperous
and its polity more practical. As Römer knew, Jews had been generally sympathetic to the Lithuanian claim, believing that a large multinational Lithuania
with Vilne as its capital would be more likely to respect their rights. Their reward in  had been the first pogroms in modern Vilne.40
Whatever their borders, any national states on the territory of the Grand
Duchy would have forced choices on individuals. After , secular Jews drew
the conclusion that only a distinct Jewish political life could serve their interests
in a Polish Wilno. Having declared their loyalty to a national state, Christian
elites were confirmed in the corresponding national identity by the problems of
a given national society, the milieux in which they functioned, and the availability of state power. Most Polish Lithuanians went one way or the other.
Römer himself, once Pilsudski’s comrade, then his envoy, and finally his critic,
chose Lithuania for good in , Lithuanizing his name to Römer’is. He
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served the state and the society well as a judge, professor of law, and rector of
the University of Kaunas; and consistently opposed radical nationalism and
worked for reconciliation with Poland. Other choices were equally dramatic.
Gabriel Narutowicz, the assassinated first president of Poland, was the brother
of Stanislavas Narutavičius, a member of the presidium of the Lithuanian
Taryba and of the first Lithuanian government.
“Lithuania! My fatherland!”
Unlike other Polish Lithuanians, Pilsudski never quite chose between Poland and Lithuania after the First World War, never quite accepted that the
world was composed of national states populated by citizens of the appropriate
ethnicity. Having seized Wilno and ensured poor relations with the Lithuanians for at least a generation, Pilsudski said that he “could not help but regard
them as brothers.” Having realized the impracticality of federalism, he could
not accept nationalism. His republican beliefs were not shared by most of his
fellow Poles, and in the end he relied upon military force and personal charisma
to keep majority views at bay. Having achieved power by military coup in ,
Pilsudski neither trusted Polish citizens to replace him nor imagined absolute
rule for himself. For nine years Pilsudski governed a Poland which he found
disappointing and alien. When he died in , he was buried in Wawel Castle
in Cracow, in the company of Poland’s kings, including the Lithuanian Jogailas. His heart was cut from his chest and buried in the Rossa cemetery in
Wilno, in the family plot, next to his mother’s grave.
“You are like health. Only he who has lost you may know your true worth.”
Pilsudski had lost Lithuania, as he well knew, in the sense conveyed by Mickiewicz. If anything is more suggestive of the rupture between historical Lithuania and modern Poland than the separation of Pilsudski’s heart from his body,
it is the lack of a monument to Mickiewicz in Wilno in Pilsudski’s Poland.41
Mickiewicz was present in monumental form in Polish cities where he had
never set foot, such as Warsaw and Cracow, but the city where the poet was educated and whence he was exiled failed to honor him in any permanent way.
Under the tsars it had not been permitted, since the significance of Mickiewicz
was then all too clear: an enduring Polish civilization in East Slavic lands, a Roman Catholic culture that continued to draw converts, a rival conception of the
nation that Russian force and Russian education had not eradicated. In independent Poland, however, Wilno Poles found that they could not agree about
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Fig. . Burial of the heart of Józef Pilsudski (–), Polish revolutionary and
statesman of Lithuanian heritage, in Wilno (today Vilnius) on  May .

what Mickiewicz meant and how he should be represented. Wilno was won by
bullets and ballots: what place then for the poems and the prophecies?
“As butterflies drown in golden amber . . .”
In Wilno as throughout interwar Poland, the appealing obduracy of modern
nationalism fossilized Romantic images, but could not grant them life. Nothing illustrates this better than Polish attempts to build a monument to Mickiewicz after the seizure of Wilno. General Żeligowski convened a committee to
build a monument, but failed to gain support for any project. The local garrison of the Polish army then took the initiative to build a statue on its barracks,
across the River Wilia and beyond the jurisdiction of municipal authorities.
The soldiers accepted a hulking formalist design by the avant garde artist Zbigniew Pronaszko. Its wooden substructure, once unveiled, was mocked by the
city’s residents. The leading newspaper complained that the greatest Pole of all
time was presented as a “gray wraith.”42 The model, four stories tall, was never
set in concrete. Struck by lightening in summer , its pieces rolled down the
hill, beyond the grounds of the army base, and into the river. Pronaszko’s design
had been inspired by a verse of Mickiewicz’s great rival, Juliusz Slowacki, com-
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paring Mickiewicz to a Lithuanian god. The monument shared the fate of the
idols of pagan Lithuania after the conversion to Christianity.
By , another monument to Mickiewicz in Wilno was under construction. After the army unveiled its project, the city continued its search for more
graceful alternatives. Henryk Kuna, the Polish-Jewish sculptor chosen for the
municipal monument, was completing the granite bas-reliefs that summer. His
unfinished work was hit by a German bomb that September. If there could be a
more suggestive destruction of monument than by lightning in July , it was
by blitzkrieg in September . Poland was invaded and divided by Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union that month. Stalin granted Wilno to Lithuania in
, then incorporated Lithuania into the Soviet Union in . Then Nazi
Germany invaded the Soviet Union in , and exterminated Wilno’s Jews in
– . Under Nazi occupation, the granite slabs remaining from Kuna’s
monument were used to widen the main pathway of a cemetery.43 The Red
Army returned in , and Soviet rule was reestablished in Lithuania. Between
 and , Wilno Poles were deported.
“Let us remain, dear, as we once were.”
In Soviet Lithuania, these granite slabs were (it seems) raised from the cemetery and given to the local art academy. Surely the country was Russified, the art
catalogued, and the poet forgotten? Far from becoming a Russian Vil’na, the
city became a Lithuanian Vilnius. Far from disappearing from view, Mickiewicz became a Lithuanian national poet. In , in Soviet Lithuania, Lithuanians succeeded where Poles had failed: a statue of Mickiewicz (or rather
Mickevičius) by Gediminas Jokubonis was unveiled in Vilnius. In , in independent Lithuania, some of the original granite slabs were incorporated into
the setting of this new monument. From Polish monument, to rubble, to cemetery pathway, to artistic fragments, to Lithuanian monument: this is chaos ordered by a Romantic cast of mind, indeed the Romantic idea of national resurrection improbably enacted in public art and political life. Lithuanians gained
Vilnius during the Second World War, Lithuanized its public life under Soviet
rule, reclaimed the great poet from the Poles, and in the end won national independence. How this came to pass is the subject of the next two chapters.

Chapter 4 The Second World

War and the Vilnius Question
(1939–1945)

Kuszelowo, Świteź, Ponary, Bialowieża!
Forest friends to grand dukes of Lithuania!
Your shade once cooled the fearsome crowns
Of the dread Vytenis, of the great Mindaug.
And of Gediminas, who on Ponary’s crest,
Warm in hunter’s bearskin, lay down to rest.
Soothed by the songs of the wise Lizdejko,
Lulled by the rush of the sweet Vilejko,
He saw a wolf of iron in his dreams.
At the gods’ clear command it seems
He built the city of Wilno in the forest
A brooding Wolf midst bisons, bears and boars.
From Wilno, as from the she-wolf of Rome,
Came Ke˛stutis, Algirdas, and Algirdas’s sons.
Great hunters were they, and famous knights,
Whether chasing a foe, or a beast in ﬂight.
The hunter’s dream must be understood:
Lithuania needs her iron, and her woods.
—Adam Mickiewicz, Pan Tadeusz (Paris, 1834)
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To Israel, our elder brother: respect, fraternity,
Help along the road to his earthly and eternal welfare.
Equal rights.
—Adam Mickiewicz, “A Set of Principles” (1848)

In September , when Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union invaded Poland,
Wilno was in a profound sense a Jewish city: Vilne. Vilne Jews were characterized by many of the traits local Christian patriots wished their groups to manifest. They were more distinguishable as a group than Belarusians, Lithuanians,
or even Poles. Although outnumbered by Poles in Vilne, Jews were reckoned a
third of the city’s population. They also counted generations of settlement in
the city itself, and centuries of recorded history in the region. Older Jews spoke
Russian rather than Polish, a legacy of the Russian empire. Yet in general the literacy and historical sense of Jews was the envy of national activists from all
sides. Most Jewish children were educated in Yiddish or Hebrew. Vilne remained a center of Jewish cultural life on an international scale. Jews separated
by the Polish-Soviet border from Kiev and Odessa studied in Vilne, thereby
restoring to the city some of the status it had enjoyed under the Commonwealth. YIVO, the Institute for Jewish Research, was founded in Vilne in .
Outstanding poets of Yiddish such as Abraham Sutzkever (– ) comprised
the Yung Vilne circle. As this suggests, educated Jews in interwar Vilne were engaged in not one but three competing “national revivals”: the dispersion of Jewish folk culture in Yiddish within Poland; the spread of literacy in Hebrew in
anticipation for the move to Palestine; and the attempt to master the state language and assimilate into Polish life.
Jews of all ages, and especially Jewish youth, were far more politicized than
other inhabitants of the city. Lacking both gentry and peasantry, Jews avoided
the class conflicts and status complexes that hounded other political groups of
interwar Poland as they tried to apply unifying mass ideologies. On the other
hand, Jews disagreed about whether Poland or Palestine was the proper theater
of politics, and whether or to what extent religious believers could take part in
politics at all. Jewish political life within the city was, if possible, even more
fragmented than Polish. Although this energy and fragmentation reflected the
social isolation and precarious position of Jews within a Polish city, Jewish life
presented an imposing achievement. Just as the continuities of the Jewish culture exceeded even the most creative feats of national historians, so the plunge
into modernity of Jewish politics in the twentieth century outshone the best efforts of any Christian nationality. That Vilne was the Jerusalem of Lithuania,
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Fig. . Plac Ratuszowy in Wilno (Vilnius).

or indeed the Jerusalem of the North, required no special effort to ascertain. It
was one of the capitals of a second Europe, a Yiddish-speaking Ashkenaze Jewish civilization, a particular unity following its own logic of development until
.1
There was another Wilno, a Polish city. Along with Warsaw, Lwów, and Cra-
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cow, Wilno was one of four centers of Polish civilization. In Wilno in , Polish was the language of power and of culture, of most neighborhoods and most
homes, and increasingly of the countryside. Józef Pilsudski had revived Adam
Mickiewicz’s Wilno University in , exactly one century after the poet’s
graduation. As between  and , between  and  Wilno University
provided higher education in Polish to Poles, Russians, Belarusians, and Lithuanians. This time it also accepted and sometimes acculturated Jews. Migration
and Polish state power ensured that a majority of Wilno’s , or so residents self-identified as Polish. Some of those calling themselves Poles were Jews
who treated Polish identity as a matter of loyalty to the republic, affection for
Polish culture, or simple self-interest; a larger number had been born to families that spoke Belarusian, and had learned Polish in school, in the army, or as
adults (if at all). The Jews excepted, there was no national rival to Poland within
the city. National tension in Wilno was mainly a matter of the Polish state, and
Polish institutions, constraining the freedoms of Jews after Pilsudski’s death in
. Polish rule was not necessarily popular among Jews and other minorities,
but it was the order of the day and seen as such until the Polish state was destroyed in .

Fig. . A peasant woman at a market
in Wilno (Vilnius), interwar. Wilno
was the central concern of those who
laid claim to the heritage of Lithuania,
all of whom imagined that peasants
would finally choose a language and a
nation.
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Fig. . A Polish mansion in historic Lithuania (Lunna Wola, today Lunna, Belarus). In the
sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, social advance in historic
Lithuania involved Polish culture.

By comparison, the Lithuanian and Belarusian presence in interwar Vilnius
was negligible.2 Jonas Basanavičius, the founder of Aušra, led a Scholarly Society in Vilnius until his death in . The city’s Roman Catholic bishop between  and  was a Lithuanian, Jurgis Matulaitis. All the same, there
were simply too few Lithuanians in the city to sustain much in the way of visible culture. Vil’nia was the center of Belarusian life in Poland, but this was only
a relative distinction. Polish local authorities gnawed at the foundations of Belarusian society, refusing to deliver telegrams in Belarusian, confiscating Belarusian newspapers, and closing Belarusian schools. Belarusian culture was permitted, if not supported, for a time. Vil’nia was the center of Belarusian literature in
Poland, and for practical reasons Orthodox and Catholic churchmen alike began to use the Belarusian language. The Uniate Church, revived in Poland after
having been liquidated in the Russian empire, was now seen as a possible Belarusian national institution. The Jesuits, so important in the replacement of
Chancery Slavonic with Polish in the early seventeenth century, found it convenient to use Belarusian in the s. As we have seen, a factor in the emergence
of early modern Polish nationality in the Catholic-Orthodox borderlands was
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the adoption of Polish as the vernacular by the Jesuits and the Uniate Church.
The emergence of Belarusian as a vernacular useful to modern churchmen
hinted at the beginnings of the possibility of a modern Belarusian nation.3
Vilnius lived a separate diplomatic life. Lithuania and Poland remained officially at war over Vilnius/Wilno between  and . Lithuanians in interwar Lithuania were isolated from their nominal capital. The Lithuanian government had cut phone and rail lines when it had left for Kaunas, and the
prevailing state of war precluded much human contact (although of course
some people had both passports).4 The nationalizing project of the Lithuanian
state treated Vilnius as an object of immediate political concern, while mystifying its history and demography. The army played an important role in the education of young men, and male illiteracy fell from  percent to  percent on its
curricular diet of nationalist history. For two decades Lithuanian schoolchildren learned that Vilnius was ethnically Lithuanian.5 They read Mickiewicz’s
Pan Tadeusz in school in an abridged translation which expunged all references
to Poland and to Poles.6 Ancient legends Mickiewicz had helped sustain, such
as Gediminas’s dream of the iron wolf, found modern political life in independent Lithuania. The Iron Wolf was a conspiratorial fascist organization,
banned in . The Union for the Liberation of Vilnius, the Vilnius Foundation, and the newspaper Our Vilnius were pillars of Lithuanian civil society.
October , the day Żeligowski took Vilnius in , was a day of national
mourning. Throughout the interwar period, the Vilnius question played an
extraordinary role in Lithuanian domestic politics, as rivals attacked each other
for being too soft on the Poles or too yielding to the League of Nations.
In international fora, Lithuanian leaders announced that Poland was the
greatest danger to peace in Europe. Prime Minister Augustinas Voldemaras,
following his self-proclaimed principle that “the enemy of my enemy is my
friend,” counted on Soviet antagonism to Poland to bring Vilnius to Lithuania.
The legal foundation of the Lithuanian claim to Vilnius was a treaty signed
with Bolshevik Russia in . The  nonaggression pact with the Soviet
Union was attractive in part because the Soviets recognized the Lithuanian
claim to Vilnius. In  Voldemaras refused the request of British, French, and
Italian envoys that Lithuania establish diplomatic relations with Poland. Later
that year Voldemaras assured his Latvian counterpart that Poland was a greater
threat than Germany and the Soviet Union, and in  told British Foreign
Secretary Austin Chamberlain that while the Soviet threat was “purely theoretical” the Polish threat was “entirely real.”7 This Lithuanian position, incidentally, was not based upon strategic miscalculation. Lithuanian leaders believed
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that their culture, and therefore their nationhood, was under threat from
Poland. They felt no such threat from Russia. Despite appearances, this was a
reasonable view. Lithuanian culture had never won a contest with Polish culture; it would never lose one with Russian.
When Voldemaras later made peace overtures to Warsaw, he found that public opinion and the Lithuanian army were keen to prevent concessions.8 This
problem visited the authoritarian regime of Antanas Smetona throughout the
s, as it became clear that neither of Poland’s enemies—the Soviet Union and
Nazi Germany—were Lithuania’s friends. (Incidentally, Smetona had a Polish
wife and, like his generation of Lithuanian activists, spoke good Polish). Smetona and much of the Lithuanian political elite eventually came to see that hostility toward Poland would not protect the Lithuanian state, and that Vilnius was
not the only important question of foreign relations. But the very success of
Lithuanian nationalism rendered the reversal of Lithuanian foreign policy exceedingly difficult. The idea of reconquering Vilnius was the most inspiring part
of Lithuanian nationalism for the youth educated or conscripted after the First
World War. Smetona’s rule came to be seen by much of the next generation as
cowardly because it did not retake the city by force.9 The demand for Vilnius became so integral to the Lithuanian national idea that it threatened the very leader
who called himself “the father of the nation.” Relations were finally established
with Poland in , but only after a Polish ultimatum. Even this concession,
which concerned only the formal establishment of relations, brought down the
government and exposed Smetona himself to the opposition of much of society.

THE TRANSFER OF 1939

The destruction of the Polish state by Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union in
September  returned the Wilno question to international politics. In the
secret annex to the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact of  August , the Soviet
Union and Nazi Germany had agreed that “the interest of Lithuania in the
Vil’na area” was to be respected. Both sides hoped to use the city to manipulate
the Lithuanian government. The rapid advance of the German army through
Poland after  September  signaled that Vilnius was once again on the table.
The Lithuanian government declined a German offer of the city and a joint attack on Poland. Britain and France would have opposed such a move, and the
attitude of the Soviet Union was as yet unknown.10 Smetona and the government also calculated that, in the short run, German rule would be worse than
Soviet; in the medium run, that the Soviet Union would be the victor in the
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German-Soviet war they expected; and in the long run, that if independence
was to be the price of Vilnius, it was better to make such a deal with the Soviet
Union.11 This was realism of the most clear-eyed sort, from a position of basic
powerlessness. On  September , the Red Army occupied Vil’na, and the
Lithuanian representative in Moscow petitioned for the city. On  September,
Stalin and Ribbentrop revised the previous Nazi-Soviet arrangement, this time
leaving Lithuania and Vil’na within the Soviet sphere of influence.
Like Lithuanian diplomats, Belarusian activists hailing from both interwar
Poland and the Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic also pressed their claim to
the city. The German-Soviet partition of Poland had granted to Stalin all of the
territories of interwar Poland inhabited by speakers of Belarusian. This was
welcomed, at least initially, by many of the Belarusian activists who claimed to
speak for a three-million-strong Belarusian community in Poland. Among
other things, they were convinced that Soviet expansion would bring Vil’nia
into an enlarged Belorussian SSR. This was not merely wishful thinking inspired by their understanding of Belarus as the successor of the Grand Duchy
of Lithuania, their experience of Polish opposition to Belarusian culture, and
their attachment to Vil’nia. Belarusian leaders from interwar Poland were encouraged in this belief by Belorussian communists from the Soviet side, who
themselves anticipated that the Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic would include Vil’nia. After all, the Comintern had defined “Western Belorussia” to include Vil’nia and the Vil’nia region. The  “LitBel” SSR, with its capital in
Vil’nia, was only twenty years in the past.
Preparations for the Soviet occupation of Vil’na in September  gave
every sign of plans to include the city within Soviet Belorussia. Ivan Klimov,
charged with the Soviet administration of western Belorussia, was authorized
in early September to declare Vil’nia the capital of a West Belorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic. The Belorussian NKVD, at a  September meeting, treated
Vil’nia as part of the formerly Polish territories it was to incorporate within the
Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic. In the Wilno region, Belarusian, Jewish,
and Polish communist activists aided the Soviet occupation of  September in
the destruction of Polish state institutions. When Soviet troops reached Vil’na
on  September, plans for the city were put into effect. Soviet occupying authorities used Belarusian in propaganda. The Soviet-sponsored newspaper justified the historic Belarusian claim to Vil’nia and explained the Belarusian character of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. On  September, Klimov proclaimed
to a meeting of leading Belarusians that Vil’nia would be joined to Soviet Belorussia.12 The message was warmly received by a community which had de-
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voted much to the idea of a Belarusian Vil’nia. That both Vil’nia and Belarus
would be Soviet was perhaps forgotten in the enthusiasm of the moment.
Anton Lutskevich, the organizer of the ill-starred Belarusian republic of ,
and the leading Belarusian activist in interwar Poland, was among those convinced. Lutskevich’s considerable personal achievements and his consistent political failures were all connected to Vil’nia. In Vil’nia he had begun his political career as a democratic, patriotic socialist; in Vil’nia he had helped found and
edit the first legal Belarusian newspaper before the First World War; in Vil’nia
he had led the National Council that declared Belarusian independence in ;
in Vil’nia he had published his protest of the Polish incorporation of Belarusian
territory after ; in Vil’nia he had taught at the Belarusian high school (until
he was fired by Polish superiors); in Vil’nia he had led Belarusian educational
circles (until he was arrested by Polish authorities); in Viln’ia he directed the
Belarusian museum for nearly twenty years; in Vil’nia he completed the first
modern Belarusian translation of the New Testament. This former proponent
of a renewed Grand Duchy, this translator of the Bible, was heartily disgusted
by two decades of Polish rule—and ready to believe that a Soviet Belorussia and
a Soviet Vil’nia were acceptable solutions to his people’s historic woes.13
In late September  Stalin apparently decided to grant Vil’na to Lithuania, and establish military bases on Lithuanian soil. Lutskevich and other Belarusian leaders in Vil’nia, led to believe that they would receive the city, instead
found themselves behind bars. Lutskevich died in Soviet detention. Belarusians
are early and forgotten victims of Stalin’s decision to grant Vil’nia to Lithuania.
Above and beyond the arrests and deaths of leading Belarusian activists, the denial of Belarusian aspirations to Vil’nia seriously encumbered the Belarusian
cause. First, it meant that the Belarusian-speaking population surrounding the
city of Vil’nia was lost for the time being to the Belarusian national idea. Second, the inclusion of Vil’nia within Lithuania (and soon within the Lithuanian
SSR) confirmed the general belief that Lithuania and not Belarus was the successor of Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The conflation of an old politonym with
a new ethnonym (“Lithuania”) prevented non-Belarusians from seeing the
connection between modern Belarus and the early modern Grand Duchy of
Lithuania. The Belarusian communists who entered Vil’nia with high hopes in
September  were also disappointed. Like Uniate priests of the nineteenth
century, Belarusian communists spent their time in the city of their dreams
gathering archival documents of the Grand Duchy. Forced to depart when
Stalin gave the city to Lithuania, Belarusian communists took the files they
stole from Vil’nia archives to Minsk.14
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On  October  Lithuanian Foreign Minister Juozas Urbšys learned that
the price for Vilnius was Soviet troops in Lithuania, and that the Nazi-Soviet
treaty of  September had placed Lithuania within the Soviet sphere of influence. On  October the Lithuanian government demobilized its army. On 
October , nineteen years and one day after Żeligowski’s troops had taken
Wilno for Poland, Urbšys signed an agreement with the Soviet Union granting
Vilnius to Lithuania. The price of Vilnius and other formerly Polish territories
(, square miles, , people) was basing rights for twenty thousand Soviet soldiers in Lithuania.15 The main response of Lithuanian leaders and
Lithuanians generally agreement was joy at the incorporation of Vilnius, accompanied by an outburst of pro-Soviet feeling. Fear of Soviet power was softened by the belief that, no matter how the war ended, Moscow would preserve
Vilnius for Lithuania. Lithuanians thought that the arrival of Soviet power
would cut the link between Vilnius and Poland, thus allowing for the region’s
Lithuanization.16 As we shall see, these apparently odd predictions, based upon
fear of Polish but not Russian culture, proved rather accurate. Although this
seems strange to us today, many Lithuanian intellectuals even nurtured some
sympathy for the Soviet regime. Mykolas Römer’is, the nation’s outstanding jurist, was an example. As he wrote in his diary, “I myself had considerable Soviet
sympathies before I encountered the Soviets, and in any event of the two I preferred the Soviet Revolution over Hitler’s national socialism.”17
Thus a particular conjunction of Soviet and Lithuanian interests brought
Vilnius, for the time being, into independent Lithuania. Local Belarusians who
protested were deported from what was still independent Lithuania by the Soviet NKVD; the Polish government in exile was told by Lithuanian authorities
that Vilnius had been legally Lithuanian throughout the interwar period.18
Demographic realities were harder to deny. When Lithuanian troops marched
into Vilnius on  October , they were shocked to find “instead of the
princess of their fairy tales, the streets of alien Wilno, unknown, speaking a foreign language.”19 Such experiences only confirmed intellectuals’ belief that
speakers of Polish were “Polonized Lithuanians” who must be Lithuanized.
This became the intellectual basis of Lithuanian policy. As Vilnius administrator and prime minister Antanas Merkys put it, the aims were “to make everybody think like Lithuanians” and “comb out the foreign element from the Vilnius region.”20 Poles and Jews, even those born in the city, were often denied
Lithuanian citizenship. As Römer’is recorded in his diary, the application of
ethnic rather than geographic or political classifications precluded the formation of any sort of Lithuanian state loyalty in Vilnius. The local Lithuanian-
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language newspaper “exposed” politicians who had accepted Polish rule in ,
thereby closing off the possibility that these elites could be seen as loyal Lithuanians in the new circumstances of .21 The margin of hypocrisy necessary in
mature polities was quickly closed by representatives of an earnest young nation, who in their enthusiasm lost sight of the world around them. As the Wehrmacht occupied Paris, Poles and Lithuanians quarreled over Polish theatres in
Wilno/Vilnius. As Soviet troops poured into Lithuania in early , the national debate in Kaunas concerned the threat from defeated and dismembered
Poland.22
In June , the Soviet Union extinguished Lithuanian independence. Soviet Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Molotov issued an ultimatum calling for a
new government on  June; the Red Army entered Vilnius the next day. In
conditions of general terror, elections were held in July to “legitimize” a new
regime. The Communist-led Lithuanian People’s Bloc announced that it had
won  percent of the vote. Lithuania’s “application” to join the Soviet Union
was granted on  August. By  August  the Red Army had taken up new
positions, in greater numbers, in what had become the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic. Between June  and June , the Soviet NKVD deported
twenty to thirty thousand Lithuanians, Poles, and Jews to Siberia and Kazakhstan.23 Former Prime Minister Merkys and Foreign Minister Urbšys were deported in July . President Smetona had fled.
Smetona’s Lithuania, like interwar Poland, had been a nationalizing state.
Both Lithuania and Poland educated their populations in the spirit of nationalism, both sought to minimize the influence of national minorities in national
politics and culture. Both states resorted to physical repression of minority activists deemed a danger to the state, and both (although Poland more than
Lithuania) were characterized by official anti-Semitism by the late s. Nevertheless, the destruction of Poland and Lithuania in  and  by Nazi
Germany and the Soviet Union created the conditions for an entirely new sort
of national and racial policies on their territories. The Nazis and the Soviets did
what independent Poland and Lithuanian states did not: they deported and
murdered individuals on the scale of hundreds of thousands, and even millions,
on the basis of ascribed national or racial definitions. The practices of the Nazi
and Soviet regimes were of a completely different quality than those of Poland
and Lithuania.
This would be obvious just on the example of Polish-Lithuanian relations
under Nazi and Soviet rule. In  –  Soviet policy had aimed to decapitate
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Polish and then Lithuanian society by deporting its elites. After  German
policy regarding Poles in Lithuania was comparable in brutality if different in
form.24 The Nazi regime allowed Lithuanians to serve as security police (Saugumas), which legitimized Lithuanian attacks on Poles in Wilno.25 Whereas in
– independent Lithuanian state discriminated against Poles in Wilno,
and in  –  the Soviet Union deported Poles from Wilno, in –  the
Lithuanian security police and its German masters killed Poles in Wilno. The
Lithuanian-Polish contest for Vilnius/Wilno, sporadically violent between 
and , deteriorated into low-level civil war under German rule. From autumn , the Polish underground Home Army attacked and disarmed collaborating Lithuanian police units in and around Wilno. Lithuanian policemen responded by executing Polish civilians. This was followed by retributive
attacks on Lithuanian villages by Poles.26

THE END OF JEWISH VILNE, 1941–1944

The major novelty of the Nazi occupation of Vilnius from  June  was the
extermination of the Jews. Nazi policy in Lithuania was to kill every Jewish individual, and it very nearly succeeded.27 Indeed, Lithuania was the first place in
German-occupied Europe where Jews were executed on a mass scale. Within
Lithuania, Vilnius was unusual in that here Lithuanians paid much more attention to Poles than to Jews once the Germans arrived. Lithuanian elites tried to
convince the Germans that they, rather than the Poles, deserved to run the city.
Unlike Lithuanians in Kaunas and elsewhere, those in Vilnius thought pogroms
would destabilize their precarious hold on local authority. For Lithuanians in
Vilnius the Polish question was more important than the Jewish question.28
The Final Solution began on lands that had been occupied by the Soviet
Union for two years. As elsewhere on the Eastern Front, in Vilnius and in
Lithuania the Nazis diverted the anger and shame of peoples occupied by the
Soviets against the Jews.29 In July  the Germans began direct military rule
of all of Lithuania. Einsatzkommando  of the German Reich arrived in Vilnius
on  July . Having incorporated thousands of Lithuanian volunteers into
its ranks, it began to eliminate Vilnius’s Jews. In July and August , hundreds
of Jews were abducted by German and Lithuanian Einsatzkommando soldiers.
These Jews were murdered by Germans and Lithuanians in the sand pits of the
Paneriai (Ponary) forest. Much of the actual killing at Paneriai was carried out
by Lithuanian volunteers known as the Special Platoon (Ypatingas Burys). In
September  , Jews were rounded up and shot in the sand pits. On 
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Fig. . A Nazi propaganda poster in the Lithuanian language, probably of , equates
Stalinism and the Jews. When Germany invaded the Soviet Union in , the SS first
encountered populations weary of Soviet power.
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September, , Jews were crammed into two small ghettos; another ,
or so were taken to the sand pits and shot. In October and November , in
seven actions, more than , Jews were taken from the two ghettoes to the
sand pits and shot. By the end of , after only six months of occupation, the
Germans (with Lithuanian assistance) had killed approximately , Vilnius
Jews. The pace slowed after November , as the Wehrmacht won a reprieve
for the slave laborers it needed. The ghettoes were liquidated in September
. Of the , or so Jews taken from the ghettoes at this time, , were
murdered in the gas chambers of Majdanek. Several hundred more were shot in
the sand pits.30 The rest were sent to labor camps in Estonia, where most were
killed as the Soviet army approached Lithuania in . Of the , or so
Jews who were living in Vilnius in , perhaps , survived the war.31
Some Jewish institutions survived. YIVO, rather miraculously, moved to
New York. But the Jewish civilization of Vilne had been utterly destroyed, and
its destruction over the course of years rather than its survival over the centuries
has become the central theme of its memorialization. Of the dozens of writers
associated with Yung Vilne, three survived. One of them, the poet Abraham
Sutzkever, came to symbolize the transfer of Jewish traditions to Israel, moving
as he did from the ruins of the Jerusalem of Lithuania to Jerusalem itself.32 The

Fig. . The murder of Vilnius Jews in the Ponary forest, probably July .
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Fig. . Ruins of the Gaon Temple in Vilnius, . The Final Solution ended ancient
Jewish settlement in Vilnius, once the “Jerusalem of Lithuania.”

destruction of the Jerusalem of Lithuania meant the end of historic Lithuania.
The Paneriai forest, where the Final Solution began, was the Ponary forest
Mickiewicz praised in Pan Tadeusz. In Mickiewicz’s poetic vision, Lithuania
was unimaginable without the Jews.
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THE END OF POLISH WILNO, 1944 –1946

As the Germans liquidated the ghettoes, the Wehrmacht was forced back across
the entire front. When the Red Army returned to Vil’na in , the claimants
to the city were three: Poles, reduced in number but easily a national majority
in the city; Lithuanians, fired by their faith that they had been victims of Polish,
Soviet, and Nazi occupation in Vilnius; and Soviets, who once again held the
levers of power. Unsurprisingly, Poles and Lithuanians were unable to form a
common front against the Soviets.33 The Polish Home Army had been fighting
not only for Polish independence, but also for the return of Wilno to Poland.
Most of its soldiers could not have imagined the one without the other. The
Polish Home Army was therefore regarded by Lithuanians as an agent of Polish imperialism.34 When the Red Army approached Vil’na in July , the
Polish Home Army had already secured the territories surrounding the city. A
Polish attack on German positions in Wilno was indecisive; the Red Army retook Vil’na with Polish help on  July . The Soviets then interned the Polish soldiers, and Stalin reestablished the Lithuanian SSR with its capital in Vilnius. Although Polish politicians came to Moscow to plead for Wilno, Stalin
understood that he had more to gain by giving the city to the Lithuanians.35
Stalin knew that the city was Polish in culture. Indeed, after the Final Solution, it was more “ethnically” Polish than it ever had been. He also knew that local Poles preferred anything to Lithuanian rule. Lavrentii Beria ( –),
head of the NKVD, reported as much to Stalin. The terms he chose are revealing: “The mood of the population of Vil’na to the liberation of the city from
German rule is positive. The population expresses its satisfaction that masses in
church will now be said in Polish and not in Lithuanian. The population also
hopes that Vil’na will be incorporated by Western Ukraine or Belarus, anywhere but Lithuania.”36 Although Beria never used the word “Poles,” it is clear
that the city’s population at this point, after the extermination of the Jews, was
almost entirely Polish. Yet Stalin’s policy had nothing to do with self-determination, so the opinion of Wilno residents was by no means determinative.
Once Stalin had decided that Vilnius was to be Lithuanian, he determined that
the city would no longer be contested between Poles and Lithuanians. Here as
elsewhere along the Soviet frontier, in territories that had been Polish before the
war, Stalin resolved national questions by ethnic cleansing.37 Once the new,
more westerly, Soviet-Polish border was informally established in July , the
Soviet Union began a new policy of “population exchanges” between Soviet
Lithuania and Poland. In – , Soviet policy had been to deport elites east,
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deep within the Soviet Union; in  – the Soviets deported the Polish nation as such from the western Soviet Union to Poland. About one hundred
thousand individuals registered as Poles and left Vilnius for communist Poland
between  and . As Römer’is noted in November , within a few
months the Polish question in Vilnius had “ceased to exist.”38
Stalin chose not to create a Polish Soviet Socialist Republic or Polish Autonomous Republic after the Soviet Union reabsorbed Vilnius; he chose to
push the border of Poland west in ; he chose to create a Lithuanian Soviet
Socialist Republic and make Vilnius its capital; he chose to send Poles to communist Poland. The destruction of the Polish intelligentsia in Wilno undermined what remained of the federal tradition of Polish patriotism. The federal
idea had always presumed the assimilatory force of the elite Polish culture centered in Wilno, an appeal that dissipated with the departure of educated Poles.
The dominance of Polish culture in Wilno, conventionally dated from the
founding of the Commonwealth in , came to an end with the deportations
of  –. The Lithuanian Poles who found themselves resettled west to
communist Poland were unable to render the federal idea plausible in their new
setting, the central Poland many of them had always considered a different
country. Torn from their physical surroundings, they were unable to articulate
local patriotism. Censored by communist Poland, they were unable to publish
their proposals for or even memoirs about the lands taken by the Soviet Union.
Caught in a new social reality, they raised children whose own national identity
would be indistinguishable from the national identity of other young Poles
raised in a self-consciously “homogeneous” communist Poland. The historical
sense of “Lithuania” wore away. Wilno became, in a famous postwar poem,
“The City Without a Name.”39
Its name became, as we shall see, “Vilnius.”
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When a lute is struck too heavy a blow,
Its strings sound once ere rending.
In the confusion of sounds, a song’s beginning is found
Though no one expects the ending.
—Adam Mickiewicz, Konrad Wallenrod (St. Petersburg, 1828)

This part of the book was introduced by the opening lines of Mickiewicz’s  masterpiece, Pan Tadeusz. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the meaning of its opening line—“Lithuania! My fatherland!”—underwent three transformations, which we can
recapitulate in terms of those three very words. The first transformation had to do with how nineteenth-century activists defined themselves and their nations: with what the first word of the poem—
“Lithuania”—was to mean. We observed the shift from nostalgic reverence for the political nationality of the old Grand Duchy of Lithuania to the anticipation of national states. The last third of the nineteenth century brought out the contradictions of Mickiewiczean
Romanticism, revealing the economic, social, and linguistic tensions
within the early modern Polish idea and the potential of exclusionary
90
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modern nationalism to resolve them. Divided after  into competing national translations, the tropes of Romantic nostalgia also served modern nationalists, who anticipated the “rebirth” of national states. While Polish federalists and Belarusian patriots stayed close to Mickiewicz’s meaning, by the end
of the nineteenth century he had been crowned as national poet by modern
Polish and Lithuanian nationalists. In the hard world of international politics,
the ethnic nationalists had chosen the more effective rendering. The careless
readers were the better prophets.
The second of these three transformations involves the cruel simplifications
that state independence imposes on ideas of nationality. It has to do with what
happens when anticipation becomes possession, with the poem’s second word—
“my.” The collapse of empires at the end of the First World War opened political, military, and diplomatic competitions among bearers of various national
ideas: modern nationalisms, early modern federalisms, and Bolshevik internationalism. The victors in the territories of the old Grand Duchy of Lithuania
were Polish and Lithuanian nationalists, and in some measure the Bolsheviks.
From these competitions arose independent Polish and Lithuanian states,
which lasted for two decades, as well as a Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic,
which lasted for seven. As we have seen, the Second World War, the Final Solution, and Soviet deportations did incomparably more than the policies of interwar Poland and Lithuania to homogenize populations. Postwar Soviet policy
dispersed the remnants of the early modern federalist tradition. The most important of Stalin’s decisions was to grant historically multinational Vilnius to
the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist Republic.
How did Wilno, a city with a tiny Lithuanian minority under Polish rule in
, became Vilnius, capital of a Lithuanian nation-state, in ? Destruction
opened the way for this reconstruction. Nazi and Soviet policies opened the
physical and political space for the recreation of Vilnius as a Lithuanian city.
With the Soviet reoccupation of Lithuania and Vilnius begins this third transformation of Mickiewicz’s opening line, the redefinition of his “fatherland.”
After the Second World War, Vilnius became Lithuanian in a modern national
sense. Under Soviet rule, Lithuanian culture assimilated the city where Mickiewicz was educated, thereby fulfilling an old dream of Lithuanian nationalists.
As we have seen, this can only be understood against the background of the liquidation of Jewish and Polish culture in Vilne/Wilno. About  percent of
Vilne Jews had been killed in the Holocaust, and about  percent of Wilno
Poles left for Poland after the war. Resettlement, a general Soviet policy, was directed locally by Lithuanian communists. On  May , a few weeks after
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the German surrender, the Lithuanian politburo decided to throw the republic’s resources behind the removal of Poles from Vilnius.1

A LITHUANIAN VILNIUS

Within the entire Lithuanian SSR, but excluding the city of Vilnius, only
about one-third of the individuals who registered as Poles for “evacuation” were
actually resettled. Tens of thousands of Poles from the Lithuanian countryside
were not required to register for repatriation, and tens of thousands more who
registered to leave for Poland were then prevented from doing so. This was
rather clearly a policy of the Lithuanian repatriation commission, protested at
every point by Polish communists in Warsaw. Poland had empty fields to be
farmed in the spring of , and its repatriation officials anxiously awaited Polish peasants from Lithuania. In some cases Lithuanian repatriation authorities
demanded that individuals registered for evacuation have German documents
demonstrating their Polish nationality. At a minimum, they demanded proof
of Polish citizenship, in keeping with the letter of the repatriation agreement.
In Vilnius, however, the situation was totally different. Here Lithuanian repatriation authorities exploited the general Soviet policy to create the space for a
newly Lithuanian Vilnius. In Vilnius every Pole was forced to register for repatriation, and  percent of those who registered as Poles were actually resettled.2 The result was the de-Polonization of Wilno, and a turning point in the
history of Lithuanian nationality. Vilnius had been the object of desire of the
Lithuanian national movement from its origins. Lithuanian national activists
had preferred to operate in Vilnius in  and in . The Polish seizure of
Vilnius in  was the central preoccupation of interwar Lithuanian. Yet Vilnius had never been a Lithuanian city in the terms of modern nationalism, in
terms of the national identity of its people.
Soviet censuses give us a preliminary idea of what happened next. Of ,
inhabitants of Vilnius in , , ( percent) identified themselves as
Lithuanian to Soviet census-takers, , ( percent) as Russian, , (
percent) as Polish, , ( percent) as Jews, and , ( percent) as Belarusian. Lithuanians were a plurality in Vilnius for the first time in modern history,
and the  percent of  was a spectacular relative increase from the  to  percent of . At the same time, Lithuanians barely outnumbered Russians, and
were outnumbered by Slavs (Russians, Poles, and Belarusians) almost two to
one. By , the time of the last Soviet census, the population of Vilnius had
more than doubled to , inhabitants, and its , Lithuanians consti-
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tuted a majority of . percent. The Russian, Polish, and Belarusian percentages had fallen to  percent,  percent, and  percent. Even if taken together
as Slavs, they were now outnumbered by Lithuanians.3 Given the belief that
Soviet rule was Russifying, and given the Russification of Minsk, Riga, and
Tallinn over the same period, these numbers cry out for explanation.

NATIONAL COMMUNISM

The Lithuanization of Vilnius is partly explained by an apparent compromise
between Soviet authorities and Lithuanian communists. In the second half of
the s, Lithuanian communists carried out the counterinsurgency, deportation, and collectivization policies required by Stalin. A Lithuanian, Antanas
Sniečkus ( –), served as secretary of the Lithuanian Communist Party
from  until his death in . He weathered interwar conspiracies, wartime
armed struggle, postwar purges; he survived Stalin and Khrushchev and lived
well into the Brezhnev period. In communist history only Mao served longer as
general secretary. As a veteran of interwar politics, he understood the centrality
of Vilnius to Lithuanian nationalism.4 Having been granted Vilnius over the
objections of Belarusian communists, Sniečkus had every reason to make the
most of this tremendous asset. Having deported Poles from Vilnius, he and
Lithuanian comrades, we may surmise, had little desire to see them replaced by
Russians. Of course, non-Lithuanian communists must have understood the
importance of Vilnius to Lithuania. After all, in the early years of the Lithuanian SSR, the majority of the Lithuanian party were non-Lithuanians.5 In the
service of consolidating Soviet power in Lithuania by national means, cadres
imported from other Soviet republics presided over their own marginalization
from Lithuanian politics.
Like Soviet Latvia and Soviet Estonia, Soviet Lithuania was allowed to have
a local-language university. The university in Vilnius, founded as a Jesuit academy in the sixteenth century, supported by Tsar Alexander during the first third
of the nineteenth, Polish in the s and s, was reopened as a Lithuanian
university after the Second World War. In Autumn , . percent of entering students were recorded as Lithuanians, and only . percent as Poles. Before
the war, in the –  academic year, the first language of . percent of students had been Polish, and only . percent spoke Lithuanian. A starker reversal is scarcely to be imagined. Indeed, in three ways the university’s national
character was more clearly defined within Soviet Lithuania than it had been in
interwar Poland. First, if the . percent figure is accurate, it demonstrates a
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clear intention to bring Lithuanians from the countryside to Vilnius. Second,
whereas interwar Wilno University assimilated Belarusians, postwar Vilnius
University excluded them. Even though Vilnius was surrounded by Belarusianspeaking villages, and situated only forty kilometers from the Belorussian SSR,
the proportion of Belarusians in its university was kept at around  percent.6
Third, and most fundamentally, the Soviet Union and its institutions ascribed
nationality. The above Polish statistics for –  are based upon interwar students’ self-reported mother tongue. In postwar Vilnius University, all students
had a “nationality” inscribed in their Soviet internal passports, and thus in university records.
These institutional changes provided a special local backdrop for the general
Soviet policy of urbanization. Since Vilnius was virtually empty after the war,
and since Lithuanian peasants were nearby, their numbers in the city had to increase. Yet Soviet urbanization was not designed to favor the main republican
nationality in its capital—as the examples of Lithuania’s Russified southern and
northern neighbors show. It appears that Lithuania’s slow industrialization in
the s favored local migration to the capital rather than the massive pan-Soviet influx experienced by Tallinn, Riga, and Minsk.7 Meanwhile, and partly as
a result of the Catholic prohibition on family planning and abortion, Lithuanians also had a very large number of children in the s and s. Yet identity
cannot be reduced to fertility and demography. That migrants from the countryside and their children regarded themselves as Lithuanians is as a political fact
revealing a new social setting. For about four hundred years, Polish culture had
accompanied social advance in Wilno. After the destruction of the centers of
Polish culture in historic Lithuania, this path was now closed. The Lithuanization of Vilnius must be seen not only in the physical removal of Poles from city,
but also in the elimination of Polish civilization as the urban way of life.
Even after centuries of assimilating to an urban civilization, a rural folk can
more or less suddenly assert the superiority of its own culture inside the city
walls.8 The conditions for the shift are the discrediting or the removal of the
people who had previously set the tone: in Wilno, those people had been Poles.
Before the resettlements of  – , Poles were not only been the numerical
majority in Wilno, but the bearers of urban or high culture as such. Quality was
more important than quantity. In the late nineteenth century, Russian governors of Vil’na had feared Polish nobles for the assimilatory power of their culture. Early Lithuanian activists feared the attractions of Polishness, which they
all knew from intimate personal experience, rather than actual Polish people. In
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the interwar period, Lithuanian statesmen who claimed Vilnius feared Polish
civilization. In  –, Soviet resettlements as implemented by Lithuanian
communists broke the centuries-long hold of Polish culture on Wilno. The
choice to remove Poles from Vilnius but keep Poles in the countryside was
made by people who understood the history of nationality. As a result, Poles
became in Lithuania what they had never been: a peasant nation. Not only
were they fewer in number, they were lower in status.
A door was opened. In the s, Lithuanians could become what they had
never been: an urban nation. Their language became, for the first time in modern history, a badge of status in Vilnius. Social advancement in Vilnius no
longer required the Polish language. Children born in Vilnius in the s of
rural or small-town Lithuanian parents could be educated in urban Lithuanian
schools. The number of general secondary schools quadrupled in the first decade of Soviet rule, and Soviet Lithuanian schools actually included more instruction in Lithuanian language than their prewar Lithuanian counterparts.9
In the s, the majority of sixteen-year-olds in Vilnius with one Lithuanian
and one non-Lithuanian parent regarded themselves as Lithuanians.10 Though
the presence of a Lithuanian university in Vilnius was a historical novelty, it
could be taken for granted by the numerous generation then coming of age.
About  percent of the Lithuanians counted by the  census had at least
one non-Lithuanian parent. Some of them had two.11 Under Soviet rule, Lithuanian identity in Vilnius had assimilatory force.
There was a separate compromise: between Lithuanian communists and the
Lithuanian intelligentsia. Some , Lithuanians had taken up arms against
Soviet rule, of whom most were killed in action or sent to Siberia. Between 
and  about , inhabitants of Soviet Lithuania, or  percent of the republic’s population, were deported. Among the deported were many of Lithuania’s leading writers and scholars and , of Lithuania’s , Roman
Catholic priests.12 After , many of the deported returned. They found a Soviet Lithuania with Vilnius as its capital, and a Vilnius on its way to becoming
culturally Lithuanian. Immediately after Stalin’s death the proportion of Lithuanians in the Lithuanian Communist Party began to increase. The arrangement accepted by much of the Lithuanian intelligentsia was party membership
in exchange for some freedom to preserve Lithuanian culture. The achievements were formidable. Literary Lithuanian was corrected, standardized, and
confirmed as a language of scholarship. Lithuanian poetry and prose enjoyed
notable successes. Vilnius University became a haven of Baltic studies.13
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DURABLE ROMANTICISM

This compromise lasted for decades. By  the recorded membership of
Lithuanians in the party was no longer hugely disproportionate to the number
of Lithuanians in the republic ( percent to  percent). That year Lithuania
was recorded as having the third-highest per capita income in the Soviet Union,
behind only Estonia and Latvia.14 Within prescribed Soviet formulae, Lithuanian communists could boast not only of economic development, but of Lithuanian culture. Hence General Secretary Sniečkus, in a book published in ,
associated the nation’s love for its capital Vilnius with Lenin’s  visit to the
city.15 The point was that Lithuania owed its capital to benevolent communist
policies. Lenin’s successor Stalin had indeed granted Vilnius to Lithuania.
Stalin and his successors did have a measure of understanding of what mattered
to Lithuanians. Even the Russian language was altered in the service of the Soviet compromise with Lithuanian nationality. The Russian word Lenin would
have used during his visit of  was “Vil’na.” This was replaced by the Lithuanian word “Vilnius”—in Russian-language history books. We have observed
the sudden and violent end of Jewish “Vilne” and Polish “Wilno,” and paused
to ponder the dashed hopes for a Belarusian “Vil’nia.” The quiet surrender of
Russian “Vil’na” under Soviet rule calls for some reflection.
As we have seen, interwar Lithuanian politicians feared Russian culture less
than Polish, and Lithuanian leaders in  expected that Soviet rule, if it came,
would break the Polish connection and allow Vilnius to become Lithuanian.
The correctness of this hardheaded prediction, made under enormous duress,
should deter us from regarding Lithuanian nationalism as irrational. In postwar Lithuania, indubitably Romantic notions proved their political force. The
postwar bow of the Russian to the Lithuanian language, in particular, invites us
to revisit the linguistic emphasis of Lithuanian nationality. As we have seen, the
distinctive Baltic Lithuanian language was important in the success of the Lithuanian national movement in the late nineteenth century. The interwar Lithuanian state spread literacy in this language. In Soviet Lithuania, the Lithuanian
language again served as a mark of continuity with the ancient past. The difference between Slavic and Baltic languages is a brute fact; the idea that Lithuanian is purer than its Slavic rivals is a Romantic notion. The idea that the Lithuanian language is very closely related to Sanskrit, a view which is justified in
qualified form in philology, remains in the popular mind as a powerful national
idea to this day. This suggests the continuity of Romantic traditions, their suc-
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cessful propagation under various political regimes, and then their final success
under Soviet rule.16
How did Soviet power support Romantic nationalism? As chapter  argued,
the Lithuanian nationalism formed in the late nineteenth century involved Romantic tropes circulated by Germans after the French Revolution, modified by
Mickiewicz in the s and s, subverted by Lithuanian national activists
in the s, and articulated as politics during the Revolution of . Chapter
 demonstrated that interwar Lithuanian nationalism, as propagated by an independent Lithuanian state, concentrated on Poland’s seizure of an ostensibly
Lithuanian Vilnius in . After , the early modern, historical idea of
Lithuania all but vanished. Although there were exceptions, the predominance
of the modern, ethnic idea of nationhood was fairly clear among both Poles in
Wilno and Lithuanians in Kaunas by . Lithuanian ethnic nationalism triumphed in Soviet Lithuanian Vilnius after the Second World War.
The old joke—“Vilnius is Lithuanian, but Lithuania is Russian”—was actually false. Lithuania was Soviet, which proved to be something else than Russian, especially in Vilnius. The dreams of Lithuanian Romantics in the nineteenth century, as interpreted by Lithuanian nationalists in the twentieth, were
realized under Soviet rule. The synthesis of medieval and modern was achieved,
as linguistic practice in Vilnius closed the yawning gap between dreams of
dominance and medieval power. Language softened the blow of early modern
“statelessness” in Vilnius, as it had elsewhere in Lithuania during the interwar
period. To be sure, language was a mark of distinctiveness for Lithuanians under Soviet rule, as it was for all of the Balts. At the same time, Soviet power allowed Lithuanians to confirm in social practice Romantic beliefs that the age
and beauty of the nation were preserved in its language. The first history of the
Lithuanian language published in English, conveying to an international audience the relationship of modern Lithuanian to ancient proto-Indo-European,
was written by a graduate of Soviet-era Vilnius University.17
Ethnic nationalism, in Lithuania and elsewhere, despises ambiguous early
modern traditions and prizes fantasies of medieval purity and power. In Vilnius, Soviet power broke early modern legacies as no Lithuanian institution
could have done. The Molotov-Ribbentrop pact undid the Lublin Union: 
undid . In , the Romantic historian Narbutt had figuratively broken
his pen to protest the creation of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth; in
 Molotov and Ribbentrop set their pens to the document which led to the
end of the Polish connection with Lithuania.  established the largest early
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modern nation in Europe;  began the final division of Poles and Lithuanians into small, modern, ethnic nations. Meanwhile, Soviet rule also provided
Lithuanians with the opportunity to minimize the old historical connection to
Poland. In the grand compromise wherein Lithuanian communists mediated
between Soviet power and Lithuanian society, Poland played the important
role of common foe. Having granted territory to Soviet Lithuania at the expense of Poland, Stalin and his successors could present themselves as guarantors of the status quo.18 Throughout the Soviet period the Lithuanian intelligentsia decried the Polish “occupation” of Vilnius in , an interpretation
consistent enough with the general Soviet line of Polish imperialism to be comfortably tolerated. Even in the s, Lithuanian activists generally believed
that Poles were obsessed with Vilnius, and would stop at nothing to get it
back.19
As everywhere in the Soviet Union, the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact was taboo
in the Lithuanian SSR. During the Gorbachev period, Lithuanians recalled it
as a national tragedy in massive public demonstrations. This was courageous.
Lithuanians portrayed themselves as innocent victims of its provisions. This
was forgetful: their country gained Vilnius as a result. Lithuania’s  occupation of Vilnius, if it was mentioned at all, figured as the “return of Vilnius.”
Lithuanians took for granted that the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact was illegitimate, but that the incorporation of Vilnius that followed was legitimate. “The
reversal of the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact” was a slogan of the Lithuanian national movement during the late s.20 A literal reversal of the MolotovRibbentrop pact would have returned Vilnius to Poland. As the Soviet Union
disintegrated in the early s, Soviet authorities in Moscow and Poles in
Lithuania were quick to make this point.

NAMES AND THINGS

Over the course of a century, the Lithuanian national movement, independent
Lithuania, and Soviet Lithuania undermined the connection to Poland implicit in the traditions of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania—all the while appealing to Mickiewicz. Lithuania was redefined as a modern national unit with a
capital in Vilnius: in ideology by the national movement, in aspiration by the
interwar state, and in fact by Soviet Lithuania. As we have seen, Soviet Lithuanian Vilnius achieved what interwar Polish Wilno never managed: a monument
to Mickiewicz (“Mickievičius”) as a national poet, unveiled in . The Mickievičius statue was a rallying point for a Lithuanian national movement un-
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leashed by General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev’s reforms within the Soviet
Union in the second half of the s.
A leader of this movement was Vytautas Landsbergis (–). His family history will serve us as a parting reminder of the fundamental difference between
early modern and modern nationality in Lithuania. In the nineteenth century,
the Landsberg family, like the rest of the Lithuanian gentry, partook in early
modern Polish civilization. In the early nineteenth century, Kazimierz Landsberg studied in Polish at the Russian imperial university at Wilno. Like Mickiewicz, he took for granted the superiority of the Polish language and the ultimate return of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Kazimierz Landsberg
fought in Warsaw against Russian imperial rule in the uprising of  – , the
failure of which inspired Mickiewicz to write Pan Tadeusz. As we have seen,
Wilno University and Polish schools in Lithuania were closed after this uprising. All the same, between  and  Polish cultural superiority remained
unchallenged in historic Lithuania.
The next generation of Landsbergis’s family history reminds us, however,
that a Russian nationality policy emerged after the defeat of the next rising, of
 –. Gabriel Landsberg was also raised by a family that spoke Polish, but
unlike his father studied Lithuanian in high school. Allowed to attend university in Russia, he returned from Moscow as an activist of the Lithuanian national movement. He married a Polish woman, with whom he spoke Polish. Although he never spoke Lithuanian well, he was proud that all five of his
children did. His youngest children came of age in imperial Russia after the
Revolution of . As we have seen from the case of Mykolas Römer’is, it was
after  that many Lithuanian Polish gentry families began to take the idea of
a modern Lithuanian nationality seriously.
In this next generation, the Landsbergis genealogy recalls the centrality of
Vilnius to Lithuanian activists, and how the Polish seizure of the city in 
clouded their achievement of Lithuanian independence. The youngest of
Gabriel’s five children grew up to become the architect Vytautas LandsbergisŽemkalnis (–). One of his interwar monuments concerned the Gediminas Castle in Vilnius. Vilnius was then part of Poland, and the castle was a
site of Lithuanian nationalist longing. In a certain way, the Second World War
allowed art to become life. When the Soviet Union granted Vilnius to Lithuania in , Landsbergis-Žemkalnis was the first Lithuanian soldier to enter Gediminas Castle—or so, at any rate, went the story he told his son. During the
brief Lithuanian interregnum in –, and then again in the Lithuanian
SSR, Landsbergis-Žemkalnis worked to construct a Lithuanian Vilnius. (“Žem-
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kalnis,” incidentally, is simply a lithuanization of “Landsbergis.”) Today, a street
of Vilnius bears his name.
His son, Vytautas Landsbergis, cultivated a more private art within the constraints of the Lithuanian SSR. Vytautas Landsbergis fils exemplified the achievements of the Lithuanian intelligentsia within the Soviet system. He finished
conservatory as a pianist in , received his doctorate in musicology in ,
taught for thirty years, wrote many books. He specialized in the music of the
Lithuanian artist and composer Mikalojus Čiurlionis (–), a figure officially restored from Stalin-era disgrace to the Lithuanian national pantheon in
. Landsbergis’s eight books on Čiurlionis represent a productive commitment to the continuation of Lithuanian national culture, which of course involved creating something new. Vytautas Landsbergis represented, after all, the
first generation of the Landsbergis family whose mother tongue was Lithuanian rather than Polish. Incidentally, Mikalojus Čiurlionis, now known to all
Lithuanians as the “artist of the nation,” could not speak Lithuanian as a child.
Čiurlionis’s mother tongue was Polish. He learned Lithuanian from his wife
Sofija Kymantaitė ( –). Let us not imagine a return to the folk: she was
a writer and translator, and spent her formative years among the Cracow art
nouveau known as Young Poland. Čiurlionis defined himself as a Lithuanian
only after the Revolution of . In the cases of Landsbergis and the hero of his
academic work, we must see nationality not as a kind of ethnic fate, but as a political choice within definable historical circumstances.21
The circumstances of such individual choices in the present join in a strange
harmony with collective myths of a national past. In the Lithuanian case, modern national activism meant rejecting palpable continuities with the early modern Commonwealth in favor of historical myths about the medieval Grand
Duchy of Lithuania. This meant choosing one version of Mickiewicz over another. Mickiewicz’s political respect for the early modern Commonwealth was
set aside; his Romantic myths of the medieval Grand Duchy were politicized.
Landsbergis’s patrimony (or rather patrinomy—his last name) reminds us how
the early modern Polish nation was supplanted by a modern Lithuanian nation, how an elite idea of politics expressed in Polish was replaced by a folk conception expressed in Lithuanian. Lithuanian national politics involved an alliance of the modern and the medieval against the early modern. Early modern
principles of legitimacy, the authority of gentry families, or the political institutions of the Commonwealth, were rejected. The age and beauty of medieval
history legitimized the modern effort to seize power in the name of the people.
Vytautas Landsbergis’s first name recalls the myth of medieval Lithuania that
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served as the national past. Vytautas the Great was a medieval grand duke of
Lithuania who resisted union with Poland. In interwar Lithuania, Vytautas the
Great was associated with the Lithuanian golden age before the Lublin Union
, and with Lithuanian revanchist designs upon Vilnius. In Soviet Lithuanian Vilnius, Vytautas continued to stand for hostility to the Polish connection.22 As Lithuanians liberated themselves from Soviet rule, they elevated Vytautas the Great again to the first rank of national heroes. The form of national
revival symbolized by Vytautas the Great, the restoration of an ancient Lithuania without a Polish connection, was substantiated in politics by Vytautas
Landsbergis. In , Landsbergis was elected leader of the Lithuanian national
movement Sa˛jūdis. In , he presided over the parliamentary session during
which Lithuanian independence was declared. In , he was elected to chair
the parliament of an independent Lithuanian republic with a capital in Vilnius.
In September of that year, Landsbergis’s government began a diplomatic dispute with Poland, in which Landsbergis demanded that Poland accept the
Lithuanian status of Vilnius—between  and .
This unusual diplomacy was the consequence of a particular view of the
past, which neglected the early modern connection with Poland in favor of a
romantic view of medieval Lithuania. This neglect was a hallmark of Lithuanian nationalism and a purposeful answer to Polish culture, the attractions of
which were well known to every generation of Lithuanian activists. Even the
Romantic view of medieval Lithuania, the Garden of Eden in the Lithuanian
myth, was articulated most beautifully by Mickiewicz in Polish. Konrad Wallenrod, Mickiewiczean hero of the poem that opens this chapter, was a medieval Lithuanian knight. His heroism lay in his ability to conceal his own identity and bide his time in the service of the enemy until the proper moment for
action arrived. The name Mickiewicz invented for his greatest medieval heroine, “Grażyna,” entered the Lithuanian language, and was borne, for example,
by Landsbergis’s wife. The emphasis on the medieval and the rejection of the
early modern was consistent with, and indeed motivated, the spread of the
modern ethnic nation. The age of the Lithuanian language became the beauty
of its culture, and then the beauty of its culture became the power of mass literacy and universal suffrage. These, of course, had a force of their own.
As after the First World War, after the collapse of the Soviet Union Lithuanian authorities conveyed historical myths to a mass public. The popular demand for historical truth was met with the republication of interwar history
texts, especially those of the leading national historian and mythmaker, Adolfas
Šapoka. Even Narbutt’s (Polish-language and imposingly long) history of Lith-
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uania was published in Lithuanian in the s. As after the First World War,
after the collapse of the Soviet Union the danger was that historical myth legitimized as political discourse would prevent Lithuanian governments from executing a rational foreign policy. The fear of Polish civilization so appropriate to
national revival risked weakening the Lithuanian state in international relations. The first signs were not encouraging. Landsbergis’s initial coldness to Poland fit a national consensus that emerged astonishingly quickly and showed
remarkable intergenerational range. As Lithuanian-Polish relations stalled in
the early s, Lithuanian schoolchildren were asked to select the most shameful event in national history. More than any other, they chose the  union
with Poland.23

Part II The Embattled Ukrainian
Borderland

Chapter 6 Early Modern

Ukraine (1569 –1914)

You boast that, once, we brought Poland down.
Yet when Poland fell, you were crushed as well.
Then fathers spilt blood for Moscow and Warsaw,
Bequeathing to sons their chains, their renown!
—Taras Shevchenko, “To the Dead, the Living, and the Yet Unborn . . .”
(Viunyshcha, 1845)

The Lublin Union of  defined early modern Ukraine by transferring East Slavic lands from Lithuania to Poland. Most of the lands of
Kyivan Rus’ had been acquired by Lithuania in the fourteenth century, Kyiv city coming under Lithuanian dominion in . Polish
King Kazimierz (the Great) had seized Galicia and L’viv in . For
about two hundred years, most of the patrimony of Kyivan Rus’, including the lands we now call Ukraine, was divided between Lithuania and Poland.1 Before , Lithuania had the lion’s share of the old
Kyivan principalities, but Poland’s Galicia (the Rus’ Palatinate) was
the most prosperous and advanced of these lands. The  Lublin
Union was thus a repartition of old Rus’, on terms favorable to
Poland. Lithuania retained its more northerly Slavic territories now
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known as Belarus. Lithuania ceded to Poland its most southerly territories, the
Bratslav, Kyiv, and Volyn’ regions, most of what is now Ukraine. Orthodox nobles of Rus’, who after two centuries thought of themselves as Lithuanians,
found themselves within the Polish Kingdom. Braclaw, Kijów and Wolyń
joined Galicia as territories within the Polish Kingdom where the main religion
was Orthodoxy, the vernacular was Ruthenian, the liturgical language was
Church Slavonic, and the script was Cyrillic. Kyiv city, the capital of ancient
Rus’, was suddenly part of Poland.
The Union between the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the Polish Kingdom
was organic and negotiated, while the absorption of Ukraine by Poland was
precipitous and decreed. The spread of Roman Catholicism within Lithuania
had begun with baptism of the sovereign in , and continued slowly for
nearly two centuries before the constitutional union with Poland in .
Ukraine, on the other hand, was an Orthodox land suddenly brought into intense contact with Western Christendom at the height of the controversies over
Reform. Reform marked a change in the balance between Western and Eastern
Christianity. In the medieval period, Orthodox Rusian churchmen had provided Vilnius and Lithuania with East Slavic languages and culture. As Polish
high culture came to dominate Vilnius, as Lithuania granted Ukraine to Poland,
and as Western Christianity was subject to Reform, the tables were turned. A
source of high culture in medieval Lithuania, Ukraine became the target of civilizers in early modern Poland. Ukraine had provided medieval Lithuania with
Christianity and writing; Ukraine received from early modern Poland Reformed
Christianity and the printed book. In these ways, the  transfer marks the
end of medieval Rus’, as continued within Lithuania; and the beginning of
early modern Ukraine, comprised of East Slavic lands included in Poland. The
Ukrainian national poet Taras Shevchenko called Vilnius “the most glorious of
cities”; the Ukraine of which he wrote begins with a connection to Warsaw.
Just as the history of medieval Rus’ begins with the Orthodox baptism of
Grand Duke Volodymyr in , so the history of early modern Ukraine begins
with conversions of Ukrainian nobles to Western Christianity after . In sixteenth-century Poland, Protestants first, and Catholics in response, brought to
bear the printed word, the vernacular, and techniques of disputation revived by
the Renaissance. After , these intellectual fireworks were released in Ukraine,
the main pyrotechnicians being the Jesuits. The effect was spectacular, especially against a darkening sky. As Reform raised religious disputation in Poland
to a very high level, Orthodoxy in Ukraine continued its long intellectual decline. Its limitations inhered in the language created to spread eastern-rite
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Christianity among the Slavs. Old Church Slavonic, the remarkable creation of
Cyril/Constantine, had allowed the spread of the Gospel throughout East and
South Slavic lands. Although Old Church Slavonic served the medieval purposes of conversion from paganism to Christianity very well, it was insufficient
for the early modern challenge of Reform. It provided no link to classical models. As centuries passed, it was ever less able to provide Orthodox churchmen
with a means of communication among themselves—or with their flock, when
this idea arose. As the various Slavic languages emerged (or diverged), Church
Slavonic lost both its original proximity to the vernacular and its universal appeal. By the early modern period it had declined into local recensions which
neither matched local speech nor represented a general means of communication among Orthodox churchmen.2
In the sixteenth century, the humble literature of the Orthodox church was
dwarfed by that of the Protestants and Catholics.3 Both Protestants and Catholics initially tried to use Church Slavonic in their schools and publications in
Ukraine, before deciding that what they had to say could only be conveyed in
Polish. Unlike all of its competitors, Polish was at once a living language and a
language of culture, amenable to propaganda and proselytism. Churchmen’s
use of Polish in Ukraine was not national prejudice, but a choice of weapons in
a battle for souls. Proponents of Church Slavonic did rise to the challenge.
Konstantyn Ostroz’kyi, the greatest of the Volhynian princes, sponsored the
publication of the first complete bible in Church Slavonic. Pamvo Berynda
published a lexicon. Petro Mohyla founded an Orthodox collegium, which later
became the Kyiv Academy. It used Church Slavonic, although the textbooks
were generally in Latin and the composition generally in Polish. Because they
were forced to learn other languages and classical rhetoric and disputation, Ukrainian churchmen became the outstanding interpreters of Church Slavonic texts,
which made them much desired in Moscow. All the same, they too found the
Polish language best suited their needs. After , the majority of polemical
tracts written by Orthodox churchmen were in Polish (though the titles, pseudonyms, and terms of abuse were often of Byzantine origin); after , Orthodox churchmen usually signed their names in Polish; after , most official documents in Ukraine were written in Polish. Mohyla, who died in ,
wrote his will in Polish.4
One important response of the local Orthodox hierarchy was a project for
Union with Rome. To end the Eastern Schism was a matter of the greatest importance for Rome after ; in the absence of a total solution the Catholic
Church had enacted several local Unions with churches of other rites. After
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Fig. . The Ostroh Bible, published in . Early modern Ostroh boasted an Orthodox
academy, a yeshiva, a mosque, and a Unitarian Church. Ostroh is today a town in Rivne
oblast, western Ukraine.

, the political conditions were in place for such a local Union in the new
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The ecclesiastical separation of the metropolitan sees of Moscow and Kiev had been established in , with the latter
entirely within the boundaries of the Commonwealth. After the new territorial
disposition of , most of these Orthodox lands fell within Poland rather
than Lithuania. Polish Jesuits such as Piotr Skarga (–) supported
Union with the Orthodox; papal emissaries such as Antonio Possevino explained to Rome the possibility of a regional Union; King Zygmunt III was a
keen advocate on security and religious grounds. Yet Union was by no means a
plot of Rome or Warsaw. The  Brest Union came from the bosom of Orthodoxy, as bishops sought to preserve their church. The Orthodox Patriarchy
of Constantinople was discredited by its obvious dependency on Ottoman
power; the new Patriarchy of Moscow was established by dubious methods. Jeremiah II, Patriarch of Constantinople and highest authority of the Orthodox
Church, enjoyed the unpleasant distinction of having been imprisoned by both
the Ottomans and the Muscovites. Having been forced to elevate the metropolitan see of Moscow to a patriarchy, Jeremiah tarried in Poland’s Ukrainian
lands in  and . Jeremiah ordered annual synods at Brest, which pre-
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pared the Union of Orthodox and Catholic Churches promulgated in the Commonwealth in .5
Opponents saw the Brest Union as an attempt to eliminate the Orthodox
Church in the Commonwealth, which it was. After all, the Orthodox bishops
who proposed and established Union believed that they were joining the Catholic Church, retaining their eastern rite while gaining equal status within that
larger body. The Vatican treated Union as part of a tradition of ending schisms
by way of regional arrangements. King Zygmunt III therefore had a point when
he claimed that the “Greek faith” he was bound to protect was the Uniate
Church, as the full and legitimate successor of the Orthodox Church in the
Commonwealth. The politics of Union forced cooperation between Protestants (now a smaller minority relative to an enlarged Catholic Church) and Orthodox (whose church had legally ceased to exist in the Commonwealth). During the crisis of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, Protestants
found themselves in sympathy with the Orthodox for reasons of doctrine and
practice as well as political survival. The most prominent opponent of the Brest
Union was Konstantyn Ostroz’kyi, the Volhynian prince who published the Slavonic Bible. Armed with arguments drawn from Protestant sources (that the
pope was the Antichrist, for instance), Ostroz’kyi used the institutions of the
Commonwealth to protest against Union.6

Fig. . A sixteenth-century easternrite church. Niżankowice/
Nizhankovitse straddles the Bug/Buh
river, today the border between
Poland and Ukraine.
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Ostroz’kyi was able to mobilize some nobles from the Wolyń/Volyn’ and
Kijów/Kyiv regions in local diets to protest Brest. Religion, in this peculiar way,
brought some Ukrainian nobles into politics. For Orthodox townsmen, the
Brest Union represented a threat to their social position by Polish immigrants.
Here religion stood for conservatism. In the parishes, the Uniate Church failed
to unify the Orthodox clergy or elevate the eastern rite such that it could satisfy
the majority of the Ukrainian gentry.7 From controversy over Union arose a
political lexicon. The traditional sacral designation “Rus’” had been used in a
political sense for centuries; now the vague military term “Ukraina” took on
something like a political meaning as the homeland of the Orthodox in
Poland.8 The Lublin Union of  had separated East Slavs in Ukraine from
their northern counterparts in the Grand Duchy; the Brest Union of  provided the occasion to consider this new territorial settlement in political terms.
Rather than creating a single church within the Commonwealth that could assimilate eastern traditions, the Brest Union created a confusing situation in
which all Christian churches in Ukraine posed political problems. Most pregnant was the gap between reformers and peasants, for whom the motives of Reform and Union were totally obscure.

THE DEFINITION OF EARLY MODERN
UKRAINE, 1569 –1648

Earlier, we noted an odd and important feature of the resolution of the Renaissance language question in Poland and Lithuania. Whereas nobles of both
realms accepted Polish as the language of learning and politics after , this
had different long-term social consequences in the two realms. In Poland the
educated classes shifted from an imported language of state and literature,
Latin, to a codified version of the vernacular, Polish. In the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania the educated classes shifted from a language of government similar to
the vernacular of much of the country, Chancery Slavonic, to an imported language of state and literature, Polish. This sidelined the Belarusian vernacular,
which joined the Lithuanian vernacular in political and cultural irrelevance.
We then saw that the elite status of Polish weakened its case when national politics came to mean mass politics in the modern period. In Ukraine, the same
can be said about the answer to the language question after : rather than the
Ukrainian vernacular being elevated or Church Slavonic being revived, Polish
simply won the day. Whereas in Poland the answer to the language question
brought letters closer to common speech, in Lithuania and Ukraine it dis-
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tanced the literate elite, lay and church alike, from the commoners (chart ,
p. ).
A further point can be made about the outcome of religious Reform in
Ukraine. Like Polish nobles, many Ukrainian nobles were swept away by the
Reformation. Much of the Ukrainian gentry converted from Orthodoxy to
several varieties of Protestantism in the sixteenth century. As in Poland, the
children and grandchildren of such nobles in Ukraine were drawn to CounterReformation, and converted to Roman Catholicism. Polish and great Ukrainian nobles thus ended by sharing a religion, Roman Catholicism. Yet whereas
the Counter-Reformation removed a new religious difference between Polish
lords and Polish peasants, it created a new religious difference between Roman
Catholic Ukrainian lords and Orthodox Ukrainian peasants. When in the modern period popular religion and the common speech became platforms of national politics, the Polish language and Roman Catholic religion were bound to
be presented as alien to Ukraine. There was, however, one institution which
served both. The Uniate Church survived in Ukraine, as a minority religion
among both gentry and peasants. When Orthodoxy regained legal status in the
Commonwealth in the s, Union ceased to be a universal aspiration and became a minority eastern-rite Church. As we shall see, in the right political conditions the Uniate Church became one platform for modern ideas of Ukraine
nationality.9
In the religious and political life of the new Commonwealth, early modern
Ukraine differed more from Poland than did Lithuania. In Lithuania, Roman
Catholicism had taken root long before, and was a faith of peasants as well as
nobles. Lithuania was a full partner in the politics of the new Commonwealth,
Ukraine was not. Whereas the Lithuanian middle gentry could choose between
Lithuanian and Commonwealth law to protect their freedoms, Ukrainian middle gentry found themselves at the mercy of their richer and more powerful
brethren. In the political economy of the new Commonwealth, Ukrainian
lands played a particular role. As the Commonwealth became the breadbasket
of Western Europe, and as gentry succeeded in binding peasants to the land,
property was ever more the way to wealth and power.10 Property was for the
taking in Ukraine.
In Lithuania, gentry were able to use the executive power they retained after
 to protect their landholdings, and in any case the Lithuanian Statutes remained the highest law. The  Statute of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania was
designed in part to protect native Lithuanian landholders. No such Ukrainian
defenses existed. In the decades after , a few Polish families gained enor-
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mous landholdings in Ukraine, and thousands of petty Polish nobles and Jews
followed to work for the great lords. Fewer lords owned more land. By ,
perhaps  percent of the population of Ukraine was noble, as opposed to about
 percent of the population elsewhere in Poland.11 Ukrainian nobles of local
origin profited most from the new order. The richest ones recruited Polish and
Jewish soldiers and assistants. Polish hirelings brought economic practices such
as leasing, which allowed great tracts of land to become proper latifundia; Jewish administrators were drawn from the Polish crownlands by magnates keen to
profit from their skills. As gentry took on Polish ways and Jews took up their
leases, the Orthodox peasantry was reduced from poverty to penury. Nathan of
Hanover, graduate of the Ostroh Yeshiva and famous chronicler if the bloodshed that followed, compared the suffering of the peasants to that of the Jews
under Egyptian bondage. The Ukrainians, he wrote, “were looked upon as
lowly and inferior beings, and became the slaves and handmaids of the Polish
people and the Jews . . . ”12
This intense stratification allowed impressive cultural attainments at the
peak of society. Polish women brought court life to Ukraine, creating milieux
that allowed cultural trends to be observed and to spread. Just as the Italian Renaissance had been rendered attractive in Poland by the person and entourage
of the Italian princess Bona Sforza, wife of Zygmunt I and mother of Zygmunt
II, so a generation later the Polish Renaissance was communicated to Ukraine
in magnate courts organized by Polish women. Less than a century after 
we find enormously wealthy estates in Ukraine whose guardians were as Polish
as the Poles, if not more so.13 Ukraine provided new summits for Polish high
culture; but in their shadow lurked rebels.

1648 AND ALL THAT

In the three crucial generations between the Lublin Union of  and Bohdan
Khmel’nyts’kyi’s uprising of , Polish nobles entered Ukraine and Ukrainian magnates became more Polish. Increasing social differences combined with
new religious and cultural differences to create deep political divisions. These
were compounded by the constitutional order of the new Commonwealth. It
was a republic of Two Nations, not Three; and it was before all a republic of the
nobility. The Commonwealth was thus ill designed to incorporate the free society of the Cossacks, armed men generally of peasant rather than noble origin.
In , the Polish Kingdom had inherited the Cossacks along with Ukraine
from Lithuania. Lithuania had relied upon the Cossacks to defend its southern
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borderlands from the Crimean Khanate. Poland found that the Cossacks were
a tremendous military asset, not only in defense but in attack. The Polish cavalry was the best in Europe at the time, but it was most effectively used to end
battles, and the state had difficulty paying for the standing infantry needed to
begin them.14 For a time, the Cossacks filled this gap. Their value was demonstrated in the wars with Sweden in –, Muscovy in –, and the Ottoman empire in . The Commonwealth attained its greatest glory when its
Polish and Lithuanian knights and its Ukrainian Cossacks fought side by side.
The compromise found for such militarily useful commoners was the legal
category of “registered” Cossacks. Registered Cossacks had personal liberty, but
were disenfranchised if they were not noblemen. Since Cossacks as an estate
were not represented in the parliament, that body took an ungenerous view of
the number of Cossacks who should be registered. The nobility, by contrast,
was enfranchised. Since great nobles had an interest in keeping peasants bound
to the land, and a peasant who became a registered Cossack gained rights, they
had an economic interest in keeping the number of registered Cossacks low.
The policy after  was to maintain the Cossacks as a small border guard, increasing their numbers only when necessary for war. The Commonwealth neglected to pay the registered Cossacks after , which was much resented.15
They faced mobilization without representation.
The Cossacks impotently petitioned parliament for the restoration of their
traditional status. Like the Lithuanian middle gentry before , some Ukrainian Cossacks after  also wished to win the rights that nobles had secured
for themselves within the Polish Kingdom. Unlike Lithuanian nobles, Ukrainian Cossacks had not begun the association with Poland from a position of
formal equality, and lacked the institutional platform from which to negotiate.
The Lithuanian gentry had observed Polish norms over the course of centuries,
and had negotiated what became the Lublin Union with Poland over decades.
Ukrainian Cossacks were thrust into direct contact with Polish practices, while
a very few very rich magnates and their administrators represented Poland and
Polishness in Ukraine. Catholicism had been introduced by degrees into Lithuania, beginning in ; and was familiar when not acceptable to nobles throughout the Commonwealth. Orthodoxy was the only religion the non-noble majority of the Cossacks had ever known. Although the  Brest Union was a
matter of disputation among Ukrainian gentry, it appears to have been simply
shocking to most of the Cossacks.16 Although after the s Orthodoxy was
once again recognized in the Commonwealth, Cossacks generally wished to remove the Uniate Church (and Roman Catholics, and Protestants, and Jews)
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from Ukraine. This did not mean that the Cossacks cooperated with the reinstated
Orthodox hierarchy in Kyiv, whose advances were rebuffed by Khmel’nyts’kyi.
This suggests a deeper issue: the lack of a corporate elite in early modern
Ukraine. Orthodoxy was defended by lay soldiers; Polish customs were taken
for granted by rebels against Polish rule. There was a Ukrainian nobility; there
was also the Cossack officer corps; there was some overlap between these groups.
Differences in social origins, however, led to painful political divisions. The
richest Polish and Polonized nobles dominated local politics, and sought to
deny minor gentry (such as Bohdan Khmel’nyts’kyi) their traditional rights.
Bohdan Khmel’nyts’kyi (ca. –), a registered Cossack, fled to the Cossack headquarters after a Polish official stole his property, took his lover, and
murdered his son. Khmel’nyts’ky became Cossack hetman, and began the massive Cossack uprising of . He became the most important figure in seventeenth-century Ukraine, but his own special case also illustrates how the arrival
of Polish institutions inflamed and divided the local nobility. Meanwhile, the
same economic trends that allowed certain Ukrainian nobles to enjoy great
power within the Commonwealth also strengthened the Cossacks as a fighting
force. As magnates tamed the Ukrainian steppes for the grain trade, peasants
moved ever farther south, into territories raided for slaves by the Crimean
Tatars, and often into the ranks of the Cossacks. For the peasantry, the Cossack
life was the available alternative to magnate serfdom and Tatar slavery. The
combination of incorporation by Poland, Union with the Catholic Church,
the frustration of registered Cossacks, and the enserfment of peasants, explains
how Khmel’nyts’ky could after  mount attacks which threatened the Commonwealth.
After Khmel’nyts’ky allied with Muscovy at Pereiaslav in , his Cossacks
helped Muscovy make war on the Commonwealth. This brought a series of
calamities which killed perhaps a third of the Commonwealth’s population of
ten million, and began its fatal decline as a European power. The turning point
at which Polish-Ukrainian history failed to turn was the Union of Hadiach of
 – . Proposed by Hetman Ivan Vyhovs’kyi (died ), the Hadiach
Union would have made elite Ukrainian Cossacks the third nation in a Commonwealth of Three Nations (Poland, Lithuania, and Rus’). Ukraine would
have enjoyed a status comparable to that which Lithuania had secured: its own
administration, army, and judiciary. The status of the Orthodox Church in
Ukraine and throughout the tripartite Commonwealth would have been equal
to that of the Roman Catholic Church. The plan’s author, the erudite polemicist Iurii Nemyrych (–), had just reconverted from Unitarianism back to
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Orthodoxy. A portion of the Cossacks would have been ennobled, and enjoyed
political rights and the privilege of ruling Ukraine. Yet Hadiach was a republican rather than democratic resolution, and the Ukrainian rising was rather
democratic than republican. Hetman Vyhovs’kyi, like Hetman Khmel’nyts’kyi
before him, straddled the republican world of Commonwealth courts and the
democratic world of the Cossack steppe. An educated man, he saw the benefits
of compromise, but could not bring the majority of Cossacks to his point of
view. A crucial point of disagreement was the Uniate Church, which the Cossacks wished to see liquidated, which the Catholic Church insisted was beyond
the reach of secular powers, and about which Vyhovs’kyi proposed an unpopular compromise. Vyhovs’kyi lacked the authority to bind the masses of free Cossacks who would not have been ennobled under his proposal, and the charisma
to persuade them in time. As Muscovy renewed its attacks on the Commonwealth and supported Vyhovskyi’s rivals, he was overthrown as hetman and fled
Ukraine. Nemyrych, the author of the compromise, was slain by the Cossacks
under his command. The mass of the Cossacks were mainly concerned to protect their personal freedoms, an object they pursued by what they thought were
temporary alliances with Muscovy, Poland, and the Crimean Khanate. Although the Polish-Lithuanian parliament accepted the Hadiach Union, the
Polish gentry lost interest in Union when it became clear that the hetmans did not
really control the Cossacks, and the Cossacks did not really control Ukraine.17
The failure of the Hadiach Union in  ended the Commonwealth’s golden
age, the era of glory, prosperity, and toleration inaugurated by the Lublin Union
of .18 The Commonwealth founded in  was a unique solution to the
problems of religious and national strife threatening Europe’s great powers.
The problem of early modern European sovereigns was the clash of religious
and political loyalty, their own and that of their subjects. As Germany was divided among Lutheran and Catholic princes, as France massacred its Huguenots, as the Holy Roman Emperor paid tribute to the Ottoman Sultan, and as
even Spain’s formidable power was challenged in the Netherlands and undermined by the Inquisition, Poland-Lithuania alone combined religious toleration, institutional reform, and territorial expansion.19 The Polish-Lithuanian
solution of  was one of republican institutions to protect the rights of a sizable and variegated gentry. In economic terms, the prosperity of the Commonwealth and its gentry depended upon the grain trade with Western Europe,
suggesting both the increasing relative economic backwardness of PolandLithuania, and the declining relative position of its peasants. Over the very long
term, the absence of a central authority, the marginalization of the cities, and
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the backwardness of the countryside perhaps doomed the Commonwealth. Yet
one can never be too certain: had events of the seventeenth century taken a different turn, had the conflict in Ukraine been resolved in the middle of the seventeenth century, the Commonwealth might have addressed these questions.
In the period under discussion,  –, the crucial test for the Commonwealth was its ability to create, attract, and gain the loyalty of the political elite
in Poland, Lithuania, and Ukraine. The Lublin Union had created and formalized a state of noble warriors and gentry citizens in Poland and Lithuania. The
failure of the Hadiach Union prevented the application of this solution to
Ukraine, and undermined it in Poland and Lithuania as well.
The Cossack rising would importantly mark the future of the Polish national
idea, and the role of Poland in the Ukrainian national idea. In seventeenth-century Ukraine, it was easy to equate Poles and Catholics with masters, and the
association only became stronger in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Yet the key to the seventeenth century is not the clash between the Polish and
Ukrainian nations, but the failure of the Commonwealth and the Cossacks to
find a compromise. In Lithuania, such a compromise was found in , and
political and religious institutions remained a bridge between local elites and
Polish culture well after dissolution of the Commonwealth in . In Ukraine,
no such political institutions were maintained, and the range of the Uniate
Church was limited by the Cossacks. This leads to the misleading impression,
in retrospect, that “Poland” and “Ukraine” were distinct in an era when they
were joined in a single kingdom, and that “Poles” and “Ukrainians” were doomed
to be enemies. The hetmanate used Polish currency, and Polish as a language of
administration and even command. The negotiations of the mid-seventeenth
century failed both sides, but the two parties understood each other. When the
Commonwealth and the Cossacks negotiated, they did not need translators.
The Cossack officers and the Polish nobility (groups that overlapped) shared
one, two, or even three languages: Latin, Polish, and the vernacular Ruthenian
(Ukrainian). When the Cossacks negotiated with the Muscovites, they used translators. Khmel’nyts’kyi had letters in Muscovite dialect translated into Latin, so
that he could read them.20
Bohdan Khmel’nyts’kyi, leader of the Cossack uprising, comes down in history as a Ukrainian hero. Yet he was also a member of the Polish nobility, and he
learned his Latin from the Jesuits. Jarema Wiśniowiecki, Khmel’nyts’kyi’s great
foe, comes down in history as a Polish magnate. He was indeed a Roman
Catholic who owned , serfs. Yet Prince Jarema was also heir of an Orthodox clan, and descendant of one of the greatest Cossacks of all time. Wiśni-
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owiecki must be seen as part of the Ukrainian problem within Poland. After all,
it was he who challenged the Polish tradition of the equality of nobles by demanding a prince’s throne in parliament. His refusal to concede any of the
lands he regarded as his own to Muscovy was a persistent diplomatic problem
for Warsaw.21 Although the period  – established crucial foundations
for the later emergence of modern nations, the moment was one of struggle for
Ukraine among Ukrainians within the new legal, political, religious, cultural,
and economic framework of the Commonwealth. Wiśniowiecki/Vyshnevets’kyi and Khmel’nyts’kyi/Chmielnicki are seen by modern people as leaders of
nations because Ukraine failed the Commonwealth, and the Commonwealth
failed Ukraine. This was a political failure: as the Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko would have it, “the Cossacks punished the nobles, for the nobles ruled
poorly.” The collapse of the early modern political order of the Commonwealth stands at the origins of modern Poland, Ukraine, and indeed Russia.

LITHUANIA, POLAND, UKRAINE:
RUSSIA, 1648–1772

Eight years after Hadiach, Ukraine was split along the Dnipro River between
the Commonwealth and Muscovy by the Treaty of Andrusovo. Today, the years
between  and  are seen from a Ukrainian point of view as the time of a
great Ukrainian rebellion against Polish oppressors; or from a Russian point of
view as the moment when the stray Ukrainian stream found its way into the
great Russian river.22 It is more fruitful to observe a point of contact between
Muscovy and Western politics and religion. The Cossack rising was grounded
in the realities of the Commonwealth: while rejecting the inequality that Polish
institutions had created in Ukraine, it presumed the existence of rights that the
Commonwealth protected. Under Poland, in the three generations between
 and , the ancient notion of democratic Cossack freedoms was shot
through by the republican notion of gentry rights within a state. Article  of the
 Pereiaslav agreement with Muscovy even specified that the Cossacks
would retain the rights they had enjoyed “under the Polish king.” Although the
Muscovites appeared similar to the Cossacks as fellow Orthodox believers, they
represented a very different political order. The Cossacks were, after all, fighting for toleration of Orthodox religion, and had a legitimate claim within a system that was supposed to guarantee the equal position of Christian faiths. In
the end, however, the Cossacks allied with a power where Church was utterly
subordinate to State. Muscovy’s traditional practice of imprisoning (and some-
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times executing) Orthodox authorities was incomparably more brutal than any
practice within the Commonwealth.
Thus the transfer of part of Ukraine exposed Muscovy to new ideas. Muscovy inherited, along with Kyiv, Orthodox churchmen formed by the controversies of the Reformation, Counter-Reformation, and Union. Mohyla’s Kyiv
Academy was at once the largest educational institution in the tsar’s domains.
Like the Chernihiv and Kharkiv collegia, it provided classical education along
Baroque lines, mainly in Latin and Polish, to tens of thousands of East Slavic
students. Jan Kochanowski, the outstanding poet of the Polish Renaissance,
was taken as a model for student compositions; Polish modes of versifying prevailed in East Slavic lands absorbed by Muscovy through the eighteenth century. These academies, founded to defend Orthodoxy against Catholicism,
were in close contact with Protestant Europe. For the next hundred and fifty
years, these Ukrainian schools provided Moscow and the St. Petersburg with
doctors, journalists, and civil servants. In the second half of the seventeenth
century, not before, books were translated in Moscow in large numbers. The
source languages were Greek, Latin, and Polish, and the translators were
churchmen from the Commonwealth.23 The language question was posed in
Russia as Muscovite dialect confronted East Slavic, West Slavic, and European
rivals.24 In these ways, the incorporation of Kyiv and left-bank Ukraine forced
Muscovy into contact with Europe.
Having adapted to the cultural attraction of western Christianity in the age
of Reform, Ukrainian churchmen confronted in Muscovy a state and a church
with limited cultural connections to the Byzantium they claimed to embody.
Although Kyivan churchmen had never before regarded Moscow as a center of
Orthodoxy, they adapted quickly to the new political situation of the second
half of the seventeenth century. They provided the manpower for Patriarch
Nikon’s modernization of the Orthodox Church, and then later for the reforms
of Peter the Great. After Andrusovo, Ukrainian churchmen sought to draw the
support of their new sovereign by recasting the history of Muscovy in a way that
linked church and state, and dignified their own position. Their cooperation
with the Muscovite dynasty involved the invention of Russian history. One
Ukrainian churchman invented the idea of the “transfer” of the Kyivan princely
seat to Moscow, an idea which came to organize Russian national myth and historiography. In the s professors of the Kyiv Academy were ideologists of
the new regime. In these ways, the absorption of eastern Ukraine put into practice a transition from a limited geographic and political notion of Russia as the
territory of Muscovy to an imperial idea of Russia as Great Russia (Muscovy),
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Little Russia (Ukraine), and White Russia (Belarus).25 Such political concepts,
developed in the early modern period, took on new meaning in the modern age
of nationalism.

RUSSIA, POLAND: UKRAINE, 1772–1918

The Russian empire, as Muscovy was called after , really included two very
different Ukraines. As we have seen, left-bank Ukraine (east of the Dnipro) had
fallen under Russian control by the Treaty of Andrusovo in . Hetman Ivan
Mazepa ( –) and his successor in exile, Pylyp Orlyk (–),
sought to preserve the autonomy of their left-bank hetmanate by the traditional gambit of alliance with foreign powers. In civilization and education,
both were men of the old Commonwealth, and they represented an officer
corps self-consciously modeled on the Polish-Lithuanian nobility. As Tsar Peter I
failed to protect Ukraine during the Swedish war, Mazepa and some Cossack
officers considered the terms of Pereaiaslav violated, and mulled over an old
copy of the Hadiach Union with the Commonwealth.26 The moment for an
alliance with Poland-Lithuania had passed, however. Muscovy’s victory over
Mazepa’s Swedish patrons at Poltava in  marked the end of the autonomous hetmanate, and the beginning off the full integration of Cossack elites
into the new Russian state. This absorption of left-bank Ukrainian institutions
had been in progress for three generations when the Russian empire gained
right-bank Ukraine.
Russia seized right-bank Ukraine (west of the Dnipro) when the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth was partitioned in , , and . In rightbank Ukraine, in the tsar’s new Volyn’, Podolia, and Kiev provinces, about onetenth of the population were Polish gentry, one-tenth were Jews, and most of
the rest were Ukrainian-speaking peasants. After the  uprising, Russian authorities deprived most Polish nobles of their privileges, transforming them
(legally if not quite socially) from poor nobles into poor peasants. In two ways,
this change tended to further collapse “Poles” into “landlords” in Ukraine. The
gentry who escaped were the great landholders, who represented Polishness in
Ukraine. Meanwhile, the petty nobles deprived of their status assimilated to
Ukrainian language and culture.27 The end of old landholding customs also allowed magnates to push their poorer (Polish!) brethren from the land; the arrival of Russian power allowed them to call upon the Russian army to quell
Ukrainian peasant uprisings. The Uniate Church was largely absorbed by Russian Orthodoxy in , thus dividing Ukraine into a majority of Orthodox be-
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lievers and a very small minority of Roman Catholics. The Uniate Church survived in the Kholm Eparchate of Volhynia until : here the situation was
more complicated, but Uniate Ukrainian landlords tended to identify with Roman Catholic Polish nobles rather than Orthodox peasants and Russians.
The  rising, a national turning point in the Russian empire’s Lithuanian
and Belarusian lands, left little trace in Russian Ukraine. Whereas tens of thousands of Polish and Lithuanian gentry fought in central Poland and Lithuania,
in Ukraine Polish landlords collaborated with Russian rule.28 In Lithuania, the
gentry fought to revive the institutions and traditions of the Grand Duchy, a
cause inapplicable in Ukraine, since there were no analogous Ukrainian inheritances. Whereas Lithuanian and Belarusian peasants took part in the old
Grand Duchy, Ukrainian peasants were more likely to betray gentry conspirators to the tsar’s police or even to fight with his armies. Russian generals sought
to portray the rebels as Poles who wished to enserf the Ukrainian peasantry. It
is nevertheless too soon to speak of a clear division among modern Polish and
Ukrainian nations. The most successful Polish general of the  uprising in
Ukraine was Edmund Różycki, whose Volhynian troops called him “Bat’ko”
(Ukrainian for father) and marched into battle singing Ukrainian songs.29
Language was not yet a dividing line between nations, the goals of the uprising
were political rather than ethnic, and some Volhynian gentry were willing to
die for the idea of a restored Commonwealth.
Still, for solid social and economic reasons, the line of both noble and peasant participation in the  rising was the northern border of Ukraine, as created in .30 In right-bank Ukraine, the political and social system that had
sparked the massive revolts of the seventeenth century was consolidated in the
Russian empire under continued local Polish rule in the eighteenth.31 There
were still peasant risings, memorably recorded by the Ukrainian poet Taras
Shevchenko, although their scale is unknown. Russian rule in the nineteenth
century, superimposed on the primitive agrarian economy inherited from the
Commonwealth, brought about a staggering gulf between a tiny group of Polish lords and the mass of Ukrainian peasants. Serfs were given personal freedom
in , but could not easily secure enough land to survive. It was not hard to
persuade them that the rebels of  wished to enserf them again. By ,
only about  percent of the population in the tsar’s Volhynian, Podolian, and
Kiev provinces reported Polish as their first language. At this time, about four
thousand Polish families owned as much land as three million former serfs.32
These right-bank territories, where the gentry was Polish, were absent from
Russian notions of “Ukraine” for much of the nineteenth century. For Rus-
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sians, Ukraine was rather the left bank, absorbed by the empire in . The
earliest articulation of Ukrainian patriotism by Russian subjects came from the
left bank, from the new university at Kharkiv, in the s and s. Later
Ukrainians saw the Kharkiv revival as a bridge between the defunct hetmanate
(whose officers were fully co-opted by the empire by ) and the modernizing
Russian empire after the Crimean War (– ). It was seen as a bright beacon
during the “dark time” of political impotence. This modern patriotic scheme
requires an important qualification. The novelty of the Kharkiv revival was not
its attention to Ukrainian culture, but rather its association of Ukrainian culture with the Ukrainian lands. Broadly conceived, Ukrainian culture was a bulwark of the Russian empire, providing many of its legitimating myths, its folksongs and folktales, and indeed its educated civil servants. For more than a
century after the foundation of the Russian empire in , Ukrainians had
provided many of its outstanding architects, apologists, and adventurers. Only
from the s did cracks begin to appear in this Ukrainian tradition of imperial service, and dilemmas appear for people of Ukrainian culture. Stricter ideas
of official nationality forced Ukrainians to choose between public service and
private inclinations; meanwhile new ideas of folk patriotism from the West
provided a basis for an identification with the people of Ukraine. In rough
terms, elite Ukrainians served the tsars so long as they were welcome in the capital of an empire that admitted multiple variations of Russia; when narrow
ideas of Russia were imposed on Ukraine, a corner was turned.33 The Crimean
War, then, marks not only a change in Russian attitudes toward Ukraine, but a
change in Ukrainian attitudes toward Russia.
In the middle of the nineteenth century, defensive patriotism from the left
bank combined with the Romantic guilt of certain landlords from the right
bank, and met in Kyiv/Kiev/Kijów to form a populism with something like a
national character. Many Kievans, often people of Polish descent, tried to take
politics to the Ukrainian peasantry. Kyiv/Kiev/Kijów was Polish in culture,
and remained a puzzle to Russians two centuries after its incorporation into
Russia.34 Tsarist officials disagreed about whether populism was helpful (since
awakened Ukrainian peasants would realize that they were Russians), or harmful (since Ukrainian activists were sometimes of Polish origin.)35 After the 
rising, Ukrainian activism was opposed as part of a general Polish plot. The Valuev Decree of July , famous for supporting the view that the Ukrainian language “has not, does not, and cannot exist,” blamed its propagation on the
Poles.36 The possibility that Ukraine might be a nation separate from both
Poland and Russia came late to Russians, and once conceived was categorically
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denied. The  Ems Decree, which banned the publication and import of all
Ukrainian works, reflected a modern association of language to nationality and
the novel realization that the Ukrainians might be a nation. In the final quarter
of the nineteenth century, the idea that Russia was a single nation, and that all
East Slavs were Russians, became hegemonic.37
During this same period, the Ukrainian idea developed by Russian subjects
found an audience in another empire. The poetry of Taras Shevchenko (–
) was read in Austrian Galicia as well as in Russia. Shevchenko was an extraordinary figure, a peasant son who saw Vil’no and Warsaw, a serf painter redeemed from his bondage for the sake of his art by admirers in St. Petersburg, a
poet of freedom who established the grammar and the grace of the modern
Ukrainian literary language.38 With the abolition of serfdom, which took place
the year of Shevchenko’s death, his achievement paved the way for a modern
Ukrainian politics in which culture was connected, in theory and in practice,
with the peasantry. After , varieties of modern Ukrainian politics were
borne to Austria by Russian subjects. Mykhailo Drahomanov (– ), the
most influential of Ukrainian political activists, found his way to L’viv after he
lost his university chair at Kyiv in . Mykhailo Hrushevs’kyi ( –),
the greatest Ukrainian historian, was hired away from Kyiv by L’viv University
in . Vyacheslav Lypyns’kyi (–), the greatest Ukrainian political
theorist, emigrated to Austrian Galicia in . The list includes Dmytro
Dontsov, the most famous Ukrainian nationalist: but his ideas found purchase
in a twentieth-century Galicia that took the modern nation for granted, a Galicia that came into being in the final quarter of the nineteenth century.

AUSTRIA, POLAND: UKRAINE, 1772–1918

How did the Ukrainian idea became modern national politics, and why in Austria? It appears, at first, that Polish dominance was far more secure in Austrian
Galicia than in Russian Ukraine. The lands of the Commonwealth seized by
Austria in the partitions of  and , known as “Galicia and Lodomeria,”
were home to more than two million East Slavic peasants. Catholic Poles were
the available ruling class, and Galicia was left under the control of Polish landholders. Although Poles were the majority in the western part of the province,
where Cracow was the largest city after it was incorporated in , and Ukrainians the majority in the eastern part, where Lwów/L’viv was the largest city,
Galicia was a single province. By the final quarter of the nineteenth century, the
population of the western half was perhaps  percent Polish and . percent
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Jewish, with a handful of Germans and East Slavs. The population of the eastern half of Galicia, by contrast, was perhaps  percent Ukrainian,  percent
Polish, and  percent Jewish. These figures held steady until the First World
War.39 To the position of Galician Jews we shall return. Here our purpose is to
divine the origins of Ukrainian politics.
Although initial Austrian land reforms scarcely improved the lot of Ukrainian peasants, religious reforms were of great potential importance. In 
Empress Maria Theresa rechristened the Uniate Church the “Greek Catholic”
Church, to be equal to the Roman and Armenian Catholic Churches. In 
she opened fourteen places for Greek Catholics at the Barbareum Academy in
Vienna. Her successor Joseph II founded a General Seminary for Greek Catholics in Lemberg/Lwów/L’viv in , and opened Lemberg University in .
Between  and  the university included a Studium Ruthenum for Greek
Catholics who did not know Latin well enough to attend regular courses.40
There was no immediate connection between liberated Greek Catholic peasants and educated Greek Catholic churchmen. In the first half of the nineteenth century, Greek Catholic priests saw themselves as continuators of the
Polish high culture and the religious variety of the recently defunct Commonwealth. They did what their brethren in the Russian empire could not: preserve
the Church founded in  under the Commonwealth after the Commonwealth’s demise in . When they celebrated the elevation of the Lemberg/
Lwów/L’viv episcopate to the status of metropolis in , they did so in the
Polish language. A few students of the General Seminary did publish in the
Galician Ukrainian dialect as early as the s, but this was favored by neither
the church nor the state. The most noted of these was Markiian Shashkevych,
son of a noble family that had spoken Polish for generations. Other churchmen
published grammars of Ukrainian in German and Polish.41 Loyalty to early
modern Polish traditions first failed these churchmen during the Revolution of
, when a sharp difference of interests appeared between those who spoke
their language (Polish gentry) and the faithful of their parishes (Ukrainian
peasants). Encouraged by Austrian officials, a few Ukrainian leaders emerging
from the Greek Catholic clergy tabled their own proposals for the future of
Galicia.
After the Revolution of  was put down with the aid of Greek Catholic
peasants, serfdom was abolished and peasants were briefly given limited representation in the Austrian parliament. An imperial patent of  promised
Ukrainians equal treatment. Yet Ukrainians did not displace Poles as the ruling
class in Galicia, as Poles quickly adapted to the postrevolutionary situation. Be-
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tween  and  the policy of reaction in Galicia was implemented by a Polish count, Agenor Goluchowski, who placed local Polish nobles in key posts in
the Austrian administration.42 Because the revolution had set Polish gentry
and Ukrainian peasants against each other, and because its aftermath revealed
the limits of Austrian support, after  leading Greek Catholics were drawn
to Russia. The appeal of Russia peaked around , when Vienna granted informal autonomy to Galicia on terms favorable to the Polish aristocracy. Of
course, Greek Catholic Russophiles after  were never simple “Russians,”
any more than their Polonophone predecessors before  had been simple
“Poles.” Russophiles in Galicia argued that contemporary Russian had been
created by scholars from Ukraine in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
and could therefore serve as the literary language of all East Slavs.43 They regarded their eastern Galicia as a member of a larger family of East Slavic nations.
Since the Uniate (Greek Catholic) Church had been totally removed from
the Russian empire in , Galician priests who flirted with the Russian empire were of necessity flirting with Orthodoxy. Vienna supported the Greek
Catholic Church as part of a Catholic bulwark of its power in its borderlands
with Russia. In , a leading Russophile persuaded a village of Greek Catholics to petition Austrian authorities for permission to convert to Orthodoxy.
“Ukrainophiles,” advocates of the use of the local vernacular and the distinctness of local people from Russians, gained more support from Vienna. The Vatican also treated Ukrainophilia as a lesser evil than Russophilia, and favored
Ukrainophile over Russophile priests. A similar shift flowed from the secular
politics of the s. After the Ukrainian representation in the Austrian Reichsrat (parliament) dropped from seventeen to three after the  elections,
much of he Greek Catholic elite saw the sense of reaching out to the peasantry.
Some of them drew the further conclusion that the local vernacular, the Ukrainian language, was the best means to this end. In , electoral success demonstrated the political utility of the Ukrainian language.44
Within the shell of nineteenth-century Austria, Greek Catholic priests
shifted from the use of Polish as the vehicle of high culture in Galicia (roughly
–), to an identification with Russia which allowed them to distance
themselves from the Poles (roughly – ), and then finally to modern appeals on behalf of a “Ukrainian nation” divided between Austria and Russia (after ). The center of their concerns shifted from the religious practice of local Greek Catholics, to the social condition of the peasant masses, to national
justice for millions of “Ukrainians.” By the time Andrei Sheptyts’kyi was
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Fig. . Andrei Sheptyts’kyi (–
), Greek Catholic metropolitan.
Sheptyts’kyi did much to connect
Greek Catholic faith and Ukrainian
politics in Galicia. The label
“nationalist” still seems not to fit
a man who had Polish brothers
and sheltered Jews from the
Final Solution.

named metropolitan of Galicia in , his idea of Greek Catholicism as a national church was plausible. Leo Sheptyts’kyi had proposed to Empress Maria
Theresa that Greek Catholicism be accorded equal status with Roman Catholicism in Austria; his illustrious descendant Andrei proposed that a Ukrainian
Greek Catholic Church would confer upon his flock of three million equal national status with Roman Catholic Poles. In the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, the Greek Catholic Church opened hundreds of schools, most of them
teaching in the vernacular (Ukrainian). These schools were increasingly national in their orientation.45 As metropolitan, Sheptyts’kyi democratized the
Church itself.

GALICIA: UKRAINE (CIRCA 1900)

Galician Ukrainophilia was thus structurally similar to, if more modest than,
the Russophilia it supplanted. Both Russophilia and Ukrainophilia indulged in
linguistic dreams of unity. Russophiles used a bizarre mixture of Galician di-
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Fig. . St. George’s Cathedral, Lwów. Lwów was a seat of three separate Catholic rites:
Greek, Roman, and Armenian. This cathedral was Sheptyts’kyi’s seat as Greek Catholic
metropolitan of Galicia.
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alects, Church Slavonic, and elements of literary Russian; Ukrainophiles wished
to treat Galician dialects as a Ukrainian language, with little knowledge of dialects further east. Both Ukrainophilia and Russophilia were territorially ambitious. Galician Ukrainophiles and Galician Russophiles alike used an unknown
but massive group of Slavs to the east to bolster confidence and solidify claims.
These similarities help us to see how many individuals could shift from Russophilia to Ukrainophilia without enduring a sense of contradiction.
The Ukrainophile orientation had an elective affinity to other ambitious and
idealistic projects of Slavic nationalities under Austrian rule. The nineteenthcentury shifts in national orientation in Galicia were, for example, no more striking than those of Bohemia.46 Just as Czechs dreamed of enlisting the Russian
empire and the rising Balkan nations as counterweights to German power, so
Galician Ukrainians imagined their eastern neighbors as an answer to local Polish rule. Like the Czechoslovak (and Yugoslav) ideas, the Ukrainian idea was a
tempered Pan-Slavism: a Pan-Slavism close enough to nationalism to win local
support, and close enough to realism to nurture some hope of eventual success.
The Ukrainian idea bore a family resemblance to the contemporary aspirations of some Poles in Austria to turn Galicia into a “Polish Piedmont” which
would eventually unify the rest of the partitioned Polish nation. The Italian
kingdom of Piedmont, of course, began the unification of Italy (more or less
complete in ), which preceded the unification of Germany (complete in
). A difference between Poles and Ukrainians in Galicia was that Poland
was seen by everyone as a historical nation, like Germany and Italy, with a tradition of statehood.47 Poles aspired to recreate the Commonwealth as it existed
in the increasingly warped mirror of their increasingly modern nationalist imaginations; Ukrainians sought to break the looking glass, melt the fragments, shape
something new.
Andrei Sheptyts’kyi’s Polish origins are emblematic of the novelty of the
Ukrainian idea; his continued presence in Polish life reminds us of the importance of the Poles in the Ukrainian idea’s crystallization at the end of the nineteenth century. Poles were for Ukrainian activists models, rulers, and rivals.
Poles were models in that the Polish nation seemed to have great autonomy
within Austria. Poles were rulers in that this autonomy conferred real power
upon Polish aristocrats: more than  percent of high administrative posts in
Galicia were held by Poles. Poles were rivals in that Polish political forces keyed
to modern nationalism, such as the National Democrats, sought to spread Polish culture as national culture throughout Galicia. This left Ukrainian activists
confronting not only government by Poles, but a national movement deter-
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mined to create a Polish civil society and (eventually) a Polish national state in
Galicia. In fact, loyal Polish aristocrats and the Polish nationalists were themselves in opposing camps, and took different stances on a number of issues, including the Ukrainian question.
The early s found Polish officials in Galicia executors of a general Austrian policy favoring the Ukrainophile over the Russophile orientation. A committee composed of Polish noblemen decided to standardize the Ukrainian language according to the Ukrainian vernacular orthography rather than the various
systems favored by the Russophiles. Polish gentry also dominated the committee that filled the new chair of East European history in Lwów with Mykhailo
Hrushevs’kyi ( –), a Russian subject. Austrian imperial policies as executed by loyal Austrian Poles in Lwów/Lemberg/L’viv established a link to
Kijów/Kiev/Kyiv. In Kyiv, the main problem for Ukrainians was the Russian
censor, and many Ukrainophiles were Poles. Hrushevs’kyi, the student of a
Ukrainian historian of Polish origins, Volodymyr Antonovych, was surprised
to find that Poles in Galicia were hostile to the Ukrainian cause.48 His appointment, the result of a brief political conjuncture in Galicia, had lasting national
consequences for all Ukraine. Hrushevs’kyi’s arrival in L’viv from Kyiv in 
provided intellectual support to the Ukrainophile orientation in Galicia. His
lectures in the Ukrainian language lent it credibility as a means of scholarship
and enlightenment.
The first volume of his History of Ukraine-Rus’, the most important text in
the construction of a Ukrainian historical narrative, followed in . Its most
substantial innovation was the elaboration of a coherent history of Ukraine, beginning with Kyivan Rus’. The methodology that allowed this achievement
drew from Kyivan populism: the people, along with the polities, were presented
as actors in history. In this way a conjuncture of imperial politics brought to
L’viv a historical vision that could resist all imperial claims. By refuting the Russian historiographical claim that Moscow had inherited ancient Kyivan traditions, Hrushevs’kyi provided the basis for a political challenge to the Russian
claim to all Ukraine. By treating the common people as part of history, Hrushevs’kyi undermined the traditional distinction between “historical” and “unhistorical nations,” the basis for the Polish claim to Galicia. In the nineteenth
century, nations were thought to be “historical” if their elites could be associated with a state tradition. Once history was redefined to include the people,
that fact that Galicia had been a Polish crownland, or that Ukrainian elites had
accepted Polish civilization, was no longer dispositive.49 Hrushevs’kyi was a
novice in Galician politics, but implications of his work for the local Ukraino-
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Fig. . Mykhailo Hrushevs’kyi
(–), historian. His scheme of
East European history, inspirational
in Ukraine, has not yet been generally
assimilated by scholars.

phile cause were immediately apparent. Galician Ukrainian activists already
knew that if the people were treated as constitutive of the nation, eastern Galicia was a Ukrainian land. The Russian imperial census, published in , allowed Galicians to imagine a far larger Ukraine to their east.
Although Austrian imperial concessions of the early s directly and indirectly strengthened the Ukrainophile orientation, Ukrainian activists came to
see them as inadequate. Especially after the scandalous electoral manipulations
of  and , they were thinking increasingly in national terms, and national status demands equality with rivals. As we have seen, Ukrainian activists
wished for what Polish officials exercised (power) as well as what Polish nationalists sought (a mass nation). In other words, Ukrainian activists matched
their demands to what they saw as Polish successes in Galicia and their goals to
those of Polish nationalists. Immediate Ukrainian demands to Vienna were a
partition of Galicia and Ukrainian autonomy in the eastern part; proportional
representation in the Galician and Austrian parliaments; and the Ukrainization of Lwów University. The long-term goals were the creation of a Ukrainian
nation and the establishment of a Ukrainian state with “ethnic” borders.50
These harder edges of the Ukrainian idea came from a new generation of secular activists, no longer only Greek Catholic priests but their sons or daughters,
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sometimes even the children of the Ukrainian peasantry educated in post-
Austria.
Whereas Sheptyts’kyi represents the transformations of old elites (Greek Catholic clergy and Polish gentry), the poet Ivan Franko ( –) is taken to represent a new kind of secular intelligentsia arising from the Ukrainian soil. His
pedigree reminds us, however, that the political idea of ethnic nationalism was
conceived by elites before it was accepted by peasants: and that the elites often
failed to meet “ethnic” definitions of nationhood themselves. Franko’s father
was a village blacksmith, and of German origin; his mother was of petty Polish
noble origin. In  he was sent to study in a German-language school of the
Basilians, a Greek Catholic order concerned to preserve the connection of their
church with the Latin West. More important than his childhood or “ethnic”
origins were his confrontations with Polish culture, Russian politics, and European ideologies in the final quarter of the nineteenth century. In  he met
the historian Mykhailo Drahomanov (– ), an exile from Russian Ukraine
who had just lost his professorship in Kyiv. Drahomanov persuaded young intellectuals such as Franko that their Russophilia should be sublimated into
brotherhood with the Ukrainian people. In the s, thanks to a public trial
and writings in Polish, Franko became a famous socialist in L’viv/Lwów. In
 he co-founded a peasant Radical Party oriented toward the socialist transformation of Galicia, and its separation into eastern (Ukrainian) and western
(Polish) districts. In  he broke loudly with Polish politics (writing in German) and with Ukrainian politics (writing in Polish). Already a friend of Hrushevs’kyi, Franko now became his protégé. On Christmas Eve, , the two
men and the other leaders of a new National Democratic party published an
appeal to all classes of Ukrainian society for the general endeavor of national
sovereignty. While Franko continued to believe that an elite must organize politics, his views of the ideas that should guide elites had undergone an important
change.51
By , Franko was an advocate of Ukrainian independence within what he
and others of his generation called “ethnographic” borders. Like Franko, many
of the leading Galician Ukrainian national activists in  had been socialists
ten years before. This was exceedingly common in the Europe of the day, not
least in Poland. (The founder of Polish National Democracy, Roman Dmowski; its youth organizer, Zygmunt Balicki; and its social theorist, Stanislaw Grabski, had all been socialists in their youth.) The general connection between the
seemingly contradictory ideas of socialism and nationalism is that of idealistic
faith in the yet untried people; the particular impulse that pushed Ukrainian
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activists from socialism to nationalism was real competition with the Poles.
Ukrainians influenced by Drahomanov believed that Ukrainian socialism would
arise from the Ukrainian people, Polish socialism from the Polish people, and
so on. This version of the socialist faith in the masses led inevitably to the question as to just who the masses were. In this way the invention of Ukrainian and
Polish “ethnic groups” was no stranger than, and indeed flowed logically from,
the prediction that the Ukrainian and Polish masses would lead a revolution.
Since the Ukrainian people was constituted almost entirely of peasants, it was
easy to conflate the revolutionary idea of the people with the new scientific idea
of an “ethnic group.” The  Russian imperial census, which inquired about
language, created the mental map of a great land of ethnic Ukrainians to Galicia’s east. The idea of a Ukrainian “ethnic group” also provided a natural defense against Polish socialists who presumed that socialism would mean a revival of the old Commonwealth, and against Polish nationalists who based
their claim to Galicia on culture rather than numbers.52
In Galicia, these conclusions of the secular intelligentsia were reached by
, just as Sheptyts’kyi began to transform the Greek Catholic Church into a
democratic instrument of Ukrainian national revival. Social, religious, and linguistic differences of early modern origin were now recast in modern national
terms by both radicals and churchmen. The peasantry was not part of the nation in the early modern Commonwealth; the definition of a modern Ukrainian peasant nation marked the Pole as exploiter and alien. The Greek Catholic
Church was a survival of the early modern Commonwealth; it became a major
instrument in the creation of a modern Ukrainian nation. Roman Catholicism,
at the same time, came to signify Polish nationality as well as religious belief and
practice. Much of the vocabulary of Ukrainian literature arose from Ukraine’s
early modern contact with Poland, but the codified vernacular was seen by all
as a Ukrainian national language. It followed that Polish was no longer the language of cultural exchange, and it was demoted to the status of one national
language among many.
To see the difference between the modern definitions triumphant in Galicia
and the historical debates that continued in Lithuania, let us return for a moment to the legacy of the Romantic poet Mickiewicz. In , Mickiewicz provided terms of reference common to Ukrainians and Poles, just as he did for
Lithuanians, Belarusians, and Poles. For example, some Ukrainian nationalists
unsure of Sheptyts’kyi’s reliability and conviction called him a “Wallenrod.”
The reference is to the Mickiewiczean hero who claims to be of one nationality,
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then betrays his fellows in the name of another. Some Ukrainians feared that
Sheptyts’kyi, having become the head of the local Greek Catholic Church,
would turn out to be a Pole. In Lithuania, “Wallenrod” was a positive example
for conspirators. In Ukraine, a “Wallenrod” was a traitor. Moreover, the Mickiewiczean idea of a “Wallenrod” most pertinent to Ukrainian-Polish relations
in  is importantly different from the Mickiewiczean “Fatherland” central
to Polish-Lithuanian-Belarusian contests. The “Fatherland” presumes complex
loyalties; “Wallenrod” (on this interpretation) presumes a national essence.53
Franko’s personal attitude to Mickiewicz makes this point more starkly.
Franko’s turn away from Polish culture, and rejection of cooperation with
Poles, was expressed in his denunciation of Mickiewicz as a “Poet of Treason.”
Rather than treating Mickiewicz as part of a shared canon from which exemplars could be drawn, Franko cast the poet as a source of Polish nationalism.
This was to accept the terms of Polish integral nationalism, that the nation
comes from below, by rejecting of one of its idols, the nationalized Mickiewicz
of Polish National Democracy. It was also to reject historical conversations still
ongoing in old Lithuania. In Lithuania, Mickiewicz stood for the vitality of ancient institutions, portrayed in Konrad Wallenrod and elsewhere. As we have
seen, the emerging Lithuanian myth portrayed  as the end of Lithuanian
culture. Lithuanian statehood, however, survived until , and important
Lithuanian institutions lasted well into the nineteenth century. The 
Lublin Union did not create political institutions to secure Ukraine within the
Commonwealth. By and large, Lithuanian activists in  accepted the need
to prove that theirs was a historical nation, that their modern peasant constituents inherited a historical polity. By intellectual demonstrations, they transformed Mickiewicz’s “Lithuania! My Fatherland!” into Kudirka’s folkish “Lithuania! Our Fatherland!” Ukrainian activists went a step further, and treated the
people themselves as the object of history. This resolved tensions, and opened
wide vistas. If Ukraine was its people, a Ukrainian state should extend wherever
they were found.54

Chapter 7 Galicia and Volhynia

at the Margin (1914 –1939)

Before the First World War, it appeared that the Ukrainian cause in
Austrian Galicia had greater hope for success than the Lithuanian
cause in the Russian empire. Whereas there were fewer than two million speakers of Lithuanian, the Ukrainian “ethnic group” was
counted in the tens of millions. Unlike Lithuanians in the Northwest
Territory of the Russian empire, Ukrainians in Austrian Galicia voted
in parliamentary elections, formed legal political associations, and
published legally in their native language. Democratic politics crystallized modern national identifications within the Habsburg domains,
and manhood suffrage placed a powerful tool in the hands of advocates of peasant nations such as Ukraine. The idea that “ethnicity” was
a better argument than “tradition” was confirmed as democratic practice corroded the traditional position of the Galician Polish gentry.
Secular elites had begun to propose Ukrainian national independence, as churchmen transformed the Greek Catholic Church into a
national institution. During the First World War, in which Austria
fought Russia, Vienna persecuted Galicians it regarded as pro-Russian, indirectly aiding the Ukrainian cause. Galician Ukrainian politi133
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cians in Vienna favored the establishment of an independent Ukraine in lands
taken from the Russian empire, with close associations with a newly autonomous eastern Galicia. This was a breath away from open support of
Ukrainian independence in all Ukrainian lands. Independence seemed like a
real possibility after the February Revolution in Russia and the proclamation of
a Ukrainian National Republic in Kyiv in early . Galician Ukrainians took
seriously the rhetoric of Wilsonian self-determination after the American entry
into the war in April . There was some cause for optimism, no matter who
won the war: or so it seemed.1
The Achilles heel of peasant nations, and the weak point of ethnic politics, is
the city. Any form of independent Ukraine would require a capital, and in
western Ukraine that capital would have to be L’viv. Yet Poles dominated Lwów.
The best estimate is that a bit more than  percent of the city’s inhabitants
would have called themselves Poles, since . percent declared themselves Roman Catholics in the Austrian census of , and at this time there were probably more Greek Catholic Poles than Roman Catholic Ukrainians. . percent
of Lwów’s inhabitants claimed Polish as their mother tongue, but this is far too
high, since Yiddish-speaking Jews were denied that choice in the census. Before
the First World War, the Galician Diet in Lwów was the seat of the only Polishspeaking assembly on the lands of the old Commonwealth. The city itself was
the site of a recent victory of Polish culture: in the previous two generations the
language of its schools, university, and public life had shifted from German to
Polish. At the end of the First World War, as Austria collapsed, Poles knew that
they were outnumbered by Ukrainians in eastern Galicia. Two-thirds of the
population was Greek Catholic in religion; in the forty-four administrative divisions of eastern Galicia, Poles were a majority in exactly one: the city of Lwów
itself.2 The Polish claim to eastern Galicia was based upon their predominance
in Lwów and upon the civilization they believed they had brought.3 Lwów
stood both for an ancient Polish presence, and for a recent political triumph.
In Warsaw in , the conviction that Lwów was a Polish city was stronger
than, for example, the sense that Wilno was a Polish city. Wilno had been the capital of something called “Lithuania,” whose historical relationship to “Poland”
was at least worthy of discussion. “Ukraine,” on the other hand, was not recalled as a political entity within the Commonwealth, and Lwów was seen as a
historically Polish city. Though founded by Orthodox princes in , the city
was indeed between  and  part of the Polish Kingdom (in the Rus’
Palatinate). Much, of course, had changed since  under Austrian rule: the
size of the city increased by a factor of about seven (from about , to about
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Fig. . View of Lwów. It is today L’viv, Ukraine. The view is much the same now as it was
then.
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,), and Polish elites reestablished hegemony under a new set of political
rules. If the city could become culturally Polish under Austrian rule, Poles
thought, surely the same would happen to its hinterlands under Polish rule.
Polish language and Roman Catholic religion, they believed, would bring civilization to eastern Galicia. Although National Democrats such as Stanislaw
Grabski imagined a compromise with Russia over eastern lands, while leading
federalists such as Józef Pilsudski hoped for an alliance with Ukraine against
Russia, no Polish politician of any stature imagined that Lwów would be anything but Polish. In April  the Polish constituent assembly unanimously resolved that all of Galicia should be annexed.
Jews, not Ukrainians, were Lwów’s most visible minority. Jews had been invited to the city by medieval princes of Galicia and kings of Poland. They prospered in Galician towns and cities in the sixteenth century, and became a considerable urban presence. Until the eighteenth century, Galician Jews preserved
communal life according to their privileges within the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth; within Austria, they were subject to the assimilatory and Germanizing policies of the empire. Jews formed much of the middle class and professional elite of Lemberik (the Yiddish pronunciation of “Lemberg”), as well as
much of the small working class. After Galicia gained autonomy in  on
terms favorable to the Poles, Jews learned Polish in Austrian schools. The decline of Austrian liberalism after the financial crash of  undermined the political option of choice of secular Jews. After the  parliamentary elections,
cultural integration coincided with political cooperation, as Galician Jewish
deputies joined the Polish Club in parliament and ran as its candidates. By the
turn of the century, however, matters were quite different. The advent of modern Polish and Ukrainian nationalisms forced secular Jews toward more exclusionary ideas of politics. That Jewish nationalists (Zionists) sealed an electoral
alliance with Ukrainians in , after universal male suffrage was introduced,
demonstrated their grasp of the new rules of national politics.4 Throughout
this period, Jewish cooperation with Poles (and then Ukrainians) must be understood within the framework of the multinational Austrian polity. What
would happen if Austria ceased to exist was an unhappy question for all Jews.
The modern national duo of literary language-vernacular tongue was very
difficult for most Jews to imagine. For most Jews, Hebrew remained the sacred
language, and Yiddish the language of normal intercourse, while Polish or German was needed for commerce. After the Constitution of , Galician Jews
enjoyed equal rights, and could consider themselves Austrians par excellence,
regardless of whether or not they mastered Polish or German. Moreover, lan-
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guages learned in youth need not correspond to the work of maturity. Jewish
supporters of assimilation to German culture of the s made their point in
Yiddish; Jewish advocates of integration to Polish life of the s argued in
German; then the Zionists of the s wrote and spoke Polish. The second
generation of Zionists, in the early twentieth century, gritted their teeth and
used the vernacular Yiddish as a language of politics. Themselves fluent in some
combination of Polish, German, and Yiddish, Zionists imagined a future in
which all Jews would use Hebrew in daily life.
Even for Jewish nationalists, the modern national trio of language-territorystate was impossible to envision in Europe. The Jews were perhaps  percent of
the population of eastern Galicia as a whole in , and a majority in many
towns. Yet here as elsewhere in Eastern Europe there was no region in which
they were a majority and could contemplate a separate state. Even as the democratization of Austria encouraged Zionists to concentrate on political work
within the Diaspora rather than on plans for the move to Palestine, the problem of territory remained even more intractable than the problem of language.
Even for Jewish nationalists, the First World War presented more risks than opportunities. Zionists knew that the principal of territorial self-determination
could not serve their needs: even with the destruction of Austria, there was no
way to establish a Jewish state in Europe. During the First World War, the goal
of most Jews in Lemberik was very conservative: to keep what they had until
peacetime.

WARTIME DEFEAT AND UKRAINIAN
NATIONALISM (1918–1920)

In the light of Polish claims and Jewish presence we see the radical nature of the
aim of Galician Ukrainian activists in : to found in Galicia a Ukrainian national republic with a capital in L’viv. In some sense, this resembled the desire of
Lithuanian activists to found an independent Lithuania with a capital in Vilnius. Yet in the aftermath of the First World War, between  and , little
Lithuania was de facto protected by a German army stranded in the East; was
saved from the Soviet Union by Poland; and survived as a neighbor of a defeated Germany, a defeated Soviet Union, and a Poland which had taken Wilno
by force. Relatively few Lithuanians perished in any of these struggles, whereas
more than a million inhabitants of Ukraine died in the state-to-state wars, internecine conflicts, partisan actions, bandit raids, and pogroms that prevailed
in –.
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Ukrainians expected more, and got less. Geopolitical fortune counted for more
than national sacrifice, and organized mobilization for more than sheer numbers. Even though Austria-Hungary and imperial Russia were destroyed, there
was not a square centimeter of Ukrainian territory that Poles, White Russians,
and/or Bolsheviks did not regard as part of their natural inheritance. The victorious Entente powers disagreed among themselves as to the disposition of
Galicia and Volhynia, but none of them at any material time took any Ukrainian claim very seriously. At the relevant moment, –, their concern was
to defeat or at least restrain Bolshevik Russia. Entente support of General Anton Denikin’s White Russian army precluded support for Ukraine, since Denikin was a Russian nationalist and considered Ukraine part of Russia. After
Denikin’s defeat, the Western powers supported Poland as a counterweight to
Bolshevik Russia, which implied accepting Poland’s claim to eastern Galicia and
Lwów.5 The two Ukrainian states founded after the war, with capitals in L’viv
and Kyiv, had to meet Polish and Russian challenges without allies. In these circumstances, Ukrainian elites required an extraordinary effort of organization,
which was lacking. The Kyiv state was riven by ideological disputes among its
leaders, crippled by the weakness of crucial institutions such as the army, unable to make itself heard among the peasantry, and thus overwhelmed by an array of external (and internal) military forces.6
Galician Ukrainians were more successful in their attempt to found a West
Ukrainian Republic in L’viv. The most dramatic moments were the Ukrainian
seizure of key buildings in L’viv on the night of  October : and the counterattack of Polish residents on  November. Unfortunately for Galician Ukrainians, Poles could call upon a regular army. In particular, the arrival of General
Józef Haller’s army from France in April  was decisive. Its troops driven east
beyond the Zbruch river, the West Ukrainian Republic was defeated by July
, and forced to establish a government-in-exile in Vienna. The war cost
Galician Ukrainians fifteen thousand men, created a generation of frustrated
veterans, and confirmed a prevailing belief that Poland was the main enemy of
Ukraine. The war’s end left L’viv/Lwów and eastern Galicia inside Poland, and
made about three million Ukrainian speakers and just under one million east
Galician Jews citizens of the Second Polish Republic. Unfortunately for Galician Jews, the national alternatives which arose from the ruins of Austria offered little room for the uncommitted. Local Poles and Polish soldiers saw Jewish neutrality and Jewish self-defense as support for Ukraine. Polish attacks on
Jews killed at least seventy in Lwów in –.7
The First World War and the collapse of empires led to national state-build-
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ing projects in Warsaw, Kyiv, and L’viv. But the Habsburg collapse motivated
other speakers of Ukrainian to build states with very different goals. Of the three
million or so speakers of Ukrainian in Galicia, perhaps , were Lemkos:
East Slavic inhabitants of the hills and mountains of what was fast becoming
the new Polish-Czechoslovak border. In November , when Galician Ukrainians declared Ukrainian independence in L’viv, the Lemkos founded a separate administration. Here, in the Beskidy ranges of the Carpathian mountains,
the Ukrainian idea was alien. Local Lemko elites were Russophiles, but their
main concern was with the integrity of their lands, not with national loyalty.
The Lemko administration first petitioned for the annexation of Lemko territories by Russia, then for their inclusion within Czechoslovakia. Lemkos considered incorporation by Poland the worst of all possible solutions, especially if
this involved (as it did) the division of Lemko lands by a new state border. Polish troops confirmed just this outcome when they suppressed the Lemko
“state” in spring .8 The Lemko case reminds us that the end of Habsburg
rule was not accompanied by nationalism everywhere, that groups can organize
for political goals other than national independence, and that the Ukrainian
movement had no means yet penetrated all of Galicia.

THE RIGA SETTLEMENT, 1921

Polish-Ukrainian strife delayed Polish leader Józef Pilsudski’s plan for a PolishUkrainian alliance against Russia, since Poles and Ukrainians could not fight
on the same side of a war until Poland’s southeastern border was delineated to
Polish satisfaction. In effect, Poland could only ally with one Ukrainian state after it had destroyed the other. When the time came, the alliance between Pilsudski’s Poland and the crumbling Kyiv state of Symon Petliura was too little,
too late. In April  Petliura conceded western Ukraine to Poland, and allied
with Pilsudski in an attack on Soviet Russia. From a Galician Ukrainian point
of view, this was betrayal by Kyiv. From Petliura’s perspective, this was the last
chance to preserve statehood in the Ukrainian heartland. From Pilsudski’s
point of view, the alliance was an opportunity to defeat the Red Army, and the
solidify Ukraine as a buffer state. It was a risky move for Pilsudski, since the Polish National Democrats opposed Ukrainian independence, now dominated an
elected National Assembly, and would profit from any failure in the east. The
National Democrat Stanislaw Grabski resigned as chair of the parliamentary
foreign affairs committee in protest at the alliance with Ukraine. Kyiv was
quickly won in May , then just as quickly lost. Bolshevik troops counterat-
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tacked, threw back Polish and Ukrainian forces, and advanced to the suburbs of
Warsaw and Lwów in August .
In the end Polish and Ukrainian troops were triumphant, but Polish resources were exhausted, Polish public opinion divided, and Polish authorities
in disagreement about how much territory to take from defeated Bolshevik
Russia. As we have seen, the Polish constituent assembly represented central
Poland, and was heavily National Democratic. The Polish position in the Polish-Bolshevik pourparlers was determined by Stanislaw Grabski, who favored
adding only territories which (he believed) could be assimilated by a nationally
Polish state. This meant in practice all lands the National Democrats considered to be “ethnically Polish,” as well as “historically Polish” territories which
were compact and featured cities of Polish culture. Adolf Joffe, the Bolshevik
negotiator, was pleased to gain territories for Moscow that were occupied by
Polish troops. At Riga in March , Polish and Bolshevik negotiators partitioned what we now see as Belarusian and Ukrainian lands, Poland taking most
of Volhynia and all of Galicia, and agreeing to recognize Soviet Ukraine and
Soviet Belorussia.9 Having violated the spirit if perhaps not the letter of article
 of its alliance agreement with Petliura’s Ukraine, Poland interned its Ukrainian allies.
As a result of its victory in two eastern wars, the first against the West Ukrainian Republic (–) and the second against Bolshevik Russia (–),
Poland absorbed Galicia and most of Volhynia. This was part of the new territorial disposition in Europe following the end of the First World War, characterized in eastern Europe by the creation of smaller states from larger ones. This
territorial settlement is usually considered under the rubric of “Versailles,” but
in the east borders were determined by forces beyond the control of the Entente
powers. As always when maps are redrawn, one must pause and be clear about
old names in new circumstances. “Volhynia” had named a medieval principality, a district of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, a palatinate of Poland during
the Commonwealth, and a gubernia of the Russian empire. Independent Poland took most, but not all, of that gubernia in . The rest of historic Volhynia was divided, on the Soviet side, between the Kyiv and Vinnytsia oblasts of
the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (SSR). That the Soviet Union established in  included a Ukrainian SSR was the most important consequence
of the attempts to establish an independent Ukrainian state in –.10
There was no nominal recognition of “Ukraine” within Poland, but there was a
palatinate of “Volhynia.” By “Volhynia” we shall mean that province (“Wojew-
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ództwo Wolynskie”, or “Wolyń”), as well as the southern part of the Polish
palatinate of Polesie.
This book has spoken of “Galicia” in the sense of the Ukrainian “Halychyna,” the eastern half of the Austrian crownland known in English as “Galicia.” Austrian Galicia had less historic coherence that the Russian gubernia of
Volhynia: it simply embraced the territories Austria took from the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Austrian Galicia included Polish territories to the west, where the main city was
Cracow; as well as eastern lands where (as a rule) the countryside spoke Ukrainian, the towns Yiddish and Polish, and the main city (Lwów) Polish. Having defeated the West Ukrainian Republic, independent Poland recovered the Galician territories the Commonwealth had lost to Austria, eastern and western
alike, Lwów as well as Cracow. The term “Galicia” survived in the Polish language of culture, but not on maps of Poland. Poland divided the eastern half of
Austrian Galicia into three palatinates, Lwów, Stanislawów, and Tarnopol, collectively known as “Eastern Little Poland” (Ma¬opolska wschodnia). It is interesting to recall that the historical name of these provinces within the old Polish
Kingdom was the “Rus’ Palatinate.” These three interwar palatinates of “Eastern Little Poland” (as well small parts of Cracow and Lublin palatinates inhabited by Ukrainians) are what we will mean by “Galicia.” Ukrainians in interwar
Poland continued to speak of “Eastern Little Poland” as “Halychyna,” both of
which we shall translate as “Galicia.”11
Pressured by the Entente powers, Poland promised political autonomy to
the formerly Austrian territories of Galicia, though not the formerly Russian
territories of Volhynia. In the early s, Polish policy was to treat its Ukrainian citizens well enough that the Entente powers would recognize the Polish
claim to eastern Galicia, which they did in . The situation of Ukrainians
left in Soviet Ukraine by the Treaty of Riga was at first in some ways much better, and then in every way much worse. Whereas Polish democracy was alien,
unrepresentative, and eventually curtailed, Soviet communism was brutal, totalitarian, and eventually genocidal. At first, while Poland fitfully pursued “national assimilation,” Soviet policy helped to create a modern Ukrainian culture.
The s were a period of unequaled Ukrainian creativity in Soviet Ukraine,
as Ukrainian intellectuals were co-opted by the Communist Party and encouraged to create in their native language. The great Ukrainian historian Mykhailo
Hrushevs’kyi, who had been president of the briefly independent Kyiv Republic, was invited to return to Kyiv and work in Soviet Ukraine. Most books and
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newspapers were published, and most children educated, in the Ukrainian language. For a time, Soviet authorities even permitted a new Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church. This period of fruitful tranquility was cut short
when Stalin ended the policy of Ukrainization, banned the new church, and destroyed the Ukrainian intelligentsia. Soviet Ukraine suffered more from Stalin’s
rule than any other European part of the USSR. Five million inhabitants of Soviet Ukraine died in the Great Famine of – .12 Tens of thousands of educated Ukrainians, including the leading lights of the cultural revival of the
s, were killed in the purges of the late s.13
The greatest disaster in Ukrainian history was in central and eastern Ukraine
(in the Soviet Union), but it was in western Ukraine (in Poland) and in emigration that Ukrainian elites, most of them Galicians, had the time and the freedom to consider their national plight. Only in the s did Galicia become the
unrivaled center of the Ukrainian national idea, and only thereafter was Ukrainian culture something that was spread from west to east. Although the Galician version of the Ukrainian idea had universal aspirations, it was conditioned
in the s and s by the particular position of Galician Ukrainians in
Poland. The s renaissance of Ukrainian culture in Soviet Ukraine was meant
to be perceived abroad; news of the atrocities of the s was suppressed. Recalling the domination of Polish elites before the war, disappointed by the failure of the alliance with Poland, betrayed at Riga, and frustrated by the quotidian experience of Polish authority, Ukrainian nationalists treated Poland as the
greatest enemy of the Ukrainian cause. Although Poland quietly supported exiles from central Ukraine, its former allies in the march on Kijów/Kyiv, this was
not appreciated by West Ukrainian nationalists.14 At the same time, attention
to Poland also circumvented widespread disagreement about the Soviet Union,
which many Ukrainian activists saw as the creator of a Ukrainian state, the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic.
Communism uses universalist language, but in practice communists often
rule from a more or less national center. Nationalists, on the other hand, use
particularist language, but nationalism has several universalist features: in principle it offers any group the right to self-determination; in social life nationalisms grow one from the other; and in international relations any group can
copy any feature of nationalist ideology from any other. The minor nationalisms of interwar Europe, such as the Ukrainian, must therefore be understood partly by reference to the major ones, such as the Italian and the German.
Europe after the First World War was divided between status quo and revanchist states, and revanchist nationalist movements naturally sought help from
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the latter. Especially after Mussolini came to power in Italy, Western ideologies
seemed to offer a way to reverse Ukrainian national defeat. The Organization
of Ukrainian Nationalists (Orhanizatsiia Ukrains’kykh Natsionalistiv, OUN)
was founded by Galician Ukrainian veterans of the West Ukrainian–Polish war
in Vienna in . Although it included exiles from central and eastern Ukraine,
its orientation was Galician.15 Its hostility to Poland arose from political circumstance: Galicia had been incorporated by Poland, and Galician Ukrainians
were Polish citizens. The impetus for the creation of the OUN was the participation of Galician Ukrainian political parties in the Polish elections of ,
which to the disgust of Ukrainian nationalists had legitimized existing borders.16 The OUN was an illegal, conspiratorial, and terrorist organization bound
to destroy the status quo. Its goal was an independent Ukraine to include all
Ukrainian territories (widely understood) but only Ukrainian people (narrowly understood). Its first congress, in , resolved that “Only the complete
removal of all occupiers from Ukrainian lands will allow for the general development of the Ukrainian Nation within its own state.”17 The last of the OUN’s
“Ten Commandments” is also clear: “Aspire to expand the strength, riches, and
size of the Ukrainian State even by means of enslaving foreigners.” Following
the lead of Dmytro Dontsov, the young generation of the s preferred ideology to history and dreamed of a violent revolution that would establish a
Ukrainian state. The OUN’s attention to matters of organization proved to be
as important as its ideology.
Although in principle the OUN’s enemies were all of the states that included
territories inhabited by Ukrainians (the Soviet Union, Poland, Romania,
Czechoslovakia), in practice it operated within and against Poland. By murdering respected Ukrainians willing to cooperate with the Polish state, and by
murdering Polish officials intending to help Ukrainians, the OUN divided
Ukrainians from Poles, and provoked Polish retaliations that seemed to justify
its radical stance. Ukrainian nationalists assassinated or attempted to assassinate at least thirty-six Ukrainians, twenty-five Poles, one Jew, and one Russian.
Among the Poles murdered were the conciliators Bronislaw Pieracki and Tadeusz
Holówko.18 The OUN considered itself to be at war with the Polish state, and
its leaders recognized that victory required allies. The OUN counted on German help, since in the grand endeavor of building a Ukrainian state from Polish, Soviet, Czechoslovak, and Romanian territories, Germany was the only
possible ally. Like the Italian and other European fascist movements, the OUN
in the s included leaders who sympathized with Nazi Germany and who
believed that Adolf Hitler would aid them for ideological reasons. The late
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s found the OUN collaborating with the Abwehr, the intelligence service of
Nazi Germany.

GALICIANS AND VOLHYNIANS, 1921–1939

The ideology of the OUN is one matter, the position of Ukrainians in interwar
Poland quite another. Interwar Poland counted among its citizens about five
million individuals who spoke what we now call dialects of Ukrainian, and worshiped in Greek Catholic or Orthodox churches. Roughly three million of them
were former Austrian subjects, usually Greek Catholics, in Galicia; roughly two
million were former Russian subjects, usually Orthodox, in Volhynia. Polish
officials and Ukrainian activists alike distinguished between Galician and Volhynian Ukrainians: from a Ukrainian nationalist point of view Galicians were
reliable and Volhynians good candidates for national agitation; from a Polish
etatist point of view Galicians were unreliable and Volhynians good candidates
for political assimilation. Polish policy aimed to keep the “bad” Galicians from
influencing the “good” Volhynians.
In Galicia, Polish policy was harsh enough to make new enemies, but far
from the sort of tyranny which might have stifled Ukrainian civil society or
crushed Ukrainian nationalist conspiracies. The most painful blow to Galician
Ukrainians was the “Lex Grabski” of , which replaced Ukrainian-language
schools with bilingual (functionally Polish-language) schools. This was the
work of the National Democrat Stanislaw Grabski. Having taken on at Riga
what he considered manageable populations of Ukrainians, Grabski intended
that they be assimilated in the next generation. His law brought an explosion of
private schools and alienated Ukrainian youth from Polish authority.19 In ,
while his brother Wladyslaw Grabski was prime minister, Stanislaw Grabski as
interior minister blocked efforts to make land reform more equitable. Pilsudski’s coup in  might have marked a turning point. Henceforth “state assimilation” rather than “national assimilation” was Polish policy: citizens were to be
judged by their loyalty to the state, and not by nationality. Sensing this turn of
events as a threat, the OUN undertook a campaign of sabotage designed to force
Pilsudski’s hand. In response, but also to gain support for parties he favored
in parliamentary elections, Pilsudski ordered hundreds of repressive countermeasures. These very often included public corporal punishment.20 Such humiliation aroused lasting enmity.
Volhynia was a challenge of a different sort than Galicia. It was the second
largest region of Poland, its fields, forests, and marshes scarcely marred by roads
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Fig. . Ukrainian schoolgirls at the Institute of Basilian Sisters, L’viv,  June .
Ukrainian culture survived outside the Polish state.

or rail links, its town innocent of sewers. The largest town was Równe (Rivne),
the majority of whose population of forty two thousand were Jews. Almost 
percent of Volhynia’s inhabitants, which is to say virtually everyone who was
not Jewish, worked the land (or owned it). By comparison with Volhynia, even
proverbially backward Galicia looked quite European, and quite national.
Whereas Galicia had just been mobilized by a great war between Ukrainians
and Poles, national movements were absent in the Volhynia of the early s.
The Polish-Lithuanian uprising of  had little resonance in Volhynia, where
Poles were fewer in number and Polish magnates had found an acceptable compromise with tsarist authorities. The Polish question, so fearful to Russian governors in Lithuania, was regarded as resolved by Russian governors in Ukraine.
 percent of Polish Volhynia’s population was classified as Ukrainians in ,
but neither they nor the  percent classified as Poles betrayed much inclination
to national action. Many if not most local Poles spoke Ukrainian, and some
were former Uniates, now Orthodox. Before  there had been no national
Polish-Ukrainian disputes in Russian Volhynia comparable to those in Austrian Galicia.21 On the other hand, the tradition of (Ukrainian) peasant rising
against (Polish) landlords was more than two centuries old. Between  and
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 alone, there had been  recorded cases of peasants violently asserting
their claims to land.22 Although the First World War and the Polish-West Ukrainian war had exposed young Volhynian men to the wider world of nationalism,
as of  the distribution of land had not yet been accepted by the peasants as
part of a general national liberation. Landlords were not yet seen as an alien nation; the fatherland was still the property inherited from one’s father; land reform was not yet connected to the homeland.
This would change. In the  elections, Ukrainians in Volhynia voted for
Ukrainians. Once in parliament, Ukrainian deputes were unable to prevent
what they had been elected to stop: colonization by Polish settlers. Land hunger had been the most meaningful social question in Volhynia for three centuries. Poland did carry out land reform, and more or less ended feudal landholding practices.23 In  Wincenty Witos, the Polish agrarian leader, aligned
his movement with the National Democrats. This ensured that agrarian politics in Poland was pro-Polish rather than pro-peasant, and that land reform
would be designed to favor Poles. Thus older tensions about the possession of
land began to overlap with newer national politics. The favorable treatment
and special credits granted to Polish colonists made the connection between
state power, language, and land clearer. Polish administrators appeared in Volhynia alongside the colonists. Since local Poles were seen as insufficiently educated to govern Volhynia, Poles from central Poland and Galicia were dispatched by the state. This influx of privileged Poles created a new stereotype
that slowly, it seems, attached to Poles in general.24
Class and national tensions in Volhynia served Soviet propaganda. In the
s, the Soviet Union exported to Eastern Europe a version of communism
that endorsed peasant ambitions and opposed existing national states. Two tactics of Lenin’s, the alliance with the peasantry and the tactical use of national
self-determination, were very appropriate in Volhynia; and indeed the Communist International’s general exploitation of these questions was more fruitful in eastern Poland than anywhere else. The Polish Communist Party became so dominated by Ukrainians and Belarusians that Moscow had to call for
a correction. Yet, as any true Marxist would have seen, plans for radical and
uncompensated redistribution of land were popular for reasons of class structure. It was in Volhynia that economic and social conditions best matched
those of Lenin’s homeland: low productivity of the soil, high rates of natural
population increase, a high proportion of the population engaged in agriculture, and extensive cultivation of the land. Soviet attention to the Polish state
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Fig. . An inhabitant of Równo. The town is today Rivne, Ukraine. Towns in interwar
Volhynia were largely Jewish and increasingly Polish, the countryside almost entirely
Ukrainian. Now Volhynia is in Ukraine, and the towns resemble the countryside.
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as the source of land hunger drew attention away from actual Soviet practice,
and strengthened the national coloring of the land question in Volhynia. Propaganda was backed by demonstrations of force, as the Soviets organized and
executed hundreds of armed raids on Polish settlers in Polish Volhynia in the
early s.25
The Polish state’s positive achievements, in education for instance, proved to
be of uncertain value in the larger political struggle. Polish policy created the
first generation of educated Volhynian Ukrainians. But in backward Volhynia,
where jobs were few and Poles ran the administration, there was little dignified
work for Ukrainian elites. As the Great Depression stultified Poland’s agriculture, there was little chance for a middle class to emerge from the land in Volhynia. The newly minted intellectual proletariat was thus good material for
communists from Kyiv and nationalists from L’viv. Volhynian Ukrainians learned
to read in Polish schools; they learned what to read from central Ukrainian
communists and Galician Ukrainian nationalists. Galician Ukrainian nationalists passed easily into Volhynia despite the so-called “Sokalski line” dividing
Galicia from Volhynia; Soviet agitators came and went with almost equal impunity across the Soviet-Polish frontier in eastern Volhynia. In this situation,
democracy continued to bring results unnerving to Warsaw. In the provincial
elections of  Volhynian Ukrainians voted for the cryptocommunist Left.
The Left also organized most of the public political demonstrations in Volhynia.26 Given the sensitive geopolitical position of Volhynia, just west of Soviet
Ukraine, this called for policy change. In  Józef Pilsudski sent his old comrade-in-arms Henryk Józewski to govern Volhynia.
Incidentally, the riddle to be solved in Volhynia was the loyalty of the Ukrainian majority, not that of the Jewish minority. Ukrainian communism and
Ukrainian nationalism were both revanchist: the one favored the expansion of
Soviet Ukraine, the other the establishment of an independent Ukraine. Volhynia was also a hotbed of Zionism: but Zionism was not about destroying
Poland, but about leaving it behind. Although  percent of Volhynian Jewish
adults identified Yiddish or Hebrew as their mother tongue, and two-thirds of
Jewish children were educated in Zionist private schools, this was seen in neutral or positive terms.27
Henryk Józewski (–), a son of Kijów and a sincere federalist, had been
Pilsudski’s agent within the Ukrainian government during the Polish-Ukrainian alliance of –. Józewski supported Pilsudski’s policy of “state assimilation,” and maintained that the legacy of the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
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wealth provided a foundation for Polish-Ukrainian cooperation. Józewski had
a geopolitical vision; Volhynia would become an attractive Polish version of
Ukraine, and thereby stem the flow of Bolshevism and nationalism. His failure
reveals the contradictions of Polish statehood in Volhynia within the Riga frontiers. Józewski lacked support both from Polish society and from Ukrainian activists. The first did not understand why the Polish state was supporting Ukrainian society; the second wanted to support Ukrainian society without the
interference of the Polish state. Although Józewski wished to create a Ukrainian
civil society, he had no choice but to eliminate its instantiations. Correctly perceiving that Ukrainian cooperatives and educational societies provided cover
for communists and nationalists, he eliminated such organizations and replaced them with surrogates supported by the state. This had little effect, since
even the official organizations were often staffed by the same people. During
the Great Depression, the limited resources of the Polish state did not allow for
anything but local organizations, and local organizations had to be staffed by
local people. Over the longer term Józewski’s greatest hope was education, and
it was he who was responsible for the introduction of Ukrainian language
courses in all Volhynian state schools. Yet the proportion of teachers brought in
from central Poland increased under this administration, and such people had
no patience for his project and no knowledge of Ukrainian. Józewski worked to
Ukrainize the Orthodox Church, one of the main goals of Ukrainian nationalists, but received no credit from them for doing so. In the end, Józewski succeeded where most Poles wished him to fail, and failed where most Poles
wished him to succeed. He succeeded in fostering a Ukrainian patriotism in
Volhynia, but failed to connect this new trend to Polish statehood.28
One person who thought that Józewski’s labors could bear fruit was Stalin,
who apparently feared that he would build a Ukrainian Piedmont that would
draw Soviet Ukraine away from the USSR. These paranoid fears, not far from
Józewski’s and Pilsudski’s intentions but far from the reality of Volhynia, may
have provided part of Stalin’s motivation to crush Soviet Ukraine by Famine in
–. As usual, Polish federalists were seen as enemies by both communists
in Moscow and National Democrats in Warsaw. The National Democrats despised Józewski, and after his patron Pilsudski’s death in  he lost control
over Volhynia policy. The army took over, destroying Orthodox churches and
confiscating property in an effort to strengthen the Polish presence. This antagonized Ukrainian society in Volhynia at what was, as we shall see, the worst possible moment.29
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THE POLISH STATE AND UKRAINIAN POLITICS,
1921–1939

A comparison between interwar Ukrainian and Lithuanian civil society is instructive. We have seen that in  the Ukrainian movement in Austria was
more impressive than the Lithuanian movement in Russia. After , the establishment of a Lithuanian state changed this balance by creating a Lithuanian
national society. In the s a new generation of educated Lithuanians was absorbed by a Lithuanian state apparatus and educational system; at the same
moment Galician Ukrainians were left with social organizations from the nineteenth century, fewer educational opportunities than their grandparents had
enjoyed under Austrian rule, and illegal or ineffectual political parties. For
Galicians and Volhynians alike, careers in legal politics had limited appeal, careers in the backward local economy held little promise, and by the s even
careers in the Church were insecure. Although the OUN was not a mass movement while the Polish state lasted, the Polish state created conditions under
which its attractiveness as an outlet for the frustration of young and educated
Ukrainians grew and grew. Participation in OUN terrorism was a satisfying
way for young Ukrainians to take part in what appeared to them to be national,
revolutionary politics.
The marginalization of Ukrainians from legal politics was striking. Although one-third of Poland’s citizens were classified as national minorities, no
minority representative was ever a minister in any Polish government (nor a regional or local governor, for that matter). Few leading politicians took the national aspirations of Ukrainians or other minorities seriously, and rare were attempts to co-opt Ukrainian elites by offering them attractive alternatives to
nationalism and communism. The Communist Party of West Ukraine was illegal from its origins in , and the cryptocommunist Ukrainian PeasantWorker Union (Sel-Rob) was banned in the early s. These parties were
criminalized because they opposed Polish statehood: but their illegality did not
solve the problem of the loyalties of their adherents. The main current of Ukrainian political life was the UNDO (Ukrains’ke Natsional’ne Demokratychne
Ob’iednannia, Ukrainian National-Democratic Alliance). Although UNDO
activists generally regarded Soviet Ukraine as a stage in the creation of a
Ukrainian state, their fascination with the Soviet Union was reduced by news
of the purges and famine in Soviet Ukraine. From about  the UNDO supported Polish statehood. Its new policy of engagement with legal authorities
was always at risk of being undermined by Polish repression, and the OUN in-
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Fig. . Jews and Christians buy and sell at the Lwów market.

tentionally provoked such repression by killing Polish officials. In the late
s, after Pilsudski’s death, the Polish state returned with far greater aggression to a policy of “national assimilation.” Army raids, public beatings, and
burning churches helped the OUN spread the word of a coming war of nation
upon nation.
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Even in , this was a political message, not a description of social reality.
Ukrainian terrorism and Polish reprisals touched only part of the population,
leaving vast regions unaffected. OUN activists assumed that all Ukrainianspeaking citizens of the Polish Republic were endowed with, or were becoming endowed with, exclusionary national identities. Later events incline both
friends and foes of Ukrainian nationalism to imagine that Galicia and Volhynia
were in the s and s home to a society of Ukrainians with clear nationalist views. As we have seen, far more Ukrainians were attracted to socialism,
agrarianism, and national communism than to the integral nationalism of the
OUN. There was no natural fit between the ideology of expatriate war veterans and frustrated intellectuals and the concerns of the  percent of Ukrainian-speakers in Poland who worked the land; there was no end in sight to traditions of Russophilia when even the Great Famine in Soviet Ukraine did not
dim the hope of many local Ukrainian activists that Russia would one day
bring social liberation. Lwów remained a center of Ukrainian nationalism, but
Polish and Yiddish were the city’s main languages. Even in the cities and
towns, many of interwar Poland’s Ukrainians were neither interested in national politics, nor possessed of a clear sense of national identity. Many others
with a clear and sense of themselves as Ukrainians did not draw the conclusion
that identification with a Ukrainian community must coincide with loyalty to
a Ukrainian state. In the s and s a series of negative connections had
been made: land hunger and religious persecution were newly linked to Polish
rule. Yet the OUN’s nationalist prescription, a Ukrainian state for ethnic
Ukrainians alone, was far from popular. Its acceptance required a total war
that destroyed the Polish state, warped the idea of law, wrecked local communities, and provided the worst sort of examples. This is the subject of chapters
to come.

Fig. . Christians and Jews buy and
sell at the Lwów market.
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Here let us emphasize a simple fact: interwar Poland included hundreds of
communities, barely touched by the state, whose residents knew who was Polish and who was Ukrainian, yet regarded their village or county as more important than some larger nation. A colorful example, to which we shall return, was
the Galician village of Dobra Shl’iakhets’ka/Dobra Szlachecka. Here Ukrainian-speaking gentry owned the land and set the tone. Three Orthodox brothers
ennobled by the king of Poland in the early fifteenth century established traditions in which loyalty to Polish authorities was combined with resistance to
every attempt to restrict local autonomy. Their heirs were included in every
Polish census of the nobility, and maintained their position in Austrian Galicia
in the nineteenth century. In interwar Poland, the Ukrainophone gentry in
Dobra still enjoyed wealth and status, protecting the forests they collectively
owned, and offering their daughters as attractive prizes to Poles from beyond
the village. Poles in the village attended Greek Catholic services and spoke
Ukrainian in public. Jewish families were Dobra’s innkeepers and traders. In
, Dobra was neither Ukrainian, nor Polish, nor Ukrainian-Polish. It was a
local reality unto itself, Galician if you like, hovering perhaps on the edge of the
national modernity the next chapters will describe: but bearing the traces of
earlier ideas of nationality, ancient conceptions of political order that time
alone did not efface.
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Cleansing of Western Ukraine
(1939 –1945)

Everything changed when the Polish state was destroyed by Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union in September . For two years Poland’s
territory and citizens were divided between Hitler and Stalin. Between
 and , while the terms of the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact held,
most of Poland’s Ukrainians fell under Soviet rule, while most Poles
were ruled by the Nazis. In June  Nazi Germany invaded the Soviet
Union, occupying Galicia, Volhynia, and Soviet Ukraine along the way.
For the next three years all of Poland’s territory and citizens were at the
mercy of Hitler. Nazi Germany established the Reichskommissariat
Ukraine (which included Volhynia) but added Galicia to the Generalgouvernement (as its administration of the parts of Poland not absorbed
into the Reich was known). In February , after the largest battle in
history, Paulus disobeyed Hitler and surrendered at Stalingrad. In
spring  the Red Army went on the offensive. In summer  the
Soviet Union forced the Germans from Ukraine, and redrew the Polish-Ukrainian border. By spring  all of Poland’s territory and citizens were at the mercy of Stalin. Galicia and Volhynia suffered a triple
occupation: Soviet in , Nazi in , then Soviet again in .
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At every stage, the Second World War was far more brutal in Ukraine and
Poland than on the Western Front. Between  and , Soviet and Nazi occupiers destroyed local societies and deported and murdered elites. After ,
German soldiers on the Eastern Front were ordered to live off the land, and indoctrinated to believe that the Slavs were Untermenschen. Unlike the western
campaign of , the eastern campaign of  was fought as a war against inferior races.1 Between  and , organs of German power carried out the
Holocaust of the Jews, often before the eyes of (and sometimes with the assistance of) locals. After  Soviet power returned, this time with the new mission of creating homogenous national spaces. War, occupation, hunger, reprisals, deportations, and genocide defined the situation within which Poles and
Ukrainians lived and died for six long years.
Ukraine and Poland both suffered enormously during the war, and the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany were enemies of both. Nevertheless, at every
point, the war divided rather than united Ukrainians and Poles. The prewar
disagreement about who had the right to rule Galicia and Volhynia was like a
point which, in , became the peak of a triangle: from which opinions divided, rolled downward with ever greater speed, ever further from each other,
hitting bottom with a barrier between them. The previous chapter brought us
to this initial point; the purpose of this one is to demonstrate how war gave national disagreement the new shape of national war. Before , the disagreement about legitimate rule of territory was of limited practical importance. In
wartime, it led to quarrels which were not only intractable in principle but
which provoked each side to infuriate the other. It led important Ukrainian
nationalist partisans to conclude, by , that the future of Ukraine could best
be secured by the ethnic cleansing of Poles. The implementation of this program brought about tens of thousands of civilian deaths, created the conditions
for a Ukrainian-Polish civil war within the larger world war, and totally recast
Ukrainian-Polish relations.
How a political dispute over the legitimate rule over territory of  led to
the ethnic cleansing of people from territory by  is the main question of
this chapter. It is one thing to wish for ethnic purity; it is quite another to create it. Although rhetoric about the removal of peoples was common in the
Poland (and the Europe) of the s, the experience of war rendered such a
program plausible, and the attrition of war brought ethnic cleansers to the fore.
The escalation from rhetoric to action can be explained by three consequences
of war: () the reopening of the question of legitimate rule over Galicia and Volhynia; () the implementation of massive programs of ethnic cleansing and
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genocide designed by Stalin and Hitler; and () the decapitation of local societies, Polish and Ukrainian alike. Before we shift to a narrative account of the
ethnic cleansing of Poles from what became Western Ukraine, let us consider
these three factors.

LEGITIMATE RULE OVER TERRITORY

Once the Polish state was destroyed by Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union,
the natural presumption in its favor disappeared, and differences of opinion
about its legitimacy began to matter. As of September , only sixteen years
had passed since the Entente had approved Poland’s eastern border. The foot
soldiers of the – West Ukrainian-Polish war were still men in their prime.
For Ukrainian national activists, Galicia and Volhynia were still subject to a
compelling Ukrainian claim, which now could be satisfied. People who saw
Polish rule as an occupation now worked to establish a Ukrainian state in its
place. People of Ukrainian culture who took less radical views still could see no
particular reason, after , why Poland should reestablish its power over them.
Although the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) had been awaiting such a moment, it still faced a daunting task. The creation of states is inherently harder than their restoration: it gains fewer international allies; it fits
poorly into international legal regimes; it seems to require revolutionary means.
Precisely because it is so difficult, it gives rise to greater temptations. Ukrainian
nationalists had a political motive to collaborate with the Nazis, since Ukrainians (unlike Poles) could see Germany as an ally in the struggle for independence.
Whereas politically active Ukrainians wished to create a new state to include
the formerly Polish territories of Galicia and Volhynia, politically active Poles
wished to restore Poland within its borders of . For their part, Poles found
it hard to forget that Ukrainian villagers had greeted the Wehrmacht with
bread and salt in September .2 In the Generalgouvernement, the surplus of
educated Ukrainians found visibly rewarding careers as journalists, teachers,
professors, and bureaucrats.3 The collaboration of Ukrainian elites with German authorities, arguably rational from the perspective of those who wished to
found a Ukrainian state and build a Ukrainian nation, was treason in the eyes
of the Polish resistance. It was easier for the Polish resistance to execute collaborating Ukrainians than Germans, as this was less likely to bring German reprisals against Polish civilians. It goes without saying that it was easier for a Polish
resistance movement to target Ukrainian collaborators than fellow Poles.
Collaboration leaves a lasting stain. Ukrainians who welcomed Soviet rule in
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 often changed their minds: but Poles could not forget initial joy at the destruction of the Polish state. Ukrainian nationalists who joined in the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union in  were quickly disillusioned: but that they had
served in German uniforms was not easily forgotten. Yet one must not imagine
that only Ukrainians collaborated with the Nazis, especially in what had been
eastern Poland, in lands taken by the Soviet Union in  and occupied by
Germany only in . After two years of Soviet rule, many had some reason to
receive the German invasion of the Soviet Union as a liberation. (Although this
seems impossible now, in summer  some Jews imagined that German rule
could be no worse than Soviet. It is possible that Soviet deportations had, proportionally, touched Jews more than anyone else; collectivization was especially
hard on traders and small businessmen; the Final Solution had not yet begun.
During the Soviet occupation, thousands of Jews had actually fled Soviet rule
for German rule.) Among Poles in Galicia and Volhynia, subject to Soviet rule
between  and , collaboration with the Germans never had the same
stigma as in central and western Poland. Although Ukrainians were granted almost all positions of authority in Galicia, Poles played an important part in the
German administration of Volhynia.4

Fig. . A failed attempt to cross the Bug/Buh River, from Soviet to Nazi occupation,
probably in . Tens of thousands of citizens of interwar Poland crossed the river in both
directions, believing that the other occupation regime could not be worse.
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Some of these tensions inhered in occupation, some were provoked by the
occupiers. Both occupying powers divided in order to rule.5 Soviet occupation
provoked conflict between Poles and Ukrainians in , to create the conditions of “revolution” which ostensibly justified extending the Ukrainian SSR
west to include what had been Polish territories.6 The Nazis allowed a Ukrainian Central Committee to operate in Cracow; nominally a relief organization,
it was the quasi-official center of Ukrainian political life. Ukrainian members
of the Central Committee wished to use German power to remove Poles and
Jews from Ukrainian “ethnographic territory.”7 In Volhynia after , the German occupier offered Ukrainians a chance to persecute Poles (–), and
then Poles a chance to do the reverse (– ). These were usually attempts to
preserve order—division is a means to ruling, not an end in itself—although
they had the effect of enlarging and arming national partisans. Attempts to implement Nazi ideology had similar nationalizing consequences. Unbelievably
ambitious projects to create Lebensraum for Germans set Poles against Ukrainians. German attempts to colonize the Ukrainian-Polish borderlands near Zamość in –, in which the Ukrainian Central Committee played an organizational role, were designed such that they had to worsen Ukrainian-Polish
conflicts.8

CLASSIFICATION AND ELIMINATION
OF GROUPS

As this suggests, what Ukrainians did to Poles, and what Poles did to Ukrainians, cannot be reduced to an escalation of events concerning only those two
groups, and so cannot be understood within narratives of national history.
Most fundamentally, how Poles and Ukrainians treated each other was transformed by their contact with the practices of occupiers, both of whom classified
individuals and deported or killed according to classification. Both the Soviets
and the Nazis issued identity cards to everyone beginning in , a seemingly
banal policy with enormous consequences. The  Lwów/L’viv joke had it
that “a person is composed of body, soul, and passport”; as we shall see, identity
documents issued in  very often determined whether body and soul held
together.9 Before the implementation of the Final Solution in , the Nazis
moved hundreds of thousands of people in and out of occupied Poland according to bizarre schemes which were never completed. These provided a model:
in December  some Ukrainian activists in the Generalgouvernement as-
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sumed that mutual ethnic cleansing would resolve Ukrainian-Polish disputes.
The leader of the Ukrainian Central Committee actually proposed future population exchanges “on the German model” to Poles.10 The Soviets deported at
least four hundred thousand Polish citizens, disproportionately Jews and Poles,
between  and .11 This represented about  percent of the population in
these lands. These deportations ended only with the German invasion of June
. As German troops advanced into Ukrainian territory, the Soviet NKVD
hastily executed thousands of political prisoners, most of them Ukrainians.
This was presented by Ukrainian nationalists as an injury at the hands of Jews.
At this moment of great vulnerability arrived the Nazis, who treated the
NKVD murders as cause for Ukrainians to take revenge upon Jews. Characteristically, this propaganda was false, but effective.12
The years –  should be seen as the first stage in the general acceptance
that individuals can be classified into groups and treated accordingly. From
, the Final Solution brought to public attention the idea that a group could
be physically eliminated.13 In late  and throughout  several thousand
Ukrainians participated as policemen in the Final Solution in both Galicia and
Volhynia.14 The Final Solution was carried out before the eyes of Poles.15 The
central fact of the Holocaust in Galicia and Volhynia was the cold-blooded
murder of local Jewry. In certain historiographical traditions, the Holocaust (or
Shoah) put an end to the continuous history of Jews in Europe and created the
conditions for a Jewish state elsewhere. It is easy to understand this point of
view. Other historiographical traditions marginalize the Holocaust from a
larger narrative of progress: of communist revolution, or of national development. These are harder to spot, but easier to criticize. To clear the way for a critical history of wartime and postwar Eastern Europe, one must gain some distance on both of these traditions, and imagine the Final Solution within a
sequence of events, and its consequences on societies that watched or took part.
It bears repeating that the Nazi occupation of Volhynia in summer  was
the second imposition of totalitarian practices in three years. It was formative
for many young Ukrainian men, but it was not their baptism into political
power. Many of the young Ukrainians who joined the Nazi auxiliary police
(Hilfspolizei ) in  had served as militiamen under Soviet rule since .
They were trained then to see Ukrainian-Polish differences as a class struggle
with a national solution: the deportations of the professional classes, which
were largely Polish. That said, from  collaboration in the Final Solution
changed the collaborators, transformed Ukrainian boys in Volhynia into the
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kind of men they could never have become otherwise. Ukrainians who joined
the German administration and the German police in  were acting on several motives: to continue a career they knew, to have influence over their own
affairs, to steal property, to kill Jews, to gain personal status, to prepare later political actions. Because the Ukrainian state had to be created, while the Polish
state only had to be restored, Ukrainian nationalists had a political motive to
collaborate with the Germans and to encourage Ukrainian youth to join Nazi
organs of power. Yet in daily practice cooperation with the Nazis had little to do
with this political goal, which the Nazis opposed, and much to do with killing
the Jews, a major Nazi policy. To repeat, the greatest change in Volhynian society was the murder of . percent of Volhynian Jews.16 Yet our purposes require us to keep in view the consequences of the Holocaust for the collaborators. The Nazis trained Ukrainian policemen not only in the use of weapons,
but in the hatred of Jews. From the SS young Ukrainian recruits received antiSemitic indoctrination in their own language.17 Understanding all this, Metropolitan Sheptyts’kyi wrote to Heinrich Himmler asking that Ukrainian policemen not be used to murder Jews. In November  Sheptyts’kyi issued a
pastoral letter, “Thou Shalt Not Kill.”18 The message Sheptyts’kyi had read
from the pulpit of every Greek Catholic church was that no earthly end can justify murder.
By this time, a few thousand Ukrainian men had already committed political murder for a cause that was not even their own: the Thousand Year Reich of
Adolf Hitler. The Final Solution had already taught them that the mass murder
of civilian populations may be achieved by way of precise organization and the
timely presence of men willing to shoot men, women, and children. Although
extermination camps such as Sobibor were quite close, in Volhynia in late 
and throughout  Jews were not transported by trains to camps but
marched into open fields, and killed not by gas but by bullets. Village by village,
town by town, an ancient civilization was removed from the face of the earth.
Recall the Volhynian town of Ostróg, discussed earlier as a center of early modern controversies concerning Christian Reform. It was also a historical center of
Jewish learning: the Khmel’nyts’kyi rebellion of , which brought to an end
the East Slavic renaissance in the old Commonwealth, was recorded by a graduate of the Ostróg yeshiva. Nathan Hanover’s Abyss of Despair (Yeven metsulah)
was, horribly, prophetic. Ostróg was one of the first Volhynian towns touched
by the Final Solution. Two-thirds of its Jews had already been killed by the end
of , before ghettoes were established.19
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Fig. . Inhabitants of interwar Ostróg. The town is today Ostroh, Ukraine. Though an
early modern center of Christian study and disputation, the town was heavily Jewish before
.
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Once the surviving Jewish population had been enclosed in ghettoes, the
German SS carried out the major actions during the second half of , with
the assistance of the Ukrainian and German police. Urban Jews were led from
their ghettos to pits a few kilometers away, stripped of the clothes and belongings, forced to lie down, and machine-gunned by SS men. The Ukrainian police’s duties included the murder of Jews who sought to escape the ghetto as it
was liquidated, the murder of Jews who sought to escape along the way, and the
murder of Jews who survived the machine-gun salvos. The Final Solution in
smaller towns and villages is less well documented, but here the Ukrainian police played a greater part. All in all, about twelve thousand Ukrainian policemen assisted about fourteen hundred German policemen in the murder of
about two hundred thousand Volhynian Jews. Although their share in the actual killing was small, these Ukrainian policemen provided the labor that made
the Holocaust possible in Volhynia.20 They worked right through December
.
The next spring, in March–April , virtually all of these Ukrainian policemen left the German service to join the Ukrainian partisans of the UPA
(Ukrains’ka Povstans’ka Armiia, Ukrainian Insurgent Army).21 One of their
major tasks as UPA partisans was the cleansing of the Polish presence from Volhynia. Poles tend to credit the UPA’s success in this operation to natural
Ukrainian brutality; it was rather a result of recent experience. People learn to
do what they are trained to do, and are good at doing what they have done
many times. Ukrainian partisans who mass-murdered Poles in  followed
the tactics they learned as collaborators in the Holocaust in : detailed advance planning and site selection; persuasive assurances to local populations
prior to actions; sudden encirclements of settlements; and then physical elimination of human beings. Ukrainians learned the techniques of mass murder
from Germans. This is why UPA ethnic cleansing was striking in its efficiency,
and why Volhynian Poles in  were nearly as helpless as Volhynian Jews in
. It is one reason why the campaign against Poles began in Volhynia rather
than Galicia, since in Volhynia the Ukrainian police played a greater role in the
Final Solution. This links the Holocaust of the Jews and the slaughter of the
Poles, since it explains the presence of thousands of Ukrainians in Volhynia
with experience in genocide. But why did Ukrainian nationalists decide to
eliminate Poles from Volhynia? How did people with such plans come to be in
a position to order the ethnic cleansing of Poles in ? In  Ukrainian policemen took orders from Germans to kill Jews; from whom did UPA partisans,
largely the same people, take orders in  to kill Poles?
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THE DECAPITATION OF CIVIL SOCIETY

The demoralization and decimation of Ukrainian and Polish elites was perhaps
the most important cause of Ukrainian-Polish conflict. The first Soviet occupation (–) decapitated Polish and Ukrainian society by deporting and
murdering elites. Poles and Jews were more likely to be deported or killed than
Ukrainians; but then there were few educated Ukrainians. At least four hundred thousand Polish citizens were arrested and deported from Poland’s former
eastern territories to Kazakhstan or Siberia. Priority in deportation was given to
state officials and professionals, thus leaving many settlements with no authority figures and no moral compass. Stalin had the NKVD murder more than
twenty thousand educated Polish citizens whom the Red army took prisoner in
, including almost half of the Polish officer corps. Seven to nine hundred of
these were Jews, reflecting among other things the presence of Jewish Polish officers. These are the crimes associated with the Katyń Forest, but they took
place at other sites as well. As the Soviet Union withdrew from Galicia and Volhynia after the German invasion of , the NKVD shot thousands more local
Poles, Ukrainians, and Jews.22 After , on the German side, in the Generalgouvernement, the Nazis murdered the Polish intelligentsia and imprisoned suspect Ukrainians. German repression also created the conditions for unforgettable injuries: as when Polish Kapos killed the two brothers of Ukrainian nationalist
leader Stepan Bandera in Auschwitz.23 Poles in the Chelm region liquidated
 leaders of Ukrainian society on grounds of collaboration. As Ukrainian nationalists reported, this nationalized the Ukrainian-speaking population of the
region.24 After Germany invaded the Soviet Union in , it arrested Ukrainian elites, including Ukrainian nationalists, in Galicia and Volhynia. The OUN’s
proclamation of Ukrainian independence in June  led to dozens of arrests.
In at least one case, the Germans were provoked by Soviet partisans into murdering several hundred educated Volhynian Ukrainians.25
Especially after Germany invaded the Soviet Union in , the destruction
of elites coincided with the militarization of Ukrainian and Polish civil society.
During the war, the bearers of authority on both sides were no longer political
institutions such as parties or governments, but military organizations such as
partisan armies or self-defense militias.26 Although the Polish Home Army was
an impressive organization in many respects, its command structure was vulnerable. The Gestapo arrested its commander, General Stefan Rowecki, in June
. Other Polish partisan armies were loosely subordinated to the Home
Army but represented particular political currents (such as the Peasant Battal-
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ions); others resisted Home Army command (such as the extreme right National
Armed Forces). Although the Polish government was legal and recognized by
the Western allies, it had little authority in Volhynia. Its representatives were
surprised by the participation of Volhynian Poles in the German administration, and unable to prevent Volhynian Poles from joining the German police.
The Ukrainian case was starker. There was no state to organize an official
army, and only the far Right was represented in the field. The rapid and dramatic
change in the political representation of Ukrainian civil society was crucial to
the direction of events after . As we have seen, in interwar Poland, the terrorist OUN was a smaller organization than the democratic UNDO. After the
UNDO and other Ukrainian political parties dissolved themselves during the
war, the OUN became the only Ukrainian political organization in western
Ukraine. In spring , the OUN split into two branches, the OUN-Bandera
and the OUN-Mel’nyk. The Mel’nyk branch of the OUN grouped older and
better educated men; Stepan Bandera led a younger generational cohort more
eager to strike a decisive blow. Battles between the OUN-Mel’nyk and OUNBandera in  and  left the OUN-Bandera as the leading national organization. After the OUN-Bandera defeated the OUN-Mel’nyk in a fratricidal war,
the Nazis decapitated the OUN-Bandera. Bandera was arrested by the Germans
after his OUN declared Ukrainian independence in L’viv in June ; perhaps
four-fifths of the OUN-Bandera leadership were killed by the Germans in –
. By , the most powerful representative of Ukrainian political aspirations
was the extreme branch of a terrorist organization, organized as an armed conspiracy, and directed in the main by young and inexperienced men.27
It was this maimed OUN-Bandera, led by Mykola Lebed’ and then Roman
Shukhevych, that cleansed the Polish population from Volhynia in . Yet
even within Volhynia and even by , the OUN-Bandera was not at first the
only expression of Ukrainian politics. There were two other Ukrainian partisan armies, the original UPA of Taras Bul’ba-Borovets, and the soldiers of the
OUN-Mel’nyk. Bul’ba-Borovets, the most experienced partisan commander,
rejected mass ethnic cleansing as a solution to the Polish problem.28 The OUNMel’nyk, as we have seen, was at war with the OUN-Bandera. Both of these rivals were destroyed in early  by the OUN-Bandera, and their soldiers incorporated by the OUN-Bandera’s UPA. Along the way partisans loyal to the
OUN-Bandera killed tens of thousands of fellow Ukrainians for putative links
to Borovets or Mel’nyk. Although no one has yet taken up the subject, it is
likely that the UPA killed as many Ukrainians as Poles in .29 The OUNBandera’s willingness to betray and ambush its Ukrainian rivals, its successful
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recruitment of former policemen, and the attractiveness of its radical goals to
local youth made it the dominant force in Volhynia in .
Only one group of Ukrainian partisans intended to cleanse Volhynia of Poles.
It was a group which arose during world war, and which owed its success to the
particular conditions of Polish military defeat, genocide, and wounded civil societies. When in April  OUN-Bandera leader Mykola Lebed’ proposed “to
cleanse the entire revolutionary territory of the Polish population,” an act
which totally recast Ukrainian-Polish relations, he was thirty-three years old.30
Lebed’s immature national tactic, as carried out by young men whose defining
experience was of genocide, determined the course of events in Volhynia and
prepared the way for Ukrainian-Polish war. Although war favored certain groups
and certain strategies, it must also be said that the fateful decisions of  were
taken by leaders of the OUN-Bandera and no one else. They flowed from a particular strategy devised by certain individuals for a particular moment.

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL TACTICS: OUN-MEL’NYK

Having described the circumstances and the individuals, let us try to see the
moment. The OUN-Bandera’s tactic of ethnic cleansing was part of a strategy
meant to further the goal of national liberation after the German defeat at Stalingrad. To see ethnic cleansing as a tactic, it may help to contrast ethnic cleansing with the OUN-Mel’nyk’s contemporaneous tactic of renewed collaboration with the Germans. The retreating Germans were now willing to arm
Ukrainians on a large scale, and the OUN-Mel’nyk accepted this proposition.
Encouraged by the OUN-Mel’nyk, and wishing to avoid labor in the Reich,
about , Ukrainians volunteered for service in the new Waffen SS Division
Galizien. Only about , were trained, and the Germans had a special problem finding officers. Even Metropolitan Sheptyts’kyi, who sheltered Jews, reasoned that a Galician SS division was desirable as the nucleus of a future
Ukrainian army. Though a man of the cloth his entire adult life, Sheptyts’kyi
understood the military requirements of statehood. As the brother of a general
who helped create the Polish army which defeated the West Ukrainian republic
in , Sheptyts’kyi knew from hard experience that a Ukrainian state without
an army was an impossibility. Sheptyts’kyi’s support of an SS division forces us
to confront the basic difficulty of Ukraine’s strategic position, and the desperate means even tolerant men could justify to themselves.31
The SS-Galizien began its career with the destruction of several Polish communities in winter and spring . Best known is the burning of Huta Pieni-
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acka in February  and the murder of about five hundred of its inhabitants.32 The SS-Galizien was not used for any major actions against the Jews,
because the Final Solution had already been carried out. During , the
tremendous majority of Jews in Galicia and Volhynia had been murdered: most
Volhynian and some Galician Jews individually near their homes or in mass executions in nearby forests and fields; some Galician Jews in death camps at
Borovetsec, Auschwitz, Treblinka, Sobibor, and Majdanek. This ended Jewish
history in Galicia. Not only great cities such as L’viv, but towns such as Brody—
once the largest Jewish settlement in Galicia—were now empty of Jews. The
SS-Galizien was destroyed by the Red Army in July  precisely at Brody. The
division was then reconstituted from more volunteers and sent to Slovakia and
Yugoslavia to suppress anti-German risings: Ukrainian nationalists hoping to
build a Ukrainian state left their own country at the order of foreigners to suppress the analogous strivings of others. Many of its soldiers deserted, often for
the OUN-Bandera and its UPA. As the Germans fell back, the OUN-Mel’nyk
strategy of collaboration lost credibility, and its support melted away. Andrii
Mel’nyk himself sought a new patron, and was arrested by the Gestapo.
The SS-Galizien receives a great deal of attention, since the SS was the most
horrible organ of Hitler’s power, and the major organizer of the Final Solution.
From a certain Ukrainian nationalist point of view, the SS-Galizien is seen as an
institutional embodiment of Ukrainian goals. In today’s independent Ukraine,
one can view SS-Galizien uniforms in museum exhibits on nation-building in
L’viv. Thousands of the reconstituted division’s veterans managed to surrender
to the Americans or British in Germany. Veterans in Italy were spared repatriation to the Soviet Union by appeals to Polish General Wladyslaw Anders and
Pope Pius XII; these appeals were only possible because the people in question
had been citizens of Poland.33 Granted combatant status by the Western allies
after the war, SS-Galizien veterans made their way to England and Canada, and
defended their actions for decades. Controversies about collaboration and nation-building aside, the SS-Galizien was marginal to the outbreak of ethnic
cleansing against Poles.

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL TACTICS:
OUN-BANDERA

The cleansing of Poles was the work of the OUN-Bandera, which drew a different lesson from the German defeat at Stalingrad than the OUN-Mel’nyk.
While the OUN-Mel’nyk saw an opportunity for more productive collabora-
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tion with the Germans, the OUN-Bandera perceived an urgent need for independent action. For the OUN-Bandera, the crucial moment was perhaps the
increased activity of Soviet partisans in Volhynia from February .34 Wishing to claim for itself everyone willing to fight against German rule, as well as to
absorb the Ukrainian policemen likely to leave their posts after Stalingrad, the
OUN-Bandera decided in February  to begin its own partisan actions. In
March  it created the UPA, tasked to fight the Germans, defend Ukrainians
from the Soviets, and cleanse all Poles from Ukraine.35 As Volhynian policemen left their posts that spring, the OUN-Bandera sent commanders north
from Galicia. The success of Galicians in forming an army from Volhynians
was an early sign that Ukrainian nationalism was taking hold throughout what
we now call West Ukraine. For four years Volhynia had been buffeted by politics. Polish actions against the local Orthodox church had ended only with the
Soviet occupation in . The Soviets had mobilized Ukrainians in local politics while forcing them to build collective farms. The Germans displaced the
Soviets in , but kept local coercive authority in the hands of Ukrainians. As
we have seen, the Soviets and the Nazis schooled the young policemen who became the core of the UPA in Volhynia in spring . Volhynian Ukrainians
were politicized in three rapid waves: one Polish, one Soviet, and one Nazi.
Thus the OUN-Bandera, heretofore more significant in Galicia than Volhynia, began its major armed operations in Volhynia. Although the precipitant
causes of the creation of the UPA were local and tactical, its purposes were
global and strategic. The OUN-Bandera opposed both Nazi and Soviet occupation of Ukraine, and drew fateful conclusions about the impossibility of a
Polish minority in a Ukrainian state. OUN-Bandera leaders apparently believed that the Second World War, like the First World War, would end with the
exhaustion of both Germany and Russia, and that Ukraine’s final enemy would
be a resurrected Poland.36 The OUN had been founded by veterans of the West
Ukrainian–Polish war; the OUN-Bandera collected younger men who had been
imprisoned at the Polish Bereza-Kartuska concentration camp in the s.
Both generations knew that Poland could be expected to send its armies to Galicia and Volhynia as soon as it had the chance. On their view, Ukrainians had
to form an army and strike during the war, before a revived Poland could once
again, as after , direct forces and settlers from central Poland.37 Volhynian
Ukrainians could be persuaded to accept a similar logic. A Volhynian peasant
could easily see the Pole as the most determined colonizer, and Polish property
as the biggest prize.
The Polish government in exile and its underground Home Army consid-
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ered the same denouement most likely, and had planned just such an offensive.38 They prosecuted the war in order to restore the Polish Republic within
its  frontiers, an aim taken for granted by Polish soldiers and supported by
promises from the Western Allies. The Polish government did not believe that
Nazi or Soviet aggression justified a change in its eastern frontiers, and understood that any compromise would be read as a concession to Moscow.39 An independent Ukraine was acceptable, but only on Soviet territory. From a Polish
point of view, German and Soviet exhaustion would open the field in the east
for Polish forces to restore the status quo ante bellum, the proper state of affairs.
As early as , Polish commanders explained to London that a future rising
against German power would involve a war against Ukrainians for Galicia and
probably Volhynia as well, to be prosecuted if possible as a quick “armed occupation.”40 The Polish Home Army’s plans for an anti-German rising, as formulated in , anticipated such a war.41 By , Ukrainian cooperation with
Nazi Germany had discredited Ukrainian partisans as potential allies to Poles;
as defenders of the prewar frontiers of Poland, Home Army leaders had little to
offer Ukrainians.42 In , the Home Army began to establish itself in Galicia
(though not in Volhynia, where Poles were few).
Both the Polish Home Army and the Ukrainian UPA planned rapid strikes
for territorial gains in Galicia and Volhynia. Had there been another PolishUkrainian regular war, as in –, the issue of who began the conflict would
be moot. But the preemptive strikes against Poles envisioned by the OUNBandera in early  were not military operations but ethnic cleansing. As we
have seen, even before the war the OUN accepted a totalistic form of integral
nationalism, according to which Ukrainian statehood required ethnic homogeneity, and the Polish “occupier” could be defeated only by the removal of
Poles from Ukrainian lands. Unlike the OUN-Mel’nyk, in principle committed to the same ideas, the leadership of the OUN-Bandera believed that such an
operation was feasible and desirable in . From the OUN-Bandera point of
view, the Jewish population had already been destroyed by the Germans; Germans and Russians would come and go; but Poles had to be removed from
“Ukrainian lands” by force. Polish partisans wished to restore an old order;
Ukrainian partisans, a step ahead, prepared a new one.

SLAUGHTER

In spring , the UPA gained control over the Volhynian countryside from
the Germans,43 and began the murder and expulsion of the Polish population.
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Fig. . The Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA), probably .

In Volhynia, Poles were far too weak to even consider striking first. Poles were
at most  percent of the Volhynian population in  (about four hundred
thousand people), and had been reduced to perhaps  percent (two hundred
thousand people) by .44 They were scattered about the countryside, deprived of their elites by deportations, with no state authority except the Germans to protect them, and no local partisan army of their own. The OUNBandera decision to use its UPA against these Poles can only be seen as the
ethnic cleansing of civilians.45 Throughout  UPA units and special security
forces killed individual Poles and collectively murdered Poles in Polish colonies
and villages or within Ukrainian villages.46 For attacks on larger Polish settlements, UPA partisans mobilized local populations.
According to numerous and mutually confirming reports, Ukrainian partisans and their allies burned homes, shot or forced back inside those who tried
to flee, and used sickles and pitchforks to kill those they captured outside.
Churches full of worshipers were burned to the ground. Partisans displayed beheaded, crucified, dismembered, or disemboweled bodies, to encourage remaining Poles to flee.47 In mixed settlements the UPA’s security forces warned
Ukrainians to flee, then killed everyone remaining the next day.48 Occasionally
the UPA would claim to be Soviet partisans, and/or propose joint attacks on
the Germans with Polish partisans. Under such pretexts town meetings would
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be called, and then the UPA would murder the assembled population.49 The
policy of ethnic cleansing proved popular within the UPA, and found support
among some Ukrainian peasants in Volhynia.50 The UPA offered Ukrainians
in mixed villages and towns material inducements to join in the slaughter of
their neighbors. Many Ukrainians risked (and lost) their own lives by warning
or sheltering Poles instead.51
Most attacks by UPA partisans, UPA security forces, and Ukrainian peasants
on Volhynian Poles took place during March–April, July–August and late December . By July  the UPA had assimilated other Ukrainian partisan
groups in Volhynia, numbered about twenty thousand troops, and was capable
of simultaneous actions across wide territories.52 The first edition of its newspaper, dated that month, promised “shameful death” to all Poles who remained
in Ukraine.53 The UPA was in a position to make good on its threats. Within
about twelve hours, from the night of  July  to the morning of  July, the
UPA attacked  localities. This attack, incidentally, fell on the day of Orthodox celebration of Sts. Peter and Paul; a previous attack was known as “Bloody
Good Friday for the Polaks”; another fell on Christmas Day. Since Roman Catholics celebrate Christmas earlier than eastern-rite believers, Christmas usefully separated Poles from Ukrainians, and placed Poles in flammable wooden churches.
These were burned to the ground, and people who sought to escape shot. All in
all, the UPA killed forty to sixty thousand Polish civilians in Volhynia in .54
These  attacks were also a minor stage of the Holocaust of Volhynian Jews.
Some of the very few Volhynian Jews who survived the winter of  had done
so by hiding with Polish peasants in the Volhynian countryside. When the UPA
destroyed Polish settlements in , it killed such Jewish survivors.55

THE END OF A POLISH VILLAGE,
29 AUGUST 1943

One of the settlements destroyed in Volhynia must stand for the hundreds of
others. Although events in a single village cannot suggest the scale of the killing,
they can provide a fuller sense of the methods and the stages than any generalization. Until , Gle˛boczyca was a village of perhaps seventy Polish households, in the Wlodzimierz district of Volhynia. It was established in the late
nineteenth century, and had been a Polish village under Russian rule before
Poland became an independent state. Much like neighboring Ukrainian villages, it was neither especially prosperous nor especially poor. It depended on
trade with nearby settlements, and its farmers took part in Ukrainian coopera-
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tives. Between  and , Gle˛boczyca resisted collectivization and was punished by local Soviet authorities. From summer , the village was under German rule. Ukrainians continued to hold power, as they had during the Soviet
occupation, now as German policemen and administrators. Ukrainians drew
up the lists of those to be taken as forced laborers to Germany, choosing Poles
where possible. In this way about half of the Polish families in Gle˛boczyca lost
their most able male. Poles were also assigned a disproportionate share of the
contingent to be supplied to German authorities. In summer , the German
and Ukrainian police found and murdered most local Jews. Jews were taken as
individuals or in small groups and shot, in the hearing (if not in the sight) of the
Christian population. In spring  the local Ukrainian police left the German
service to join the UPA in the forest. These new Ukrainian partisans attacked a
German garrison, and took its arms for themselves.
The UPA now controlled the area. Poles found little reason to distinguish
UPA dominion from German rule, since locally the same people with the same
guns were in control. At first, the UPA’s exercise of authority in Gle˛boczyca was
not so different, if more thorough. The UPA made sure that Poles were unarmed, kept lists of family members, and searched homes to make sure no Poles
had fled. It assigned Polish families to provide it with supplies; the Polish men
who delivered the goods to the UPA base were often murdered. Young Polish
men, especially those with education and talent, were murdered individually,
apparently tortured to death. Poles in Gle˛boczyca also began to hear rumors of
the destruction of other settlements, and by night could see the glow of burning villages in the distance. The general sense was that the rumors were too horrible to be true, and that even if they were true no such thing could happen
here.56 In August , the hope was that the harvest could be gathered before
escape was necessary. Beyond the natural tendency of people not to believe the
unbelievable, and beyond the usual inclination of farmers to get in the harvest,
there were three sources of this wishful thinking. First, distances were great and
means of communication primitive, so people made judgments based upon
personal experience. Second, survivors of attacks elsewhere were few, and fled
to settlements larger than Gle˛boczyca. Third, local Ukrainians assured them
that “good Poles,” such as themselves, would not (to use the parlance of the
time and place) be “slaughtered.”
Just before dawn on  August , UPA partisans and Ukrainians from
neighboring villages surrounded Gle˛boczyca and moved to murder all of its inhabitants. Farmers already in the fields were surrounded and killed by blows
from sickles. This alerted their wives, who were killed with bullets or farm im-
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plements or both. This made enough noise to give warning, and a few individuals escaped. At least  Poles were murdered. Some were decapitated, some
were hanged, some had their skin torn from their muscles, some had their
hearts gouged from their bodies, some were set aflame. Many were hacked into
pieces with farm implements. Some suffered many, most, or even all of these
tortures. The village was destroyed, and of it today there is no sign.57

VENGEFUL COLLABORATION

Most Poles who survived the terror in Volhynia fled their homes. The memory
of atrocities perpetrated on loved ones ensured that thousands of them took
their first opportunity to avenge their dead. Sometimes helped by the Home
Army, sometimes helped by the Germans, Poles established about one hundred
self-defense outposts.58 Polish self-defense defeated some Ukrainian attacks,
and in larger settlements such as Huta Stepańska took on considerable proportions. In some documented cases, the self-defense posts served as bases for Polish pacifications of Ukrainian villages. A few Jews who had taken shelter with
Poles in  escaped with them in , and took part in self-defense. For Poles
and even for Jews, towns controlled by Germans were an oasis of relative calm
in the desert of that Volhynian summer.59 The German administration deported Poles as forced labor to the Reich: not at all a bad thing in the circumstances. Soviet partisans drew recruits from such towns, young Poles (and probably a few Jews) wanting to take the fight to the UPA but needing arms.
Perhaps five to seven thousand local Poles fought in Soviet partisan units.60
By turning on the Nazis and the Poles at the same time, in early , the
UPA drove them into each others’ arms. Poles took their revenge on Ukrainians
as German policemen. When Volhynian Ukrainians had left the German police to join the UPA, the Germans sought Poles to replace them. During the
general slaughter of Poles, this was an easy recruiting task. Refugees from
Gle˛boczyca, for example, were offered work in the police as they were fleeing
the UPA. A Pole from Zofijówka colony, in the same part of Volhynia, joined
the German police with  others after the general slaughter of – July .
As he recalled, “it was about getting weapons.”61 About twelve hundred Poles
joined the German police at this time, while the Germans confused the situation by calling in a Polish police battalion from the Generalgouvernement. Polish policemen, local and nonlocal, committed atrocities against Ukrainians.62
Although these policemen were traitors from the perspective of the Polish government in distant London, revenge by Poles in German uniforms was a solid
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reason for Ukrainians in Volhynia to believe UPA propaganda about the Polish
enemy.
Of course, the UPA killed Polish civilians before they had even had a chance
to ask the Germans for help. Consider these UPA reports from April : “In
the village of Kuty, in the Szumski region, an entire Polish colony ( farms)
was burned, and the population was liquidated for cooperation with the
Gestapo and the German authorities.” “In the Werbski region the Polish colony
Nowa Nowica ( farms) was burned for cooperation with the German authorities. The population was liquidated.”63 Those who used Polish collaboration as a justification for killing every man, woman, and child in Polish settlements in April had just left the German police themselves. In so doing, they
unleashed a Satanic logic they could not have anticipated. German policy was
to kill the family of any Ukrainian police officer who deserted, and to destroy
the village of any Ukrainian police officer who deserted with his arms. These retaliations were promptly carried out by the Germans wherever they could, using newly recruited Polish policemen. Many who joined the UPA from the
German police thus instantly lost home and family, and found a new reason to
hate the Poles. By summer , Polish collaboration was used as a general rationale for the cleansing action begun that spring. As an OUN-Bandera leader
summarized the situation in August , German security “uses Polaks in its
destructive actions. In response we destroy them unmercifully.”64
For the Polish government in London, the Volhynian tragedy was an incomprehensible distraction from its own war planning. The slaughter was unexpected, the reactions of Volhynian Poles were undesired, and the need to concentrate on the interests of Poland as a whole paramount. Even without a
Ukrainian front, the Polish command faced an unenviable dilemma. As the
Red Army moved to the offensive in spring , and broke the German tank
force at Kursk that summer, the prospect of a Soviet victory became real. As one
of the Allies, the Polish government was expected to deploy its Home Army to
aid the Soviet advance. As a representative of Polish interests, the government
wished to be seen as playing a part in the liberation of Poland. Nevertheless, the
Polish government was forced to redirect its limited resources to the war with
the UPA. The Home Army on  July  called upon Polish self-defense units
to place themselves under its command. On  July  it called for an end to
the murders of civilians, and pronounced itself in favor of Ukrainian independence on territories without Polish populations. This did not stop the killings:
indeed it may have confirmed the belief of Ukrainian nationalists that ethnic
cleansing was the only way to win territory from Poland. In January  the
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Home Army formed the th Infantry Division (Volhynia), , strong,
tasked to engage the UPA and then the Wehrmacht.65 The Volhynian Division, the Home Army’s largest, drew its strength from the Polish self-defense
units formed to defend civilians against the UPA, and from former Polish policemen who left the German service. Absent the UPA’s ethnic cleansing, the
division would never have arisen.66 Although the Polish government ordered
that civilians not be harmed, in the field Polish partisans burned Ukrainian villages and killed Ukrainians found on the roads in Volhynia.67
Even though Volhynian Polish participation in the German police, Soviet
partisan armies, and the Home Army followed UPA atrocities, it nevertheless
furnished the UPA with useful sources of propaganda. Not only Volhynian
Poles but the Polish government could be linked—falsely but effectively—to
the Soviet and Nazi occupation. Consider the judgment of the August 
congress of the OUN: “The Polish imperialist leadership is the lackey of foreign imperialisms and the enemy of the freedom of nations. It is trying to yoke
Polish minorities on Ukrainian lands and the Polish national masses to a struggle with the Ukrainian nation, and is helping German and Soviet imperialism
to eradicate the Ukrainian nation.”68 Polish self-defense units did cooperate
during  with both Soviet partisans and with German troops in attacks on
the UPA.69 Yet this is a local fact with a local explanation. In general terms, Polish authorities and Polish forces cannot be seen as cooperating with either Nazi
or Soviet “imperialism.” The Polish Home Army had been fighting the Germans since its formation. Although the policy of the Allies dictated that Polish
forces cooperate with Soviet forces, nothing had yet come of this by . Far
from cooperating with the London Poles, in April  Stalin had seized on the
pretext of the discovery of the Soviet mass murder of Polish officers at Katyń to
break off relations. The UPA accusation looks no better if one considers the
policy of Ukrainian nationalists. As for “eradication,” the UPA was eradicating
the Polish presence in Volhynia in , using thousands of partisans who had
helped the Nazis eradicate the Jews in . As for collaboration, a better example was surely the SS-Galizien. This is not speak of the total dominance of
Ukrainians in local administrative posts in the Galician district of the Generalgouvernement: as of early , they outnumbered Poles  to .70 Yet the purpose of such pronouncements was political agitation, and one must separate
historical judgment from the experience of people at a given time and place.
Such propaganda worked insofar as it framed the recent experience of Ukrainians.
Propaganda exploits the power of language to generalize from the particular,
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and the tendency of people to believe general claims they find consistent with
their own personal experiences. Part of the diabolical utility of ethnic cleansing
is that it provides national labels for particular atrocities. By murdering individuals in the name of the nation, ethnic cleansers not only humiliate, infuriate, and nationalize the survivors, they make individuals of their own group the
targets of national revenge. Once vengeance is taken, survivors on both sides
will see the other as the aggressor, and propagandists can present both sides as
nations. What began as an attack by a small number of people against certain
localities becomes, thanks to predictable revenge, nationalist vocabulary, and
the power of language, a battle of nation upon nation. This is not a postmodern trick known only to scholars: it is a simple political truth that ethnic
cleansers have exploited throughout the twentieth century. The UPA also understood the productive relationship between intensity of personal suffering,
which they provoked, and density of social communication, which their propaganda created.71 After both Soviet and Nazi occupation, the requirements of
propaganda could hardly be ignored. When fulfilled, they allowed ethnic cleansing to become civil war.

CIVIL WAR

Volhynia is where the Ukrainian-Polish civil war began. The events of Volhynia
explain the ferocity of Polish retaliations, which then provided the UPA with
the propaganda material it deployed as cleansing spread to the south, to Galicia. To the west, across the river Bug/Buh, Ukrainian and Polish partisans engaged in an incredibly brutal, and evenly matched, armed conflict. In the eastern half of the prewar Lublin region, village after village was destroyed by both
sides in late . Polish partisans of the Peasant Battalions matched the UPA
atrocity for atrocity. The testimony of one Polish partisan is worth quoting at
length: “We reacted to their attacks, which reached unspeakable levels of barbarity, with a ruthlessness of our own. When we overran a Ukrainian settlement, we systematically took out the men of fighting age and executed them,
often by letting them run forty paces ahead of us and shooting them in the
back. This was considered the most humane method. Others in the unit, whose
actions I will describe, behaved differently and exacted a terrible revenge. No
one raised a finger to stop them. While I never saw one of our men pick up a
baby or a small child with the point of a bayonet and toss it onto a fire, I saw the
charred corpses of Polish babies who had died that way. If none of our number
did that, then it was the only atrocity that we did not commit.”72 The Peasant
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Battalions were not the only Polish partisans in the field killing Ukrainians and
battling the UPA. In spring  Home Army units set out to secure the Chelm
region, and burned about twenty Ukrainian villages in the process.73 All told,
in the Lublin and Rzeszów regions, Poles and Ukrainians killed about five
thousand of the other’s civilians in – .74
The UPA campaign to rid “Western Ukraine” of Poles began in earnest in
Galicia in January . In  in Volhynia, UPA practice seems to have been
to attack villages and murder populations without warning; in Galicia in 
the UPA seems to have sometimes presented Polish families with the choice of
flight or death. Consider an order from the UPA high command to its soldiers,
issued after the slaughter in Volhynia, and during the cleansing of Galicia:
“Once more I remind you: first call upon Poles to abandon their land and only
later liquidate them, not the other way around.”75 This apparent change, in
combination with a demographic balance more favorable to Poles, with better
Polish self-defense, and with the mobilization and diversion of Home Army
units, limited the death toll of Polish civilians to about twenty-five thousand in
Galicia. UPA attacks on civilians in Galicia were still organized, and still brutal.
As in Volhynia, UPA units often killed every inhabitant of a village, not sparing
women or children. The UPA’s security forces roamed the countryside, killing
Polish families and individuals.76 With ethnic cleansing rampant on both
sides, the UPA claimed that Poles had begun the mutual slaughter. With the
fact of local Polish collaboration with the Germans established in Volhynia,
with the Polish government having ordered its Home Army to cooperate with
the Red Army, the UPA treated all Poles as “Stalin-Hitler agents.” The Ukrainian nation, the UPA claimed, had received a “stab in the back” from the Polish government and Polish agents of Stalin and Hitler.77
In L’viv in March , Ukrainian police checked the German-issued identity cards (Kennkarten) of young men who dared to walk the streets, and executed those identified as Poles. It is now believed that they wished to steal these
identity cards for themselves, hoping to avoid being punished as Nazi collaborators when the Red Army took L’viv.78 In other words, Ukrainians who had
collaborated with the Nazis wished to use German identity documents to pose
as Poles to avoid the revenge of the Soviets. Whatever the motivation, these
murders were received as a new level of terror within the city walls, where Poles
had been safest. Polish partisans murdered  Ukrainian civilians in the L’viv
suburbs. In the nearby countryside the UPA continued its strategic cleansing,
wishing to encircle the city with ethnically Ukrainian territory. The UPA also
worked to control the roads to L’viv, so as to block Polish reinforcements from
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the west. By June , the UPA was killing Polish civilians and battling Polish
partisans in every district of Galicia. As the Red Army approached, Poles were
evacuated from villages and towns. As the enormous Soviet-German front advanced westward across Ukraine, the Home Army and the UPA fought along a
front of their own that stretched for hundreds of miles.79 In summer , as
the Red Army advanced into Galicia, there raged a general and pitiless Ukrainian-Polish civil war.

WORLD WAR

For most people, military history is local, and we can understand Poles and
Ukrainians who concentrated upon this local front rather than upon the advancing Red Army. Yet to see even the local consequences of the Ukrainian-Polish civil war, one must place local conflicts within the context of the World
War. The local conflict weakened both sides as the larger war approached, leaving Poles and Ukrainians divided as the Red Army approached. UPA attacks on
Polish civilians had prompted more than twenty thousand Poles to take up
arms against Ukrainians. Poles fought Ukrainians as German policemen, as Soviet partisans, as self-defense militias, and as a division of the Home Army. The
Polish government in London also diverted Home Army units from the war
against Germany.
The aim of Poland’s Operation Tempest of summer  was to defeat the
Germans with Polish arms, and await the Soviets as representatives of an independent Poland. In military terms, it was a rising against German rule; in political terms, it aimed to present the Soviets with a restored Polish state. In the
east, Tempest meant the confirmation of the legality of the Polish presence in
Volhynia and Galicia. It was here that the Polish anti-German rising first confronted Soviet methods. Having engaged the UPA, fought the retreating Wehrmacht, and cooperated with the Red Army, the th Volhynian division of the
Home Army was dissolved by the Soviet NKVD in stages between March and
July . Throughout spring , the th Infantry Division and th Regiment of Uhlans of the Home Army fought the UPA for Galicia, and its crown
jewel Lwów/L’viv. Between  and  July , the Red Army, aided by a few
thousand Home Army troops, drove the Wehrmacht from the city. After 
July the Home Army units were dissolved under Soviet pressure.80
Poles and Ukrainians were denied the fight to the finish they had planned.
There was no sequel to the Polish-Ukrainian battle for Lwów/L’viv at the end of
the First World War. The Polish Home Army was destroyed in the east; Ukrai-
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nian partisans fled to fight another day. Polish-Ukrainian conflict was not thereby
extinguished: Home Army veterans escaped deportation by joining Zygmunt
Berling’s Soviet-controlled Polish Army; later Galician and Volhynian Poles
from this army would fight Ukrainian partisans and deport Ukrainian civilians
in communist Poland. Some Galician and Volhynian Poles took immediate revenge on Ukrainians by joining special Soviet NKVD battalions. The UPA, for
its part, emerged from hiding and recommenced the ethnic cleansing of Poles
once the front passed.81 The Soviet NKVD, now the force to be reckoned with,
treated both Polish and Ukrainian partisans as “bandits” to be destroyed.82
How the Soviet police ended the Polish-Ukrainian civil war by institutionalizing the Polish-Ukrainian ethnic cleansing is a subject of the next chapter.
Metropolitan Andrei Sheptyts’kyi, who had lobbied abroad for recognition
of West Ukraine after the First World War, had few hopes for Ukrainian statehood after the Second. His belief that the next Soviet occupation of western
Ukraine would last for decades was well founded. When he died on  November  in L’viv, with him died some of what little remained of the political traditions of the old Commonwealth. Neither communist Poland nor Soviet
Ukraine would have much use for what he represented. The Greek Catholic
Church was banned in the Soviet Union. Stalin allowed the Russian Orthodox
Church to claim the West Ukrainian faithful, and had a puppet synod declare
the  Brest Union null and void. In communist Poland, the Greek Catholic
Church was associated by the regime with modern Ukrainian nationalism,
rather than with the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth which created it. For
that matter, to this day neither L’viv nor Warsaw has named a street for Sheptyts’kyi.

Chapter 9 The Ethnic

Cleansing of Southeastern
Poland (1945 –1947)

In interwar Poland, most nationalists treated Poland’s Slavic minorities as assimilable ethnic raw material. After Józef Pilsudski’s death in
, Roman Dmowski’s integral nationalism triumphed in political
and social discourse, and was shared by the collective dictatorship of
Pilsudski’s lieutenants. German and Soviet occupation brought extreme solutions of national problems to the center of attention. Even
before the mass killings of Poles by Ukrainians began in , some
nationalists in the tradition of Dmowski’s National Democrats
dreamed of expelling every Ukrainian from Poland. After , politicians of other orientations also concluded that expulsions were the
only alternative to granting the Ukrainians Galicia and Volhynia.
Such wartime schemes envisioned the deportation of five million
Ukrainians east of Poland’s prewar borders, and taking Poles in return
from the Soviet Union or an independent Ukraine.1 Similar visions of
purity captivated occupied Eastern Europe, where leaders of nations
who had suffered far less than the Poles planned a total expulsion of enemy populations. Democratic Czech politicians, for example, were soliciting Allied support for a total purge of Germans and Hungarians.
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In Poland, as in Czechoslovakia, this trend encompassed the entire political
spectrum, from far Right to far Left. Polish communists, previously internationalists to a fault, quietly dropped support of minority rights from their program
in the middle of the Second World War.2 In the drastic circumstances of the destruction of Poland, Left and Right met. In the drastic circumstances of
Poland’s occupation by the Red Army, they met in Moscow.
Stanislaw Grabski, the old National Democrat, joined Prime Minister Stanislaw Mikolajczyk (– ) and the Polish delegation (representing the government in exile in London) in its meetings with Stalin in Moscow of August
and October . Grabski, who helped determine Poland’s borders at Riga in
 and helped design the policy of national assimilation in , also wished
to influence the shape Poland took in .3 It goes without saying that Stalin
was using Grabski, a man of considerable authority on the Polish right. Grabski was also using Stalin. Recall that in  at Riga Grabski’s personal triumph
resided in granting the Soviets more territory than they bargained for, rather
than less. Operating within the National Democratic tradition, Grabski was in
the habit of creating the nation within appropriately confining borders, and accustomed to seeing Germany as a greater enemy than Russia. He regarded his
plans for a “national state” as realistic, and called Stalin “the greatest realist of
all.” Stalin called Grabski a “great agitator.”4 In summer , with the Red
Army already in Lwów, Grabski calculated that Stalin could be persuaded to
draw a compact and homogenous Poland on the map of postwar Europe. This
is in fact what Stalin did. One’s opinion about who outwitted whom in the exchanges between Stalin and Grabski depends a great deal upon whether one examines the Poland of the late s, when communists have come to power and
have appropriated national goals, or the Poland of the late s, as a national
society with few minorities gains sovereignty.
The summer of  revealed a defeat of a certain tradition of toleration in
the Polish left, and the willingness of Polish communists to accept a view of nationality long advanced by Polish nationalists. The most important example is
Wanda Wasilewska ( – ), the Polish communist with Stalin’s ear at this
moment. As it happens, Wasilewska was the daughter of Leon Wasilewski: the
very same Polish federalist and Pilsudski ally whom Grabski had outmaneuvered at Riga in . Leon Wasilewski, the first foreign minister of independent Poland, had placed great stock in history as the basis for his support of national toleration; his daughter, Red Army colonel and wife to a Soviet deputy
foreign minister, played a key role in the deportations designed by the Soviet
Union to begin history anew in Poland and Ukraine. Stalin called this “the di-
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alectic,” although he saw the issue simply in terms of the father being “against
us” and the daughter being “for us.”5 Of greater interest is the collapse of traditional patriotism and the rise of modern nationalism between  and . In
, the nationalist Grabski had outmaneuvered Wasilewska’s federalist father
at Riga; in  the nationalist Grabski’s views and those of the communist
Wasilewska were functionally the same. If there was indeed a synthesis in the
postwar Polish communism Wasilewska pioneered in , it was that of traditional National Democratic ideas of nationality and traditional communist
subservience to the Soviet Union.
By , Polish communists and nationalists agreed that nationality resided
in the people themselves, not in traditions preserved by the elite. All proposals
for federation, autonomy, and toleration in Polish politics had originated from
the assumption that national groups had elites who could be swayed by reason
to form a republican political community. This vestige of the old Commonwealth, represented (at times) by Józef Pilsudski, Leon Wasilewski, and Henryk
Józewski, proved untenable even during the tempered mass politics of the interwar period. As the Second World War came to an end, the National Democratic idea that nationality resided in people was hegemonic. Of course, in the
conditions of  this folkish nationalism was no means a democratic conception. Nationality can make people objects of the state, as well as its subjects. If
nationality resides in people, and national problems arise from the mismatch
between people and territory, the simplest way to solve problems is by moving
people. This reasoning holds whether or not one is a communist planning to
rule Poland, or a nationalist concerned with the creation of a national society.
Although Wasilewska called Grabski “senile,” they acted in remarkable concert
in  and . Grabski proposed comprehensive Polish-Ukrainian resettlements to Stalin; Wasilewska signed the treaty that provided for them; Grabski
designed an implementation program for the Polish government. Wasilewska
worked from Moscow to help Poles “repatriate” to Poland; Grabski traveled to
Lwów to urge Galician Poles to accept reality and leave.6
To be sure, Grabski and Wasilewska had very different plans for Poland.
Grabski hoped that Poland would preserve some measure of sovereignty, and
died there in  after recognizing his failure. Wasilewska accepted that Poland would become a dependency of the Soviet Union, and never returned to
her homeland. A history of postwar Polish politics would expand upon these
important differences.7 For our history of Polish nationality, the key point is
that the idea of a Poland for the Poles was no longer at issue between the national Right, which would not gain power, and the communist Left, which
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would. In interwar Poland national minorities had meant different things to
the Left and the Right, but both navigated a polity in which their presence was
taken for granted. Now their absence was taken for granted. In  we can see
the consensus about national homogeneity as it emerges: before it attains the
invisibility of all matters of profound agreement, and the legitimacy of policies
that have already been implemented.

NATIONAL FRONTIERS IN SOVIET POLICY

Just what was Stalin’s policy toward postwar Poland and Ukraine? Stalin’s interwar, wartime, and postwar decisions and proclamations revealed knowledge of
the importance nationalists and populations attached to particular territories.
The Soviet Union was fighting a “Great Fatherland War.” Stalin told Grabski
that the First World War had pushed Poland to the fore among “Slavic nations,” and that the Second World War would do the same for Ukraine. Soviet
irredentism towards Poland in the s and s had been framed in the ethnic terms of “Western Belorussia” and “Western Ukraine.” In , when the
Soviet Union occupied what became Western Ukraine, propaganda spoke
shamelessly of the reunion of brothers of the same blood, the unification of ancient Ukrainian lands, the ancient Ukrainian city of L’viv, and so on. After the
German invasion in , Khrushchev told “the great Ukrainian people” that
their choice was “a free Ukraine” or “the yoke of Hitler.”8 As the Red Army
pushed the Wehrmacht out of Ukraine in , and as its millions of casualties
were replaced by Ukrainian conscripts, such national rhetoric appeared again
in even stronger form.9 Soviet nationality policy in Ukraine changed under the
influence of three years of unspeakably bloody war with a Nazi regime bent on
racial triumph, and months of reports of Ukrainian-Polish conflict in Galicia
and Volhynia.10 By , Stalin seems to have concluded that ethnic homogeneity in combination with the Molotov-Ribbentrop borders of  would
make both Poland and Ukraine easier to rule. Informed by Khrushchev of the
scale of OUN and UPA resistance, Stalin may have reasoned that returning
Galicia and Volhynia to Soviet Ukraine would help co-opt Ukrainian nationalism.11 Stalin perhaps saw a way to give both Ukrainians and Poles something
they wanted, while binding them to the USSR. The Poles would get their “national state,” the Ukrainians would get their “West Ukraine,” and all would be
beholden to Stalin. On his own account, Stalin wished to resolve any outstanding national questions among Poland, Ukraine, and Belorussia while he had
the opportunity.12
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Although the Polish government in London (and some Polish communists)
pled for Lwów, there was never any chance they would get it. Stalin seemed to
understand that he had more to gain by giving the city to Ukraine than to
Poland.13 Moreover, Volhynia and Galicia had been joined to Soviet Ukraine
between  and , and the restoration of the – borders was Stalin’s
most clearly defined war aim. Poland was to be established as a very compact
state, and L’viv and Vilnius were to return to the Soviet Union.14 In  at
Teheran Stalin gained the approval of the Allies to restore the borders created by
Molotov-Ribbentrop pact. Shortly after the Red Army crossed the old PolishSoviet frontier, in February , British Prime Minister Winston Churchill
publicly approved Soviet territorial ambitions in the west. In October 
Stalin told Mikolajczyk and Grabski, in Churchill’s presence, about the Teheran arrangement to restore the  borders.15 Mikolajczyk refused to accept
this state of affairs, but Stalin had already legalized the new border in his own
way. A secret agreement of July  between Stalin and his puppet Polish
Committee of National Liberation shifted the Soviet-Polish border to the west,
much as in .16 Mikolajczyk’s government fell on the issue of Lwów in November .
In terms of Soviet practice, the novelty of  was not the transfer of territory from Poland to Soviet republics, a policy of , but rather the exchange
of populations defined by nationality. A Soviet Ukrainian-Polish “evacuation”
agreement of September  provided for the resettlement of Poles and Jews
from what had become West Ukraine, and the resettlement of Ukrainians from
communist Poland.17 Similar agreements governed the exchange of populations between Poland and Soviet Lithuania and Soviet Belorussia. To be sure,
these “repatriation” accords (as they were generally known) must be seen in the
light of the general practice of the time. The Western Allies assumed that the
end of the war would be accompanied by border changes and mass transfers of
people. Stalin took for granted that the end of the war would bring mass expulsions of Germans, and assumed that their flight from Poland and Czechoslovakia would proceed without Soviet assistance. As he said to the Czechoslovak
prime minister: “We won’t get in your way. Drive them out.”18
One must not overstate the case. There were limits to Stalin’s interest in ethnic homogeneity. The deportation of Poles from the Soviet Union concerned
only Poles from territories that had been part of Poland before . Deportations to the Soviet Union were limited to Poland itself. Had Stalin been keenly
interested in the ethnic purity of all of his new satellites, his postwar deportation policy would have been more comprehensive. There were, after all, un-
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answered national questions in  –  in Romania (Hungarian minority),
Czechoslovakia (Hungarian minority), and Hungary (which desired to keep
those Hungarians from becoming minorities by keeping territories it gained
from Romania and Czechoslovakia as a German ally after ). There were
also democratic and communist politicians in these countries petitioning Stalin
for help in resolving these questions. As matters stand, it appears that Stalin
chose to “resolve” national questions exacerbated by ethnic cleansing, those of
Poland and Ukraine, but not to create national homogeneity everywhere he
might have. Molotov urged the Czechoslovaks and Hungarians to follow the
model established by the Soviet Ukrainian-Polish, Soviet Belorussian-Polish,
and Soviet Lithuanian-Polish resettlements, but at no point did the Soviet
Union impose that model. Hungary resisted the transfer of Hungarian minorities, and that was left at that. The further south the national question, the less
interest Stalin seemed to take in its final resolution. It appears that Stalin had a
general preference for ethnic homogeneity in his new satellites, but only deployed Soviet resources in places where there had been ethnic cleansing during
the war. It also appears that Stalin regarded another German attack in his lifetime to be very possible, and wished to resolve completely all questions that
would stand in the way of harmony between Russia, Poland, and Ukraine.19
We may then divide national questions Stalin might have resolved in the period – into four categories. () Stalin wished to resolve the German question, and expected that it would be solved for him. He was right. () Stalin used
Soviet resources to resolve the Polish questions in Lithuania, Belorussia, and
Ukraine; the Ukrainian question in Poland; and also the Ukrainian question in
Czechoslovakia.20 () Stalin wished for the Hungarian questions in Romania
and Slovakia to be resolved by deportations, but declined to use Soviet units,
and did not in the end force Hungary to go along. He likewise supported population exchanges of Poles and Czechs, but did not implement them. () With
respect to Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, Stalin did not speak of ethnic homogeneity
but of the brotherhood of nations, and even of a future federal Europe. In general, the closer the national question to the invasion route German armies took
in  into the Soviet Union, the more interested was Stalin in resolving it. The
closer a given national question was to Russia, the more Stalin used historical
references, national stereotypes, and nationalist reasoning.
This was evident enough to Polish communists that they used nationalist
reasoning in their appeals to Stalin. Jakub Berman ( –), a Polish politburo member who had survived the war in Moscow, noted that the new borders
and population exchanges had resolved Polish-Ukrainian national questions,
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and appealed to Stalin for more Poles to be sent from Lithuania and Belorussia
to build a stronger Polish state.21 As this suggests, in the cases of Poland and
Ukraine, Stalin’s nationalist reasoning went so far as to justify the use of deportations not to punish but to build nations. This was an important change. No
Soviet deportations before  could be construed as designed to consolidate
nations.22 In the s, Stalin had deported huge numbers of Soviet citizens on
national grounds, but this was designed to forcibly relocate rather than build
nations within homelands.23 In –  in the formerly Polish territories of
Galicia and Volhynia, Stalin had deported elites. Yet this was a policy directed
against independent political and civil society, or against the upper classes:
there was no attempt to deport, for example, every Pole. After the Red Army returned to Galicia and Volhynia in , Stalin “evacuated” or “repatriated” entire national populations to “their” national homelands. He sent individuals
classified as Poles west, to communist Poland. That nationality was inscribed in
individuals was the Soviet view from the s. That nationality could trump
class was evident in Soviet policy in the s. That nationality could create a
Soviet interest in matching individuals to national territory was new after .
Another book would be required to describe the evolution of Soviet nationality policy. There is much dispute about whether the Soviet Union in the s
and s can be grouped with other European states within a narrative of
modernization, and in this dispute nationality policy is often treated as modernizing.24 On our evidence, this is true, but in a nicely dialectical way. The
theoretical approach to nationality developed by Lenin and Stalin before the
Bolshevik Revolution was only halfheartedly modern. It grew from a rejection
of the crypto-nostalgic approach favored by the Austro-Marxists, which presumed the value of a multinational Austria and treated nationality as a matter
of individual preference and local culture. At the same time, Lenin and Stalin
rejected the modern view of nationality as the legitimate wellspring of political
sovereignty. The early Bolshevik approach to nationality accepted that nationality was inherently political and related to territory and language, but rejected
the modern claim to its political monopoly. In this way nationalism could be
exploited, according to Lenin’s view of self-determination, to create a multinational state.25 Thus a multinational state could be governed, as was the Soviet
Union in the s, by distinguishing local nationality from ultimate political
loyalty. The s policy of korenizatsiia presumed that elites created in the
spirit of local nationality would serve the Soviet state.
Toutes proportions gardées, this was an early modern approach to nationality,
in the sense we have discussed in earlier chapters. It took for granted that party
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and state officials could be of various national origins, and yet at the same time
constitute one party and one political unit, the Soviet Union (established in
). Even as local languages were encouraged and codified, Russian was
treated as the main language of high politics in the Soviet Union. However, this
early modern approach to political nationality was combined with a modern
approach to social nationality. Rather than accounting for the variety of cultures and proposing a higher political loyalty for elites, as had early modern
states such as the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and Habsburg Austria,
the Soviet Union actively defined and created nationality for the entire mass
population. The territory of the Soviet Union divided into national territorial
units, and every citizen of the state was eventually assigned a nationality. Modern nationalism treats the common people as sovereign on their national territory, and treats politics as a matter of pushing this simple idea up into the realm
of high politics, forcing elite rivals into ever more contorted defenses, crushing
them against the ceiling. Communism was such an elite rival. Here was a contradiction.
Whether or not Soviet policy actually spread modern nationalism, Stalin enacted deportation policies in the s, and brought about the Great Famine in
Ukraine, on the belief that certain groups were betraying the Soviet polity on
behalf of their own nation.26 Yet so long as these deportations were to distant
regions within the Soviet Union, as in the s, they could at least be reconciled with the original approach to nationality. In principle at least, punishment was correction. Siberia and Kazakhstan did sometimes create or at least
perpetuate a Soviet identity among the deported. To deport populations from
the Soviet Union, as after , was to admit defeat. To take away Soviet citizenship (as after ), rather than forcing people to accept it (as in ), was
to resign from internationalism.27 By , Soviet policy assumed not only that
the political loyalty of individuals is rooted in their nationality, but that Soviet
policy could not change this state of affairs. This was to accept not only a very
modern diagnosis of political instability (the presence of alien nationals), but
also a very modern prescription (the matching of national population to national territory).
This important change in Soviet policy in  allowed the proclamation of
Poland as a homogeneous communist state that year. However one sees the origins of Stalin’s policies, the combination of border shifts and population transfers reoriented Polish communism. Polish communists did not set the policy of
border changes and deportations of , but they took part in its formalization and execution. Deportation was their introduction to political power, and
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their first contact with Polish society. Communists agreed to form front organizations called the “Union of Polish Patriots” () and then the “Polish
Committee for National Liberation” (). After the latter group signed the
accord on “evacuation” and was sent to rule Poland, the former remained in
Moscow and helped “evacuate” Poles.28 Polish communists who remained in
the Soviet Union, such as Wasilewska, worked to match populations to borders. Polish communists in Poland quickly came to understand that they had
been handed a source of support the likes of which they had never before enjoyed. They argued, for the first time, that the interwar state had failed because
of its nationality structure, and proposed what the National Democrats had
proposed in the interwar period: a “national state.” As the war ended, they
came to power in the baggage of the Red Army to build something very much
like ethnic communism.
From a demographic standpoint, the Ukrainian question was of minor importance in the ethnic homogenization of Poland; in politics, it was of major
importance to the nationalization of Polish communism. More than ninety
percent of Jews on what was becoming Polish territory had been murdered during the Holocaust. As to the Germans resident on the new western territories
Poland received from Germany at the end of the war, General Secretary Wladyslaw Gomulka (– ) put the matter clearly in May : “We have to
throw them out, since all countries are built on the national principle, not the
principle of nationalities.”29 The expulsion of the Germans of which Gomulka
spoke was a far more massive operation than the deportations of Ukrainians,
but it began a year later, and as part of a general European project approved
by the Allies. We therefore mark the nationalization of the Polish party at the
Polish-Ukrainian border in September . This was the moment when the Polish party endorsed ethnic communism, took a direct role in the transfer of peoples, and presented itself as a representative of the interests of the Polish nation.
Well before they joined with Mikolajczyk and a few other noncommunists to
form a “Temporary Government of National Unity” in June , Polish communists had taken responsibility for the creation of a homogeneous state. This
brought them support they could otherwise never have enjoyed.

THE “REPATRIATIONS,” 1944 –1946

About , individuals were resettled as Poles or Jews from Soviet Ukraine
to Poland between  and . Neither “Soviet” nor “Ukraine” had especially positive connotations for most of these people, after the Soviet occupa-
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tions of –  and then the Ukrainian cleansings of  – .30 In summer
 many Poles in Ukraine could still believe that Poland would, in the end,
regain or even extend its Ukrainian territories, and faith that Britain and the
United States could dictate conditions to the Soviet Union was widespread. A
few months of Soviet rule changed many minds.31 NKVD pressure revived
memories of – , while the UPA continued the attacks on Polish civilians
begun in  – . Well after the end of the war, the UPA in Soviet Ukraine
ethnically cleansed Poles who had not registered for “repatriation.” It is likely
that the NKVD created false UPA units and used them to destroy Polish settlements; it is also quite possible that NKVD units “unofficially” attacked Poles.32
However that may be, the “repatriation” of Poles from Soviet Ukraine is best
seen as an unofficially cooperative effort of the NKVD and the UPA. Arrests of
priests and bishops signaled that Polish society had little chance of survival in
Soviet Ukraine. The idea that “whoever doesn’t go to Poland goes to Siberia”
spread.33 Representatives of the Polish government, executing what they understood to be a policy in the national interest of their own country, encouraged Poles in Ukraine to depart.34 In the end, Poles who wished to stay were
deported by force. Even the most stubborn, illiterate Polish peasants who had
somehow survived in western Volhynia, found themselves dispatched by force
to the Baltic. Interestingly, Soviet deportation concluded the ethnic redefinition of western Volhynia as a place without Poles, a project begun by the UPA.
Soviet policy was to deport all Poles from territories of prewar Poland, but
passed over Poles who had lived on the Soviet side of the prewar border. What
had been Polish Volhynia (and became Volyn and Rivne oblasts of Soviet
Ukraine) was all but emptied of Poles; the largest concentration of Poles was in
what had been Soviet Volhynia, to the east (in what became Zhytomyr oblast).
Transportation to Poland was extremely primitive. The experience of departure was humiliating, especially for women, and the weeks spent on the train
risked disease and death.35 The Polish Committee for National Liberation felt
compelled to create a Special Commission on Epidemics in September .
Upon arrival in Poland, resettlers were to be doused in DDT.36 Another part of
the tragedy, as irony would have it, was that since resettlement was limited to
the regions Soviet Ukraine incorporated from postwar Polish territories, not
everyone who wished to go to Poland could go. Even in these territories, prewar
Polish citizenship could not be sufficient grounds for resettlement to Poland. If
it were, people other than Poles and Jews, the millions of East Slavs with interwar Polish citizenship, could have moved to Poland. This would have undermined the ethnic purpose of the policy. Decisive were Soviet passports issued in
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– , since all Soviet passports included a nationality category. Of course,
some people who in  wished to be seen as Poles had in  wished to be
seen as Ukrainians, and so had the “wrong” nationality recorded in their passports.37 Other Poles chose to remain, somehow avoided deportation, and in
some cases began to call themselves Ukrainians. (These people can still be
found today, identifying each other by their mothers’ Polish first names on long
bus rides from Ivano-Frankivsk, murmuring to each other in Polish in the back
of L’viv trams, or switching to Ukrainian in a Kyiv café when a curious head is
turned by a Polish nasal vowel.)
The “repatriations” in the other direction, from Poland to Soviet Ukraine,
faced greater problems. To be sure, the new, more westerly border meant that
the huge majority of interwar Poland’s Ukrainian citizens found themselves in
Soviet Ukraine without physically moving at all.38 Poland lost  percent of its
prewar territory to the Soviet Union, including all of its Volhynian and almost
all of its Galician territories. Yet even in its more westerly position, Poland still
included in the extreme southeast and south considerable stretches of territory
inhabited by people speaking dialects of Ukrainian and worshipping in Greek
Catholic and Orthodox churches. Although several thousand Ukrainians had
already been murdered by Poles in the Lublin and Rzeszów regions, much of
the more southerly and mountainous portions of this belt of terrain were as yet
untouched by civil war.39 In places that state power took longer to reach, Lemkos and Ukrainians had little reason to think that a communist order would be
detrimental to their interests. These populations usually voted for the Left in
interwar Poland, and as late as early  could still associate communism with
internationalism, and even in some cases the Soviet Union with a positive idea
of a Great Russia. The Lemkos of the Beskidy mountains inhabited the westernmost part of these lands. Relatively unscathed by the war, these Lemkos had
generally seen no reason to commit to any modern nationality. After the change
in borders, the Lemkos were about a third of Poland’s Ukrainian-speaking population.
Some Lemkos who accepted “repatriation” from Poland to Soviet Ukraine in
late  seem to have done so because they regarded the Soviet Union as the
homeland of Russian peoples.40 They saw themselves as a member of the Russian family of nations, in the inclusive and pluralistic sense of the term. Some of
them probably went as Ukrainians, as well. Many of them were horrified with
the conditions they discovered in Soviet Ukraine, and promptly returned to
Poland. The difference between herding goats in the Beskidy mountains and
working the kolkhoz in, say, Dnipropetrovsk oblast was very stark, and many
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who now had experience in both found they strongly preferred the first. Such
“re-repatriates” produced interwar Polish documents, or claimed to be Poles
and got new documents in the Soviet Union. Since they could often speak better Polish than Poles deported from the Soviet Union, this very often worked.
Interwar Polish documents lacked a nationality category, an imprecision that
gave these individuals some freedom to choose their fates, and the opportunity
upon their return to Poland to spread what Soviet officials called “slanderous rumors” about life in the Soviet Union.41
After the First World War the main Lemko aspiration had been to remain in
the same state with other Carpathian Slavic peoples. After the Second World
War, the Lemkos’ main hope was simply to remain in the lands that their people had inhabited for centuries. With the discrediting of Soviet Ukraine in
, this wish was fairly general by early . It was then that the Polish
regime began to exert pressure throughout the belt of Ukrainian and Lemko
settlement. Young men who had not registered for “repatriation” were arrested.
Polish security forces and the Polish army began to attack Ukrainian and
Lemko villages. Although Lemkos and Ukrainians could not be always sure
who their attackers were, they knew that they were Poles. Since Lemkos were
forcibly resettled as Ukrainians, the Polish policy was effectively one of Ukrainization. Local Polish officials, who distinguished between Lemkos and Ukrainians, realized that this was the case. They consistently reported Lemkos’ loyalty
to the Polish state.42 Officials at the palatinate level, however, saw the matter
more abstractly. The palatine of Cracow district, for instance, thought matters
would be simplest if Lemkos were treated as Ukrainians and deported, in the
interest of forming “a homogenous state from the national point of view.”43
The first secretary of the Polish communist party and minister for resettlement
affairs, Wladyslaw Gomulka, actually ordered a halt to the forcible resettlement of Lemkos.44 Like local officials who made distinctions, Gomulka was
from the Lemko territories. That the order of the Polish first secretary was disregarded suggests that the decision to forcibly resettle Lemkos along with
Ukrainians came from Moscow, or at least that Moscow’s directives could be so
interpreted.
In actions taken after the German surrender ended the Second World War in
Europe, Polish communist forces killed perhaps four thousand Lemko and
Ukrainian civilians. The Home Army and other Polish partisans killed certainly
hundreds and very probably thousands more.45 The official Polish army and Polish partisans were themselves deadly enemies, and throughout  and especially  were engaged in major fighting throughout the country. From a
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Lemko or Ukrainian point of view, however, contact with the official army and
the partisans it fought gave a taste of what was to come in communist Poland.
When a Ukrainian or Lemko village was burned, it mattered little to the villagers
what ideal of Poland the attackers represented. The Soviet Union was not attractive, but Polish nationalists helped Polish communists to render Poland intolerable. Just as the UPA helped Soviet Ukrainian officials deport Poles, so the Polish
partisans helped Polish communists deport Ukrainians and Lemkos. Like Poles
in Soviet Ukraine, Ukrainians and Lemkos in communist Poland faced both the
wrath of nationalists and the homogenizing policy of communists. , individuals recorded as Ukrainians left Poland during the first eight months of
.46 People who wished to stay looked for someone to defend them.

THE UPA IN POLAND IN 1945

The UPA’s policy of ethnic cleansing, inaugurated in Volhynia in , had become general practice by . How did the UPA fare in these conditions,
which it had helped to create? After the informal border shift of , the main
body of the UPA fought Soviet power in Soviet West Ukraine, its commanders
regarding Poland as a peripheral field of operations. In early , Iaroslav
Starukh organized a new UPA command for Poland within its new westerly
frontiers. Reorganization was complete by August , when the new SovietPolish border was publicized. In  in Poland, UPA units probably never
numbered more than twenty-four hundred troops.47 These troops were not,
with a few exceptions, the same people who had cleansed Volhynia and Galicia
in  – . The vast majority of UPA soldiers in what was becoming postwar
Poland joined in , , or , and fought in the regions where they
lived.48 The further south and west they were in Poland, the longer it took
Ukrainian nationalists to activate the UPA. The UPA fought in the Lublin region in . In the Bieszczady mountains, the UPA arose in . As late as fall
, after the German surrender and the end of the Second World War, Beskid
Niski had no UPA presence, and its Lemkos were scornful of the very idea.
Khrushchev was correct in writing to Stalin that Polish partisan attacks on
Ukrainian civilians helped UPA recruitment.49 The main factor, however, was
the desire to avoid deportation to the Soviet Union.50 The link between the
homeland and Ukrainian nationalism, never before made in many of these territories, finally became salient when Ukrainian nationalists promised to prevent deportation. This was a passage to a new universe of ideology. The OUNBandera was still the dominant force within Ukrainian nationalism, but after
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the German surrender differences between the OUN-Mel’nyk and the OUNBandera became less important. Veterans of SS-Galizien, supported by the
OUN-Mel’nyk but opposed by the OUN-Bandera, now played a crucial role
in the local UPA.51 This can be ascertained on the basis of UPA records.
Mykola Kopdo deserted the SS-Galizien for the UPA in , and died commanding a UPA brigade in Poland. Dmytro Karvans’kyi, a prominent OUNMel’nyk activist, deserted the SS-Galizien for the UPA in February . He
died commanding a UPA company in Poland. Mykhailo Hal’o, commander of
one of the four UPA battalions in southeastern Poland, also left the SS-Galizien
in . Marian Lukashevich, commander of one of three UPA tactical regions
in Poland, was also a veteran of SS-Galizien.52 Whatever the motives of the local Ukrainians who joined the UPA, they received their training from such officers.53 In other words, the ethnic cleansing policies of communist Poland
drove its Ukrainian citizens into the arms of former Waffen-SS troops.
That said, the UPA was pursuing interests in Poland in  that we can ascertain and describe. Most of its actions were designed to halt deportations,
and its recruiting propaganda presented it as an organization that would defend Ukrainian homes.54 Propaganda is propaganda, but it does suggest why
people joined. The balance of civilian deaths in southeastern Poland tends to
confirm that the goals of the UPA at this time and place were resistance and defense rather than ethnic cleansing. In September , right after the front had
passed, the UPA issued orders halting the “mass anti-Polish actions,” at least
within the borders of what was becoming communist Poland.55 Even though
the OUN-Bandera continued to regard southeastern Poland as ethnic Ukrainian territory, there was no strategic reason to cleanse Poles from what was going
to remain Poland. Murders of civilians and liquidation of settlements continued, but were henceforth announced as retaliations for Polish attacks. The
UPA command opposed the deportation of Ukrainians from southeastern
Poland to Soviet Ukraine, treating “repatriation” as a device to exterminate
Ukrainians in Soviet camps and destroy the Ukrainian nation.56
In this project the UPA’s major problem was the ubiquity of “information”
about nationality. In determining resettlement, Polish communist officials
used German documents and their helpfully unambiguous “P” or “U.” Since
everyone respected German efficiency, it was assumed that anyone without a
document showing Polish nationality was in fact Ukrainian. In doubtful situations, Polish officials would use church records, on the logic that anyone not
Roman Catholic must be Ukrainian. UPA partisans burned such cadasters to
destroy “information” about who was Ukrainian in a given locality. UPA sol-
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diers also set to work blowing up train tracks and locomotives, bringing down
hundreds of miles of telephone poles (and probably tapping the lines left standing), destroying bridges, and assassinating officials charged with “repatriation.”
The UPA burned depopulated Ukrainian villages, to prevent them from being
resettled by Poles. When the Polish army was sent to assist resettlements in September , the UPA attacked it directly.57
The UPA was more audacious than the contemporary Polish anticommunist resistance. The Home Army had been officially dissolved in August ,
its commanders deciding that further struggle against a communist state called
“Poland,” within borders recognized by the Western allies, would not serve the
Polish cause. Some units of the Home Army resisted the order to disband, and
fought on in what became known as the AK-WiN (Armia Krajowa—Wolność
i Niezawislość, Home Army—Freedom and Independence). As we have seen,
these same geopolitical facts had led the UPA to reorganize and to change its
strategy. Ukrainian and Polish partisans were now desperate enough to see that
continuing attacks on civilians were a waste of time and energy. The UPA and
the AK-WiN reached a truce in spring .58 By this time, Ukrainian and Polish partisans had only one hope, and it was a hope they shared: that a Third
World War would begin, and communism would be overthrown by the Americans and the British.

COMMUNISM, THE POLISH STATE, AND ITS
UKRAINIAN CITIZENS, 1945 –1946

The resettlement policy which drove Ukrainians and some Lemkos into the
arms of the UPA also drove local leaders to appeal to the new central authorities. In July , a delegation of Ukrainians defended their rights in Warsaw at
a meeting at the Ministry of Public Administration. The replies they received
foretold what was to come. “Although the Citizens are unanimous in wishing
to remain here, I think that this will be impossible,” said the delegate from the
Council of Ministers. “Having reached an understanding with the Soviet
Union to establish an ethnographic frontier, we have a tendency to be a national state, and not a state of nationalities.”59 The “national state,” or ethnically homogenous state, had been a code word of the interwar National Democrats. It was the title of one of Grabski’s books.60 The “state of nationalities,” on
the other hand, had been associated with Pilsudski’s federalism and with Jewish
autonomy. In the casual appropriation of “the national state” by representatives
of a Polish government dominated by communists, we see a corner turned. The
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state’s attitude to nationality was not shared by all of its citizens. Speakers of
Ukrainian who did not yet accept this principle, including Russophile Lemkos,
were surprised and disappointed by the harmony of Soviet policy and Polish
nationalism. A delegation of Lemkos from several regions of Poland wrote to
Soviet authorities in September , asking not to be forcibly evacuated. These
Lemkos expressed their regret that their lands were not incorporated into the
Soviet Union. Their appeal concluded, “If the Soviet Union does not want our
land, then it does not want us either, so leave us where we are, so long as we are
not necessary to you.”61
Soviet policy had just taken a turn in the opposite direction. At the request
of Soviet plenipotentiary for repatriation affairs Nikolai Podgornyi, on  September  Polish authorities ordered three infantry divisions to deport remaining Ukrainians to the Soviet Union.62 The ranks of two of these three divisions included Poles from Volhynia, some of whom exacted personal revenge
for the slaughter of . Polish soldiers killed hundreds of Ukrainian civilians
as they forced about twenty-three thousand of them to evacuate the country in
late . Polish units were often led by Red Army officers, responsible for several of the most horrible massacres of Ukrainian civilians. These officers had
taken high positions in the Polish Army, and of course appeared in Polish uniforms. (Some of them, such as the notorious Colonel Stanislav Pluto, were of
Polish origin. More often, Soviet officers and repatriation officials removing
Ukrainians from Poland had Ukrainian surnames.) The modus operandi of the
Polish Army in late  and early  was to halfheartedly attack an UPA
unit, destroy a village and murder Ukrainian civilians after the UPA unit escaped, wait for the UPA to destroy a Polish village in retaliation, and then repeat the cycle. One example must stand for dozens of others. At Pluto’s orders,
Polish soldiers murdered the civilian inhabitants of Zawadka Morochowska on
 January . Soldiers killed fifty-six people, mostly women, children, and
the aged. They burned people alive, mutilated faces with bayonets, disemboweled the living.63
In April  Polish authorities organized Operation Group Rzeszów, tasked
to complete the expulsion of Ukrainians from Poland. A quarter of a million
people were classified as Ukrainians and forcibly resettled to Soviet Ukraine between April and June . During the entire period of “repatriations,” between October  and June , , people classified as Ukrainians departed for the Soviet Union. In rough terms, , were forced to do so,
, were effectively coerced by nearby violence or homelessness, and the
rest chose to leave. Operation Rzeszów killed about  Ukrainians, but did lit-
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tle damage to UPA structures.64 At its conclusion, it was believed that the
Ukrainian “problem” in Poland had been resolved.

OPERATION VISTULA IN PRINCIPLE, 1947

In early , Polish authorities realized that this was not the case, and that a “final solution” of the Ukrainian “problem” would require a new policy. Soviet
forces, which had organized the “repatriations” of  – , were less available.
The Soviet NKVD was leaving Poland, and the Soviet repatriation infrastructure had been dismantled. In , Poland had resisted the end of repatriations
in the hope of getting the maximum number of repatriates from the Soviet
Union. Stalin’s patience with this was exhausted.65 This meant that any further
resettlements would be internal, as a Polish general prominent in the “repatriations” promptly recommended. “Since the Soviet Union is no longer taking
these people,” Deputy Chief of Staff Stefan Mossor proposed in February ,
“it is necessary to resettle them by individual family throughout the entire area
of the Recovered Territories,” the northern and western regions Poland received from Germany.66 In , far more Polish communist forces were deployed against the Polish than against the Ukrainian opposition. In winter
–, the army was used to falsify the January  parliamentary elections.
These election results, and the amnesty of the same month, ended meaningful
armed opposition by Poles to the Polish regime. As more units of the Polish
army became available in , the UPA continued to fight.
After Deputy Defense Minister Karol Świerczewski was assassinated by the
UPA on  March, the Politburo decided at once to “resettle Ukrainians and
mixed families in the regained territories (especially in northern Prussia), not
forming any tight groups and no closer than  kilometers to the border.”67 In
all probability, General Świerczewski’s death provided a wonderful occasion for
an action Polish authorities wished to carry out on political grounds. Of course,
priorities matter, and we cannot say for sure what would have happened in
April if not for that murder in March. Nor can we be entirely sure about the Soviet attitude to the operation. The Polish plan must have had Soviet approval,
and it was perfectly consistent with Soviet practice. Soviet authorities on the
other side of the border were prosecuting an incredibly brutal war against the
UPA and deporting family members. Moreover, Soviet agents were deeply involved in the planning of what was christened “Operation Vistula.”68 It is the
Soviet role in the initiation of the action that remains unclear. One high-ranking Polish official, trusted by Moscow, tried to warn Stalin that the policy of re-
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settling Ukrainians within Poland was irresponsible and likely to fail. Alarmed
by the Polish Politburo’s sudden decision, the Polish vice minister for repatriation affairs went straight to his Soviet contact, late at night, and told him personally that the Polish Politburo had taken an important decision in haste without consulting Moscow.69
It is very possible, indeed probable, that he was mistaken. We cannot know
for certain. It would be naive to imagine that the Polish policy could have been
ordered without Moscow’s approval; it is also naive to imagine that the Soviets
initiated every policy. We can observe from the definition of policy in March
and April  that Soviet staffers cooperated with native Poles in Operation
Vistula. For example, Lieutenant Colonel Waclaw Kossowski, a Red Army officer and Soviet plant in the Polish general staff, recommended on  March
“the complete extermination of the remnants of the Ukrainian population in
the southeastern border region of Poland.” On  April, the State Security
Commission, the central organ charged with eliminating organized resistance
to the communist regime, accepted the recommendation.70 The commission
approved a laconic report delivered by Stanislaw Radkiewicz, minister for public security. Radkiewicz was an interwar Polish communist who had spent the
war in the Soviet Union and served in the Red Army. He was charged with internal security the moment the Red Army crossed into Poland, and remained
head of the secret police through . Also present was Defense Minister and
Marshall Michal Rola-Żymierski, another client of Stalin. Żymierski had served
in Pilsudski’s Legions and earned the rank of general in the interwar period, but
had been dismissed from the army on a corruption charge. He joined the Sovietsponsored Polish Army during the war, and was beholden to Stalin for his rapid
promotion to its highest rank.
Even after their estimates were revised upward in early , Polish military
planners thought that the “remnants of the Ukrainian population” amounted
to no more than seventy-four thousand individuals. In fact there were still some
two hundred thousand speakers of Ukrainian in Poland (about . percent of
the Polish population).71 The absolute numbers are high enough to suggest the
scale of suffering that forced relocation would bring; the relative proportions
low enough to call into question the idea that Ukrainians (one-third of them
Lemkos) threatened the Polish state. It is true that in  some Ukrainians
supported the UPA, and that this support had increased as Ukrainians were deported to the Soviet Union. It is also true that the main goal of the UPA was to
establish an independent Ukrainian state, and some soldiers were willing to
fight on against overwhelming odds. Although OUN and UPA leaders now
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concealed their final goal of Ukrainian statehood on all “ethnographically” Ukrainian territories, and limited their attacks on Polish troops, there can be no doubt
about the basic conflict of interest between the UPA and the Polish state.72
It does not follow, however, that resettling the entire Ukrainian population
was only considered in the context of the war with the UPA. In early , the
Polish Politburo and general staff considered the total resettlement of Ukrainians desirable in its own right, aside and apart from the expected destruction of
the UPA. The army was assigned two tasks. The first was to “destroy the UPA
bands.” The second task was to carry out “an evacuation of all persons of Ukrainian nationality from the region to the northwestern territories, resettling them
with the widest possible dispersion.”73 Polish commanders (including those reporting to Moscow) understood Operation Vistula as involving both combat
and resettlement. Resettlement was to continue to the last Ukrainian, even if
the UPA was quickly neutralized. In General Mossor’s terms, the point of Operation Vistula was to “resolve the Ukrainian problem in Poland once and for
all.”74 Resettlement was designed to ensure that Ukrainian communities could
never arise again in Poland, that postwar Poland would be, in the terms postwar
communists inherited from interwar nationalists, a “national state.”75
The very name of the operation suggests the centrality of resettlement. The
Vistula is a river: it flows from Cracow through Warsaw to reach the Baltic near
Gdańsk, dividing contemporary Poland roughly in half. This is not incidental.
Before and during the Second World War rivers had washed the boundaries of
the homogenous national territories imagined by nationalists: Polish nationalists called for Ukrainians to be expelled east beyond the Zbruch River; Ukrainian nationalists warned Poles to flee west beyond the San. Soviet policy was, in
effect, to compromise on the river and then carry out deportations in both directions: the River Bug/Buh became the Polish-Soviet Ukrainian border, and
more than a million Poles and Ukrainians were “evacuated” across it in both directions. Operation Vistula fit squarely into this tradition, with a black irony.
The river Vistula defined the northern and western borders of the Lublin,
Rzeszów, and Cracow palatinates of postwar Poland, in which Ukrainians lived
and from which Ukrainians were to be resettled. Whereas nationalists traditionally aimed to expel ethnic foes over a river and “back” into the enemy’s national territory, and whereas Soviet and Polish communists had realized such
plans after their own fashion in  –, in  the Polish regime dispersed its
citizens of Ukrainian nationality in the “wrong” direction, to the north and
west, to the side of the river Vistula where Ukrainians had never been present
and could be expected to assimilate.
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Operation Vistula was designed to match the ethnic geography to the political geography of the new Polish state. In , with Jewish survivors emigrating and remaining Germans hastening to change their nationality, Polish authorities decided to resettle “every person of Ukrainian nationality.” Even
mixed families, even communities which had not supported the UPA, even
Lemkos who did not identify with the Ukrainian nation, even decorated Red
Army veterans, even party members trained in the Soviet Union, even communists who had helped “repatriate” fellow Ukrainians in  – : all were to be
forcibly resettled. Nationality, here as during the “evacuations,” was decided by
blood, religion, and in practice by the letter “U” in Nazi identity documents.76
The aspirations of the policy (to be applied to “every person”) confirm that the
Polish “national state” was the starting point of Polish “people’s democracy.”
The Polish communist regime stood to gain in popularity by combating
Ukrainian nationality, by “resolving” the last national problem on Polish soil.
Hegemony over the idea of the nation had been a major goal of communist
propaganda since the foundation of the Union of Polish Patriots in ; the genius of excluding the UPA from the national amnesty of January , of prosecuting Ukrainian partisans under different laws than Polish ones, and finally
of Operation Vistula in summer , was that such actions defined that national community plainly in ethnic terms.

OPERATION VISTULA IN PRACTICE, 1947

Leadership of Operation Vistula was entrusted to General Mossor, who had
joined the communist party only in . Mossor had been a soldier in Pilsudski’s legions during the First World War, and a military planner in interwar
Poland. He had been involved in anti-Ukrainian actions before the war, and
had taken part in Operation Rzeszów in . The military operations against
the UPA, and the army’s role in resettlement, were apparently planned by two
Soviet Poles: Colonel Michal Chiliński, chief of staff of the operation, and
Lieutenant Colonel Waclaw Kossowski, who was detailed to head the staff’s
operations section.77 Operation Vistula joined infantry divisions with internal
security forces into a force of , men. Most of these soldiers were veterans of
the war against the Polish underground. Having spent a year shooting at fellow
Poles, often former comrades in arms, these soldiers must be considered as appropriately demoralized. At the time Operation Vistula began, the Operation
Group outnumbered the UPA something like twenty to one.78
Mossor, Kossowski, and Chiliński were concerned in the first instance with
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the destruction of the UPA. When operations began in late April  in the
Rzeszów area, Mossor was unimpressed by the performance of his soldiers in
battle.79 Realizing that encirclement tactics were failing against more committed and experienced enemy troops, Polish commanders decided to simply pursue every UPA unit until it was cornered and destroyed. This was an old Soviet
antipartisan tactic. It never defeated an UPA unit in Poland, since UPA soldiers
simply broke into small groups and regrouped later, but it did exhaust and frustrate the Ukrainians. As the war became a hunt, Polish communications were
characterized by a thorough familiarity with Soviet protocols of antipartisan
warfare. Polish commanders carefully explained how to use police dogs to trace
retreating partisans through the forest, how to destroy the reinforced bunkers
where UPA soldiers took shelter, and the like.80 When trapped in their bunkers, UPA soldiers often committed suicide rather than surrender. In so doing
they were following orders. They were also avoiding the torture that surely
awaited them if they were taken alive.81
Meanwhile, the dispersion task proceeded, first in Rzeszów palatinate, then
in Lublin and Cracow palatinates. In the four months which followed  April
, the Operation Group moved some , individuals identified as
Ukrainians from southeastern to northern and western Poland. Just as the first
round of evacuations and deportations had removed about  percent of the
Ukrainians remaining in Poland in  – , Operation Vistula resettled about
three-quarters of those who remained in .82 Operation Vistula perfected
tactics used in Operation Rzeszów. Soldiers would enclose a village and seal off
the area to prevent UPA intervention, then a military or security services officer
would read a list of names of those to be resettled. Those identified as Ukrainians were given a few hours to pack, and then relocated to intermediary sites. If
men tried to escape when the army encircled the village, they were shot. In general men moving about during the operation were likely to be shot. In some
cases Polish soldiers shot men in flight, only to find the “P” for “Pole” in the
German identity documents in the dead men’s pockets. Members of households where men were absent were tortured in order to locate UPA soldiers.
Several villages were burned as their inhabitants watched.83 Vistula was distinguished from Rzeszów by the more complicated role played by the security services, since Polish authorities were now charged not only with deportation but
also with a complex resettlement inside Poland. The final destination and degree of dispersal of groups was determined by the judgment of intelligence officers, whose colleagues were waiting to receive their instructions in sealed envelopes at the end of the line.
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Military and security officers relied on local informers, of both Polish and
Ukrainian nationality, to denounce their neighbors as UPA partisans. Individuals singled out as Ukrainian partisans could be judicially murdered or sent to
a concentration camp. Military courts, empowered to judge civilians, sentenced
at the very least  Ukrainians to death for collaborating with the UPA.84 Most
of these sentences were carried out the same day. About , Ukrainians, including  women and children, were taken to the Jaworzno concentration
camp, a wartime affiliate of the Auschwitz-Birkenau complex. There, routine
torture was accompanied by typhus epidemics and shortages of food and clothing.85 Several dozen Ukrainians died in Jaworzno, including two women by
suicide. Twenty-seven more Ukrainians, mostly infants and the aged, died on
trains during resettlement. In terms of the number of people repressed, imprisoned, sentenced to death, and actually killed, Operation Vistula was the most
massive exercise of terror by the Polish communist regime during the entirety
of its existence.
The  resettlement defeated the UPA in Poland. Once most Ukrainians
had been resettled, resistance was not only next to impossible, it was essentially
pointless. Most soldiers had been fighting to protect their homes, and now they
had lost. Those hundreds wishing to continue the fight against communism
had little reason to do so in Poland. Chased unceasingly by Polish troops, UPA
battalions broke ranks.86 Some partisans allowed themselves to be resettled in
northwestern Poland; others fought their way across the sealed borders to
Czechoslovakia, whence several hundred reached the West. Incredibly, hundreds crossed the sealed Soviet border to fight on with the main body of the
UPA. The flight of the UPA marked the final step in the consolidation of the
new Soviet-Polish border, the homogenization of the Polish population, and
the liquidation of armed resistance to the Polish regime.
Chapters  and  were devoted to an evocation of the historical durability and
modern contestation of Galicia and Volhynia; chapters  and  have described
the rapid transformation of several inheritances from the old Commonwealth
(–), from the multinational empires (–), and from the brief
period of Polish rule (–). In eight years, between September  and September , German power advanced and withdrew, Soviet power was installed
twice, East European Jewish civilization was destroyed, Poles and Ukrainians
ethnically cleansed each other, and a new and durable frontier separated Poles
from Ukrainians. Operation Vistula ended the history of Galicia and Volhynia,
and began the history of Western Ukraine and southeastern Poland.
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The conclusion of Operation Vistula coincided with the consolidation of
communist power in Poland; the homogenization of Poland coincided with
the establishment of a communist power in Eastern Europe. The rejection of
the Marshall Plan in summer  by East European states brought down
Churchill’s metaphorical Iron Curtain. As world war gave way to cold war, national questions were settled, forgotten, or transformed. Driven from Poland,
the UPA fought on in the Soviet Union for nearly a decade; Mykola Lebed’, the
Ukrainian nationalist perhaps most responsible for the Volhynian terror that
began the Polish-Ukrainian civil war, was employed by U.S. intelligence.87
Romen Shukhevyeh, the UPA commander, died in battle in Soviet Ukraine.
The new European order was built on the presumption that Poland, a national
state ruled by communists, could align with the Soviet Union. As we shall see
in the next two chapters, eastern questions played a special role in the consolidation of Polish communism and the Soviet-Polish alliance—and then in their
disintegration.
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Communism and Cleansed
Memories (1947–1981)

The Poland that emerged in  covered a very different part of Europe than the Poland that was destroyed in . Half of Poland’s prewar territory was lost to the Soviet Union in , and a third of its
postwar territory was gained from Germany in . Gone were
Wilno and Lwów, gained were Gdańsk and Wroclaw. Postwar Poland
was crushingly Polish: perhaps  percent of its citizens would have
self-identified as Poles. Yet if we impose Poland’s postwar borders on
prewar Europe, we find that its postwar territories were home to four
groups in : Poles, Germans, Jews, and East Slavs (Ukrainians and
Lemkos). In , only about three-fifths of the people on the territories that became Poland in  were Poles.1 In general outlines, we
have seen how three-fifths become almost everyone: the Jews were
murdered, the Germans were expelled, and the Ukrainians were deported, while Poles were “repatriated” west from the Soviet Union. In
concentrating on the consequences of the resettlement of Poles and
Ukrainians, this chapter will endeavor to reveal some of what was destroyed so that Poland could be reconstructed.
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ETHNIC CLEANSING AND SOCIAL MEMORY

The cleansing of Poles from what became western Ukraine and the cleansing
of Ukrainians from what became southeastern Poland ended hundreds of
years of mixed settlement of borderlands. Since the early modern period, the
three main languages of Galicia and Volhynia had been Ukrainian, Polish,
and Yiddish, the four main religions Orthodoxy, Greek Catholicism, Roman
Catholicism, and Judaism.2 Galician and Volhynian Jews were all but annihilated in the Holocaust, and many of the survivors emigrated after the war.
Poles and Ukrainians continued to inhabit these lands, but by  were divided for the first time by a durable border between political units called “Polish” and “Ukrainian.” Galicians were left to consider Russians as the major national minority, and Russian as a language of power and culture.3 After six
centuries of rule from Cracow, Warsaw, and Vienna, rule from Moscow was
something new.
In what had been Polish Volhynia, perhaps , Poles remained in ,
down from , in . This was a reduction of  percent. In what became Soviet Ukrainian Galicia there were perhaps , people who called
themselves Poles, compared to . million before the war. This was a reduction
of  percent. On the far smaller Galician territories that remained in Poland
after the border shift, there had been perhaps , speakers of Ukrainian in
; by  there were only about ,: a reduction of  percent. In Volhynia and Galicia taken together, about  percent of the Jewish population
was killed during the war. In Volhynia the figure reached . percent.4 Even
with every conceivable qualification, these changes bespeak a drastic alteration
in the settlement of a considerable region of Europe. The Final Solution of
–  was Nazi policy; the “evacuation” of national minorities in  –
was Stalinist policy: but the former facilitated, and the latter continued, the
Ukrainian-Polish ethnic war that began in .
Ukrainians remember ethnic cleansing by a “Polish” regime, and recall the
UPA as the organization that helped them. The memory of the UPA became an
essential element of Ukrainian identity in postwar Poland. Most of the Ukrainians deported from Poland in  –  settled in western Ukraine. For them
as well, the UPA became the main institutional repository of national identity.5
Ukrainians resettled to Soviet Ukraine sometimes complain that their fate is
forgotten by Ukrainians in Poland, who attend only to  and to Operation
Vistula.6 They have a point. The Ukrainian question was not “resolved” only
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in Poland, or indeed only in Poland and western Ukraine. Between  and
, , individuals identified as Ukrainians were sent to central or eastern
Ukraine. , were resettled to Western Ukraine.7 Operation Vistula resettled , individuals within Poland. In quantitative terms, Operation Vistula concerned less than a quarter of the Polish citizens resettled as Ukrainians.
More people were sent to central and eastern Ukraine than to western Poland:
they too faced adjustments to a new situation, and in almost every respect their
situation was worse.
Whereas Ukrainians who remained in Poland remember , Poles resettled from Volhynia and Galicia remember the slaughter by Ukrainian partisans
of  and . To be sure, the barbaric mass murder of Polish civilians by the
UPA in Volhynia in  and Galicia in  was one of the most terrible
episodes of the war. Polish survivors and their families almost always regard the
UPA as a band of murderers. Survivors found themselves dispersed throughout
postwar Poland, under a communist regime that did not acknowledge their
memory, since discussions of lost prewar territories were taboo. Polish survivors
also bore a tremendous share of the national humiliation flowing from the collapse of the civilizing mission in the east, an idea once as essential to Polish national identity as the frontier was to the American, or the empire was to the
British.
These Ukrainian and Polish memories are different in substance: they contain contradictory accounts of events, and different heroes and villains. They
are similar in form: both speak of the destruction of ways of life, and of the
compulsion to begin anew. Consider, one after the other, a pair of Ukrainian
and Polish recollections. “No one ever dreamed that such a great Ukrainian
village, which shone with Ukrainian life, could be in such a short time, in
such a brutal, barbaric way, torn from the surface of the earth.” “Volhynia
aflame, the glow of the flames, I see it still and I cannot rid myself of it, I cannot forget it. What happened in Volhynia will remain in my memory to the
end of my days.”8 Historical disagreements regarding  – , about who
started the conflicts and who suffered most, flowed from different definitions
of groups, borders, and periods. Ukrainians rightly think that Polish groups
struck first in most areas of what became postwar Poland. Poles rightly think
that the OUN-Bandera’s decision to destroy the Polish element in what became western Ukraine began the entire cycle. Ukrainians rightly believe that
more Ukrainians than Poles were killed on territories now in Poland: about
eleven thousand Ukrainians to about seven thousand Poles. Poles rightly believe that, taking into account all contested territories, Poles were killed in
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greater numbers: about seventy thousand Poles to perhaps twenty thousand
Ukrainians.9

SOCIAL MEMORY AND MODERN NATIONALITY

It does not deform the facts, today, to link these human recollections and body
counts to opposing Polish and Ukrainian memories, which correspond to the
two modern nationalisms that prevail in Poland and western Ukraine. At the
same time, it is important to see that terrible events which are recalled today often clarified the national identity of the Poles and Ukrainians who retell them.
The perspective of  was tremendously different than the perspective of
. Teenagers and adults who cleansed each other during the s were once
children who (sometimes quite literally) played together in the s. The recollection of the Volhynian Pole “Waldemar Lotnik,” who took part in the ferocious mutual cleansings of late  on the Polish side, is typical: “But it was
with Ukrainians that I spent most of my childhood, learnt to read and write,
skated on frozen lakes in winter and discovered shards of Russian and German
ammunition, left over from the First World War, in the forests and fields . . .”10
He does not say so, but he certainly spoke Ukrainian with these children.
The very way “Lotnik,” and others like him, lived to tell the tale defies the
presumption of inborn national traits, gives the lie to cultural definitions of national identity, and alerts us to difference between prewar and postwar accounts
of nationality. Lotnik—a Pole telling a very Polish story, remember—would
have been killed at several points had he not been a native speaker of Ukrainian
and Russian. He owed the “nine lives” of his memoir’s title to the fact that he
spoke languages other than Polish. At one point, he almost perished because his
eastern accent in Polish caught the ear of a savvy Red Army officer looking for
deserters. Some Polish children escaped death in Volhynia in  because they
spoke Ukrainian with Ukrainian children they played with, and could say their
prayers in Ukrainian when stopped on the road by strangers. Volhynian Ukrainian families who wished to save Polish children taught them the Lord’s Prayer
in Ukrainian. Although we have seen that religion served as a marker for putative nations, and that churches sometimes provided havens for national activists, this was the first moment in which religion mattered chiefly as a sign of
nationality for societies in general. If one defines modernity as the period when
nationality counts for more than religion, modernity begins in Volhynia and
much of Galicia in the s.
We know of these cases of survival from the memoirs of survivors. For obvi-
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ous reasons, the circumstances of death are harder to specify than the circumstances of survival. There are nevertheless enough cases of mistaken identity
leading to murder in  and  to confirm the general idea that nationality
was by no means transparent—even to nationalists. In an atmosphere of mutual mass murder on national grounds, people made incorrect judgments that
led to horribly absurd deaths. The Poles who surrounded the Galician village of
Zubrza in summer  wished to take revenge on the Ukrainian nation by
killing Ukrainians. The village’s five Poles were not convinced that these unknown attackers were really Poles: local Poles apparently thought the armed
outsiders were an UPA brigade, masquerading as Poles to reveal the village’s
Poles. In accordance with this reading of the situation, these five Poles pretended to be Ukrainians. Their calculation was wrong; the attackers really were
fellow Poles. The ruse was successful; their fellow Poles took them for Ukrainians, and killed them. In a matter of life or death, both killers and victims were
unable to recognize members of their own nationality.11
Southeastern Poland in  admitted similar ambiguities. The very way
Operation Vistula was prosecuted and resisted reveals the falsity of simple accounts of clearly distinguishable “Poles” and “Ukrainians” in conflict. In May
, for example, the Polish regime created a false UPA brigade, composed of
speakers of Ukrainian, in an attempt to draw the OUN leader from his bunker.
A meeting was arranged. But the disguise worked all too well: on its way to the
rendezvous, the Polish “UPA” unit was mistakenly attacked by Polish security
forces. Incidentally, even the real UPA soldiers who arrived in time to watch
this transpire could not tell that the false UPA brigade was not one of theirs. In
a separate incident one month later, a real UPA unit escaped encirclement by
the Polish army by striking up a popular Polish revolutionary song (“When the
nation takes the field, weapon in hand . . .”) and singing its way through Polish
lines. Ironies such as these were a product of ethnic cleansing and a sign that it
was incomplete; the success of ethnic cleansing meant the beginning of the end
of such surprises.12
Ukrainians cleansed by Operation Vistula in  sometimes spoke better
Polish than the Poles cleansed from Volhynia by the UPA in : but when
these groups met in the Recovered Territories of northern and western Poland,
people usually “knew” who was the Pole and who the Ukrainian.13 Politics and
memory trumped observable cultural traits such as language. This is not to say
that Lemkos and Ukrainians could not pass as Poles: tens of thousands of them
did. The point is that by  everyone accepted that nationality was unitary
and exclusive, that individuals were of exactly one nationality. Eastern Poles
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and Ukrainians resettled in western Poland often had a great deal in common,
at least in contrast to the natives around them: but a new “eastern” culture conspicuously failed to emerge.14 Only in the most extreme situations did such
similarities tell. A Volhynian Pole recalled, as his single positive memory of having Ukrainian neighbors, a reciprocated invitation to Christmas dinner and the
fresh fish UPA veterans somehow procured—in the Siberian gulag. Christmas
dinners were important occasions to both Poles and Ukrainians before the war,
and reciprocal invitations were not uncommon in the s. It took Siberia to
reproduce such cordiality in the s.15
The Polish state reinforced felt divisions, and supported a modern conception of Polish nationality. The very chaos and mobility of the postwar period
helped in this project. When a fifth of the prewar population has been killed, a
quarter of all villages have been destroyed, a third of the population has been resettled or moved from somewhere else, and one half of the cultural centers
(Lwów and Wilno) have been lost to foreign rule, local loyalties count for less
than they would, and recent memories for more than they might. Detailed
study of the years after  demonstrates that the very process of creating a
working class in Poland involved the making of a Polish working class nationalism.16 But individual experiences during the war provided much of the material with which the state worked, and were often sufficient in and of themselves.17 Both ends of the gun are transforming: there is perhaps no experience
so nationalizing as to have been both cleansed and cleanser. Such people have
something to remember and something to forget, something to grieve and something to justify.

SIMPLIFICATION AND NATIONALIZATION

We can see the triumph of modern nationality in communist Poland on the example of regional groups. “Volhynians” are now counted among the most forthright of Polish nationalists: not at all the case before .18 Lemkos (or their
children and grandchildren) are now part of Ukrainian civil society in Poland:
again, something unthinkable before the war. Nationalism is now the main current in Ukrainian political life in Poland, which had never previously been the
case. Recall too the tens of thousands of Ukrainian peasants who profited from
the slaughter of Poles in Volhynia, or the tens of thousands of Poles resettled to
southeastern Poland after Operation Vistula. Volhynian Ukrainians who today
refuse to speak of annihilated Polish villages, like Polish priests who today destroy Ukrainian cemeteries in southeastern Poland, smooth out the past.
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What happened to villages full of wrinkles, such as Dobra Shl’iakhets’ka/
Dobra Szlachecka? After six centuries of existence as a distinct local reality, and
after decades of relative indifference to modern ideas of nationality, Dobra was
transformed almost beyond recognition between  and . In –  the
Soviets deported Ukrainians they accused of “collaborating” with the interwar
Polish state. In – the Germans murdered most of the Jews. The Germans also sent Ukrainian national activists and communists to Auschwitz. In
 – the UPA murdered Ukrainians it found uncooperative, and Poles it
suspected of “collaborating” with the new regime. On  January  a Polish
army battalion found a UPA brigade in Dobra: the UPA escaped, and the army
killed twenty-six inhabitants of the village. The Soviets resettled half of the survivors in , the Polish regime the other half during Operation Vistula in
. Eighty villagers were interned in the concentration camp at Jaworzno; a
Dobra woman gave birth there.
In Dobra, as elsewhere, the violent application of ascriptive definitions was
divisive. Those who found the body of the fourteen-year-old boy murdered by
the UPA for collaboration were, we may assume, never quite the same. This
must also hold for the twelve-year-old girl who watched Polish soldiers murder
her father on Christmas Day. It would be too much to say that Dobra was nationalized by the war: neither was it free of national activism before the war, nor
are its surviving former residents all committed Ukrainians or Poles. We can
safely maintain that experiences of war closed early modern possibilities of selfidentification, and activated more modern ones. Since modern nationality carries with it a certain lexicon, one of the closed possibilities is easy description of
a lost reality in our postwar idiom. Today, the terms “Polish” and “Ukrainian”
impose themselves upon survivors’ stories even as they hasten to add that these
terms meant something different before the war.19
The fate of Dobra Shl’iakhets’ka/Dobra Szlachecka, terrible as it was, seems
lyrical when compared to that of Polish settlements in Volhynia obliterated in
. Recall the fate of Gle˛boczyca, discussed in chapter . The UPA decision to
kill everyone in such places left even clearer images in the minds of the survivors. One Gle˛boczyca boy, having spent the night in the family stable, awoke
at dawn on  August  to see his father surrounded in the field by Ukrainians. One of the Ukrainians struck his father (age fifty-six) in the back of the
head with a sickle; his father dropped to his knees, then, convulsing, fell forward and died face down in the soil. The boy watched as his mother (age fortythree) ran, screaming, towards her dying husband. She was ordered to stop and
did, a Ukrainian took aim and shot her, and then another killed her with a blow
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from a sickle as she lay on the ground. A Gle˛boczyca girl returned home that
morning to see her neighbor’s head rolling on the ground, a child killed by having its head beaten against a pillar, and other villagers murdered with pitchforks
and sickles. She crept towards home in time to see her eleven-year-old sister
beaten to death. The rest of her family were already dead.20 Poles fled Galicia
with similar memories. Hucisko, a Polish village south of L’viv, was destroyed
by the UPA on  April . A local woman returned to find men hanging
from trees, their skin hanging from their muscles, their hearts torn from their
chests. Other men, women, and children, dead on the ground, were burned
and mutilated beyond recognition. She was able to identify her young son’s
ruined body only by the bread she had packed in his pocket earlier that day.21
In this light, it is striking that Polish survivors of the Volhynian and Galician
terror sometimes make the sorts of distinctions in their memoirs that are worn
away as their names become numbers and their stories become histories.22 Indelible personal memories, with time, contributed to national forgetfulness.23
To attend to individual memories is to see the false elements of national memories, but also the collective suffering which makes coherent myths inevitable.
Even when victims of ethnic cleansing preserve a sense of ambiguous identity,
as is sometimes the case, or have nuanced stories to tell, as is often the case, their
accounts are invariably reduced to their most common and most terrifying elements as they circulate within a national society. Retellings and rewritings erode
and refine. The transformation of places such as Dobra (which still exists in Poland), and even more the obliteration of Polish settlements such as Gle˛boczyca
and Hucisko (which would now be in Ukraine if they existed), removed barriers to the creation of simplified national histories.
Deportation prepared the way for myth by privileging nation over locality.
Individuals were deported on the basis of Nazi or Soviet identification documents with nationality categories issued after , although these documents
may not have reflected a modern national identity. Be that as it may, the experience of deportation confirms national identity not only by its ethnicizing implementation, but by its sociogeographical consequences. In  – , Poles
and Ukrainians alike were resettled into areas which were alien at the level of locality, but familiar at the level of nationality. A Lemkini who finds herself in
L’viv after the Second World War will know little of urban life, but she will
know to pray in some of the local churches and how to speak the Ukrainian language (after a fashion). A Volhynian Pole resettled from L’utsk to Gdańsk will
have never seen the sea, but he will be a Roman Catholic and speak a Polish
comprehensible to most of the people around him. In new surroundings, “na-
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tional” characteristics such as religion and language come to the fore. Deportation creates lowest-common-denominator nationalism.

COMMUNIST AND NATIONALIST HISTORY

A few years after Operation Vistula had resettled Poland’s Ukrainians, Polish
archaeologists discovered the sarcophagus of Prince Danylo, ruler of Galicia
and Volhynia in the thirteenth century.24 Because the dig was on the Polish side
of the border, near the contested city of Chelm/Kholm, it was not made public. Polish communist authorities needed to prevent the perception of “Ukrainian” settlement in “Poland”—seven centuries in the past. This Polish concern
fit Soviet practice. After all, in schoolbook history, the Soviet Union was “descended” from medieval Kyivan Rus’, whereas communist Poland was “descended” from the medieval Poland of the Piast dynasty. Poles and Russians
were taught that their “ethnic groups” had stood in place for nine hundred
years, awaiting the proper political and territorial realization of their “nationhood.” Ukrainians were told that that Kyivan Rus’ was a Russian state, and that
their forebears rebelled against Poland because Ukrainians yearn for Muscovite
rule.
The “descent” of modern communism from medieval duchies and kingdoms allowed communists to sidestep the half-millenium of Polish cultural expansion to the east (from the beginning of the fourteenth century to the end of
the nineteenth) and the political success of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth ( –). The Commonwealth was a troubling example of many
things Soviet communism wished to abolish: constitutional traditions, representative institutions, cooperation among Poles and East Slavs, and intellectual
flexibility and political toleration in the realm of nationality. Ukrainians who
reject the substance of the Soviet reading of Ukrainian history often accepted
its form. To believe that Ukraine rather than Russia “inherits” Kyivan Rus’ also
risks neglecting the heritage of the Commonwealth. Of course, Poles who
thought of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth as “Polish” in the modern
sense were also wrong. The Commonwealth was Europe’s largest early modern
realm, governed by early modern Europe’s largest citizenry, the noble nation.
As early modern nationality was reconstructed in the nineteenth century, it begot a brood of modern nationalisms intent to discover separate origins in a
more distant past. This trend in nationalism informed communists and their
opponents in the twentieth.25
This communist idea that ethnic nations were stable entities with durable
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boundaries threw shrouds over interesting problems of modern history. For example, the complicated pattern of the assimilation of Polish-speaking peasants
to Ukrainian culture (and vice versa) in interwar Galicia and Volhynia is now of
only specialist academic interest. For most, these people were always (or at least
always destined to be) what they eventually became. Now that Volhynia and
eastern Galicia have become western Ukraine, both Ukrainians and Poles have
forgotten just how different these regions were once considered to be. Separated by the Russian-Austrian border for more than a century before , kept
apart by Polish policy between  and , divided between Soviet and Nazi
occupation regimes between  and , and then between the Nazi Reichskommissariat Ukraine and the Nazi Generalgouvernement between  and
, these regions are today the heart of a rather unproblematic “Western
Ukraine.” Galician Ukrainians today sing “My Volhynia” under L’viv’s Habsburgera gaslights as if it were the most natural thing in the world.26
Most important for the emergence of modern from early modern nationality is the new significance of religion. Between the Brest Union of  and the
end of the First World War, Greek Catholicism and Orthodoxy were rivals. As
a result of Russian and Austrian imperial policy, eastern Galicia was predominately Greek Catholic, and Volhynia predominately Orthodox at the beginning of the twentieth century. The union of Galicia with Volhynia within interwar Poland created the opportunity for Galician Ukrainians to propagate
modern nationalism on Volhynian Orthodox territory. They had some success
in the s and s, and great success during the Second World War. In the
ethnic cleansing of Volhynia in  we must see not only the removal of Poles,
but an alliance of Greek Catholics and Orthodox against Roman Catholics. It
was part of the creation of a western Ukraine in which differences of religion
between Greek Catholicism and Orthodoxy mattered less than identification
with the Ukrainian nation. It closed an early modern divide between religions
by solidifying the modern divide between nations.
The same can be said of southeastern Poland. In the framework of the early
modern Commonwealth, or early modern Polish civilization, Greek Catholicism was a partner of Roman Catholicism. As early modern nationality succumbed to modern, this association perished along with it. The ethnic cleansing of southeastern Poland was not only an action taken against Ukrainians by
Poles, but an action taken by Roman Catholics against both Greek Catholics
and Orthodox. Postwar Poles accept that the Greek Catholic and Orthodox
Churches were both Ukrainian. In the s, for example, the Polish mayor of
Przemyśl, once largely Greek Catholic, claimed that Ukrainian culture was
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more foreign to him than Eskimo culture. To anyone who knows Przemyśl/
Peremyshl or Poles and Ukrainians, nothing could be more absurd: except perhaps the behavior of some of the townspeople. They physically occupied a local
church that Pope John Paul II wished to return to Ukrainian Greek Catholics.
The beneficiaries of their action, Roman Catholic Carmelite monks, then proceeded to destroy the church’s dome on the grounds that its “eastern” shape destroyed Przemyśl’s “Polish” skyline. Here again religion is subordinated to
modern nationalism, and common early modern civilization is obscured rather
than revealed. The Habsburg-era dome was in fact modeled not upon an eastern basilica (or an igloo), but upon St. Peter’s in Rome.27

NATIONAL HISTORY AS COMMUNIST
LEGITIMATION

We can see the progress of modern nationality on the example of individuals as
well as towns, regions, and religions. Wojciech Jaruzelski, for example, was of a
family loyal to Pilsudski’s early modern, federalist conception of nationality. In
, young Captain Jaruzelski was ordered to resettle Ukrainians in Operation
Vistula. Captain Jaruzelski believed that Operation Vistula was about the Polish army protecting the Polish state. Jaruzelski was taught to see the UPA as
Nazis. Throughout the postwar period, the Polish regime justified its general
Ukrainian policy by this association. There was something to it, of course. The
UPA in Volhynia ordered former German policemen, collaborators in the Final
Solution, to murder Poles. The UPA in Poland incorporated Waffen-SS deserters as well as German policemen, and learned from the German occupation.
The UPA was part of an organization, the OUN-Bandera, which was ideologically committed to ethnic purity. Poles are right to remember all this: but they
forget that the UPA was successful in many of its endeavors because its causes
were specifically Ukrainian ones, and its organization equal if not superior to
that of any Polish institution operating on Polish territory. The Polish regime’s
association of Ukraine with Germany allowed Poland to refight the Second
World War on better terms in . It also shrouded the extent to which the
Polish regime’s own rhetoric and policy were redolent of the German occupation. General Mossor, commander of Operation Vistula, spoke of a “final solution” to the Ukrainian problem. Operation Vistula exploited German identity
documents and a German concentration camp.28
Operation Vistula meant that the communist regime could and did speak of
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a Polish “national state.” Although this could not quite be said, the creation of
a Poland for the Poles was a great legitimating achievement of Polish communists.29 Of the four major changes which made it possible to speak of Poland as
a “national state,” the Holocaust went largely unmentioned, the expulsion of
Germans was treated as reason to be loyal to the Soviet Union, the “repatriations” were a Soviet operation, and only the final cleansing of Ukrainians remained as a local Polish achievement.30 Even during the reforms of the Gomulka
period ( –), the Polish regime directed attention to the two wartime enemies, the Germans and the Ukrainians, and to its success in keeping them at
bay. In , official anti-Semitism was deployed by those who challenged Gomulka, and by those who defended his position. In November and December
, the leading political weekly commemorated the fiftieth anniversary of
Poland’s independence by asking the country’s leading intellectuals to comment on changes in the “typical Pole.” None of the respondents questioned the
essential identification of the “typical Pole” with the ethnic Pole. Only one suggested that in the creation of an ethnically homogenous polity something had
been lost.31
After a generation of communism, by let us say , only a modern conception of nationality functioned in Polish society. A Pole was at once a citizen of
Poland, an ethnic Pole, and (in all likelihood) a Roman Catholic. Far better than
interwar Poland, communist Poland spread the national idea by extending education and promoting social mobility. After a generation, and in conditions of
political rapprochement, the sense of the German threat began to decline in
about . At the same time, the fear of Ukrainians in Poland remained steady.
Indeed, the peak of official anti-Ukrainian ideology was during the Gierek era,
the s, as Poland was officially declared ethnically homogeneous.32
In  and , Gierek and then his successors were forced to contend with
Solidarity, an independent labor union and then a mass social movement with
as many as ten million members. While Solidarity was unquestionably a patriotic movement, its leaders evinced a very different attitude to Ukraine. During
the months of relatively free speech, intellectuals spoke of the impossibility of
Polish independence without Ukrainian independence. The Solidarity labor
union sent its greetings to the nations of the Soviet Union, a gesture appreciated in Ukraine. As Polish communists sought to discredit Solidarity, they
emphasized its support for equal rights for Ukrainians in Poland. Finally, in
December , Solidarity was crushed by martial law. General Wojciech Jaruzelski, now general secretary of the Polish party, head of the Polish state, and
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commander of the Polish army, ordered the operation. Thirty-four years after
his participation in Operation Vistula, he was again convinced that Poland had
to be saved by self-invasion.33 Was this an ending or a beginning? Most modern Polish nationality include hostility to Ukraine? Or could one imagine, with
Solidarity, a free Poland in accord with its eastern neighbors?

Part III The Reconstructed
Polish Homeland

Chapter 11 Patriotic

Oppositions and State Interests
(1945–1989)

After the negotiated revolution of , Solidarity formed a noncommunist government, which moved quickly to establish an eastern policy. After the disintegration of the Soviet Union in , Poland’s relations with independent Lithuania and Ukraine quickly improved.
Lithuanian politicians came to see their western neighbor as the key to
European integration, while Ukrainian presidents traveled to Warsaw
to seek historical reconciliation. Disputes with Lithuanians about Vilnius, or with Ukrainians about Galicia and Volhynia, were so well
managed as to be nearly invisible. As we have seen, the Second World
War and its aftermath broke some of Poland’s links with the east, and
spread modern nationalism. Perhaps war in the s had created the
preconditions for peace in the s? Perhaps ethnic cleansing set the
stage for national reconciliation?
Such suppositions only make sense in retrospect, from the vantage
point of a northeastern Europe without postcommunist conflict. The
image of a peaceful region arose not from the order Polish policy inherited, but from the order it created.1 The innovation of Polish policy was to understand nationalism, and channel it toward regional sta217
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bility. Between  and , when the Soviet Union was still intact, Polish
policy acted as if Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine were becoming nation-states.
Polish diplomats added a proviso: that independence would mean accepting
Soviet-era borders. This was at once a prediction of a future without the Soviet
Union, and an effort to prepare the stable regional order that would then emerge.
It reflected a new Polish grand strategy, prepared in emigration, and debated for
fifteen years before . Its authors were Jerzy Giedroyc and Juliusz Mieroszewski, who framed it within their understanding of Polish nationality. Since
it arose from consideration of the conflicts discussed in parts  and , and since
it brought the peace that is the subject of part , their variant on modern nationality deserves sustained attention.

THE EASTERN INTERESTS OF A POLISH STATE

Jerzy Giedroyc (–) was involved, by birth or by choice, in all of the
eastern questions of interwar Poland. He was born in Minsk, then still the capital of a Russian imperial province, to an old Polish Lithuanian gentry family.
Giedroyc’s studies in Moscow were interrupted by the Bolshevik Revolution,
and he returned home. As imperial Russia’s Northwestern Territory, the lands
of the old Grand Duchy of Lithuania, was contested by Polish and Bolshevik
armies in , Giedroyc and his family left Minsk for Warsaw. As we have seen,
the federalist Pilsudski’s armies won the war, but the nationalist Grabski determined the peace. Polish negotiators gave Giedroyc’s native Minsk to Bolshevik
Russia. Like many a Lithuanian Pole before him, Giedroyc found Warsaw poor
and gray. Giedroyc studied Ukrainian history and literature at university, and
made the acquaintance of leading Ukrainian activists.2 His contacts spanned
the spectrum of Ukrainian political life, from Dmytro Dontsov, the ideologist
of integral Ukrainian nationalism, to Vasyl’ Mudryi, the head of the left-leaning and democratic UNDO. Giedroyc was fascinated by Metropolitan Andrei
Sheptyts’kyi, head of the Greek Catholic Church. As a journalist and civil servant, Giedroyc urged the Roman Catholic Church to improve relations with
Sheptyts’kyi’s Greek Catholic Church. On state business, and at his own initiative, he visited the Hutsuls, a poor Ukrainian-speaking people in southeastern
Poland.
Giedroyc was repelled by the integral nationalism of the National Democrats, and attracted by Pilsudski and his nostalgic vision of a Poland of many
nationalities. A generation younger than Pilsudski, Giedroyc too was a Lithuanian Pole who took an interest in Ukraine. Like Pilsudski, Giedroyc was a
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Fig. . Jerzy Giedroyc ( –),
Polish intellectual and grand
strategist. Giedroyc redirected Polish
political thought. Photograph taken
in Paris in the late s.

pragmatist whose highest value was Polish statehood, and who did not conflate the nationalism of Polish society with the interests of the Polish state. For
Giedroyc, the historical attachments of Poles and other nationalities were important only in their relation to the Polish state. Because Giedroyc believed that
national minorities could destroy Poland, he concluded pragmatically that the
Polish state had to satisfy their aspirations so far as possible. In particular, this
would have involved keeping faith with earlier commitments by extending political autonomy to Ukrainians in Galicia. In general, it would have required
engagement with all minority populations, in order to determine how the Polish state could serve them, and how local nationalists could be deprived of
arguments to use against Polish statehood. Interwar Poland lacked a general
policy for its eastern minorities; yet there were Poles, such as Giedroyc and Volhynian governor Henryk Józewski, who devoted themselves to the problem.
As we have seen, the Second World War sharpened national conflicts on the
territory of interwar Poland, allowing massive and bloody Ukrainian-Polish
cleansings. The war’s aftermath brought massive deportations and took from
Poland two of its most important cities, Lwów and Wilno. During the war
Giedroyc maintained his interest in eastern questions, and kept up friendly
contacts with representatives of other nationalities, including Ukrainian na-
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tionalists. Having served under General Wladyslaw Anders in the Polish Army,
he made his way to Paris, and founded a Literary Institute and the review Kultura. Between  and , Kultura was the most influential Polish émigré
publication. It is quite possible that Giedroyc, over the course of these four
decades, was the single most influential Polish intellectual. He enjoyed influence at home because he treated emigration in an unusual way. From France,
Giedroyc intended to influence politics within communist Poland, rather than
create a substitute Poland abroad. In this he differed from the main body of
Polish émigrés, who sought to preserve the political institutions of interwar
Poland in London exile. Having chosen nostalgia, many London Poles saw no
reason to criticize the old order, or to resign from territories lost to the Soviet
Union.3 Giedroyc believed that a newly independent Poland would be something other than a revival of interwar Poland, and that preparations should begin immediately. Giedroyc understood that the Second World War had reposed without resolving Poland’s eastern questions, and worked to create the
platform upon which new solutions could be sought by a future sovereign
Poland. Although Giedroyc rarely wrote, his editorial decisions marked out a
Kultura line on eastern policy.4
Kultura treated Poland’s postwar eastern border as the eastern frontier of a
future sovereign Poland. This may seem like common sense, but it was very
controversial among Poles, and unusual among East European émigrés in general. This border was first drawn by the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact in  and
confirmed by the Yalta accords of , events that Poles regarded as the great
diplomatic betrayals of the twentieth century. Giedroyc’s innovation was to see
these territories not as Polish lands lost to the Soviet Union, but as contested
territories that could now serve nations comparable to the Polish nation. Although Lwów and Wilno had become L’viv/Lvov and Vilnius/Vil’nius as a result of the triumph of the Red Army and the choices of Stalin, Kultura treated
them as part of Soviet Ukraine and Soviet Lithuania, and in the final analysis as
Ukrainian and Lithuanian.5

REALISM AND ROMANTICISM

In  and  Giedroyc’s closest collaborator, Juliusz Mieroszewski (–
), provided the theoretical justification for the eastern grand strategy of a future sovereign Poland. The supreme concern remained the interests of a future
Polish state, and a guiding assumption remained that certain wartime changes
should not be reversed. Giedroyc had long contended that Poland had no in-
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terest in challenging the territorial status quo; Mieroszewski sought to show
that Poles had a positive interest in maintaining it. He proposed the strengthening of the Lithuanian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian nations within the respective Soviet Socialist Republics, including on territories taken from Poland in .
He contended that a future sovereign Poland should support the independence
of Lithuanian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian nation-states. The recommendation
for Polish foreign policy presumed a prediction: that such a sovereign state would
soon arise, and have to deal with independent eastern neighbors. Mieroszewski
was one of the few students of politics who made the correct prediction, writing
of the springtime of nations to come in the twentieth century in both Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union.6
In the early s, this seemed rather romantic. The Soviet Union was a nuclear superpower which appeared to be winning the Cold War. Poland was a
Soviet satellite, its most recent upheavals of  and  easily quelled by
its communist regime. Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine were constituent republics of the Soviet Union, whose dissidents were a harried few. Hugely formidable Soviet conventional military forces were concentrated in precisely the
region in question. Yet, as the eventual fate of the Soviet Union makes clear
enough, the real in international relations includes not only the state of affairs
at a moment in time, but the direction of its change as time proceeds, the apprehension that multiple directions of change are possible, and the realization
that individuals use states to force events onto one course rather than another
on the basis of ideals. Realism as a mode of analysis must be pragmatic, but it
must also (if it is to avoid paradox) include an awareness of the goals which call
for pragmatism, the end toward which pragmatic measures are the means.
These ends are not themselves realistic, they cannot be derived from the world
as it is, but must arise from individuals’ sense of how the world ought to be. Interests are incoherent without ideals.
It follows that what appears idealistic may be realistic. Mieroszewski was right
about the fate of the Soviet Union, and about the need for an anticipatory Polish eastern policy. His own consideration of future Polish interests, precisely because it was clear about ends and means, escaped the confines of the old Polish
dilemma of realism and idealism. He treated Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine
not by reference to their traditional connection with the Polish nation, but in
the context of the security of a future Polish state. Imagining the geopolitical
position of such a Polish state, Mieroszewski anticipated threats from () an independent Russia and () imperialist Polish nationalism. Mieroszewski feared
that conflict with Russia over Ukraine, Belarus, and Lithuania would entrench
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harmful versions of both Russian and Polish nationalism. Mieroszewski’s program was not an expression of sympathy toward the Lithuanian, Belarusian,
and Ukrainian peoples, but a plan to prevent conflict over territory and deflect
Russian and Polish nationalism. Mieroszewski noticed that the creation of
Lithuanian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republics within the
Soviet Union had created an intellectual opening for such a strategy. Because
Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine could be seen as political units, he thought it
possible to convince Poles that these Soviet republics were but a step away from
national statehood. The analogy between a satellite Poland and Soviet republics
was strained, but it was made possible by the structure of the Soviet Union. Because the borders of the Lithuanian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian SSRs with each
other, the Russian SFSR, and Poland were already visible on maps, it was possible to advocate the preservation of existing borders in a future order of nationstates.7
From his recognition of the centrality of Russia and his understanding of the
organization of the Soviet Union followed the conclusion that the countries
Mieroszewski called “ULB” were key to the security of a future sovereign Poland. If independent Ukrainian, Belarusian, and Lithuanian states could sustain themselves, they would moot the old Polish-Russian competition. It was
thus in the Polish interest to make the survival of such states more likely. Hence
Mieroszewski also argued that territorial adjustments by Poland in the east
could not be in the Polish interest; and that advocacy thereof would alienate another generation of Ukrainian, Lithuanian, and Belarusian national elites. Beginning immediately, he argued in the early s, Poles should not only renounce revanchism in the east, but support the aspirations of the Lithuanian,
Belarusian, and Ukrainian nations to independent statehood. Although this
conclusion flowed from realistic considerations, Mieroszewski understood that
it could provide Polish foreign policy with a moral dimension. As a realist, he
could see that this moral dimension might inspire Poles to act.

POLISH TRADITIONS AND THE KULTURA
PROGRAM

Federalism. Giedroyc was born in Minsk, Mieroszewski spent his youth in Galicia, and it is easy to see the Kultura eastern program as continuing the elite early
modern patriotism of Pilsudski and, more distantly, of Mickiewicz. Giedroyc
was indeed an admirer of Pilsudski from childhood, and Mieroszewski believed
that Mickiewicz understood freedom better than Poles of his day. Yet the unit
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of analysis in Giedroyc and Mieroszewski’s theory of international relations was
the nation-state, a modern form alien to early modern traditions. Mickiewicz
was nostalgic for a Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in which nationality
meant something entirely different than it does now, and Pilsudski wished to
create a federation united by Polish high culture. Giedroyc and Mieroszewski
were preparing Poles for the fully modern world of nation-states. Mieroszewski
assumed that a sovereign Poland would be a nation-state, and that Ukraine,
Lithuania, and Belarus could become nation-states as well. He disdained nostalgia for the old Commonwealth, not because he found it unsympathetic personally, but on the pragmatic grounds that it could only be seen as imperialism
by Ukrainian, Lithuanian, and Belarusian patriots. As he realized, once one is
committed to seeing Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine as equal nations rather
than as colorful addenda to a Polish state tradition, the legacy of the Commonwealth becomes treacherous ground.
As we have seen, Lithuanian nationalism was based upon the particular view
of the Commonwealth as poisonous to Lithuanian culture, while Ukrainian
nationalism idealized rebellions against the Commonwealth. Poles themselves
tended to see the early modern Commonwealth in modern nationalist terms,
and therefore tended to regard its eastern territories as part of their own history.8 All of these readings are so deeply false that no amount of scholarly compromise can reconcile them. They can all, however, be placed within a set of
parallel national readings of history, if one accepts the political principle of
multi-nationalism. This is what Mieroszewski proposed. In Mieroszewski’s vision, the evident sympathy for Lithuanian, Ukrainian, and Belarusian peoples
implicit in Mickiewicz’s poetry and Pilsudski’s federalism became normative
respect for Lithuanian, Ukrainian, and Belarusian nations. While Polish federalists had assumed the superiority of Polish culture in the east, Mieroszewski
welcomed distinct Lithuanian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian national elites. The
understanding of Poland as an old nation and Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine
as young nations, whatever its merits as history, was rejected in politics. It was
replaced by propositions, asserted in the present tense, that all four peoples
were nations deserving of states. The Kultura program can be seen as updated
federalism: if one accepts the crucial qualifications that cooperation with eastern neighbors is a question of relations among friendly states, and that the
recognition of these states requires that Poland abandon the territorial ambitions and civilizational claims of the old federal vision. Federalism assumed
early modern nationality. The Kultura program was an accomodation with
modernity.
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Nationalism. There was nothing new about seeing Poland as one modern
mass nation among others: this was the premise of the National Democrats.
Likewise, there was no innovation in the proposal to resign from eastern territory. This was the course taken by the National Democrat Stanislaw Grabski
when he resigned from Minsk, Kamieniec Podolski, and Berdyczów in his negotiations with the Bolsheviks at Riga in , and urged Poles to evacuate
Lwów after his  discussions with Stalin. National Democrats assumed that
eastern territory could be given to Russia in exchange for the good graces of
Russian elites. The National Democrats brought the category of modern nations into Polish political life, but counted Russians and Poles as the only nations between Warsaw and Moscow. Ukrainians, Lithuanians, and Belarusians
were treated as demographic raw material or ignored entirely. On the National
Democratic view, Polish elites should come to terms with their Russian counterparts, over the heads of the peoples in between. Although invariably framed
as realism, this view depended upon national prejudice as well as national strategy. By assuming that Ukrainians, Belarusians, and Lithuanians could never
create viable states, National Democrats constrained the framework of their realism. “Modern Poles” revealed the traditional limits of their vision of politics
by associating modernity with Polishness.
The Polish communist regime assimilated this aspect of Polish nationalism,
contending after  that the present arrangement with the Soviet Union was
in the interests of the Polish nation. Mieroszewski’s grand strategy of the s
also accepted that present borders should be treated as permanent, and that
Poland’s eastern mission was obsolete. But by comparison with the interwar
National Democrats and their postwar communist continuators, Mieroszewski’s innovations were three. Most obviously, he presumed that Poland would
regain sovereignty and the Soviet Union would collapse. Second, he proposed
resigning from territory in favor of Ukrainians, Lithuanians, and Belarusians
rather than in favor of Russians (in the National Democratic tradition) or Soviets (in the communist tradition). Third, he argued that the attitudes of elites
in Moscow were not fixed, but could be influenced by Polish policy. The best
way to influence these attitudes was not to grant the Russians what they desired. Leaders of an independent Poland would best ensure Poland’s security by
themselves resigning from territorial claims regardless of whether Russia did
the same, and by supporting nation-states between Poland and Russia. This
was presented as respect for the Russian nation.
Kultura synthesized the federalist tradition of Pilsudski and the nationalist
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tradition of Dmowski, presenting a realistic program for a future in which the
nations of communist Eastern Europe would enter the contemporary international system as states. From Pilsudski it drew the romantic categories of Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine, although it put them to pragmatic uses. From
Dmowski it drew the principle of realism, while rejecting as unrealistic his predisposition to compromise with Moscow at the expense of Lithuanians, Belarusians, and Ukrainians. From the postwar order created by Stalin and the Allies at Yalta and Potsdam it drew the durability and desirability of state borders
drawn on national criteria. It was Giedroyc’s and Mieroszewski’s great intellectual achievement to unite this acceptance of state borders with the prediction
that communist would collapse, and to imagine that such a situation would require a new Polish grand strategy. It was their great theoretical achievement to
articulate the justification for such a strategy and to sketch its outline. It was
their great political achievement to communicate their program in such a way
that it was taken for granted before the revolution of  by the Poles who
would matter thereafter.

Fig. . The final number of Kultura,
October . As Jerzy Giedroyc
promised, the monthly ceased
publication upon his death.
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POLISH POLITICS AND THE KULTURA PROGRAM

The Polish postwar emigration considered the Kultura program heretical. The
huge majority of Polish émigrés in Western Europe believed that Lwów and
Wilno must be returned to Poland. Until the very end of its existence in ,
the Polish government in exile in London took the official position that Poland
should renegotiate its eastern borders. This was grounded in the idealist conviction that since Poles had been wronged by the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact,
decimated by the Second World War, sold out by the Allies at Yalta, and oppressed by communism for decades, Poland deserved justice in a future European settlement. The Kultura program had intellectual rivals as well, thinkers
who called themselves realists and treated Russia as the only power in the east.
While not (necessarily) interested in regaining territory for sentimental reasons, these realists argued that independent Poland would best protect its interests by striking a deal with Russia over the heads of Ukraine, Belarus, and
Lithuania. Such views were represented by Stefan Kisielewski (– ), one of
the most admired essayists of postwar Poland. Unlike the idealist revanchism of
London, such realist accomodationism accounted for certain basic changes in
the postwar order, and sought to communicate with Poles in Poland who were
growing accustomed to them. Like realist accomodationism, the Kultura program spoke the language of interests, and thus could be rationally debated
when platforms for debate arose.9
As indeed they did, even in communist Poland. A crucial peculiarity of the
Polish communist experience was the extensive influence of organized political
opposition upon society, especially in the s and s. Uniquely in Eastern
Europe, the Polish opposition provided fora for discussion of matters beyond
reform communism, economic downturn, and historical injustice. Polish opposition was extensive across four dimensions: in time, such that discussions
and debates could actually progress; in breadth, such that it touched thousands
or (during the Solidarity period) millions of individuals; in length, in that it involved a number of competing organizations; and in depth, in that numerous
individuals lived lives of opposition, in which there was room to consider all aspects of life in a future sovereign Poland.10 Figures such as Bogdan Borusewicz
( – ), Jacek Kuroń ( – ) and Adam Michnik (– ), who were concerned with eastern policy in the s, became famous within Solidarity in
 –, and then prominent in democratic Poland after . They were not
dissidents, as were their famous counterparts in the Soviet Union, but rather
oppositionists, representatives of larger trends.
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Mieroszewski’s influence on the Polish opposition was clear in the s. In
, the Polish Independence Compact (Polskie Porozumienie Niepodleglościowe) published a program whose eastern policy followed Kultura. From
 the organ of the Committee for the Defense of Workers (Komitet Obrony
Robotników, KOR) paid a great deal of attention to the eastern neighbors, and
one of its information bulletins featured an open letter on reconciliation with
Ukraine. By  a consensus in favor of the Kultura program was apparent
among the Polish opposition intelligentsia who would play important roles in
Solidarity.11 The Kultura program arose in Paris, but it could be reconciled
with important trends in Polish politics, religion, and scholarship. The Kultura
program began from the assumption, propagated by the Polish regime itself,
that Poland’s borders were where they belonged. Certain Roman Catholic bishops and priests with close ties to the secular intelligentsia, such as Bishop Karol
Wojtyla (from  Pope John Paul II) were spreading the ideas of Polish coresponsibility for past eastern conflicts, and the need for reconciliation with
eastern neighbors. In , Father Jan Zieja addressed the words “we forgive
and we ask for forgiveness” to Lithuanians, Belarusians, and Ukrainians.12
Meanwhile, censored (legal) Polish historiography broke some of the limitations imposed by communism on the study of Ukraine, and uncensored (illegal) works of history questioned not only the justice of communist policies but
the entire tradition of Polish eastern expansion.13
In  and , Solidarity as a mass movement of ten million members (a
third of whom also were members of the communist party) provided the platform for the elite consensus in favor of the Kultura program to be shared within
Polish society as part of a program of national liberation. The idea that the Polish opposition, and therefore Polish society, had much in common with the
opposition movements of eastern neighbors became widespread. This was the
first moment in modern Polish history when considerable numbers of Poles
thought of their immediate eastern neighbors as equals, as nations in the same
sense as Poland. These new habits of mind found expression in key articles in
the Solidarity press, in statements of Solidarity leaders such as Kuroń, and finally in a resolution of the Solidarity congress of . The Solidarity labor
union’s “Message to the Working Peoples of Eastern Europe” was addressed not
to the Soviet proletariat but to the nations of the Soviet Union. At the time this
was astonishingly, outrageously, foolishly, bold. Of course, the consequences of
the general freedom of discussion allowed by the Solidarity period varied from
eastern neighbor to eastern neighbor. Very little was said about Belarus. Poles
found sympathizing with Lithuanians more palatable than sympathizing with
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Ukrainians, although Ukrainian oppositionists were more attracted to the Solidarity model than the Lithuanians.14 For many important Ukrainian thinkers
and activists, Kultura had introduced a new model of Poland in the s, one
which they were prepared to see in Solidarity in .15
After General Wojciech Jaruzelski crushed Solidarity by imposing martial
law in December , more opposition publications took up the question of
relations with Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine. In some circles, the defeat of
Solidarity was taken as evidence that Poles needed to make allies of eastern (and
southern) neighbors. The most thoroughgoing of patriots, the Confederation
for an Independent Poland (Konfederacja Polski Niepodleglej, KPN), treated
the eastern neighbors as enjoying a status equal to that of Poland. In  the
young radicals of Freedom and Peace (Wolność i Pokój) signed a declaration
deploring Operation Vistula and asking Polish society to tolerate Ukrainians.
Other underground organizations initiated dialogues with Lithuanian and
Ukrainian opposition and émigré groups, on the basis of mutual recognition of
existing borders. Throughout the s, the arguments of Mieroszewski were
considered at greater length and in greater depth. By , the desirability of
good relations with the eastern neighbors was the reflective view of much of the
opposition, and had attained the status of political correctness among those
who gave the matter less thought. Thanks to the Kultura program, historical revisionism, underground publications, and Solidarity, the consensus in Poland
not only opposed revanchism, but supported the independence of eastern
neighbors. A new political idea articulated in the s had become a new political tradition by the s.16

NATIONALISTS, SOCIALISTS, AND THE KULTURA
PROGRAM

Giedroyc and Mieroszewski were men of the Left who believed that communism could be improved from within before Poland regained its full sovereignty. Their eastern program was attractive to post-Marxist intellectuals such
as Adam Michnik, whom Giedroyc held in high regard. Michnik was a leading
figure within Solidarity, and after  edited Poland’s most important newspaper. Yet the hegemony of the Kultura idea embraced not only post-Marxists
such as Michnik, but also Polish oppositionists who considered themselves first
and foremost patriots or nationalists. Much of the Polish Right passed through
Kultura in the s and Solidarity in the s, and took for granted Poland’s
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interest in the independence of its eastern neighbors. Grzegorz Kostrzewa-Zorbas (– ), for example, was on the right of the Polish opposition, but did
much to spread ideas associated with Kultura. From  to  he edited an illegal publication, the New Coalition, dedicated to the idea that the future of
Eastern Europe would be a collection of freely cooperating nation-states.
Kostrzewa-Zorbas worked for Solidarity’s Minority Affairs Committee, and in
 wrote the memoranda that sketched the first stage of Poland’s eastern policy. In the early s Kostrzewa-Zorbas and Michnik, who agreed on very little else, were crucial in the implementation and popularization of a foreign policy friendly to Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine.
The most radical secular Polish patriots of the s and s were to be
found within the Confederation for an Independent Poland. They placed the
question of Polish independence squarely on the agenda of the Polish opposition in the s, at a time when most oppositionists considered such directness
unhelpful. Their leader Leszek Moczulski (– ) considered the patriotism of
Poland’s eastern neighbors to be as praiseworthy as his own, and imagined that
independent Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine would some day join independent Poland in a Baltic-to-Black Sea federation. This prediction was notable for
the respect it paid to Poland’s immediate eastern neighbors. Although Moczulski styled himself a federalist in the tradition of Pilsudski, Moczulski unlike
Pilsudski spoke of Lithuania, Ukraine, and Belarus as nations in the same sense
that Poland was a nation. Rather than using the early modern Commonwealth
as a basis for Polish imperialism, Moczulski imagined it as the basis for an alliance of modern nation-states. Rather than believing that Polish culture could
unify regional elites, as had Pilsudski, Moczulski was sensitive to the fears of
the national elites of Poland’s eastern neighbors. Although Moczulski’s rhetoric
as a parliamentarian after  was notoriously unpredictable, his support for
friendly policy to Ukraine, Belarus, and Lithuania was unequivocal.17
Much of the Roman Catholic press in the s also contributed to the cause
of a practical reconciliation with Poland’s eastern neighbors, especially Ukraine.18
As we shall see, some Roman Catholic activists would return to the issue of the
ethnic cleansing of Poles by Ukrainians after , and seek to link Polish minority policy to the minority policy of neighbors (“reciprocation”). They were a
minority, even within the Polish Right; and their claims were not supported by
the Roman Catholic hierarchy. In a general way, the Polish pope, John Paul II,
was very solicitous of Poland’s eastern neighbors. While Poles’ attention to their
pope is unreliable, this still set limits on acceptable Roman Catholic attitudes
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within Poland. There was no longer a political force on the Polish right that was
programmatically hostile to Poland’s eastern neighbors. By comparison to interwar Poland, when Roman Catholicism was strongly associated with National Democracy, this was an enormous change.
In Eastern Europe after the revolutions of , destabilizing nationalism has
usually been the work not of secular patriots or Christian nationalists, but of
former communists seeking to preserve their position.19 Most if not all violent
conflict within Eastern Europe in the s was initiated by political leaders
who once exercised important responsibilities in a communist apparatus. This
holds true not only of the wars in Croatia, Bosnia, Kosovo, Georgia, Moldova,
and Chechnya, but also of the manipulation of national questions for electoral
gain across the region.20 Here as well, Poland was unusual. Polish communists
had already consumed the last major national question in Poland by ethnically
cleansing Ukrainians in . This left any pretenders to postcommunist nationalism in Poland without a compact national minority to present as threat or
use as scapegoat. In addition, the scale of Polish opposition in the s and
s had created a special sort of communist party. The party allowed democratic elections within some of its affiliated organizations, and cultivated a
young elite which was expected to replace Jaruzelski and his generation when
the time was right for reform. In the meantime, many of these young communists were reading the same illegal publications as the opposition, Kultura in
particular. Articles on Ukraine gave food for thought to the ambitious young
communist Aleksander Kwaśniewski ( – ).21
After the elections of June  brought to power a Solidarity-led government in August, the Polish communist party took up the challenge by reforming itself. Kwaśniewski, the former head of a communist youth organization,
took over the party at its moment of transformation. In January , the party
changed not only its leadership, but its name and its program.22 Led by
Kwaśniewski, the socialists returned to power after the parliamentary elections
of . Kwaśniewski was elected president of Poland in  and reelected in
. Poland’s postcommunists did not rely upon nationalism in their electoral
campaigns or programs. In this they differed not only from postcommunist
parties throughout Eastern Europe (in Yugoslavia and Russia most notably)
but also from the Polish communist party before . Whereas Polish communism had been traditionally anti-Ukrainian, Polish postcommunism (as
personified by Kwaśniewski) was pragmatically pro-Ukrainian. Indeed, after
 President Kwaśniewski directed a historical reconciliation with Ukraine.
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The place of Kultura in this turn of events was obvious to all participants.
Kwaśniewski corresponded with Giedroyc, and traveled to Paris to honor him.
That said, Kultura’s key connection was with Solidarity. Just as the transformation of the Polish communist party resulted from its competition with Solidarity in the s, so Polish socialists continued the foreign policy of Solidarity governments in the s. The socialists, when they came to power, also
enjoyed the luxury of good relations with a peacefully unified Germany. In
, Solidarity governments confronted the less heartening spectacle of a unifying Germany that advanced an eastern policy far less reassuring than their
own.
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The Second World War killed one in five citizens of Poland. Under
the Potsdam Agreement, Poland received vast German territories and
expelled millions of Germans. In the s, fear of German revanchism generated support for the Polish communist regime and its
alliance with the Soviet Union. In the s, the Polish regime condemned as treason social initiatives such as the Polish bishops’ message of reconciliation to the German bishops. Although public attitudes toward Germany improved after the West German-Polish treaty
of , Poles continued to believe that Germans would reclaim territory if given the opportunity. These fears were maintained by the legal
position of West German governments that they could not act in the
name of a future unified Germany, and also by the open revanchism of
the West German expellee lobby. The expellees were the dominant
force within the West German CSU (Christlich-Soziale Union), the
sister party of the CDU (Christlich Demokratische Union) of Chancellor Helmut Kohl. For more than a year after Polish sovereignty was
regained in August , Polish leaders and the Polish public expressed
greater fear of German reunification than of Soviet reaction.1
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In , political change within Poland moved forward step by step, many of
the advances agreed with Polish communists, and some of them condoned by
Soviet General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev (– ). Speaking in December
 at the United Nations, Gorbachev signaled that the Soviet Union’s East
European satellites could choose their own course in domestic politics. Poland’s
communists, motivated by the massive strikes of August , had already discussed the possibility of roundtable talks with Solidarity leader Lech Wale˛sa
(– ). In February , they took Gorbachev at his word and agreed to begin negotiations with representatives of the then illegal trade union Solidarity.
An agreement reached in April  legalized Solidarity, and called parliamentary elections for June. These elections were rigged so that the communist party
and its traditional allies were guaranteed a majority in the lower house of parliament, the Sejm. But Solidarity’s overwhelming victory in the popular vote
won it every seat it could contest in the Sejm (as well as ninety-nine of a hundred seats in the upper house, the Senate) and created a general sense that the
communists lacked a mandate to govern. The decisive Solidarity victory was a
surprise to both sides.
In August , after the communists had failed to form a government, the
Sejm approved a coalition headed by longtime Roman Catholic oppositionist
Tadeusz Mazowiecki (– ). This was the first noncommunist government in
Eastern Europe since the installation of communist rule, and set a precedent
that East Germans, Hungarians, Czechoslovaks, and Bulgarians would soon follow. Each step carried more or less unintended consequences: Gorbachev’s UN
address to the Polish roundtable, the roundtable to the rigged elections, the
rigged elections to the Solidarity victory, the Solidarity victory to the formation
of a noncommunist government, the end of communism in Poland to the end
of communism in Eastern Europe generally. In , it was not generally anticipated that revolution in East European satellites would raise the stakes of national movements in Soviet Lithuania and Soviet Ukraine, and thereby hasten
the end of the Soviet Union itself. In fact, the end of communism in Eastern Europe made independence for Soviet republics seem like an attainable goal. –
 was a strange twilight period, hard for us to fix in retrospect. For our purposes,
it is important to keep in mind that sovereignty in Eastern Europe preceded the
end of the Soviet Union by more than two years, and that newly sovereign
Poland and the Soviet Union were subjects of each other’s policy for a considerable length of time. In , Gorbachev could have made his objections to Polish sovereignty known. Yet when the Berlin Wall fell in November , Gorbachev told Mazowiecki: “it may sound strange, but I wish you success.”2
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GERMANY INTO EUROPE

West German reactions, unlike Gorbachev’s pronouncements, were threatening. After the Solidarity victory in the June  elections, West German Finance Minister Theo Waigel questioned the legality of the Polish western frontier. After the formation of Mazowiecki’s noncommunist government in August
, Chancellor Kohl declared that the German question was back on the international agenda. Kohl traveled to Warsaw in November in  to allay fears,
but chose the wrong moment. Although Kohl gave his private assurances that
he would affirm the German-Polish border in good time, he dared not repeat
such statements in public for electoral reasons. At a dinner in the Radziwill
Palace, Kohl learned that the Berlin Wall had fallen. Breaking off the day’s conversations with Lech Wale˛sa, Tadeusz Mazowiecki, and Bronislaw Geremek,
who were trying to explain why Poles feared German unification, Kohl flew to
Berlin, and made rapid unification his policy.
Kohl’s “Ten Point Program” for unification failed to mention borders. This
raised two specters: that a unified Germany would seek to regain the territories
it had lost to Poland after the Second World War; and that the new Europe, like
interwar Europe, would be a governed by different diplomatic rules in the East
than in the West. As Poles remember, the settlements that followed the First
World War guaranteed Germany’s western border with France, but not its eastern border with Poland. After the Second World War, there was no peace settlement as such, and West Germany reserved for itself the right to finally determine its eastern borders at the time of such a settlement. After the fall of the
Berlin Wall, Poles had to be concerned not only that the present border be confirmed, but that it be confirmed with them. Poles feared that a German-Soviet
agreement on borders would accompany a division of Eastern Europe into
spheres of influence, and confirm the Soviet Union’s domination of Poland.3
For the next year, from November  through November , West and
East German politics centered around unification, while Polish foreign policy
was concerned to contain the German question within Germany. Although
Polish officials (unlike French President François Mitterrand or British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher) did not seek to slow Germany unification, they
tried to link it with a final settlement of the border question. They had few
cards to play. Although Polish armies had fought with the Allies in the Second
World War, Poland was occupied by the Soviet Union after  and played no
role in the postwar conferences at Yalta and Potsdam that decided Europe’s future. Since the unification of Germany was treated as the final chapter of the
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unfinished postwar settlement, it was to be arranged by the two Germanys in
agreement with the four wartime Allies (Britain, France, the Soviet Union, and
the United States.) Despite Poland’s protests, it was not included when the
“  ” negotiations began in February .
The Polish position was that the Polish-German frontier should be reaffirmed before unification; the German position was that border treaty negotiations would begin after unification. Indeed, in March  Chancellor Kohl
suggested that Germany would not confirm the existing frontier unless Poland
agreed to protect German minorities and to forgo future claims to war reparations. Since Poland had suffered titanic losses during the war, and since West
Germany had excluded Poland from the peace settlement, this was seen as outrageous. This position was also rejected by West Germany’s allies. In spring
 Prime Minister Mazowiecki made clear that he had no wish to see Soviet
forces leave Poland until Poland’s border with Germany was codified. Poland
even proposed that Soviet troops remain in the eastern part of a future unified
Germany. This was for a time the Soviet position, but Gorbachev was quickly
persuaded otherwise. In any event, Poland’s harmony of interests with the
Soviet Union was limited. Even in February  Polish Foreign Minister
Krzysztof Skubiszewki had made clear to the Germans that Poland had no wish
to see a united Germany become neutral, which was tantamount to accepting
the membership of a united Germany in NATO. The Soviet Union opposed
the future membership of a united Germany in NATO until Kohl’s July 
meeting with Gorbachev in the Caucasus.
As it became clear in July  that deutschmarks and U.S. engagement
could produce not only German unification but the membership of a unified
Germany in NATO, the Polish position was simplified. There was now little
sense in courting the Soviets, whom West German Foreign Minister HansDietrich Genscher was using to keep the Poles out of the process, and much
sense in making sure that the Americans understood the border issue. The
American “Nine Assurances,” unlike Kohl’s “Ten Points,” did include the preservation of existing frontiers. The present East German-Polish frontier, on the
American view, was to become the future German-Polish border. Polish Foreign Minister Skubiszewski took part in the third session of the “  ” talks on
 July . Although Skubiszewski was operating from weakness and U.S.
Secretary of State James Baker from strength, their positions were in broad outline the same: that German reunification was inevitable, but that its realization must resolve issues outstanding from the Second World War and bind the
new Germany to European and Atlantic institutions. The first article of the
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“  ” treaty, signed in September  in Moscow, confirmed the external
frontiers of West and East Germany as the frontiers of unified Germany. Germany was unified on  October . Skubiszewski and Genscher signed a Polish-German border treaty on  November .4 The battle for a border treaty
before unification was lost, but for the war for unconditional recognition of existing frontiers was won.

EAST AND WEST

The very next day,  November , Soviet and Polish delegations met for the
first time to discuss the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Poland. In late ,
a weight shifted from one side of the fulcrum to another, and a scale reversed its
position. Relations with unified Germany quickly improved, and relations
with the Soviet Union quickly deteriorated. Once a legal settlement of Poland’s
western border was reached, Germany could become “Europe”; as Polish and
Soviet interests diverged and Gorbachev’s position collapsed, the Soviet Union
would become “Russia.”5 Poland feared Bonn less after it became the capital of
a larger state, and Moscow more after it became the capital of a smaller state.
This shift was obvious to Poles as soon as Poland’s eastern neighbor became the
major concern of its diplomacy.
The Polish officials who flew to Moscow in January  to negotiate troop
withdrawals were greeted by a lengthy oration from General Viktor Dubinin,
commander of Soviet forces in Poland. “The unvanquished and proud Soviet
Army,” he told them, “which once defeated the Germans, will leave Poland at a
time it regards as appropriate, with banners unfurled, in a way that it will decide for itself, and if anyone has a problem with this, the army cannot take
responsibility for the population of Poland.” The Polish approach was as legalistic as the general was bombastic: Polish diplomats pointed out to their surprised Soviet interlocutors that the Warsaw Treaty of , which founded the
Warsaw Treaty Organization or “Warsaw Pact,” did not actually provide for the
stationing of Soviet troops on Polish territory. After this exchange of views, or
perhaps worldviews, the weary Polish negotiators were to return to Warsaw by
way of Vilnius, where their plane was to refuel. As they neared the Lithuanian
capital, they were told that they would continue straight on to Warsaw. They
could see the reason from their windows: Vilnius was aflame, under attack from
Soviet special forces.6
Even as Warsaw began troop negotiations with Moscow, it campaigned to
improve relations with the individual republics of the Soviet Union and their
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anticommunist national movements. Whereas Bonn treated Moscow as the
partner of choice in its Ostpolitik right to the end, Warsaw engaged its immediate eastern neighbors right from the beginning. This was the first sign that
something besides traditional balance of power considerations guided Polish
foreign policy in the east, and that Polish diplomacy was implementing the
grand strategy described in the previous chapter. While maintaining good relations with Gorbachev, Polish officials took him at his word about the democratization of relations among the component parts of the Soviet Union, while
drawing their own conclusions about where this might lead. Even as Poland
sought to remove Soviet troops from Polish territory, it undertook a policy
predicated on the possibility that the Soviet Union might soon cease to exist,
and on the assumption that Poland could preemptively reframe historical disagreements with Russians, Lithuanians, Belarusians, and Ukrainians.
The German question remained in the background. As Poland turned its attention to its own eastern neighbors, the experience of regulating relations with
Germany influenced Polish policy towards its eastern neighbors. Poland’s position with respect to Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine was in certain ways similar to Germany’s position with respect to Poland: like Germany, Poland had
lost territory to its east after the Second World War, was home to millions of
eastern expellees and their descendants, and felt obliged to protect eastern minorities. Of course, during the Second World War Poland was not aggressor but
victim: but Lithuanians and Ukrainians of Poland’s old eastern marches regarded Poland as an aggressor in Vilnius and L’viv. Since much of the Polish
population continued to fear German revanchism in the early s, the analogy with Germany could be presented as an argument in favor of a reassuringly
pacific policy to Poland’s own eastern neighbors. Poland should ask nothing
more of its eastern neighbors, Polish diplomats explained to domestic critics,
than Poland was prepared to give Germany. German revanchists helped Skubiszewski to make such arguments by taking an open interest in Poland’s eastern policy. So did the German diplomats who used Poland’s position towards
its minority in Lithuania as a benchmark for German policy toward its minority in Poland. In at least one case, the Germans used a Polish position paper
about the Polish minority in Lithuania as justification for greater rights for
Germans in Poland.7
Krzysztof Skubiszewski ( – ), who negotiated first with Germany and
then with the eastern neighbors, is the sort of figure history often passes over in
silence. He succeeded in everything he undertook, and his successes brought
peace. One would not wish to base such a claim on the peaceful course of Ger-
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man unification. Given the concern of West Europeans and the involvement of
the United States, it is almost certain that German unification would have proceeded in a responsible manner regardless of Polish policy. The most that can be
said is that Skubiszewski, a professor of international law and an author of a
book on Poland’s western border, patiently but forthrightly pursued a precise
goal, and attained it. All the same, the encounter with West Germany illustrated some of the qualities Skubiszewski brought to relations with Poland’s
eastern neighbors, and added to the conventional wisdom within Solidarity
and Poland’s new democratic government. Since Skubiszewski was charged
with foreign policy by Presidents Wojciech Jaruzelski and Lech Wale˛sa, and
supported by all the prime ministers with whom he served, his were the views
that mattered. Unlike the situation that prevailed after the First World War,
when Poland’s early eastern policy was decided by parliamentary deputies negotiating with Bolshevik diplomats at Riga, after  Polish eastern policy was
firmly in the hands of professionals.
After the First World War, Polish elites were divided about eastern policy:
some wished to create a federation, others to incorporate only those territories
that could be assimilated by a national state. Skubiszewski faced no such divisions. The Solidarity opposition, now in power, had assimilated the Kultura
eastern program: that Poland should not seek to change its eastern borders, that
Poland had a positive interest in supporting the independence of Lithuania,
Belarus, and Ukraine, and that Polish patriots should treat Lithuanian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian patriots as equals. Although he drew from other traditions,
Skubiszewski partook in this consensus about grand strategy, and as a political thinker shared some of Giedroyc’s and Mieroszewski’s basic assumptions:
that the supreme value was the Polish state rather than the Polish nation, and
that the relevant frame of reference was not the past but the future.8 He preferred the term “state interest” to “national interest,” and spoke of history in order to clarify the interests of the state rather than the aspirations of the nation.
“The national interest is identical with our raison d’état,” was one his bywords.
Another was: “History is not, and cannot be, the deciding factor in our view of
today’s reality, nor that which decides the manner of its formation. Europe is
changing.”9
The mention of Europe suggests one of the two major intellectual elements
Skubiszewski added to the Kultura eastern program. Skubiszewski appreciated
the power of the European idea and the attraction of European institutions,
which (it must be said) totally escaped Giedroyc and Mieroszewski, despite the
fact that one lived in Paris and the other in London for most of their lives. As re-
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lations with unified Germany rapidly improved, Skubiszewski’s pragmatic argument for an eastern settlement shifted from expressed concern over German
revanchism to the instrumental claim that Poland must resolve its eastern problems if it was to join Western institutions. Skubiszewski also grasped the practical importance of international law, both as a means to take usefully ambiguous action in the present, and as a first step towards resolving national problems
inherited from the past. This, Skubiszewski’s second intellectual contribution,
was also absent from the Kultura line.
Three other contributions were more practical in nature. One was a style of
principled patience, cultivated before , which allowed Skubiszewski as foreign minister to keep his ultimate goals to himself even as he advanced toward
them. This is of course an essential quality of a good diplomat, but in communist Eastern Europe the conditions for the development of such a temperament
were not especially good.10 Another practical quality was his capacity for independent hard work. Running a foreign ministry inherited from communists is
a logistical challenge, and the relevant quotidian image of Skubiszewski’s term
is of him writing his own speeches while flying commercial airlines. A third was
a wise choice of colleagues. Jerzy Makarczyk, charged with European and regional policy, accomplished much in a short time during a crucial period. Grzegorz Kostzrewa-Zorbas, the Solidarity activist who envisioned a “two-track”
approach to Poland’s eastern neighbors, was quickly engaged. Skubiszewski’s
ministry hired three hundred new personnel during his tenure.11 This may
seem like administrative trivia, but in the politics of postcommunist Eastern
Europe the availability, recruitment, and placement of trained personnel were
often of decisive importance. This is all the more true when the policy in question is as subtle as the Polish eastern policy of “two tracks.”

TWO TRACKS

The two tracks of Polish eastern policy were () the Soviet central government
in Moscow; and () the republican governments of the European Soviet republics, especially the Russian Federation, Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine.
Skubiszewski believed that the Soviet Union would soon collapse; he explained
that Polish policy simply reflected changes within the Soviet Union itself. Relations with Soviet authorities in Moscow concerned the support of Gorbachev
and the withdrawal of Soviet troops. Polish policy paid more attention to the
republics (the Russian Federation included) than to the center. Poland prepared for state-to-state relations by quasi-formally confirming borders, regular-
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izing diplomatic contacts, and establishing the principle of good-neighborly relations in a series of declarations. Poland treated Soviet republics as full subjects
of international law and as worthy of equal ethical as well as legal concern. Even
before Skubiszewski traveled to the Soviet Union, he asserted that “in many areas our relations with the various republics are like relations with states which
are completely independent and sovereign.” His policy was the only one in the
world to systematically engage Soviet republics.12
Lithuania was a special case. Lithuania was not regarded as having been de
jure incorporated by the Soviet Union; it formally declared independence well
before the end of the Soviet Union (in March ); and its independence demands triggered revanchist claims from the sizable Polish diaspora in Lithuania. Poland formally recognized Lithuanian independence in August , as
the second state (after Iceland) to do so. During the prior two years, Skubiszewski said that Lithuania’s aspirations should be fulfilled in accordance
with international law.13 Between  and , representatives of the Polish
minority within Lithuania seriously compromised the Polish state’s efforts by
demanding territorial autonomy. The Polish state distanced itself from such
claims. Kostrzewa-Zorbas’s October  memorandum contended that the
only partner for the Polish state was the Lithuanian opposition group Sa˛jūdis,
and that Poland should do nothing to justify Lithuanian fears of Polish revanchism. Kostrzewa-Zorbas believed that Lithuanian fears of Poland were more
justified than Polish fears of Germany—and put this judgment on paper a year
before Poland and Germany signed a border treaty.14 Skubiszewski consistently
declared that Poland had no territorial claims upon Lithuania or any other eastern neighbor, and told advocates of border revisions that their preferred course
would bring about bloody war and provoke German demands in the west.15
Despite its exceptional nature, the case of Lithuania emphasizes an important point: that the two-track policy treated the proper interlocutors of the Polish state as neighboring nation-states. At a time when Hungarian Prime Minister József Antall proclaimed himself the prime minister of the Hungarian
diaspora, and Serbian President Slobodan Milošević used the plight of Serbs in
Kosovo to gain power, Polish authorities treated the position of Polish minorities as a matter to be resolved between nation-states according to international
legal and ethical standards. These comparisons of Poland to Hungary and Serbia comparisons are not far-fetched. True, Hungary lost two-thirds of its territory at Trianon in , and two million Hungarians lived in neighboring
countries in . Although Poland was compensated in the west, it lost almost
half of its territory in , including two of the four important Polish cities.
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More than a million Poles remained in the eastern neighbors in , most of
them in a compact strip of Lithuanian and Belarusian territory bordering upon
northeastern Poland.16 Half of the Poles in the Soviet Union lived within two
hundred miles of the Lithuanian capital Vilnius. One could draw a rather large
zone around and including the Lithuanian capital in which a plurality of the
population would be self-identifying Poles. Poland, unlike Hungary and Yugoslavia, privileged neighboring states over such national diasporas. In 
and  Poland was dealt with a Lithuanian nation-state which did not yet
legally exist in preference to a Polish minority which was making clear demands. This is evidence of a grand strategy that apprehended the world as constituted of nation-states.

THE THIRD TRACK

There was an indisputable legal basis for “second track” contacts with the Soviet republics. These republics were legal entities created by the Soviet constitution, and their autonomy was encouraged by Gorbachev. There was even a
sense in which Skubiszewski’s treatment of the inhabitants of Soviet republics
as “nations” was consistent with general Soviet practice. The Soviet Union was,
after all, a state of nationalities, divided into territorial units named after nations, and populated by individuals required to enter a nationality on their
passports. Yet from Lenin to Gorbachev, Soviet nationality policy did not envision the possibility of secession by the republics. There was thus less legal basis
for the unofficial “third track” of Polish eastern policy: direct contacts between
former Polish oppositionists (now in power in Warsaw), and Ukrainian and
Lithuanian national activists (seeking to gain national independence and to destroy the Soviet Union). In  and  the informal third track of Polish
eastern policy provided information about how to support national oppositions, and prepared Skubiszewski for his October  visit to “the Soviet
Union, Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus,” in the terms of the official communiqué. In effect, the third track (oppositions) substituted for the second track
(republics) during the year that Skubiszewski was preoccupied with Germany
(fall  –fall ), and prepared the ground for the second track’s success
where it was most successful.
This was in Ukraine, rather than in Russia, Belarus, or Lithuania. Relations
between Polish oppositionists and Russian dissidents were remote and sporadic, and in any case there was never anything like an organized Russian national opposition with the aspiration to “secede” from the Soviet Union. There
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was likewise, although for different reasons, no Belarusian interlocutor. The
Belarusian national movement was tiny, and concerned with historical and
symbolic issues about which Poles could say little and do less. Veterans of Solidarity were most enthusiastic about Lithuania’s Sa˛jūdis, but Lithuanian oppositionists assumed that Poles wished to occupy their country and its capital Vilnius.17 Lithuanian activists correctly took Polish Lithuanophilia as evidence
that Poles saw Lithuanians as “younger brothers,” but mistakenly connected
Polish cultural confidence to revanchist designs. Lithuanian activists treated
Polish culture as the greatest threat to their nation, and it took time after 
for this traditionally effective stance to admit the value of political cooperation.
In Ukraine’s national movement, Rukh, Solidarity activists found a ready
and willing interlocutor.18 In Ukraine, the national movement was strong
enough to contemplate independence, but weak enough to see that it needed
allies. The success of Russifying policies in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic had consolidated a new view among the West Ukrainian patriots who
organized Rukh: that Russia rather than Poland was the great threat to the
Ukrainian nation.19 Whereas Soviet rule consolidated the image of Poland as a
national enemy among Lithuanian patriots, it forced reconsideration among
Ukrainians who watched Ukrainian national culture wither in the s. The
Polish minority in Ukraine, although roughly as numerous as its counterpart in
Lithuania, was in relative terms far smaller. While hostile Polish organizations
proclaimed autonomy near the Lithuanian capital Vilnius, Poles in western
Ukraine, far from the national capital of Kyiv, supported the Ukrainian national movement. Whereas Poles in Lithuania very rarely assimilated to Lithuanian culture, Poles in Ukraine spoke Ukrainian. For all these reasons, Ukrainian oppositionists were more receptive than Lithuanians to Kultura and
Solidarity, and more willing to see Poland as a positive model.20
The third track of Polish diplomacy provided a timely confirmation. When
Poland gained full sovereignty in August , Ukrainian admiration for
Ukraine’s western neighbor peaked. A delegation from Solidarity attended the
founding congress of Rukh in September , Adam Michnik calling from the
podium to a packed hall at two o’clock in the morning that “We are happy that
at this moment of your national rebirth, which you have purchased in the
heavy coin of trials, camps, suffering, and the death of the greatest sons of
these lands, that Solidarity is with you, that Poland is with you. May fate smile
upon you, may God give you strength. Long live a free, democratic, and just
Ukraine!” His oration, the Solidarity banner, and the Polish flag were greeted
with ovations.21 They, in effect, inaugurated the third track of Polish eastern
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policy, opening the eyes of Ukrainian activists to the possibility of an ally in the
West, and marginalizing anti-Polish trends in Ukrainian nationalism at its moment of political emergence. In  and  leading Ukrainian oppositionists met repeatedly with the Solidarity activists now directing Polish policy,
broadly agreeing upon the official steps to be taken by independent Poland and
Soviet Ukraine. This is why Skubiszewski’s October  visit to the Soviet
Union, the centerpiece of the two-track policy, was most successful in Ukraine.22

KYIV, OCTOBER 1990

In Kyiv in October  Skubiszewski signed a “state-to-state” declaration with
Ukrainian Foreign Minister Anatolii Zlenko, including a pledge of nonaggression, acceptance of existing borders, and cultural rights for minorities on both
sides. Skubiszewski and Zlenko emphasized that Poland and Ukraine acted “as
sovereign states.” The Polish delegation brought Ukrainian rather than Russian
translators, a gesture which was well received. Henceforth Poland and Ukraine
prepared to initiate formal relations as internationally recognized sovereign
states, which is to say that they prepared for Ukrainian independence and the
end of the Soviet Union.23 After the failed coup in Moscow of August ,
they exchanged permanent representatives, and Poland signed a declaration of
intent to sign a state treaty with Ukraine. (On  August , U.S. President
George Bush urged Ukraine to remain within the Soviet Union.) When Ukrainian independence was confirmed by referendum in December , Poland
was the first state to formally recognize the Republic of Ukraine. From thirdtrack contacts, Skubiszewski and the Polish government knew that this gesture
was desired. Early recognition exceeded the expectations of Ukrainian patriots,
earned the Polish ambassador in Moscow a summons from Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze, and garnered disapproval from the United
States. It also created the conditions for further development of unexpectedly
good Polish-Ukrainian relations.24
Polish policy indirectly supported a civic idea of Ukraine that allowed for the
peaceful achievement of independence, and the peaceful dissolution of the Soviet Union. Having considered Ukraine’s multinational history, large Russian
minority, and resonant Soviet history, certain West Ukrainian activists advanced a civic and territorial idea of the Ukrainian nation. This approach allowed national independence to spread across Ukraine during  and  as
a political idea: one that could be supported by appeals to culture, economics,
or local elite interests, as circumstances warranted. As the Ukrainian movement
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crystallized in  and , the consensus in favor of this civic approach was
not yet clear. Much depended on Polish support of Ukrainian national activists, and Polish endorsement of existing borders. At a time when West German leaders would not publicly commit to the preservation of the existing border with sovereign Poland, Poland’s first democratic government extended
unconditional assurances to not yet sovereign Ukraine. Polish policy was more
assertive in its dealings with the Soviet republics than that of the United States
and other Western powers, and more generous on this fundamental question of
borders than its own great western neighbor. Had Solidarity not taken power in
August , had Michnik and others not traveled to Ukraine in September
, anti-Polish sentiments would have enjoyed a wider hearing. Had Polish
policy been hostile to Ukraine, some West Ukrainian activists would have been
distracted from the civic project of nation-building, and they would have advanced a nationalism less appealing to Kyiv elites and the Russophone Ukrainian majority. Had Poland advocated peaceful changes in frontiers, as for example Hungary and Romania did at this time, much of the energy of West
Ukrainian activists would have been diverted. In the event, a conciliatory Polish approach allowed Rukh to remain a centrist movement with the wide appeal to win a national debate and thereby contribute to the end of the Soviet
Union. Rukh’s civic approach to national issues contributed to the massive vote
in favor of independence in December .
The success of Rukh’s campaign was mainly due to the political skills of West
Ukrainians—including certain Ukrainian communists. In  and , Ukrainian national activists felt the winds of change, but Ukrainian communists
tacked the sails. Without a measure of cooperation between Rukh and Supreme
Soviet Chairman Leonid Kravchuk ( – ), it is unlikely that the boat would
have reached shore. Kravchuk’s tactful support of “sovereignty” assured West
Ukrainians that their own views could be realized throughout Ukraine, while
his political talent allowed other Ukrainians to regard independence as natural
and advantageous. His awareness of Ukrainian nationalism, both as a former
ideological secretary assigned to combat it in the s, and as a native of Volhynia, allowed him to use patriotism without igniting national strife.25 Had
Polish policy been other than ostentatiously pro-Ukrainian, conservative communists would have had a strong argument to use against independence: the
need for Moscow’s support against Poland. In such a situation, Kravchuk’s efforts to unite pro-independence elites and east and central Ukrainian voters behind independence and his candidacy for president (the referendum and the
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presidential elections were both held in December ) would likely have
failed.26
The argument from foreign policy to domestic politics can be recast in
broader terms. Thanks to Polish policy, for the first time in modern history
Ukraine appeared to have only one national foe: the Soviet Union. Like Poles,
and like Germans for that matter, Ukrainians have traditionally feared encirclement. From the partition at Andrusovo in  to the partition at Riga in
, Poland and Russia always appeared prepared to cooperate at Ukraine’s expense. The diplomatic miracle of autumn  was that German unification was
managed in such a way as to reduce Polish fears, while Polish independence was
presented in such a way as to reduce Ukrainian fears. The daring of Polish policy, and the evidence that it was premeditated, was that the opening to Ukraine
preceded reconciliation with Germany. Skubiszewski visited Kyiv and reassured
Ukraine about borders before the German-Polish border treaty was signed. Polish policy removed the traditional Ukrainian predicament of encirclement, and
thereby weakened the defenses of the extreme Ukrainian Left and channeled
the energy of the Ukrainian national Right. This favored the political negotiation of Ukrainian independence, and contributed to the peaceful disintegration of the Soviet Union. This Ukrainian-Polish arrangement was, perhaps, as
important to the course of events as contemporaneous, and far better-known,
power struggles between Mikhail Gorbachev and Boris Yeltsin in Moscow.

MOSCOW, OCTOBER 1990

Skubiszewski’s October  visit to Moscow was a provisional success. Skubiszewski took pains to separate “Soviet Union day” from “Russian Federation
day,” paying as much attention to Russian as to Soviet authorities. The declaration Skubiszewski signed with Russian authorities was the first official document the Russian Federation signed with any outside state.27 Polish-Soviet negotiations were underway on both a new state treaty and an agreement on the
withdrawal of Soviet troops from Poland. In December  Poland linked the
withdrawal of Soviet troops to transit rights for Soviet troops returning from
Germany. The main issues of dispute were the so-called “security clauses,”
which would have forbidden Poland to join alliances (except with the Soviet
Union), cooperate with foreign intelligence services (except the Soviet one), or
allow foreign armies (except the Red Army) to station troops on its territory.
The dispute over transit was resolved and the security clauses withdrawn. On
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 December , Poland and the Soviet Union initialed a treaty, and agreed
upon dates for the removal of Soviet troops.28 These agreements could not be
implemented, as the Soviet Union ceased to exist that month.
The Russian Federation became the successor state of the Soviet Union. The
goodwill Poland had gained by taking the Russian Federation seriously was of
little consequence: after the dissolution of the USSR, everyone had to take the
Russian Federation seriously. Since the Russian Federation lacked a separate republican communist party, there were no Russian “national communists” to
provide willing partners for negotiations (as in Ukraine) or to lead national
movements (as in Lithuania), or indeed to see Poland as a model for opposition-regime relations and democratic transitions. Since few if any Russian national activists regarded the end of the Soviet Union as a positive outcome for
their nation, their orientation ill fit the preferences of their counterparts in
Eastern Europe.29 Since Russian dissidents thought they had little to learn
from Poland, there was little tradition of friendly contacts between oppositions. Thus the second and third tracks of Polish eastern policy contributed little to relations with the new Russian state.
On the other hand, the first track (relations with the Moscow center) had
succeeded, for a state treaty and an agreement on troop withdrawals had already been negotiated with Soviet central authorities. Poland was able to sign
two new treaties with the Russian Federation very quickly, in May . These
negotiations repeated, at accelerated tempo, all of the steps of the previous
round: bombast from the Russian military, “security clauses” from the Russian
foreign ministry, and in the end a settlement which hewed close to the Polish
negotiating position. The last Russian combat troops left Poland in October
.30 Although there were few promising signs for the future of Russian-Polish relations, the two-track policy in  and  had created the legal foundation, political momentum, and negotiating precedents for the quick resolution of outstanding issues in . Given that Russian-Polish relations only
deteriorated thereafter, this rapidity was of great importance.

MINSK, OCTOBER 1990

The October  visit to Minsk was a fiasco, as Skubiszewski found himself
amidst the sort of multilateral historical issues his policy of crisp bilateral engagement with proto-nation-states was designed to avoid. At the time, Soviet
General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev was pressuring Lithuania to withdraw its
declaration of independence, and using the Belorussian SSR as a cat’s paw.
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Knowing as we do that Vil’nia/Wilno/Vilnius was a historical object of desire
of Belarusians as well as Poles and Lithuanians, we see the basis for such a tactic. Soviet Lithuania owed its capital Vilnius to Stalin’s policy during the Second World War. When Lithuania declared independence on  March ,
Gorbachev threatened to give Vilnius to someone else, and Lithuanians took
him seriously. This manipulation from the Soviet center was supported by the
Belarusian Communist Party. After a  March  meeting with Gorbachev,
the Belarusian Politburo announced that in the event of Lithuanian independence the Belorussian SSR would claim Vil’nia.31
While this official Belarusian revanchism supported a Soviet policy, it could
appeal to a reading of history popular among the national intelligentsia: that
Belarus had not been a party to any of the agreements which transferred formerly Polish territory to Lithuania, and thus in conditions of perestroika Belarus no longer need consider itself bound by them. Belarusian revanchism
resonated with the Belarusian self-conception of a reborn Grand Duchy of Lithuania with a capital in Vil’nia. Leading Belarusian activists recalled nineteenthcentury Vil’nia as the cradle of the Belarusian movement and interwar Vil’nia
as home to their political predecessors. They imagined that Belarusian independence would signify the restoration of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and
that Vil’nia would be thereby “returned” to Belarus. In  the Belarusian
Popular Front held its founding congress in Vil’nia at the invitation of Lithuania’s Sa˛jūdis—but disappointed its hosts by claiming their capital city for Belarus. In the summer of  important figures within the Belarusian opposition
proposed a federation to Lithuanian national activists, who were not interested.32
The visit of a Polish foreign minister to Minsk in October  set off a
frenzy of historical arguments. Belarusian communist authorities told Skubiszewski that since Belarus had not been party to postwar agreements, it was
not empowered to sign treaties that would confirm the frontiers of . Even
though Poland was the only sovereign state interested in supporting Belarusian
independence, the Belarusian opposition was, for the time being, trapped by
historical reasoning. Belarusian patriots complained of (nonexistent) Polish
“terror” against the Belarusians in Poland, spoke of “ethnically” Belarusian territory within Poland, and proposed peaceful territorial adjustments to account
for this “ethnic” reality. At the same time, they feared that Poland would reclaim the territories Stalin had stripped from Poland and granted the Belorussian SSR at the end of the Second World War. Although the Lithuanian SSR
had received Vilnius, the Belorussian SSR had received more formerly Polish
territory in . Most Belarusian national activists also believed that Poles in
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Lithuania were actually Belarusians to whom must be restored their true national identity—optimally within a restored Grand Duchy of Lithuania which
would include all Belarusian, all Lithuanian, and some Polish territories.33
The ideal of the Grand Duchy was of course a myth, but it was a myth of
long standing, containing fewer internal contradictions than the modern nationalism of Belarus’s neighbors. Belarusian national activists partook in a continuing tradition, which began with the end of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania,
was continued by Mickiewicz’s Romantic poetry, and ended—at different times
in different places—when early modern ideas of nationality embodied by federalism failed in practice. This tradition failed in Poland after , when Pilsudski was unable to win the territory he needed for a federation, and when
democracy supported a simpler Polish nationalism. The tradition failed for Belarusians in Poland during the interwar period, as Belarusian activists in Vil’nia
were thwarted and disgusted by Polish policies. It failed in  and , as Belarusian communists could not join Vil’nia to the Belorussian SSR. It would fail
in Minsk after , as neighbors rejected offers of federation, and as Belarusian
voters proved indifferent to the inherently elite federalist idea.
The weakening of Soviet power and discoveries of Soviet perfidy did not instantly create a modern Belarusian nation. The leader of the Belarusian National Front, Zenon Pazniak ( – ), discovered the mass graves at Kuropaty,
where the Soviet NKVD murdered at least one hundred thousand civilians between  and . The Kuropaty exhumations, which began in , were a
founding moment of Belarusian nationalism. It would take time for Belarusian
national activists to move beyond such difficult and painful historical issues,
draw conclusions from the failures of attempts to resuscitate the Grand Duchy,
and to reorient upon the modern idea of a nation-state functioning within imperfect borders. Polish policy offered time—and a model. Skubiszewski held to
the line that borders were not under discussion, and that regulating the existing
territorial state of affairs must precede historical discussions. Polish policy supported a modern Belarusian nation-state, an idea with few Belarusian supporters. The Belorussian SSR, home to conservative party authorities and a nostalgic patriotic opposition, poorly resembled the proto-nation-states that the
Polish two-track policy was designed to engage. Although the policy of Belarusian communist authorities appealed to the views of an elite national opposition, this policy was executed at Gorbachev’s prompting, and had nothing to
do with popular pressure. The Belarusian national movement was not in 
in any position to influence Belarusian or Soviet policy. In October , Polish diplomats came away with the impression that the Belarusian party was
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simply following instructions from Moscow, and using domestic national activists as a prop in its own puppet theater. Events to follow supported this view.
After the failed coup in Moscow of August , and after Lithuanian independence was universally recognized in September , the Belorussian SSR shed
its territorial and historical pretensions toward Poland and accepted the original Polish proposition of a joint declaration. Its signing in October  was Belarus’s first act of international politics.34

POLISH LITHUANIANS?

Unlike Belarus, in  Lithuania was home to an organized and popular national opposition. The Lithuanian movement Sa˛jūdis enjoyed massive popular
support, had seized the agenda of Lithuanian politics, taken control of the national assembly, and declared national independence. The attitude of the new
Lithuanian leaders to the territory of the Lithuanian SSR was unambiguous: it
was now the sovereign territory of an independent Lithuanian state. As we have
seen, Vilnius and surrounding territories had not been part of interwar Lithuania. Stalin divided the northeastern segment of interwar Poland between Lithuanian and Belorussian SSRs, Lithuania getting the prize of Vilnius. Most
Poles left Wilno in  – ; but Poles remained a solid majority in what became the Vilnius and Šalčininkai regions of the Lithuanian SSR (. percent
and . percent respectively, according to the  Soviet census). Poles were
also a majority on the other side of the Lithuanian-Belorussian border. Indeed,
at least  percent of the Poles in the Soviet Union (an area of ,, square
kilometers) inhabited an area of only , square kilometers along the edges
of two small republics. Half of the Poles in the former Soviet Union inhabited
one one-thousandth of its surface area, all of it territory which belonged to the
Polish state before the Second World War, and all of it in sensitive border
areas—doubly sensitive because the Lithuanian capital lines only forty kilometers from Belarus.
Soviet policy had formed two rather distinct Polish minorities in the Lithuanian and Belorussian SSRs. In the Belorussian SSR Poles were swamped by local Belarusians and migrant Russians, and not permitted to study in Polish
schools.35 Poles in Belarus therefore learned Russian, the language of social advancement, rather than master literary Polish or Belarusian. Perhaps one in ten
Belarusian Poles spoke Polish at home in the s. The situation was very different in the Lithuanian SSR. Whereas Polish schooling was liquidated in the
Belorussian SSR, Poles in the Lithuanian SSR could choose to study in Polish,
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as well as Russian and Lithuanian. Since Lithuanian is much harder for Poles to
learn than Russian, and since Russian was the language of power within the
USSR, Poles avoided Lithuanian schools. Lithuanian schools and universities
replicated and confirmed the Baltic/Slavic linguistic divide, created a clear social
barrier between the two groups, and crated two potentially distinct political
elites.36 Even though Lithuanian was a language of politics in the Lithuanian
SSR, fewer than one in six Poles in the Lithuanian SSR could speak Lithuanian
in .37
In the Belorussian SSR, local nationalism was weak, and a postwar policy of
Russification was successful. Poles in the Belorussian SSR considered Russification rather than local nationalism the main threat, and were friendly to the Belarusian idea.38 In the Belorussian SSR, Poles were less likely than the titular
nationality to join the communist party. Poles were the least trustworthy nationality in Soviet Belarus from Moscow’s point of view, and after the Second
World War they were left to assimilate. Lithuania presented a different situation. Here local nationalism was quite strong, and Russification made little
progress. Poles in Lithuania, unlike Poles in Belarus, feared local nationalism
more than Russification. Poles in Lithuania recalled direct Lithuanian rule in
–, associated Lithuanian officials with the German occupation of –
, and after  experienced the quasi-Lithuanization of their own lands
within the limits allowed by Soviet rule. Poles in Lithuania still treated the Lithuanian presence in their lands as alien, and regarded Lithuanians with more far
more antipathy than Russians.39 Poles in the Lithuanian SSR were more likely
than Lithuanians to join the Communist Party. Whereas Poles in the Belorussian SSR were seen as less reliable than the titular nationality, Poles in the Lithuanian SSR were seen as more reliable. The point is not that Poles came to terms
with communism, while Lithuanians did not. The point is that Lithuanians
and Poles made two different national compromises within the Lithuanian
SSR, and that the Soviet regime could use one against the other.
This potential opposition between Lithuanians and Poles in the Lithuanian
SSR was aroused in the late s and s, partly by the design of Lithuanian
national activists and Soviet authorities, but also partly by accident. Having
won a voice for themselves, Lithuanian national activists called Poles in Lithuania “Polonized Lithuanians,” whose national essence would be restored to
them by an independent Lithuanian state. The Lithuanian language law, which
obliged nongovernmental institutions to function in Lithuanian, annoyed
Poles who might otherwise have remained indifferent to Lithuanian independence. New difficulties in using the Polish forms of surnames convinced people
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that Polishness itself had been criminalized. Poles had reason to expect land reform would discriminate against those whose property claims were based upon
interwar Polish documents. By  local Poles thought that the goal of the
Lithuanian national movement was to force them to choose between assimilation and emigration, which was essentially correct.40 As in , so in ,
Lithuanian policy in the Vilnius region left little room for a political rather than
an ethnic identification with Lithuania.
After the March  Lithuanian declaration of independence, Soviet central authorities mobilized local Poles. As the rest of Lithuania faced an economic embargo, regions with a Polish majority received shipments of goods
from the Soviet Union. As Moscow threatened to dismember Lithuania, Polish
organizations and Polish-majority regions declared their territorial autonomy.
Lithuanians were right to be suspicious of the leadership of the Polish minority,
many of whom were working with the Soviet KGB.41 But autonomy was popular because local Poles were genuinely fearful of Lithuanian nationalism, and
because local elites could appeal to a vision of Polishness which was sincerely
and widely held. This was by now a simple Polish ethnic nationalism, associated with the Roman Catholic Church, and rooted in the idea that the best
Poles had stayed in their Lithuanian homeland. Federalist ideas were all but
dead by . The Second World War, Soviet classifications and deportations,
and Lithuanian nationalism buried them for good.
In Warsaw, too, the traditions of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania were largely
forgotten, as a linguistic definition of the nation won the day. The Polish communist regime drew legitimacy from its supposed descent from medieval Piast
Poland, leaving the eastern territories of the early modern Commonwealth to
Soviet history. The political antidotes to communism exploited this error. The
efforts of Kultura and of the Polish opposition before  were not directed toward returning the Commonwealth to Polish history, but rather toward creating parallel national readings of the history of Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine
on the Polish model. They advanced a historically dubious if politically generous multi-nationalism, recognizing the existence and legitimacy of other modern nations. They sought to turn the general belief about the historical inevitability of the Polish nation-state into a presumption in favor of neighboring nations
becoming states. The modern nationalist idea that the Lithuanian nation-state
was a revived version of the old Grand Duchy triumphed not only in Vilnius,
but in Warsaw. Twentieth-century disputes over Wilno appeared to be nothing
more than a misunderstanding, and the territorial aspirations of Poles in Lithuania seemed incoherent and illegitimate. In the foregoing chapters, we have
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distinguished between traditions and history, and have argued that forgetting
of one’s own traditions is required to construct one’s own history.42 Something
similar could be said about national rapprochement: before nations can come
to terms, each must see the other as a nation, as a formal equal. Nations must,
at some minimal level, accept that other nations have national histories.
The acceptance of the mass nation as the source of political legitimacy and of
the nation-state as the unit of history marginalizes people whose nations do not
happen to match their states. Poles in Poland saw Poles in Lithuania as backward
hicks and Soviet dupes. Kostrzewa-Zorbas, Polish patriot and contributor to
Polish eastern policy, called Polish autonomists in Lithuania “Soviet people of
Polish descent.”43 An exclusion from the national community could hardly be
more explicit than that! Although Kostrzewa-Zorbas wrote this article before
joining the Polish Foreign Ministry, it appeared just one month before his first
memo to parliament proposing a two-track policy. Representatives of Rural Solidarity wrote an open letter to Polish peasants in Lithuania, saying that it was
shameful to support Soviet power. The leading Polish daily newspaper mocked
the Polish minority’s declarations of territorial autonomy by asking if Russia’s
Pacific coast was also Polish.44 Foreign Minister Skubiszewski and President
Wale˛sa opposed these territorial demands, proposing instead that Poles in Lithuania regard themselves as citizens of a future Lithuanian nation-state.45
Despite these disagreements of the moment, Poles and Lithuanians shared a
historical paradigm. Both claimed descent from earlier states whose history
they had adapted to contemporary conditions. Poland and Lithuania had intellectually partitioned the old Commonwealth, Lithuanian claiming the
Grand Duchy and its medieval history, Poland claiming the medieval Piast
kingdom. To be sure, Poles also thought of the early Commonwealth as a Polish state, but Lithuanians partook in this error by regarding the Commonwealth period as the end of Lithuanian civilization. Polish eastern policy was
predicated on the existence of potential nation-states to the east, and in fact
Lithuanians more than any other neighbor regarded the nation-state as their
destiny. This does much to explain why Polish-Lithuanian relations, after an
inauspicious start, were excellent by the end of the s.

JANUARY 1991

At the beginning of the s, however, there was still a great deal of modern
history to be cleared away. For Lithuanian national activists, in charge of an
embattled Lithuanian state, the association of a “Polish” minority with the
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“Polish” state was too strong to be overcome quickly. Lacking experience with
Solidarity and the new Polish elite, Lithuanians treated Lithuanian Poles as exemplary of Poles in general, and the newly sovereign Polish state as by nature an
ally of the Polish minority in Lithuania and a partner of Russian imperialists in
Moscow.
In January , when Soviet special forces seized the Lithuanian television
building in Vilnius, killing thirteen and wounding hundreds, the divergence
among these four positions—Soviet authorities, Lithuanian patriots, the Polish minority, and the Polish state—came into sharp focus. Soviet officials spoke
of partitioning Lithuania, treating the Belorussian SSR and the Polish minority
as the proper recipients of Vilnius and surrounding lands.46 Lithuanian patriots stood by their declaration of independence and urged national minorities to
support their common cause. The parliament called a referendum on independence, which was supported by  percent of Lithuanian voters (with  percent of those eligible casting a ballot). The parliament also promised to create
an administrative unit for the Polish minority. This promise, which in any case
was never fulfilled, did not satisfy the Polish minority in Lithuania. As the crisis in Lithuania continued, the elected leadership of Polish-majority regions, as
well as the leaders of the Union of Poles in Lithuania, pressed territorial demands. In May  a congress of local Polish officials passed the most ambitious plan thus far for territorial autonomy: a “Wilno-Polish National-Territorial Authority.” Its highest authority was to be a local parliament, its territory
was to be governed by that parliament alone, it was to boast a flag and an army,
and its residents were to be offered triple citizenship: Lithuanian, Vilnian, and
Polish or Soviet. This was to all intents and purposes a declaration of independence.47
The Polish state condemned the use of force, distanced itself from the Polish
minority, and endorsed Lithuanian independence in the strongest terms possible short of formal recognition. A joint declaration of the Polish Sejm and Senate made explicit the historical comparison between Poland and Lithuania.48
The Polish government recalled its ambassador from Moscow, requested a meeting of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe to discuss Moscow’s attack, and then invited Lithuanians to join its delegation when the meeting was held.49  percent of Polish citizens surveyed in February  favored
the independence of Lithuania: exactly the same proportion of Lithuanian citizens voted for independence in the referendum of that very month.50 At least
fifteen thousand Poles demonstrated to protest Moscow’s use of force: the Lithuanian flag was seen everywhere in Warsaw, especially around the Soviet em-
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bassy and at its gates. Throughout the country Poles filled trucks with medical
supplies and food, and drove them to Vilnius.51 In Vilnius, Lithuanian
deputies besieged in the parliament building welcomed Solidarity activists,
now Polish parliamentarians, who declared Polish sympathy and support. In
Vilnius, Adam Michnik, editor of Poland’s main newspaper, called out “Long
live a free Lithuania!” In Vilnius, Jacek Kuroń, the most popular politician in
Poland, said that he would remain in the Lithuanian parliament as long as was
necessary, and that he was prepared to die there.52 These were not empty
words: in January , no one knew what would happen next, and the Lithuanian government had already made plans for a government in exile in Warsaw.
Foreign Minister Algirdas Saudargas ( – ), charged with this daunting task,
was applauded to the echo in the Polish parliament for his cause and his
courage.53
Polish relations with Lithuania in  and  were far more intimate than
relations with the Russian Federation, Belarus, or Ukraine. At the same time,
Poland did not sign any sort of state declaration with Lithuania, and disagreements about the Polish minority remained unresolved. These failures to build a
legal infrastructure for political relations would later prove important. As in
other cases, however, the policy of two tracks allowed Polish officials to recognize the historical fears of Poland’s neighbors, to understand how the modern
Polish state could be seen as the inheritor of an imperialist past.54 Once Poland’s
eastern neighbors won independence in late , disagreements with Lithuania would take pride of place. After the Soviet Union collapsed, the historical
contest for Vilnius became the main focus of Lithuanian diplomacy. As it
turned out, Polish support for Lithuania during the crisis had been the minimum Lithuanian activists expected, and was far from sufficient to resolve fears
of Poland. Since the fear of Poland was basically a fear of Polish culture, no political initiative of Warsaw could suffice. Despite Polish political support, leading Lithuanian officials spoke of Polish nationalism and imperialism, and of
the possibility of a Polish invasion of Lithuania and a Russian-Polish condominium. Lithuanian policy required that Poland correct the past as well as act
in good faith in the present. In  and  Lithuanian demands for an apology for the “occupation” of Vilnius in  met Polish refusals to negotiate history; Polish demands on behalf of the political rights of the Polish minority in
Lithuania met with Lithuanian cries of interference in internal affairs.
This demonstrated the limits of the Polish eastern policy of two tracks, of
recognizing eastern neighbors as equal nation-states. Once Poland’s eastern
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neighbors were in fact nation-states, the policy was obsolete. Equal nation-states
must have equal national histories, worthy of equal respect; and all nation-states
must be allowed to decide their own internal policies, regardless of the objections of neighbors. Disputes over history and minorities thus require a different
standard of adjudication than the right of nations to sovereign existence as
states, the silent basis of Polish eastern policy in  and . From early ,
Skubiszewski articulated a policy of “European standards” as a resolution to
this dilemma. The policy of two tracks had exaggerated the strength of the nations to Poland’s east, and thereby contributed to their independence. The policy of European standards exaggerated the clarity of European legal norms,
thereby contributing to their transmission to the former Soviet Union. In other
words, when Poland was dealing with Soviet republics, it treated them as nation-states; and when it was dealing with post-Soviet nation-states, it treated
them as partners in European integration. Such a policy could work only when
Poland itself was perceived not as the inheritor of national traditions, but as an
integral part of Europe.
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Chapter 13 European

Standards and Polish Interests
(1992–1993)

Opening a chapter of Pan Tadeusz entitled “Hunting and Diplomacy,” Mickiewicz hailed the great Lithuanian forest of Bialowieża,
ancient hunting ground of the grand dukes. On  December , in
a hunting lodge in the Belarusian forest of Belovezha, Stanislau Shushkevich, Boris Yeltsin, and Leonid Kravchuk put an end to the sixtynine-year history of the Soviet Union. The three republican leaders,
representing founding members of the Soviet Union, announced that
it was no longer a subject of international law. The dissolution of the
Soviet Union established nation-states across the entire territory of
the old Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The Russian Federation,
the Republic of Ukraine, the Republic of Belarus, and the Republic of
Lithuania joined the Polish Republic in a new Eastern Europe. What
would become of places like Bialowieża/Belovezha, associated with all
five countries? How would Poland, champion of border conservatism
before the end of the Soviet Union, react to the final disintegration of
its eastern neighbor?
Poland’s two-track policy of  – had seemed utopian (and was
practical) because it engaged the republics of a Soviet Union at a time
256
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when few thought the empire would disintegrate. A new policy of European
standards in –  seemed utopian (and was practical) because it exploited
the attractions of Western institutions at a time when there were few signs that
these institutions would enlarge. Until  the European Union (EU) refused
to countenance an eastward enlargement. The position of NATO was less categorical, but during this period no eastward extension of the alliance was proposed. Nevertheless, Poland’s normative anticipation of the enlargement of
Western institutions proved an effective successor to the normative anticipation of the end of the Soviet Union. After the two-track policy contributed to
the creation of nation-states in Eastern Europe, the policy of European standards improved relations among them.

IN EUROPE’S NAME

To understand what motivated the policy of European standards, one must begin with Polish interests. Poland’s first eastern interest was that problems with
eastern neighbors not hinder Poland’s integration with the West. The first priority of Poland’s post-Solidarity governments in  and  was to join the
EU and NATO.1 Foreign Minister Skubiszewski understood that perceived
problems with eastern neighbors would be used as arguments against Poland’s
inclusion in these institutions, and sought to prevent such difficulties by arranging relations as quickly as possible. Poland’s second interest in the east was
the preservation of Lithuanian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian nation-states. This
was understood as the best hedge against future Russian imperialism. Poland’s
third interest in the east was the protection of the Polish minority in the former
Soviet Union, most of which was to be found in Lithuania, Belarus, and
Ukraine. Although for brief moments the treatment of Poles in the east seized
center stage in Polish domestic politics, it was consistently a lower priority in
foreign policy than the return to Europe or the independence of the eastern
neighbors. These three interests—Western integration, eastern consolidation,
and minority protection—were to be furthered by state treaties with Lithuania, Belarus, and Ukraine. These treaties were to be based upon the declarations signed with Soviet republics in  and , during the two-track period, and included what Polish diplomats called “European standards.”
“European standards” meant the territorial integrity of nation-states and the
protection of the cultural rights of minorities. Poland had no territorial claims
upon any of its eastern neighbors, and expected its eastern neighbors to resign
from any such pretensions towards Poland. Poland would seek to protect the
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rights of Poles residing abroad as citizens of other nation-states, but oppose efforts by Polish minorities as collectivities to seek territorial autonomy. Likewise, it would offer the same kind of rights to national minorities resident in
Poland, but oppose any territorial aspirations on their part. These principles
applied to the negotiation of treaties. Recognition of Poland’s eastern neighbors and confirmation of existing borders were not to be used as leverage in negotiating minority rights. Unlike West Germany, Poland immediately and unconditionally confirmed existing frontiers.
Three implications of this approach were quickly apparent. First, this was a
policy whose crucial categories were the state and its citizens, not the nation
and its members. As Skubiszewski put it: “Minority rights are not special
rights, but rather human rights and fundamental liberties, which members of
national minorities enjoy. The state has the obligation to assure national minorities full equality with other citizens by taking advantage of these rights and
liberties. This is equality within the state—the same standard for all people,
without regard for which group they belong to.”2 Second, this was a policy
based upon international law rather than upon national readings of history.
Skubiszewski was categorical: “History is not and cannot be the factor which
determines one’s view of today’s reality, or which determines how today’s reality
is formed.”3 The policy of European standards set aside special pleading on behalf of this or that abused minority or this or that poorly designed frontier in favor of an immediate and comprehensive legal settlement between states within
their present borders. Third, this was a policy of voluntary Europeanization.
Rather than waiting for Europe to intervene, this policy sought to dampen conflicts before Europe realized they existed, and to introduce European norms in
Eastern Europe before alternatives could crystallize.4 The point was “to encourage all of our eastern neighbors that certain European models or standards,
which we for several years have been treating as guiding, should be realized in
their new states as well.” Central were “European standards of minority rights.”5
Poland was defining as well as introducing norms. Strictly speaking, there
were no European standards for minority rights at the time. Especially after the
Yugoslav wars began in summer , European institutions presented progressively clearer targets to states which wished to join the EU. Yet these normative
targets were by no means a simple reflection of standards already prevailing
within the EU. The notion of minority rights was highly contested: major
EU member states were governed by constitutions unfriendly to the very idea
that national minorities exist. Skubiszewski appealed to the  Copenhagen
document of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, which
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was cited as a source of “standards” in the minority rights clauses of the 
German-Polish treaty. This was an attempt to extract a clear position from the
furious debates over minority rights in the Europe of the early s. As a matter of policy, the definition of national minorities as a group of people that so
defined themselves, and the sharp distinction between cultural and territorial
rights for minorities, were Polish conceptions. Forged during negotiations with
Germany, when Poland was in the weaker position, they were applied in negotiations with Poland’s immediate eastern neighbors, when Poland was in the
stronger position. While claiming to appeal to a set of generally understood
“European standards,” Poland was in fact consolidating them. This approach
was bound to meet the approval of Poland’s western neighbors. The same point
can be made about territorial integrity. True, European states and institutions
would look askance at changes to state borders, but the contemporary cases of
German unification, West German statements about the Polish border prior to
unification, the revanchist constitution of Ireland, the ambitious territorial
programs of pro-European parties in Spain, the United Kingdom, and Ireland
and indeed British-Spanish disputes over Gibraltar, made it somewhat difficult
to speak of an unambiguous “standard” in this field. Nevertheless, general postwar practice was clear enough, and the desire for stability in Eastern Europe still
clearer—especially after the Yugoslav wars began in June . Skubiszewski
was right to think that the best way for an East European country to be seen as
European was to avoid disputes about territory.
“European standards” marked Poland’s most important agreements with
Europe’s most important state: the German-Polish treaties on borders (November ) and good-neighborly relations (June ).6 Skubiszewski made sure
that Poland asked nothing of its eastern neighbors that it did not want Germany to ask of Poland. In reaffirming Poland’s border with Germany, Skubiszewski made clear that Poland would make no territorial claims on its own
eastern neighbors. In treating the German minority in Poland as before all citizens of the Polish state, Polish policy created a situation in which it would be
very awkward to demand more than that for its own minorities in the east. As
the Polish ambassador to Lithuania recalled his procedure for dealing with the
complaints of the local Polish minority: “Before I do anything, I always ask myself what I would do as a Polish official reacting to the complaint of German
representatives in Poland.”7 There was also a positive side of the German example. In a general way, the use of “Europe” within Polish eastern policy was
similar to the contemporary use of “Europe” in German Polish policy. In both
cases, the promise of a European future was set against the national conflict of
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the twentieth century, and “Europe” provided the ideals and the rhetoric that
motivated reconciliation among states.8

WERE EUROPEAN STANDARDS STANDARD?

The idea of “European standards” presupposed that the road to Europe is signposted, that there are certain routes which must be taken and others that must
be avoided, and that Poland had a map and was a reliable guide. If you choose
to follow European standards as we do, went the Polish argument to its eastern
neighbors, you can join Europe just as we will. This argument was effective
within the domestic politics of Poland’s neighbors insofar as domestic political
actors desired the return to Europe, and insofar as they perceived Poland as being further along the way. Of course, the Polish offer to confirm existing borders and to ask for reciprocal protection of cultural rights of minorities was attractive in itself, and as a practical matter the quick presentation of draft treaties
accelerated negotiations. All of this may seem like nothing more than a normal
and reasonable reaction to international circumstances. To see what was special
about this approach, it may help to compare Polish Ostpolitik to contemporaneous foreign policies in Eastern Europe.
. The policy of European standards treated minority rights as the cultural
rights of citizens of another country, which could be listed in international
treaties. This creation of an external arbiter—“European standards” codified
in treaties—generally avoided the trap of tit-for-tat reciprocity present almost everywhere else in the region.
. The policy of European standards emphasized that the fate of minorities is a
domestic matter for the sovereign states of which they are citizens, while
other approaches challenged the sovereignty of neighbors. Hungary rhetorically extended its political community to Hungarian populations in Slovakia, Romania, Yugoslavia, and Ukraine in . Russian bombast on behalf
of Russian-speakers in the “near-abroad” frightened neighbors. Yugoslav activism on behalf of ethnic Serbs caused four wars, two interventions by
NATO, over a million refugees, and tens of thousands of deaths.
. Similarly, the policy of European standards excluded territorial resolutions to
minority problems. This differed from the initial Hungarian, Romanian, and
Belarusian positions that peaceful border revisions were possible; from the
Russian support of the armed occupation of part of Moldova; from Yeltsin’s
early suggestions that the border with Ukraine was not fixed; and from the at-
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titude of the Russian parliament in the mid-s that Crimea must be returned to Russia by Ukraine. It differed most obviously from the Yugoslav
policy of correcting borders by force.
.The policy of European standards sought to introduce European norms before European institutions became aware of potential problems. This was in
striking contrast to Hungary and Romania, which waited for European pressure (the OSCE Paris meeting of ) to resolve their differences in the mids; to Yugoslavia, which brought down NATO intervention against itself
in the mid- and late s; and to Russia, which ignored the preferences of
Western institutions as it prosecuted two fantastically brutal wars in Chechnya, intervened regularly in the Caucasus, and occupied part of Moldova.
. The policy of European standards sought to keep history out of diplomacy.
Although many outsiders learned in the s of the  battle of Kosovo,
very few needed to know of the  dynastic union of Poland and Lithuania.
Whereas the ethnic cleansing of Serbs by Croats in the s was brought to
public attention by the Yugoslav wars of the s, the Polish-Ukrainian
cleansings of the s, equally savage and widespread, remained a subject
for specialists.
In philosophy, the Polish approach was strikingly different from the Russian
presumption that Ukraine and Belarus are stray “Russian” lands because all
three “descend” from Kyivan Rus’. By now we know that there is no historical
basis for such a view: the lands of contemporary Belarus and Ukraine were part
of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania ( –) and the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth ( –) after the disintegration of Kyivan Rus’. For hundreds of years, the territories of today’s Ukraine and Belarus were known as Rus’
within the Grand Duchy or the Commonwealth. Muscovy (after  the Russian empire, after  the Soviet Union) did slowly advance across the lands of
Rus’: but Kyiv was not governed from Moscow until , more than four centuries after the fall of Kyivan Rus’; and L’viv was not governed from Moscow
, seven centuries after the fall of Kyivan Rus’. Vilnius and Volodomyr
Volyns’kyi, important sources of the chancery language attributed to medieval
Rus’, were cities in interwar Poland. They are today the capital of independent
Lithuania, and a town in western Ukraine. If one imagines, then, that “descent”
is relevant to diplomacy, Polish diplomats would have as much right to speak of
“family ties” as Russian. In fact, Poland avoided this sort of metahistory, treating its eastern neighbors as equal nation-states.
These are five pitfalls the policy of European standards avoided. To appreci-
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ate the value of staying on level ground, we should keep in mind what we
learned in chapters  through : that Poles, no less than Russians, Hungarians,
or Serbs, have a complicated historical relationship to their neighbors; that this
includes, in the twentieth century, open revanchism, official states of war, and
massive ethnic cleansing; and that memories of war and injustice were prominent within the elites of Poland’s eastern neighbors and among the Polish population. Indeed, when Poland’s eastern neighbors won their independence in
, leaders, diplomats, and citizens on both sides of what had been the SovietPolish border raised just these historical issues. After the end of the Soviet
Union, the policy of European standards functioned in the teeth of suddenly
renewed national claims about the contested Lithuanian fatherland and about
the embattled Ukrainian hinterland. The success of the policy should not blind
us to the fact that the challenges were real.

UKRAINE, 1992–1993

No one in Poland or western Ukraine had forgotten the massive ethnic cleansing of the s. Memories of the terror wrought upon Polish civilians by
Ukrainian partisans, as well as memories of forced resettlements of Ukrainians
by the Polish communist regime, created the suspicious atmosphere within
which Polish eastern policy had to operate. Poles from Ukraine and Ukrainians
in Poland could now freely tell their stories (and deny the stories of the other).
Provocateurs could sell ghastly accounts of ethnic cleansing, complete with
photographs, in which one side was innocent and the other guilty. Within
Poland, surveys showed that Poles feared Ukrainians more than they feared
Russians or Germans. In Przemyśl, an area which had seen horrifying PolishUkrainian civil war in the s, a group of Poles laid claim to a formerly
Ukrainian church, successfully defying the expressed wishes of a Polish pope.
In , as UPA brotherhoods began to form in western Ukraine, the Polish
minister of justice proposed including the UPA’s cleansing of Volhynia as a
crime against humanity, to be subject to the same kind of law that would try
Stalinist criminals.9 This could only be rejected by Ukrainian national activists,
who took pride in the UPA, and knew a good deal more about Stalinism than
did Poles. Meanwhile, Ukrainians within Poland campaigned for legal reparations for their forced migration in . Among their demands was that the
present democratic Polish state apologize for Operation Vistula, the resettlement operation carried out by the communist regime in . Ukrainian national activists in Ukraine supported this demand.
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The Polish Senate had actually apologized in June . Polish deputies were
disappointed when the Ukrainian parliament offered no parallel apology for
the Volhynian terror of  in its reply of October .10 There was a logical
problem here: a newly sovereign Polish state could apologize for actions of its
communist predecessor more easily than a newly independent Ukrainian state
could apologize for the actions of a partisan army. That said, the Ukrainian parliament’s reply read as though Stalinism was to blame for all the ills that befell
both societies, a characterization Poles who remembered the UPA could not accept. Ukrainians wondered why the Sejm, the lower house of the Polish parliament, did not join in the apology: but in  the Sejm was not fully democratic, and was dominated by former communists unwilling to criticize policies of
the s. Indeed, Polish President Wojciech Jaruzelski was a veteran of Operation Vistula! In  Ukrainian diplomacy took up the issue of a Polish apology for Operation Vistula.11
The Polish policy of European standards worked in precisely these circumstances. It was effective not because it sought to resolve these historical disagreements, but because it presumed that a legal settlement would precede attempts
to address history. How did the law find political traction in the slippery field of
historical disagreements? Ukrainian national activists were usually people who
hailed from territories of interwar Poland, had seen or heard about UkrainianPolish conflict during the Second World War, and were in some cases children
of OUN members or UPA soldiers. As argued in the last chapter, the premise of
“law before history” was acceptable to Ukrainian national activists because of
contact with Solidarity in the s and with the new Poland since . The
West Ukrainians who remembered the bloody events of the s were the very
same people who regarded Poland as the road to the European future.12 Among
the Ukrainian participants in the informal third-track contacts of  –
were the future head of the Ukrainian parliament’s foreign affairs committee; a
future ambassador to Poland; future advisors to the first presidential administration of independent Ukraine; the future mayor of L’viv; and the first two
leaders of the Ukrainian national movement Rukh. Ivan Drach, for example,
was the leader of Rukh before independence, and later charged with policy toward Ukrainians abroad. Just before independence, he explained that “We
want to travel the Polish path. We know that the path to Europe (and perhaps
this makes us different from Lithuania) really does lead through Poland.”
Dmytro Pavlychko, a Galician, later chaired the Ukrainian parliamentary committee on foreign affairs. Just after independence, he assured his fellow national
activists that Poland had changed: “A completely new era has begun.”13
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The Polish-Ukrainian treaty of May  did not require, nor did it bring,
agreement about the s. It was ratified by the Ukrainian parliament on 
September —on the anniversary of the Soviet invasion of Poland in
—after a stormy debate about Operation Vistula. Pavlychko had the last
word, arguing that it would demonstrate “low political culture” to allow historical disagreements to prevent the commencement of good relations between
states.14 The issue of who should apologize for the ethnic cleansing of the s
continued to arise: during the visit of Polish Prime Minister Hanna Suchocka
(– ) to Kyiv in January  (“I did not say, Mr. Prime Minister, that the
Polish government will condemn Operation Vistula. I said that the Polish government will objectively explain the matter of Operation Vistula, and I demand the same of you, Mr. Prime Minister, with respect to the treatment of
Poles in Volhynia, in western Ukraine”); that of the Ukrainian parliamentary
foreign affairs chairman to Cracow in February (“We will never believe the lies
and calumnies spread by Soviet historians about the UPA”); or that of the
Ukrainian ambassador during a visit to Przemyśl (“You cannot place Operation
Vistula and what happened in Volhynia on the same level”).15 This last was a
good example of how historical debates reveal totally different views. It was a
sentiment with which Poles could agree, believing that “what happened in Volhynia” was incomparably more terrible than Operation Vistula. West Ukrainians, and the Rukh movement, voiced their concerns about the Ukrainian minority in Poland, their desire for an official apology for the forcible resettlement
of Ukrainians in , and in some important cases their fears of a Polish resurgence in L’viv. Appreciating Polish support for Ukrainian independence, and
hoping that a treaty with Poland could help Ukraine rejoin Europe, Ukrainian
activists treated historical issues as less important than the present security of
their state.16 Ukrainian President Leonid Kravchuk accepted that Poland was
Ukraine’s road to Europe. On his account, the May  treaty made Poland a
more important partner for Ukraine than Russia. President Wale˛sa noted, in
more subtle language than President Kravchuk, that the treaty was important
for third parties.17
Something fundamental had indeed taken place along the axis of WarsawKyiv-Moscow. In recognizing Ukraine and confirming Ukraine’s western frontier, Warsaw communicated that Poland would be a status quo power in Eastern Europe, and that minority concerns would not serve as a pretext for
intervention in Ukrainian affairs. Russian policy was quite the opposite: Yeltsin
had indicated that the Ukrainian border might have to be redrawn, and concern about Russians in the “near abroad” of former Soviet republics was reso-
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nant in Russian elite politics. Russians in Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula were
demanding union with Russia, and the Russian parliament would soon declare
the Crimean port of Sevastopol a Russian city. The tenor of official Russian
pronouncements to Ukraine changed over the course of , the first year of
both countries’ independent existence. Unaccustomed to seeing Ukraine as a
distinct entity, puzzled Russian politicians declined to take Ukrainian independence seriously.18
By late  Kravchuk was determined to press forward towards an alliance
with Poland directed against Russian predominance in Eastern Europe, perhaps one in which Ukraine would provide a nuclear umbrella with the weapons
it had inherited from the Soviet Union. Ukraine was, at the time, in possession
of more nuclear weapons than any country except the United States and the
Russian Federation. In spring  Ukraine proposed a “Baltic-to-Black Sea
Pact” of which the Ukrainian-Polish partnership would be the nucleus. This
idea, long favored by Ukrainian national activists, was not just an attempt to
balance Russian power. It was also meant to stabilize the middle ground between Russian dominance (seen as undesirable) and European integration (understood to be a matter of decades). It referred to the common Polish-Ukrainian experience within the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, which was after
all a great power between Western Europe and Russia.19
As we have seen, Polish diplomacy was keyed to the nation-state, and appeals
to the Commonwealth were not persuasive. Provocations of Russia were seen as
undesirable threats to Poland’s statehood, and institutional links to Ukraine as
hindrances to Western integration. Polish policy was friendly to Ukraine, but
far from the level of support Kravchuk desired. Poland did explain to Western
states why Ukrainian independence was important to European stability, and
why Ukraine hesitated to give its nuclear weapons to Russia. These subjects
were raised by President Wale˛sa and Foreign Minister Skubiszewski with U.S.
President Bill Clinton in April . Yet while supporting Ukrainian independence and explaining Ukrainian interests, Poland also favored Ukrainian nuclear disarmament. Poland was agreeable to military cooperation with Ukraine,
provided that it was not directed against Russia. Poland’s policy toward Russian-Ukrainian disputes was one of equal distance, although Skubiszewski did
unequivocally condemn the territorial claims of the Russian parliament.20
In the early s, Poland and Ukraine were both constrained by dependence upon Russian energy supplies. The Polish finance minister pronounced
himself “horrified” by the possibility that a Russian-Ukrainian conflict could
limit gas supplies to Poland. In August  Poland also agreed to help Russia
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build a gas pipeline to Western Europe that bypassed Ukraine. At about the
same time, Polish authorities arrested a Ukrainian security services major on
espionage charges, Yeltsin (temporarily) approved NATO enlargement, and
Ukrainians began fear a Russian-Polish axis.21 By late  the Polish-Ukrainian relationship found its limits not in national disagreements about Ukrainian-Polish borderlands but in differences of interests regarding Russia. This
was a sea change. The precedent of Ukrainian-Polish war at turning points of
Ukrainian history was broken, and a new precedent for fundamental agreement about the geopolitics of Eastern Europe was set.

BELARUS, 1992–1993

Just as post- Polish policy toward Ukraine succeeded in the teeth of historical disputes about the s in Galicia and Volhynia, so post- Polish policy towards Belarus succeeded despite renewed disputes over the city of Vilnius/
Vil’nia/Wilno. In  and , Belarusian foreign policy was fragmented,
with the foreign minister advancing territorial claims on Lithuania, and the
speaker of the parliament retracting them. Foreign Minister Petr Krauchanka
had the qualified endorsement of the small Belarusian nationalist movement,
which concurred that Poles in Lithuania were Belarusians, and that the exclusion of Vil’nia from the Belorussian SSR in  was a mistake to be rectified by
independent Belarus as soon as possible.22 Belarusian nationalists were giddy
in  with the success of national independence, but enjoyed little support in
society and had little experience in politics. Parliamentary Speaker Stanislau
Shushkevich was a rare figure: a Belarusian patriot who believed that the interests of Belarus would be best served by the integration of a Belarusian nationstate within its present borders into European institutions. He thus reassured
Lithuanians about territorial claims, and treated Poland as the best available
road to Europe.23
Shushkevich’s main complaint was the Polonization of Belarusian peasants
the Roman Catholic Church. Polish priests delivered sermons in Polish and
decorated their churches with Polish national symbols.24 One-fifth of the Belarusian population of ten million was Roman Catholic. Roman Catholicism
in Belarus was traditionally the “Polish faith,” but Roman Catholic families
have also produced most of history’s outstanding Belarusian activists. Their
problem has been to convince the Roman Catholic population that it too was
Belarusian, rather than Polish or “from here.” Roman Catholic priests have enjoyed great influence in Belarus since the Counter-Reformation. In the special
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conditions of independent Belarus, the issue was whether Roman Catholics
would choose to identify themselves as Belarusians or as Poles. In early 
Pope John Paul II reined in the Polish priests.25 That this was a question for
the Vatican suggests that the Belarusian anxieties did not really concern national minorities as such. Although there were perhaps , Belarusians in
Poland and , Poles in Belarus, the problem was not that these individuals formed political communities or made controversial demands. The issue
was how Roman Catholics, at some future point, would define themselves. As
Shushkevich understood, Belarus and speakers of Belarusian were still experiencing the shift from early modern to modern politics that we encountered in
parts  and .26
Other anxieties of patriotic Belarusians could be eased by secular actors. The
Polish-Belarusian state declaration, signed in October , reduced fears that
Poland would claim Belarusian lands, and marked the end of Belarusian claims
on Polish territory. Meanwhile, Lithuanian efforts helped soften Belarusian revanchism. Lithuanian historians entered into a dialogue with their Belarusian
colleagues over the succession of the old Grand Duchy of Lithuania. From
these contacts emerged the idea that the Grand Duchy had two distinct successors, the modern Belarusian and Lithuanian states. In other words, Lithuanians
helped Belarusians shift from an understanding of the Grand Duchy which was
more historically accurate (large, multinational, territorially vague), to one
which was more consistent with a world of modern states (small, mononational, territorially modest). To become less dangerous in the modern international system, the Belarusian national myth had to became less true to the early
modern world. Although the Grand Duchy of Lithuania remained the universal retrospect of Belarusian national activists, Belarusian nationalists ceased to
believe that Belarus had to expand to include Vil’nia.27
In , in the wake of Belarusian independence, Polish eastern policy offered Belarus a treaty with an important neighbor, confirming existing borders
and establishing clear principles of minority rights. These proposals were acceptable to all major parties: the revisionist Foreign Minister Krauchenka, the
steady Speaker Shushkevich, and the communist Prime Minister Viacheslau
Kiebich. When the treaty was initialed in April , Polish Prime Minister Jan
Olszewski ( – ) made the seemingly innocuous remark that “relations between our countries can serve as a model for relations among other countries in
our region.”28 The simple fact that Poland and Belarus confirmed their frontier
shortly after the disintegration of the Soviet Union was very important to the
region. It conveyed to Minsk the norm that nation-states are to be built and se-
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cured within inherited borders, and signified that any Belarusian revanchism
toward Lithuania would have no Polish partner. It told Lithuanians that
Poland had no claims to the better part of the northeastern territories Poland
had lost in . Most important of all, it communicated to Russians that revanchist tendencies would have no western collaborator. By legally confirming  percent of its eastern border by mid- ( kilometers with Russia in
May,  kilometers with Ukraine in May, and  kilometers with Belarus in
June, with only the  kilometers with Lithuania remaining), Warsaw sent a
clear signal that it had no interest in eastward expansion. In these ways, the
quick signing of treaties with Ukraine and Belarus realized the eastern program of Kultura.
Skubiszewski’s main contribution to the Kultura grand strategy was the use
of “European standards” as a way to transfer Polish norms to the east. When
Shushkevich signed the Belarusian-Polish treaty in Warsaw in June , he
connected relations with Poland to Belarus’s European destiny, and accepted
European standards as the best resolution to the problem of minorities. Belarus
then opened its first embassy not in Moscow, but in Warsaw.29 For the next
eighteen months Poland offered Shushkevich and like-minded Belarusians a
window on the West, helping Belarus to join regional institutions and initiating military cooperation. Polish officials were aware of the tenuous appeal of
their twin attractions, support of national statehood and access to Europe, and
were alarmed as Shushkevich’s position weakened and Belarus’s orientation
shifted eastward. In November , Prime Minister Suchocka put the matter
quite directly during a visit to Minsk: “Poland is interested in the independence
of Belarus and wishes to be one of the elements connecting Belarus to Europe.”30 This was impolitic, but it was the issue. Belarusian nationalists enjoyed some visible influence after the failed coup in Moscow of August ,
when the conservative Belarusian Communist Party allowed the republic to declare independence as a way to protect its own position from reformers in Moscow. Belarusian activists imparted a national form to the new state: but they
were unable to control the state apparatus, let alone win over the population.
They only had about thirty months to achieve these daunting tasks. Democracy in Belarus put nationality on hold. The direct election of Aleksandr
Lukashenka as president of Belarus in  ended fruitful cooperation with
Poland and began a dictatorship of Soviet nostalgia. The lasting success of the
Polish policy of European standards toward Belarus was that it created a legal
framework for good relations between the two states, before it was too late.
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LITHUANIA, 1992–1993

Historical disputes concerning Vilnius were sharpest with Lithuania. In chapters , , and  we considered the state of war which prevailed between Lithuania and Poland between  and , after Poland seized Wilno; the Polish
government’s outrage when Stalin gave the city to Lithuania in ; the end of
Polish Wilno in  –; and the Lithuanization of Vilnius under Soviet rule.
We have just seen that the Vilnius region was contested in the late s and
early s by the Lithuanian national movement, the Polish minority in Lithuania, Soviet central authorities, and the Belorussian SSR. The Polish state
(successor to the entity which had actually lost these territories in ) was the
only party to renounce all claims. The Moscow putsch of  August  removed two of these five contestants, as Moscow’s manipulations ceased and
Minsk’s position changed. At the same time, the coup brought tensions among
the Polish minority, the Polish state, and the Lithuanian national movement to
their highest point.
Several leaders of the Polish minority greeted the August  coup as the renaissance of the Soviet Union, and planned their revenge upon Lithuania.31
They were not supported by the Polish state. On  August  the Polish government formally recognized Lithuanian independence. On  September the
Lithuanian government dissolved the regional governments where Poles constituted a majority. On  September Lithuanian and Polish negotiators failed
once again to agree upon a common declaration. The Polish state insisted that
Poles in Lithuania be allowed to elect new local authorities to replace pro-Soviet
elites; Lithuanian authorities reserved the right to rule Vilnius and Šalčininkai
regions indefinitely through ethnic Lithuanian bureaucrats. While regions with
a Lithuanian majority were allowed to elect their own regional governments,
Vilnius and Šalčininkai regions were singled out for administrative rule. Landsbergis, now speaker of the Lithuanian parliament and the most powerful politician in Lithuania, spoke of Polish “nationalism and expansionism.”32
Skubiszewski only agreed to come to Vilnius and sign a declaration on good
relations after a Lithuanian promise to hold elections in the Vilnius and
Šalčininkai regions. The signing of the declaration in Vilnius revealed the difficulties of Skubiszewski’s position. For his pains he was attacked from both
sides, by the Lithuanian Right and by the Polish minority in Lithuania. A petition of Lithuanian parliamentarians protested that the declaration “legalized
the results of aggression,” since it did not condemn the occupation of Vilnius
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by Polish forces in .33 This is an excellent example of how a historical claim
made by one national party, once it enters politics, will bring an unanticipated
reaction from another. Poles recall that Poland lost Wilno as the result of the
Molotov-Ribbentrop pact of , which everyone, including Lithuanians, regards as aggression. Thus if one were truly concerned not to “legalize the results
of aggression,” one would be forced to challenge all of the borders created by
the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact. So doing would, of course, imply that Vilnius
was legally part of Poland. By releasing “” from the Pandora’s box of history, the Lithuanian Right unwittingly set free “.” Polish activists claimed
that Skubiszewski had disarmed himself by avoiding the Second World War,
and had come to Wilno “walking on his knees.”34 The Polish government, another wrote, “was willing to barter away the rights of Poles in Lithuania.”35
Rather than allow historical debate to spread to Poland itself, Skubiszewski
urged Lithuanian deputies to think of the future instead of the past, repeated
his assurances that Poland had no territorial claims, and promised that there
would be no second General Żeligowski.36 His direct reference to the Polish
general who seized Wilno in  was meant to demonstrate an awareness of
Lithuanian historical anxiety, as well as the desire to calm it. Nevertheless, Lithuania demanded an official Polish apology for . This was unacceptable to
Poland, in part because of the general objection to regulating history by way of
diplomacy; in part because that particular interpretation of events was regarded
as biased; and in part because the property rights of Poles in Lithuania depended upon the legality of interwar documents. More fundamentally, any
state which accepts that its previous borders were illegal opens the possibility of
all sorts of territorial claims from the outside, creating a dangerous precedent
for itself—and for its neighbors. Had Poland renounced the legality of its interwar claim to Wilno, for example, Russians and Belarusians would have had
further arguments to use against the contemporary Lithuanian state. It was obvious to Lithuanians that a retrospective Polish renunciation of Vilnius would
have automatically confirmed Lithuania’s claim. Belarusians and Russians would
have seen the matter differently.
It is not especially interesting to show that the Lithuanian presentation of
the events of  was historically false. Vilnius was anything but an ethnically
Lithuanian city in , and its exclusion from Lithuania allowed the interwar
state to function as a national state with small minorities. Independent Lithuania in , and Soviet Lithuania in , owed the city to Stalin. After the destruction of the city’s main communities, the Jews and the Poles, Vilnius be-
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came Lithuanian in population under Soviet rule, by about . (The Ponary
forest, recalled by Mickiewicz as the mythical source of the city of Vilnius, was
the final resting place of the Vilnius Jews murdered in .) Treating these deep
transformations as the “return” of Vilnius, Lithuanian nationalists could claim
that Vilnius had always been a Lithuanian city. Nations construct histories as
they come into being, destroying traditions that scholars interested in the actual course of events will have to reconstruct. This suggests the more interesting
point. Any apology Poland offered for  would have been deeply incoherent, since by the s no one on either side remembered what had happened.
Back in  Lithuanian national activists knew perfectly well that there were
almost no Lithuanians in Vilnius. Their claim to the city was historical and political. It took the education policies of interwar and Soviet Lithuania for people to “learn” that Vilnius was an ethnically Lithuanian city when it was seized
by Poland in . Likewise, in  Pilsudski and Żeligowski annexed Wilno
not as nationalist Poles, nor as enemies of Lithuania, but as Polish Lithuanians.
They were operating not within the paradigm of “ethnic” nation-states, but
imagining that the Grand Duchy of Lithuania could be resurrected as a federation. Seven decades later, these motives and identifications were forgotten,
blurred into the larger Polish narrative of national victories and defeats. Between  and  the ethnic idea of nationhood won a rather complete victory in both Lithuania and Poland.
By the time independent Lithuanian and Polish states were free to revisit the
Vilnius question in the s, everyone reasoned from the modern assumption
of one nation, one state. However, it was possible to draw at least two different
conclusions from this understanding. On the one hand, it could be made to fit
a Westphalian understanding of the international system, tempered by late
twentieth-century notions of international law and European cooperation.
This was Skubiszewski’s approach. On the other hand, for those who accept the
modern principle of one nation, one state can attempt to force others to accept
their account of their past. The introduction of one national history into the
world of politics is bound to summon its doppelgänger in the form of a neighbor’s national history. Lithuanian foreign policy was to get Poles to reject their
own (wrong) reading of  and accept the Lithuanian one (even more
wrong). Skubiszewski refused this approach, continuing to treat nation-states
in terms of their future as states rather than their past as nations, and to offer a
European future to Poland’s eastern neighbors. This eventually worked, but
this time Skubiszewski needed a push from Europe itself.
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NATO

On the night of  August , in Warsaw, an intoxicated Boris Yeltsin declared in writing that Polish membership in NATO would not harm the interests of the Russian Federation. Although Yeltsin looked a bit regretful the next
day, and later recanted in Moscow, this began the international debate over
NATO enlargement. As some Lithuanian politicians were very quick to notice,
Polish membership in NATO would leave Lithuania as a tiny buffer state between NATO and Russia. Since Russian troops withdrew from Lithuania at
this time, Lithuania found itself with somewhat more room for maneuver in its
alliance policy. The NATO option realigned Lithuanian elite opinion, allowing
the abandonment of historical claims on Poland. Lithuanian (ex-communist)
socialists, in government since November , opposed NATO enlargement
but favored rapprochement with Poland. Their leader, President Algirdas
Brazauskas (– ), advocated equal distance between Russia and the West.
Lithuanian national parties, now in opposition, favored NATO enlargement,
but opposed rapprochement with Poland. In October  the Right pressed
NATO upon the socialist president, while demanding that the socialist government reimpose direct rule on the Polish minority and force Poland to apologize
for . As the debate progressed in November , some nationalist politicians saw that it would be very hard to get both of these things. On  December , the performance of nationalist Vladimir Zhirinovskii in Russian parliamentary elections provided a timely reminder that international politics is
about survival as well as prestige. On  December, the Lithuanian parliament
recommended that the government apply for NATO membership. On  January  President Brazauskas did so.37
Even in a world where Russia seemed more threatening and NATO more
welcoming, Lithuanian nationalists remained divided about Poland. The threshold Ukrainian national activists had crossed before , that Poland should
be treated as a friendly state rather than an unfriendly nation, was still to be
crossed by Lithuanian national activists in late . Former activists of Sa˛jūdis
were divided. Only at the end of  did Landsbergis change his mind about
the desirability of a treaty with Poland without a condemnation of Żeligowski.
The second most important activist of Sa˛jūdis, Romualdas Ozolas ( – ),
like Landsbergis the head of a conservative party in , opposed the treaty
even in the new situation. A humanist intellectual, in  he edited the Sa˛jūdis
newspaper while sitting on the central committee of the Lithuanian Communist Party. After Lithuanian independence he took a special interest in the
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Polish minority, using the issue to become one of the most popular politicians
in Lithuania. When Lithuania signed a treaty with Poland that did not mention Żeligowski, Ozolas proclaimed that Poland regarded Lithuania as a “halfsovereign state.” The treaty, he declared, was a “a strategic defeat.”38
The decisive group were Lithuanian nationalists who had come to think in
strategic terms and had some experience with Poland. These were people who,
while yielding to no one in their suspicions of Poland in , had changed their
minds before , and could make a case for cooperation when the time came.
A key example is Audrius Butkevičius. He had been thinking in terms of preserving the Lithuanian state for some time: as the coordinator of nonviolent resistance within the Lithuanian national movement; then as director general of
national defense of the unrecognized Lithuanian state; then as minister of defense of independent Lithuania. He regarded the events of  in typical Lithuanian terms, and in his official capacity initially treated Poland as a threat. In
November , while there were still thirty-five thousand Soviet troops in his
country, Butkevičius had called Poland “the greatest security threat to Lithuania.” Experience with Polish policy and NATO changed his mind. By July ,
having accepted a gift of Polish arms, Butkevičius called the gesture “the greatest sign of trust that can be shown.”39 When the NATO question opened in
late August , Butkevičius proposed that Lithuania join Poland in applying
to NATO. His position, both pro-Poland and pro-NATO, conquered the field
at a time when public opinion and most of the Right (in opposition) was antiPoland but pro-NATO, and most of the Left (in government) was pro-Poland
but anti-NATO.
Once this position became a consensus, all difficulties in treaty negotiations
were quickly resolved. Leaders of the Left, President Brazauskas in particular,
mollified Landsbergis and the Right by recalling the Lithuanian version of prewar history at ceremonial occasions surrounding the signing of the treaty in
April . While accepting historical argumentation, they sought to subtly
shift its meaning. They spoke of the point of view of future historians, of the
historical reconciliations achieved in Europe after the Second World War, and
of the tragic history of small nations whose quarrels invited the attention of
outside powers.40 This rhetoric signaled and effected a transition in the policy
of the new Lithuanian state. This was the moment in the history of independent Lithuania when state interests in the future first took priority over national interests in the past. It was hastened by a Polish policy which was patient
in dealing with Lithuanian nationalism, and fortunate in its support by European institutions. In October , the Lithuanian parliament ratified the
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treaty –– , having watched the Polish parliament ratify the treaty earlier
the same day by a vote of  – .

POLAND, 1992–1993

The unanimity of the Polish vote is striking. Lithuania had pursued an unusual
foreign policy toward Poland; the fate of the Polish minority in Lithuania had
aroused parliamentary interest on both the right and the left; Poland was renouncing all claims about the special status of Poles in Lithuania; Poland was finalizing an eastern frontier that was a Soviet creation; Poland was renouncing
all claims to Wilno. The – vote and the standing ovation that followed
bear witness to the prevalence of political calculation over patriotic nostalgia in
the Polish parliament, and to the channeling of Polish nostalgia toward the support of modern Lithuania. This was part of the Kultura grand strategy, as implemented by Skubiszewski.
Between  and , during Skubiszewski’s four years as foreign minister
in center-right governments, he lost only one parliamentary vote, and that on a
question of no practical significance. To say that Skubiszewski served during
three national electoral campaigns and in four coalition governments is to understate the extreme fluidity of the environment within which he worked. In
this light, the general insulation of foreign policy from domestic politics is
striking.41 Given the controversies in the Ukrainian, Lithuanian, and Belarusian parliaments over these countries’ rapprochements with Poland, it is extraordinary that Poland itself pursued the policies of two tracks and European standards with no meaningful parliamentary opposition. History was no more
forgotten by Polish than by Ukrainian, Lithuanian, or Belarusian public opinion: Ukrainians remained the most feared of Poland’s neighbors, and Polish
schoolchildren still learned the first line of Pan Tadeusz, “Lithuania! My fatherland!” by heart.42
The apparent separation of eastern policy from domestic politics was in fact
a conscious recognition of the difference between state interests and national
memories. Even as the Solidarity movement of the s fragmented into rival
parties, the s traditions of solidarity with eastern neighbors held.43 This
consensus embraced all of the center-right post-Solidarity parties that governed
between  and , with the exception of the Christian-National Union
(which gained . percent of the vote in , and which participated in governments until ). Deputies and ministers from this party were the only
ones to challenge Skubiszewski’s eastern policy. Christian-National Union pol-
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iticians advocated “reciprocity” in relations with eastern neighbors: that Poland
demand concessions on the basis of Polish perceptions that Polish minorities
abroad were treated worse than minorities within Poland, that Poland suspend
relations with Ukraine until the Ukrainian state apologized for the actions of
the UPA in the s.44 These would have been obvious contraventions of the
policy of European standards.45
The notions that Ukraine, Belarus, and Lithuania were equal nation-states,
that the existence of these states was in Poland’s interests, that future interests
should be placed above historical disagreements, that Poland should apologize
as well as seek apologies, dominated parliamentary debates. The number of
times a deputy with roots in Poland’s lost eastern territories made special claims
based upon personal experience can be numbered on the fingers of one hand.
The Polish Right generally supported the independence of Poland’s eastern
neighbors.46 Although the parliament’s lower house, the Sejm, was slow to produce legislation on minorities, Jacek Kuroń (then the most popular politician
in Poland) acted as informal representative of their interests.47 When necessary,
Foreign Minister Skubiszewski could treat eastern and minority policy as flowing naturally from western policy. When Polish parliamentarians pressed for
more aggressive protection of Polish minorities abroad, Skubiszewski scolded
them for not knowing European standards. Since the goal of joining European
institutions was shared across most of the political spectrum, and among most
(if not quite all) ministers of the Solidarity governments of  and , this
argument was very effective.48
Skubiszewski enjoyed the support of five prime ministers and two presidents: Wojciech Jaruzelski and Lech Wale˛sa. Jaruzelski, president until December , was not only the communist general who had implemented martial
law in , he was also an old soldier who had helped forcibly resettle Ukrainians in . In office, his neutrality in questions of Polish foreign policy was
part of his impressive contribution to Polish democracy after . Solidarity’s
leader, Lech Wale˛sa, was president for the rest of Skubiszewki’s tenure. Although Wale˛sa threw a wrench in the works with his proposals for a “second
NATO” and his untoward contacts with Moscow, he exploited none of the national issues which might have undermined the Skubiszewski’s policy. Wale˛sa
worked to keep the Ukrainian issue out of domestic elections, and in the critical parliamentary elections of  supported a Ukrainian candidate as local
communists played the national card. In visits to Lithuania, Belarus, and
Ukraine, President Wale˛sa stressed that Poland had no territorial claims, and
told Polish minorities to regard themselves as citizens of the countries where
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they resided.49 Since presidents elsewhere in postcommunist Europe—Yugoslavia and Russia most notably—used the issues of borders and diasporas to
consolidate their power, this is worthy of note.
Although Skubiszewski was not a charismatic figure, none of the major media treated him as a target. To some extent, one can even say that his eastern
policy was supported by the press. Gazeta Wyborcza, which began as an electoral newsletter for Solidarity in , became the most popular newspaper in
Poland. Its editor, Adam Michnik, was an ally of Jerzy Giedroyc, a student of
the Kultura program, and a friend of Ukrainian and Lithuanian national movements. As the leading figure in the Polish media, he favored compromise and
forgiveness. Although Michnik’s approach was often rejected, his newspaper
set the parameters of debate. As with the press, so with the Roman Catholic
Church. While (for example) the Serbian Orthodox Church was calling upon
its believers to fight for territory, the Polish Church followed a more peaceable
course. True, throughout the s Roman Catholic parishes destroyed the
remnants of Ukrainian settlement in southeastern Poland, and popular clerics
spread anti-Semitism and xenophobia from the pulpit and over the radio. Yet
the ultimate head of the Polish Church, both in the formal hierarchy and the
hearts of believers, was the Polish Pope, Karol Wojtyla, John Paul II. Wojtyla,
like Michnik, had been engaged in eastern reconciliation since the s. His
papal message of love and toleration, although not always heeded, was patiently
expressed. As the first Slavic pope, as the first pope to pronounce sermons in
Lithuanian, Belarusian, Russian, and Ukrainian (as well as Polish), John Paul II
set an example which was difficult to follow but impossible to misunderstand.
By the end of Skubiszewski’s term in late , the elite consensus for an eastern grand strategy was the popular wisdom as well, as Poles distinguished between lost national territories and present state interests.50 With the right policy in place, it proved entirely possible for large elements of Polish society to be
nostalgic for the Lithuanian fatherland, fearful of the Ukrainian borderland,
while concerned most of all for the security of a Polish homeland. The consolidation of such attitudes was tantamount to the success of a particular variety of
modern Polish nationality, concerned not with extending Polish power, spreading Polish culture, or restoring Polish statehood, but with preserving a Polish
nation-state within its present frontiers.

Chapter 14 Envoi: Returns

to Europe

Along with Poland’s geographical position, reconciliation with Germany, and domestic reforms, its eastern policy prepared the way for
integration with European and Atlantic institutions. The first clear
signal that NATO would admit new members was provided by U.S.
President Bill Clinton’s visit to Prague in January . The Clinton
Administration began to campaign for enlargement in autumn .
The European Union openly considered an eastward enlargement at
the Essen Summit of the European Council in December . In
both cases it was understood that Poland would be among the first
states considered for accession. This redefinition of Poland’s international position by the West altered its image in the East. Between 
and , when Poland offered its eastern neighbors recognition, all of
them were interested. In  and , when Poland offered European standards, some were more interested than others. When, after
, what Poland had to offer its neighbors was Europe itself, the
split widened. Those among Poland’s eastern neighbors which had become more or less clearly defined nation-states with European aspirations reacted positively (Lithuania and Ukraine), and those that had
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not reacted negatively (Belarus and Russia). These orientations were due to the
domestic politics of these four countries, over which Poland and other outside
actors exerted decreasing influence.1
The late s and early s were a special moment in European history,
when Polish diplomats and intellectuals could believe that their model of liberation and development could serve their neighbors. When the issue was national sovereignty, Poland did provide such an example. Once the issue became
success in particular political, economic, and cultural transformations, the analogy with Poland weakened.2 Poland’s postcommunist governments of  –
 failed to respond to these changes, which also limited the reach of more ambitious Solidarity governments after .3 After , Poland’s eastern policy
became an extension of its western policy. The problems of this approach were
most evident in relations with Russia.

RUSSIA AND BELARUS

Events of  had transformed the image of Russia in Poland. President Yeltsin, having condoned Poland’s NATO’s candidacy in August, changed his
mind in September. In October, his troops stormed the Russian parliament.
This caught the attention of Poland’s postcommunist socialists, who had just
won a democratic election and were about to form a parliamentary majority. In
December, Vladimir Zhirinovskii’s nationalist Liberal Democratic party won
more votes in the Russian parliamentary elections than any other. Zhirinovskii
was known for his anti-Polish rhetoric (“whore of NATO,” which had a heady
career, may have been his coinage). This caught the attention of Polish society
as a whole. In January ,  percent of Poles surveyed believed that Russia
posed a military threat to Poland, the highest number since , and significantly higher (for the first time) than the comparable figure for Ukraine.4
Yeltsin’s Russia, which had never developed a policy toward Poland, treated
Poland within the rhetorical categories of the NATO propaganda war. Until it
became clear that NATO would enlarge despite Russian opposition, Moscow
essentially ignored Warsaw. This attitude changed only after the U.S. Senate
gave its advice and consent to NATO enlargement on  April . At that
point, Russian-Polish relations returned to life. Foreign Minister Bronislaw
Geremek (– ) and President Aleksander Kwaśniewski were both greeted
with considerable decorum in Moscow in .5 A Russian foreign minister
visited Warsaw for the first time in . Yeltsin’s successor, Vladimir Putin,
travelled to Poland in . Opposition to NATO enlargement had been a
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matter of elite rather than public opinion in Russia, so such a volte-face was
easy for Russian authorities. NATO enlargement did not even change the basically favorable attitude of the Russian populace to the United States.6 There
was no great hostility toward Poland or its membership in NATO among Russian voters. In the late s, Russians ranked Poland as the most stable state in
Eastern Europe, and a stunning  percent believed that Poland should be invited to mediate in ethnic conflicts within the Russian Federation.7 Poland’s
eastern policy and domestic successes had changed the perceptions of the Russian people.
Like official Moscow, official Minsk resisted Polish overtures after .
Stanislau Shushkevich, the compromising Belarusian patriot, was pushed from
power. Even during his period as speaker of parliament, most policy was set by
the communist Prime Minister Kiebich, the country’s leading newspaper was
called “Soviet Belorussia,” and the local KGB not only still acted like the
KGB, it was still called the KGB.8 Both Shushkevich and Kiebich, along with
the national activist Zyanon Pazniak, were crushed in Belarus’s July  presidential elections by a young and inexperienced anticorruption activist, Aleksandr Lukashenka. This was the work of democracy: Lukashenka was not the
candidate of the communist establishment, and his decisive defeat of Kiebich,
Shushkevich, and Paznyak demonstrated that Belarusians wanted someone new.
President Lukashenka destroyed the democratic institutions and the national symbols of the young Belarusian state. In April , he expelled nationalist deputies from the parliament, encouraged the others to ratify a treaty with
Russia, and invited Russia to protect Belarus’s border with Poland. In May 
he won a national referendum, making Russian an official language of the Belarusian state and removing Belarusian national symbols from state insignia.
His bodyguard removed the Belarusian colors from the presidential compound, tore the flag into pieces, and gave them away as souvenirs. In November  Lukashenka won another referendum, thereby extending his own rule
and disempowering the legislature and judiciary. This plebiscite was carried out
in farcical conditions, and provoked a joint appeal from Poland, Lithuania, and
Ukraine. Nevertheless, its results reflected the preferences of most Belarusians
for a neo-Soviet order. Lukashenka’s domestic policy of Russification did not
make him a Russian, but it did create immense problems for aspiring Belarusian patriots. When he was elected,  percent of first-graders studied in Belarusian; three years later, the figure had fallen to  percent.9 By the end of the
decade, there was only one Belarusian school in Minsk, the Belarusian capital.
This was a president who whitewashed Stalinist terror, banned the use of
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schoolbooks printed after the Soviet period, tore up contracts between Belarusian firms and Western investors, and “spit on the International Monetary
Fund.” As he said himself, “I will not be leading my people to the civilized
world,” since “Belarusian values have nothing in common with Western values.” He called Belarusian patriots “fascists,” the sort of people “who will break
into your homes and rape your wives and daughters.” He imprisoned his opponents, and then began to make them disappear.10 He appealed to religious
themes as an “Orthodox atheist,” and opposed foreign “Western influences”
such as Roman Catholicism, the religion of two million Belarusians or a fifth of
the population. Lukashenka portrayed Poland as both a traditional Catholic
threat, and as the vanguard of NATO. He claimed that Solidarity and the CIA
were planning a coup in Minsk. He promised not to let western Belarus, where
the Polish minority was concentrated, become a second Yugoslavia, and
claimed that Polish aggression necessitated a Slavic union with Russia.11 Lukashenka’s foreign policy was pro-Russian, in the sense that he wished to gain as
much as possible from the idea of a union with Russia.
Polish policy engaged the society more than the state. The beleaguered Belarusian national movement, anti-Polish at the beginning of the s, was proPolish by the end of the decade. The Polish example taught oppositionists to
think in terms of the rescue of a nation-state, rather than a revival of historic entities. After Solidarity’s return to government in , Warsaw engaged the Belarusian opposition, while trying to avoid the isolation of official Belarus from
Europe. This was a return to the two-track policy of  –, this time on the
scale of Belarus rather than the entire Soviet Union. It included the quiet third
track of informal contacts, which included aging Solidarity activists and dozens
of new Polish nongovernmental organizations. While Belarusian activists had
regarded this approach with suspicion the first time around, by the late s
such initiatives were welcome.12 Whether they made any difference in the consolidation of Belarusian nationality is another question.

POLAND AND BELARUS

Although most Belarusians do not accept a modern form of the national idea,
its future political success is certainly possible. The Belarusian population is not
Russian, even if Russian is the language of power and culture. According to the
 Soviet census,  percent of the adult inhabitants of the Belorussian SSR
called themselves Belarusian,  percent Russian, and  percent Polish. The 
census carried out by the Lukashenka regime found the proportion of Belaru-
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sians had increased to  percent, while the proportion of Russians had fallen to
 percent. The share of Poles remained about the same.13 It is not Belarusian
self-identification, but the modern unions of “literary language-folk language”
and “language-nation-state” that Belarusian citizens find alien. We have attended to some of the limitations of Belarusian national politics. Since the
nineteenth century, Belarusian national activists have seen themselves as the inheritors of the territorial center, the language, and the traditions of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania. As we have seen, the traditions of the Grand Duchy were
altered beyond recognition by Lithuanian and Polish national movements, as
well as Russian imperial and Soviet states. They have changed least perhaps in
the lands we now call Belarus. This loyalty to tradition is the problem.
Nationalism claims to be about continuity. In fact it must involve a reconstruction of early modern political traditions sufficiently radical to allow the
masses to understand and wish to enter a redefined political community. Nationalists maintain that old ethnic groups become modern nations, but the Belarusian case proves that political action must rework political tradition for either notion to make sense. If we believe in “ethnic groups,” we must accept that
Belarusians were the “dominant ethnic group” of the old Grand Duchy of Lithuania. In  a majority of individuals within the Grand Duchy spoke what we
would call Belarusian dialects. In  the same can be said of the five Belarusian provinces of the Russian empire, and in  for the Republic of Belarus.
Nevertheless, this “group” never became the vehicle for modern national politics. Modern Lithuanian and Polish nationalists have shown us that national
ideologies succeeded insofar as they transformed the Grand Duchy’s legacies.
They took Lithuania’s name in vain, a sure sign of the mixture of reverence and
forgetfulness characteristic of modern nationalism. The reorientation of Belarusian national activists toward the nation-state in the late s therefore
bodes ill for the generational continuity of early modern Lithuanian traditions,
but well for the arrival of a third modern nationalism on early modern Lithuanian territories. Where modern Lithuanian and Polish nationalism have succeeded, modern Belarusian nationalism might eventually succeed as well.
Political action requires the right institutional, social, and cultural circumstances. Belarusian activists of the s said, anachronistically, that the Belarusian nation “lost” assets such as the independence of the Grand Duchy in
the sixteenth century; the Chancery Slavonic language in the eighteenth; the
Uniate Church and poetry of Mickiewicz in the nineteenth; the city of Vil’nia
and the very name “Lithuania” in the twentieth. If we drop the teleology and
keep the contingency—drop the word “bad” but keep the word “luck”—we
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see the importance of events beyond the control of national activists and local
populations. These “losses” were junctures where circumstances did not favor
the consolidation of a modern Belarusian national idea, movement, or state.
Yet the most paradoxical “loss” is one that no national activist will mention:
that Belarus did not enjoy the advantages of partition.
National histories present partition as a dismemberment of the national
body. In fact, national activists divided by a state boundary enjoy certain advantages. Partition creates the possibility that one empire will use a national
movement against another with the unintended consequence that the national
movement prospers. Partition allows activists of the same nation but different
empires to share ideas. A national movement within one empire may copy the
tactics of other national movements within that same empire, then transfer
them to conationals across the border. As we have seen, the division of Lithuanians and Ukrainians among nineteenth-century empires allowed for conversations with immigrants, visions of unification, and smuggling of books. During the nineteenth century, all of what is now Belarus was part of the Russian
empire. Only for two decades in the twentieth century was Belarus divided: between Poland and the Soviet Union, between the world wars. Even though
Stalin exterminated the Belarusian intelligentsia, and Poland closed every Belarusian school, this time of partition was a moment of national achievement.
Modern nationality involves the unity of the literary with the vernacular language, which in Eastern Europe means the education of the peasantry and the
reorientation of the intelligentsia. The site for this convergence is the city, ideally a growing national capital. Belarusians’ desired capital Vil’nia became a
Polish Wilno in  when Poland won a war with Bolshevik Russia; it became
a Lithuanian Vilnius after Stalin granted the city to Soviet Lithuania in .
Belarusians’ eventual capital Minsk, historically less important to the national
cause than Vil’nia, became Soviet after Poland declined to incorporate it in
. Under Soviet rule Minsk became the one Belarusian city of any size, and
after the Second World War a locus of Russification. Belarusian activists sorely
missed medium-sized cities, the usual testing grounds for national revivals not
yet ready to play in “deracinated” capitals. Modern nationality also presupposes
a world of nations, each with a distinct high culture and a distinct name. As
part  demonstrated, the early modern politonym “Lithuanian” became a modern ethnonym, and the Romantic poet Mickiewicz became a bard of modern
Polish and (to a lesser extent) Lithuanian nationalisms. The Lukashenka
regime of the s was pleased to celebrate Mickiewicz as a vaguely Belarusian
figure, just as the Soviet regime once endorsed him as a friend of Pushkin and
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the toiling masses. Only when Mickiewicz is (falsely) presented in Minsk as a
modern Belarusian, as he is today portrayed (falsely) in Warsaw or Vilnius as a
modern Pole or Lithuanian, will we have a sign that Belarusian nationalism has
arrived.
The historical maneuvers that build modern nations are carried out by elites
created in definable institutional circumstances. Here we recognize the most
serious barrier to a Belarusian national revival: the scale of destruction in Belarus during Stalin’s purges of the s and during the Second World War.
Stalin murdered most of the Belarusian intelligentsia in the late s. One in
four inhabitants of the territory of the Belorussian SSR in  was dead by
. The Germans destroyed Minsk, its university, and its academy of sciences.
Minsk was rebuilt in an era of Russification, its astonishing postwar growth creating a massive Russophone capital. There was one telling move in the opposite
direction: the incorporation of formerly Polish territories in .14 The western expansion of the Belorussian SSR encompassed millions of people with different political experiences, and thousands of people with distinct connections
to traditional institutions. The Uniate Church, for example, was established
under the old Commonwealth in . Although there was no Uniate Church
in Soviet Belarus, it had been reestablished in interwar Poland. Thousands of
Neo-Uniates from western Belarus became Soviet citizens after . Just as
many Belarusian activists in the s and s were of Roman Catholic background, so in the s and s many had some connection to these formerly
Polish territories. Pazniak, the leader of the Belarusian National Front, was the
grandson of a Belarusian politician active in interwar Polish Wilno. Pazniak’s
grandfather was among the hundreds of thousands of Belarusians murdered at
Kuropaty and similar sites. Pazniak’s ideas of Belarusian nationalism were consistent with an elite tradition, but alien to the Belarusian population educated
in Soviet schools.15
Here a comparison between Soviet Belarus and Soviet Lithuania is instructive. Postwar Soviet policies allowed for an ethnic Lithuanian nation, while
pushing rival Belarusian conceptions toward oblivion. Right after the war, an
interwar Lithuanian communist took the reins in the Lithuanian SSR, and a
Lithuanian-language university was established in Vilnius. The Belarusian
Communist Party was meanwhile Russified, and wartime suffering became the
basis of standard Soviet Belorussian history. By , when a modern narrative
of Lithuanian history was thoroughly institutionalized, national history had all
but disappeared from Belarusian curricula. By , when most schools in Vilnius taught in Lithuanian, not a single school in Minsk taught in Belarusian.
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During the Gorbachev period of the late s, the Belarusian national movement began with the discovery of basic facts, literally unearthing of the remains
of Belarusians killed by the NKVD. The basic facts of Lithuanian history had
long before been absorbed by Lithuanian society as a whole. The Belarusian
narrative of descent from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania was by then the
province of a very small number of educated elites. The Lithuanian version was
known to most Lithuanians.16
Modern Belarusian nationalism, if it arrives, will probably involve a mythical notion of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. This old idea will have to be reconstructed to account for the Orthodox religion and Soviet historical memory
of the majority of the Belarusian population. Such a synthesis, like the appearance of Mickiewicz as a Belarusian nationalist, would be a sign of the modern
turn of the Belarusian national idea. Some long-term trends speak in favor of
such a possibility. If contingent historical facts can hinder national movements,
they can also help them. Soviet Belarus, a small sliver of territory in , was
enlarged in , , , and . As a result, independent Belarus has generous and coherent frontiers. After the collapse of the Soviet Union in , independent Belarus had most of the attributes of a sovereign state. In many respects the Belarusian state of the s functioned better than its Ukrainian or
Russian counterparts. Although Lukashenka was a bizarre dictator who hated
Belarusian patriotism and promised to unite his country with Russia, his term
in fact preserved a sovereign Belarusian state. For the first time, young people
came of age in an independent Belarus, and travelers carried a Belarusian passport. For the first time, Belarusian national activists could envision capturing a
state for an emerging nation. Independent Lithuania, Poland, and Ukraine all
favored Belarusian statehood, also a historical novelty. Absent decisive Russian
intervention, the emergence of a Belarusian nation is not to be excluded.

LITHUANIA, POLAND, AND EUROPE

Over the course of the s, Lithuanians came to see Poland as a modern state,
rather than as the source of the fatally attractive civilization of the era of national rebirth. This was the price of Polish political success: the realization that
Polish culture, the height of achievement in much of early modern Eastern Europe, and a mark of distinction in Eastern Europe through the nineteenth century, was no longer terribly attractive. This was, incidentally, a dilemma inherent in modern Polish nationalism. The historical appeal of Polish civilization
was its elite character; in making of Polishness a folk nationalism, nationalists
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destroyed its appeal. Polish culture could be attractive horizontally—to neighboring elites—or vertically—to the peasants and workers—but it could not be
both at the same time. By averting crises in the early s, Polish eastern policy allowed this long-term trend to take hold.
Once Lithuania and Poland ratified their treaty in , political relations
improved dramatically. Once the issue of an apology for the Polish seizure of
Vilnius in  was forced from the agenda, it became apparent that Poland
and Lithuania had no strategic differences. Poland was seen as the road to Europe by the Lithuanian Right and the Lithuanian Left, and all Lithuanian governments and presidents treated it as such. Lithuanian and Polish parliaments,
governments, and presidents institutionalized joint committees. Incidents involving the Polish minority in Lithuania were resolved institutionally, the Polish side invariably invoking European standards and the value of Polish help in
European integration. In these ways, Lithuania and Poland approximated the
preemptive dispute resolution characteristic of the EU, which both had applied
to join. Poland but not Lithuania was included in the first wave of negotiating
countries. As it became clearer in –  that Poland (but not Lithuania)
would join NATO in the first wave of enlargement, Poland’s “European” form
of leverage only became stronger. One  newspaper headline captured the
issue well: “What the wife has to do with NATO and visas.”17 The answer: the
Lithuanian and Polish languages have different suffixes to indicate female sex;
Poles in Lithuania wished for the Polish suffix to appear in official documents
such as passports; the Lithuanian government refused; then the Polish state applied the “European” leverage conferred by its closer association with NATO
and the EU.
Poland’s demands stayed within the realm of cultural rights enumerated in
the  treaty. Polish officials stressed that they regarded Poles in Lithuania as
citizens of Lithuania. Because EU and NATO membership were so highly valued in Lithuania, and Polish support of Lithuanian membership so vocal in international forums, limited Polish advocacy of the minority led to little resentment.18 President Algirdas Brazauskas said as early as  that relations with
Poland were the best they had been in the history of modern statehood. The
Lithuanian Right, having returned to power, treated Poland very differently
than it had in the early s. The very foreign minister who had presided over
the policy of demanding apologies called Poland Lithuania’s “most important
strategic partner.”19 By the end of the decade, Vytautas Landsbergis himself
was treating the Lublin Union of  between Poland and Lithuania as a positive event, an instance of “Lithuanian-Polish pragmatism.”20 As we have seen,
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the  Lublin Union was portrayed as the tombstone of the Lithuanian nation by Lithuanian national activists from the s through the s. This
new interpretation, by the most important Lithuanian nationalist of his time,
suggests a more secure Lithuanian identity. Poland was no longer a hostile nation, to be understood in historical terms, but a neighboring state, to be understood in the categories of interests. The task of modernizing nationalists, the
subversion of the traditional elite culture, yielded to the task of modern statesmen, the protection of existing national institutions.

UKRAINE, POLAND, AND EUROPE

Poland’s reconciliation with Ukraine was spectacular. By the mid-s, antiPolish opinions in Ukrainian society were almost entirely absent. Of course,
whereas most Poles have some strong view about Ukraine drawn from contact
with western Ukraine, most central, eastern and southern Ukrainians never
had strong feelings toward Poland. Ukraine is a country as big as France, with
fifty million inhabitants, and a disorientingly thorough history of suffering in
the twentieth century. The horrible national conflicts discussed in chapters 
through , although very important to West Ukrainians, made no impression
on perhaps  percent of the population. After all, the cleansings of the s
are events of a lesser order than the famine of  or the terrible civilian and
military losses of the Second World War. Yet the positive image of Poland which
developed among Kyiv elites was a new development, easily traced to Polish policy. Also impressive was the reversal among West Ukrainian patriots, too few to
consistently determine policy, but numerous enough to sabotage a policy which
concerned them directly. The Right, and even much of the extreme Right, was
quickly convinced that Poland was an ally of Ukrainian independence.21
 and  had been disappointing years for Ukrainian president Leonid
Kravchuk and his patriotic advisors, as it became clear that Poland would not
be an ally in the literal sense, and that postcommunist Polish governments
(–) were divided over whether priority was to be accorded to Ukraine or
Russia. Kravchuk was replaced by Leonid Kuchma in , to the general expectation that Ukraine would then reorient its foreign policy to Russia. In the
event, Kuchma continued during his first term ( – ) a foreign policy of
integration with Western institutions. Integration with the EU was very popular in Ukraine, integration with NATO very unpopular; the Kuchma regime
first loudly pursued the one, and then, more quietly, the other.22 As it happened, the transfer of power from Kravchuk to Kuchma coincided with an im-
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portant shift of U.S. policy toward Ukraine. The U.S.-Ukrainian-Russian Trilateral Statement of January  had provided for the transfer of all nuclear
weapons from Ukraine to Russia, thereby removing the main impediment to
U.S. support for Ukraine. Support for Ukrainian statehood became a goal of
American foreign policy.
That same month, January , NATO announced its Partnership for
Peace. Designed to appease East European candidates for NATO membership
and mollify opponents of enlargement in Moscow, the Partnership failed to
slow the enlargement debate. In , however, it allowed Poland to draw favorable attention from the West for an eastern policy already in place. Poland
offered Ukraine military cooperation within the framework of the Partnership,
as the only one of Ukraine’s neighbors to do so. The most radical plan was for a
Ukrainian-Polish peacekeeping battalion, proposed in , created in ,
and dispatched by NATO to Kosovo in . Ukrainian President Kuchma’s
first major overture to Poland was qualified support for Polish membership in
NATO in June . In Warsaw, he declared that “We regard NATO not as a
defensive alliance, but as a mechanism of collective security, which unites democratic countries,” emphasizing that he saw “no threat to Ukraine in connection with the enlargement of NATO.”23 Poland then supported a special
NATO charter for Ukraine, along the same lines as the one that Russia was to
receive. The NATO-Ukrainian charter was signed on  July .24 The next
day U.S. President Bill Clinton congratulated cheering crowds in Warsaw on
Poland’s forthcoming membership in NATO.
From , Polish President Kwaśniewski and Ukrainian President Kuchma
presided over a formal Ukrainian-Polish historical reconciliation. Their great
achievement was the reconciliation declaration signed in Kyiv in May . It
listed wrongs done by each nation to the other, including Operation Vistula
and the terror in Volhynia, and expressed the need for mutual forgiveness.25
Kwaśniewski and Kuchma also met regularly at historically significant sites,
seeking to symbolically unravel tangled threads of memory. They laid wreaths
at a cemetery in L’viv where Polish soldiers who fought against the West Ukrainian Republic in – are buried; they unveiled a monument to the Ukrainians imprisoned in the Polish concentration camp at Jaworzno in the s;
they laid the foundation stone at an ecumenical cemetery at Kharkiv where Polish officers murdered at Stalin’s orders rest; and they dedicated a memorial to
the Ukrainian soldiers of the Ukrainian National Republic who died defending
Ukrainian and Polish independence during the – war with Bolshevik
Russia.
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Critics in Kyiv contended that such a reconciliation was unnecessary, since
Poland and Ukraine enjoyed good relations as states. This overlooked the controversies between West Ukrainians and Poles which might have prevented political rapprochement. Critics in Warsaw made the point that one cannot decree historical reconciliation, and that meetings of presidents do little to change
public opinion.26 There is something to this, of course. Yet it disregards the fact
that the more direct approaches to history tried in the early s ended in fiasco. Had Ukraine or Poland chosen to emphasize the s in the way that
Lithuania emphasized the s, political accord would have been delayed for
years, at a time crucial to the sovereignty and security of both states.  and
 showed that disagreements about the mutual ethnic cleansing of the s
would not be resolved quickly, but also that interstate relations could be established without prior agreement on historical issues. Precisely because Operation Vistula and the Volhynian terror were marginalized from state-to-state relations in the early s, the two presidents could address them in the late
s on a firm foundation of legal agreements and political concord. During
the first half of the decade, Poles and Ukrainians had agreed to “leave history to
the historians” in the mutual interest of securing the state. In the second half of
the decade, after issues of recognition, borders, and minorities were resolved,
discussions of history could demonstrate the depth of Polish-Ukrainian rapprochement.
From , the exceptional frequency, seriousness, and ceremoniousness of
presidential meetings sent a clear signal to domestic political actors that they
had little to be gained by exploiting history.27 The lightest gestures were resonant. When Kwaśniewski mentioned that he met with Kuchma so often that
his wife was jealous, he was reminding Poles that his wife’s family had been
cleansed from Volhynia by the UPA, and that the enterprise of reconciliation
was mindful of such memories. When he remarked that his Ukrainian policy
was approved by his father-in-law, he was turning a generation’s memory of suffering to the service of future security.28 (By the same token, the fact that
Kwaśniewski was visibly drunk in Kharkiv undermined his personal attempt to
communicate a historical vision of reconciliation.) There was a long way to go
when this initiative of historical reconciliation was undertaken. Opinion polls
of  indicated that while levels of Polish sympathy to Germans had increased
from  percent of respondents in  to  percent in , levels of sympathy
towards Ukrainians increased from  percent to only  percent during the
same period.29 As Jacek Kuroń described elite opinion in : “If you put an
average Polish intellectual and an average German intellectual at a table and ask
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them to agree upon a version of Polish-German history, they will do so. There
will of course arise certain differences, but it will prove possible to agree upon a
common position. But if you sit down an average Polish intellectual with an average Ukrainian intellectual, they will tell each other exactly contradictory and
irreconcilable different versions of history.”30 Contradictory, to be sure. But irreconcilable? By  there was some reason to believe that historical reconciliation, in both the figurative and literal senses, was possible.
The central disagreements concerned the ethnic cleansings of the s. As
we have seen, these events did much to spread modern conceptions of nationality in Poland and western Ukraine. After all, the Polish Home Army founded
its Volhynian division in  as a result of ethnic cleansing by Ukrainian nationalists. Ukrainians in Poland were forcibly resettled by the Polish communist regime in . We have discussed Volhynian Poles, and Polish Ukrainians,
as the groups most clearly nationalized by war and ethnic cleansing. In the
Poland of the s, veterans of this Volhynian Home Army division were one
of the nongovernmental organizations most concerned with preserving the
memory of the Volhynian massacres of , while the Union of Ukrainians in
Poland regarded its main task as gaining reparations for Ukrainians who lost
their homes in . These were special interest groups of (collectively) the
cleansed and (in individual cases) the cleansers. It is a polite understatement to
say that these groups had opposing views of history, demands for justice, and
political agendas.31
One might think that these two groups would be unlikely to gather together
the historians who populate the cliché of Polish eastern policy: “leave history to
the historians.” In fact, the World Union of Home Army Soldiers and the
Union of Ukrainians in Poland did just that: they found historians to write the
hardest sort of history, the history of mutual ethnic cleansing. The historians
recruited hailed from institutions not known for their soft line: the Polish Military Historical Institute in Warsaw (the Polish military carried out ethnic
cleansings in  –), and the Volhynian State University in L’utsk (in the
heart of the territories cleansed by Ukrainian insurgents in ). The site of
confrontation was the scholarly conference. These two nongovernmental organizations, and these two state institutions of higher learning, organized a series
of seminars on Ukrainian-Polish relations. The seminars’ format required comparative work: on each subject a Polish and a Ukrainian scholar delivered consecutive papers and published juxtaposed chapters. At the end of each session,
all historians from both sides endorsed a joint statement, in both languages, of
points of agreement and disagreement.32 Although agreement was hard to
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reach, and the cooperative format frustrated all concerned, the output was
greater in quantity and higher in quality than what scholars from either side
would have published if left to their own devices. Ukrainian historians came to
see  –, and Polish historians – , in a different light.

NATIONS IN EUROPE

History, an enterprise which requires human effort, is often written from national motivations. History, in order to be scholarly, must in some way be freed
from the limits this imposes. The emergence of this cooperative Polish-Ukrainian history is a sign that Minerva’s owl is about to take wing, that a certain historical epoch is passing, at least in a certain part of Europe. It may be useful to
frame the European future toward which Poles and others believed they were
moving after , and to make some modest predictions about the meaning of
Europe to Poland’s eastern neighbors in the twenty-first century.
Polish eastern policy between  and  had little to do with Western Europe. It was a policy of a newly sovereign nation-state whose diplomats and policymakers wished, for reasons of state interest, to aid in the construction of nation-states on the territory of the Soviet Union. Polish eastern policy in 
and  bore on Western Europe only obliquely. Polish diplomats proposed
“European standards” to their eastern neighbors. This was meant to prevent
problems that could harm Poland’s image in the West, to improve the Poland’s
position in the east, and to justify support of eastern neighbors to domestic
constituencies concerned about Polish minorities. After , Polish eastern
policy was essentially the more or less clever redirection of the leverage conferred by the European institutions Poland was seen to be joining. Since Poland
was seen to be ahead of Lithuania and Ukraine in its integration with Western
institutions after , Lithuanian and Ukrainian elites interested in the same
success paid some attention to Poland. Poland joined NATO in March .
Despite the rancorous debate surrounding this event and expected further enlargements, the more important accession for both Poland and its eastern
neighbors will be to the European Union.
The “return to Europe,” the great slogan of opponents of communism and
reformers of postcommunist states, was always an oxymoron. The Europe
which preceded the imposition of communism in Eastern Europe was dead by
. To all but the most stubborn of nostalgics, the idea of a return to the interwar period does not bear much examination. What East Europeans meant
by the “return to Europe” after  was not a return to the past, but a leap for-

Returns to Europe

ward to the achievements of postwar Western Europe, a leap for which common European culture provided the faith. Yet the institutional project of European integration had made great strides between the  Treaty of Rome and
the East European revolutions of . East European countries expected to
partake at once in norms and practices that had taken decades to accumulate.
The European Union also changed a great deal between  and . As
Poland and other East European candidates strove to demonstrate their fitness
for membership, the EU became a political and economic union with a common external frontier and a common currency. Nevertheless, Poland expects to
be included in the next EU enlargement, in . Lithuania should accede to
the EU at the same time. But there is essentially no chance that any of their
three eastern neighbors, Belarus, Ukraine, and the Russian Federation, will be
included in the EU before . This compels us to imagine decades during
which Poland and Lithuania will be the eastern marches of the European
Union.33
In the early s, the European Union appeared to face a choice between a
rapid enlargement and continuation of its plans for a common currency. In the
event, enlargement took so long that the common currency became a fait accompli. Meanwhile, another fundamental change in the structure of the EU
was underway. While Poland and other East European states reformed themselves during the s, the EU was removing the last impediments to internal
movement among its member states, and creating a correspondingly tough external border. Designed to allow free movement within the European Union,
the Schengen regime naturally concentrates police power on the EU’s external
borders. The terrorist attacks of  September  consolidated this regime.
This is cause for concern. The first two parts of this book illustrated the importance of contacts among educated elites in the reconstruction and the reconciliation of nations. As we saw in part , similar contacts were crucial to the elaboration of the Kultura grand strategy, to national reconciliation among Poland,
Lithuania, Belarus and Ukraine, and to the peaceful dissolution of the Soviet
Union. Since EU enlargement endangers the access of eastern elites to Poland,
this lesson is worth considering. When Poland joins the EU, Russian, Belarusian, and Ukrainian citizens will find themselves materially and symbolically
separated from “Europe.”34 The eight million Russian citizens who visited
Poland each year during the s, legally and illegally, will find their way
blocked. Regardless of whether they regard Poland as a model, the experience
will be frustrating and perhaps humiliating. A thick line between Poland and
Belarus would also serve the dictatorial Lukashenka regime, or others like it.
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Belarusian traders, the only group to have wrung concessions from Lukashenka,
will find themselves separated from their markets. A majority of Belarusian
traders in the s had some connection to Poland, and thus to a wider world
of free trade and democratic institutions.35 To keep Belarusians from Poland is
to close one democratic possibility in Belarus.
In , Ukraine and Poland initiated a visa-free regime. The experience of
Ukrainians in a large Slavic state where public institutions work and the free
market functions is certainly of value in building social support for reform in
Ukraine.36 The Ukrainian state-building project is the keystone of European
security in the twenty-first century; structural flaws include the absence of administrative and economic reform, and the weakness of the rule of law. This
Polish-Ukrainian connection is thus of great importance for Europe as a whole.
Polish Foreign Minister Geremek made this explicit in his  official visit to
Kyiv, which preceded his first trip to Brussels.37 In the late s, , and
, Poland resisted EU pressure to annul its visa-free regime with Ukraine,
arguing that Poland would meet its obligations when it formally acceded into
the EU. This was the continuation by the post-Solidarity governments and
President Kwaśniewski of an eastern policy which remained more pro-Ukrainian than EU partners (and Polish public opinion) would have preferred.38 Yet
once Poland actually joins the EU, its special arrangements with Ukraine will
come to an end. Lublin and Brest, the sites of Poland’s great political and religious unions with eastern neighbors in the early modern period, today lie just
to the one and just to the other side of Poland’s eastern border. When the Polish border matches the EU border, what will the EU offer its new eastern neighbors?
Ukrainian President Kuchma dreamed that the guardposts Poland built in
the s on its Ukrainian border would become as obsolete as those marking
the French-German border.39 Someday, perhaps, they will. For the time being,
they symbolize Poland’s commitment to joining the EU, to shifting the EU’s
external border from the Oder to the Bug River, between itself and Ukraine and
Belarus. Although Poland can delay its implementation of EU recommendations, it must prove the fitness of its institutions before it joins the EU. Just as
borders must be drawn, demarcated and guarded before they become obsolete,
so Poland had to prove itself to be a successful state before it could join the European Union. In “returning to Europe,” Poland will reach the logical conclusion not only of its western policy, but of its eastern policy. In supporting the
sovereignty of eastern neighbors, in spreading European norms, and then
transmitting European influence, the Poland of the s was behaving as a
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sovereign nation-state with defined interests and goals. By accepting and propounding a particular model of the nation-state in northeastern Europe,
Poland created conditions under which it could join the European Union. In
joining the European Union, Poland will become one of a group of nationstates which have pooled sovereignty in traditional areas of state power.
This book began with a similar moment in European history: the 
Lublin Union. Warsaw and Vilnius, as we might say today, pooled their sovereignty at Lublin to establish the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The early
modern Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was far greater in territory, ambitions, and European significance than the two small nation-states that today
bear its names. Its citizens believed that they had created the best political order
in the world. Their republic embodied practices of democracy, civil rights, religious toleration, and constitutional rule now regarded as European par excellence; but also created or sustained languages, religions, and myths now seen as
Ukrainian, Belarusian, and Russian. The appeal of the early modern Commonwealth had more to do with a political ideal than with specific institutions,
which is why its attraction outlived its polity by more than a century. Something similar can be said about the postmodern European Union: it is attractive
not for its acquis communautaire, its body of law and practices, but for its
savoir-faire, its reputation and civilization. It too is an elite project that embodies an attractive political ideal in complex institutions. As Poland and Lithuania
join the European Union, Belarusians, Ukrainians, Russians and others will be
drawn to the ideal of nations in Europe. The eastern enlargement of the European Union, a wise and noble policy, asks rather than answers the question of
the eastern border of Europe.
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